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Saul’s Last Book
A novel by Allison Fine
Venus
Sure enough,
you’ve got two big boobs
& a string of pearls
on your neck.
A child of the mist
holds your mirror.
I still see you,
placing a hand like a rainbow’s
over your sex
or lazily punching the sky
into shape, like a pillow.
We’re looking at you through a lens—
the renaissance & me.
Garcia Lorca
If you see the Buddha on the road, kill him, for he is not the true Buddha.
Kurt Vonnegut says we're still living in the dark ages, I agree with that. But we're still
struggling to get out of the dark ages into some kind of enlightenment; I think that's
possible. Still might happen before disaster solves all our problems. If we don't solve our
troubles by reason and goodwill and generosity and mutual aid and sharing, then I think
our troubles, national and international, will be solved in the usual way. By catastrophe.
By war, famine, plague...what was the fourth horseman? Death.
Edward Abbey
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Part 1: Tango Dancing
Saul Fineberg Sub-Zero II

I’m dead. I work with a guy named Francis in the Local Universe. We’ve got a
hundred constellations embracing one hundred systems of inhabited worlds. It looks a
little different than earth. Appearance is not the issue. After you’re dead you have only
mental constructs, a bunch of other stuff and imagination. You don’t retire. In case you
were thinking that you’ll you get a rest. “His final resting place.” There’s nothing final
about it and no place to rest. It’s work--even more of it to do and no body to do it with.
After I died there was a flurry of activity because I was famous. There’s a whole cottage
industry of people who make their money off famous people who actually do something
with their lives.
I miss smells—the crisp odor of fall leaves, wood burning, sizzling steaks on the
grill, Andrea—her fresh musky smell—aroma of citrus fruit when I cracked open an
orange, apple cider and sweet sugary confectionary tang at holidays, roast turkey. The
feel— Andrea when she first came out of the shower; her skin smooth, constellations of
water forming on her bare arms, hair damp and mussed up, her lovely expression of
contentment and hostility converging— deep brown eyes with golden glints staring at me
as if I could somehow solve the problems of civilization by being her lover, her husband,
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her companion through four decades of what on earth you call marriage. I loved women.
I adored them. I always said so. But maybe I just used them. Perhaps I did. I think now I
never understood Andrea at all, but who really understands another? I wanted some
things, she wanted some things—it was not always an even exchange. People told me my
narrative voice was feminine—I could access a woman’s point of view. In life I behaved
as a man. I was what they called a sensual visceral writer. Symbolic. Lyrical. Sometimes
bordering on the mystical--enchanted by the hypnosis of consciousness, perhaps, the
Maya—fascinating illusion.
My death was all over the place--television perspectives—re-showing my old
interviews and clips: “ Let us consider Fineberg’s work as the apex of an Epoch—where
are we now? Saul Fineberg: a genius at the sentence level and a Garden of Eden at the
story level. He left us a legacy that will last a thousand years.” Well, I like what they said
about it, because it shows they believed in me and they believe in time—in Epochs. The
first human intellect didn’t even happen until 13 million BCE for God’s sake—before that
there was a lot of activity but I’m not up on it all.
Francis tells me I ought to laugh at it. The nature of the self is that it does no work,
he tells me. If you try too hard with anything you usually make a mess of it. The Brahmin
(his term) is engaged with Play. Brahman does not actually become the world, I am
learning, Brahmin is playing at being it--the world is the dream of the two-faced
Godhead—one face is absorbed in the dream world and the other face is liberated. (Am I
liberated now that I am dead?)
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So-- I ask Francis, all that writing—“the work” as we called it, what about it?
Egocentric consciousness, he says, a lot of singing in the dark. Although some of the
music is so wonderful it is transcendent—transcendent music, I will allow that this
creativity of the human species is the very special gift.
So—I am immortal but paradoxically, attainment for the perfection of divinity had
absolutely nothing whatsoever to do with what I produced--I played at fabrication-- at
the very highest level of the art form, of course. Yet you on ‘ life watch’ associate Play
with triviality—“you’re only playing with me,” says a girl to a man who is flirting with
her. And yet what is more gorgeous than the play? And who does not flirt with life?
But death is serious and life is serious, don’t you think? I ask Francis.
Yes, he tells me, the quest for understanding begins with Death. But then, try to laugh
once in a while you’re doing it. “Dying is easy comedy is hard,” remember?
Yes, I agree with him.
You were just acting Saul Fineberg. I mean, as it goes, acting is easy—if you can
fake that you got it made. But something else, like attaining holographic memory or
operative function in the fourth dimension takes some concentration.
Thanks, I say. I realize I have a lot to learn, even if I am dead.

Marriage: The Finebergs
Saul sat in his office when Andrea came home, bags of groceries in one arm and
her briefcase in the other. He hoped she wouldn’t come into the office and ask how he
was. He hated being asked how he was, and even worse, how’s the writing going? The
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writing was going great guns. He’d finished off the first half of his latest novel and was
now attacking the second half with the fervor of a man who knew nothing. Knowing
nothing was a blessing and the only time he knew it was when he was writing. He knew
when he was writing that whatever he knew was nothing and it didn’t matter. While he
was teaching writing the teaching of writing forced him into knowing something and
sometimes a lot of something and that felt like a burden, so writing was respite from all
that.
A row of pill bottles sat on the second shelf of the bookcase, all lined up like little
soldiers ready to attack the mysterious numbing pain that gripped his heart upon
occasion. The occasions were growing more frequent. Sometimes when he was lying
down and sometimes when he just moved from one room to another. Sometimes without
a pain for days on end when he might begin to think the thing, as he called it, was moving
away to take up residence somewhere else.
Well, where are you? He bellowed, unable to allow her one moment’s peace even
to put away the groceries. He heard the refrigerator door slam, the dishwasher sending
out shoots of water; the pantry door (with the squeak he kept on meaning to fix) open and
shut. Cupboards knocking wood against wall—it was all so familiar and such a relief to
know that this sort of thing could go on day after day without much interpretation or
change. He didn’t think about it.
Back to the work. This time the words exploded onto the page. He’d never felt such
a passion for work. Such an enormous amount of energy surged out of him. The mind,
the psyche—whatever place it all came from, he didn’t give a damn. This one would be
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the greatest yet even though he’d already won enough awards and prizes to make anyone
happy. He was never happy. It was never over. There was always more to explore. He
was hungry for exploration. He hated time.
Andrea moved through the living room to Saul’s office, which shot off the end of
the living room just to the left of the picture window and behind the wall of books. He
always kept the door shut, except when he needed her, and then he kept it open just a
crack.
You hungry baby? Her face peeked around the door, half shut. He kept on writing.
He didn’t look up. He couldn’t stop.
It’s going grand, just grand. It’s going good. I can’t stop it. Like you when you
used to get your period or something. Blood flowing out of you everywhere.
I hated it. Anyway, how can you compare writing to menstrual flow? Getting your
period means that this time nothing happened—you didn’t conceive. Isn’t what you’re
doing the opposite? You’re creating something. It isn’t fluid into the toilet.
I don’t know what you women go through. You should know that by now.
She knew enough to leave, but she left the door ajar in case something—
What should I make for dinner? She thought about the recipe for French Onion soup
Margo had given her the other day. Where did I put that? He’s written fifteen books and
he knows nothing about himself. She pulled a bag of onions out of the refrigerator and
attacked them with the knife.
Later that evening she lay in bed. Her hands wandered to her vagina feeling the
soft, warm familiar folds of skin, touching her breasts, wondering how long had it been
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since Saul could make her feel something that had left them both so long ago it wasn’t
worth remembering. There was relief and climax and clarification when she touched
herself and with him? It became all muddied up with his thoughts and her thoughts and
their mutual memoirs. They were both writing their memoirs when they made love and
fell asleep dreaming of rewriting the ending or maybe just changing the middle. The
beginning was fine.
She could give herself release—she didn’t need him for that.
He came into the bedroom, heavy footed. He never bothered to worry about
whether she was asleep or if he’d disturb her. Then he went to the bathroom, pissed, ran
water in the sink and flushed the toilet.
Saul, are you coming to bed?
I’m pissing!
He crawled into the bed, far from her, slinking his long frame into a relenting
mattress, folding himself up onto his side of the bed. She turned.
Saul—
What?
Did you take your medication?
Of course I took it. What do you think? I’m not a good patient?
You’re a terrible patient.
I plan to be a rotten insulting dying man. What are you going to do about it?
She moved over to his side and put her hands on his hair, mussing up the curls,
feeling his forehead and running her fingers along his cheek.
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Do you like that?
Saul greeted her question with his usual silence.
Do you—?
Are you going to start that again?
The doctor didn’t say you had to give up sex, for Christ’s sake.
No, he just said I have a limited life span.
He did not say that. He said—
You’re heart valve needs replacing and it’s a long and complicated, messy
procedure. He used the word procedure and not operation. He used the word messy. And
it could fail anyway, and therefore he recommended Medication. Congestive heart failure
is the prognosis.
Get on with life as usual. That’s what he told me.
There is no life as usual. Nothing is usual. A medicated life is not a usual kind of
life. It is medicated.
You’ve been medicating yourself for thirty years.
And never will be again, he went on, ignoring her. Are you wanting it? He said
suddenly breaking off his train of thought.
Her aging process made him angry. Why did women have to age so drastically?
Why couldn’t just she be young again? Her skin was still taut and supple in certain areas
but other parts of her were falling apart. Little things were starting to happen. Lines
around her eyes, the chin and jaw line growing slack--less than some her age—but
noticeable. Her nose had not expanded, for which he was grateful. Some women’s noses
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stretched and he hated them for it. She was not young. She never would be again. The
thighs were dimpled now—if only they’d had a daughter. He could have seen his wife in
a younger version. Still, Andrea was younger than he was, and he was—at sixty-nine he
was already an old man. His dick would not hurry through intercourse ever again. It took
him a long time to get worked up and even longer to climax. Her vagina held no wonders
for him. He knew the terrain like he knew his own face but did he know his own face?
He’d had the beard for thirty years so what did he know of the face underneath? If I
shave my beard I’ll die right afterwards. This thought made him smile. She knew his
inner moments so well she could feel the smile even when she had her back to him. But
now she was facing him, her limp breasts flopped onto the sheet, looking over his head to
the top of the dresser.
Saul—
Let’s try.
He moved on top of her, feeling her warm body melt into his, her arms clasped
around his back, one hand on his buttocks, moving up and down. He knew her ways so
well it was as if she were not a separate being. They were only this way when they had
sex. The rest of the time he wanted nothing much to do with her, except to make sure
they ate and the house was organized. He needed to talk, but not with her. That was what
graduate students were for. Young women who could still talk with enthusiasm about
narrative and stammer and blush at his subtle sexual innuendos. They told him their life
stories and trembled. Sometimes he trembled too, but not often. Those stories became
part of his narrative, although sometimes those stories just stayed stories. Details were
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important: when did you have intercourse first, who did your mother have an affair with,
why did your father leave his job? Sometimes there was sex, but that was in the past.
Those warm memories were like the clearing in a dense forest—he could visit the open
space any time he wanted. What was it that young, beautiful girl said? She asked him if
he was making love to any other students. He affected a look of extreme shock and said:
Of Course Not! Good, she replied, because I won’t make love to any man who is making
love to any other woman except his wife. This made a nice stand in the thicket of
memories Saul could call on any time he wanted—a virtual rainforest of plush passion.
But the work--the passion of it all! He could smell paper, the slightly musty odor of his
office, the odor associated with his work came up into his nostrils even when he walked
the campus from the parking lot to his office, even when he was far away from the paper
and his office and his familiar leather chair, even when he had just finished sex, sex was
not what it was cracked up to be. Anymore! No, the fervent desire of his youth had
become something else. The sex was merely warmed-over memory—the recall of desire
that had now become a faded thought--it took more exertion than it was worth, the payoff
wasn’t worth the effort. But the work! Even Saul could not understand where the energy
came from and quite honestly he didn’t care because thank God it came, it was still
coming, words, words, torrents of them, the sentences turning into paragraphs turning
into pages turning into books faster than he could even keep up with the computer or
sometimes the notebooks he used to jot notes in stashed all over the house; in the kitchen,
on the dryer even, in his office, on the dining table; everywhere notebooks in which he
could fill thoughts, phrases, ideas, reflections, observations, hints, moments—it all came
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out of him, but what was it inside of him that brought all this out? It certainly was not the
man inside the bedroom on the bed beside Andrea the dark-haired beauty he had married
and won and given him one night of glorious sex after his fourth book and the National
Book Award. Certainly not!
He felt his penis harden and breathed a sigh of relief. Inside of her was all warm
and wet. She was always ready. This used to make him angry but he didn’t care. He
didn’t care if she was always ready. This both soothed him and infuriated him. He hated
her willingness. He hated her ability to open up all the time. He hated her talent to be
always constantly in the flow of the moment. (When he thought about this). He would try
never to think about it again.
But of course, was she really always in the moment? He couldn’t say with any
certainty because he never asked her and didn’t encourage her to volunteer her thoughts.
Not for a long time. Maybe those thoughts were in previous moments or future moments.
Or maybe, just maybe, she had no thoughts at all.
Saul, Saul. She moaned into the side of his face as he moved inside of her. So this
is love? What a disappointment. What a letdown. She came quickly. He knew her inner
moves and just exactly what to do to build her excitement. It wasn’t a ten-star climax but
it would do. He finished off slowly, knowing that she would work with him until he made
his. Her patience made him feel a sense of shame and anger and something else. His
mother? The thought of his mother made him thrust into her harder than usual. Oh! She
cried. He came. Then he collapsed over onto his back, breathing in gasps.
I can’t breath.
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Are you ok?
No. Get me something.
Some soda?
Anything. The gin.
She ran down to the kitchen in a panic and slopped some soda and gin into a glass.
She heard the cat whining from outside the kitchen door.
Come on in, little puss, little dear, she said, letting the cream colored thing into the
kitchen.
Andrea!
She ran upstairs with the glass.
What took you so long? She handed him the glass. He was sitting up in the bed,
propped against the pillows. What happened to the ice?
I forgot. The cat—
Get me some ice.
So this is how it’s going to be from here on out. I’ll never get any peace. I won’t get
anything done. I’ll have to wait until he’s—she caught herself wishing for his death. She
found out it wasn’t that hard to do. But then came the wave of confusion, fear and an
unnamed terror. What will I do without him? After the terror came the dreams. The
money freed up, she could move back west and really start her work. She could quit the
theatre, reading bad scripts, doctoring and mentoring and swallowing it all, visit friends;
have a life without—if only they’d been able to conceive. If only she’d had—well, I
won’t go down that road again.
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Three ice cubes into the drink and she ran upstairs. Saul was already reading in bed. He
reached an arm out to take the drink without looking up from his book.
You’re welcome.
She had no desire to get back into that bed. The sheets were rumpled and she made
no move to straighten them as she usually did. She’d had thoughts of wishing Saul were
dead, or would die soon, and this preoccupied her mind. She decided not to feel guilty
about it. Why should she? Death awaited everybody and maybe she ought to just buck up
and deal with this visitor in her life. She knew that they would be dancing around with
the shadow of death for a while. It was something very beautiful. Very beautiful and
certainly very necessary. It was necessary to think about it. But especially about his death
because they were dancing it. This sacred, scary dance. It was all so new to her she didn’t
quite know what to do with it. He would die. Dancing was always something she loved to
do.
Saul, reading in bed, comprehended nothing of the words on the page. The words
were just a backdrop to his thoughts. She can’t wait until I die. He knew her movements,
one by one, every minute detail. She was already planning a life without him. He had no
plans. Except to finish his last book. His last book. The thought of it made him tremble
but he would not let her see it. She must never see it. He would be a brave soldier and go
peacefully. He knew damn well this was a complete lie. He would fight and thrash and
scream and get mad. Maybe with morphine—he couldn’t go much further with that. It
would bring him to his father’s death, which was, by all accounts, rather peaceful, almost
as if the old guy couldn’t wait to get out of here. He had a heart attack in bed; his mother
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rushed to his side, he was already dead. There, just like that. Fast and quick. That’s how I
want to go, fast and quick. He already knew it wouldn’t happen. His body was fighting it.
He looked back at the words on the page. Words, words, words, that’s been my whole
life. And what has it come to? Does it mean anything? What will I leave behind? His
books were his children, four of which won awards; the third book won the National
Book Award against all odds. This last book maybe the Pulitzer? He smiled at the
thought of his dying and the posthumous award announced. That would serve her right
for not feeling bereft and bereaved without me.
Andrea slid onto the bed next to Saul and felt his labored breathing rising and
falling next to her arm. He smelled like wood and pine and soap. But there are no pine
trees around here. Maybe he’d had an attack of guilt and used the Pine Sol to clean the
bathroom? Not likely.
Honey.
What? I’m reading.
I love you.
Yeah.
I do.
Well, that’s comforting.
Yes. But do you mean it? That it’s comforting?
He leaned over to kiss her forehead, moving stray hairs to the side.
Does it matter?
Couldn’t you be emotional once in a while?
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Only in my work.
Ah, the life, the life, if only it reflected the work.
Andrea nestled into his side, Saul’s arm around her shoulders and fell immediately
into sleep. The sleep made him jealous. If only he could sleep like that. He wrested his
arm from underneath her, stashed the book on top of five others on the nightstand and
went back down to the office. The only thing he knew now was the river of thoughts that
ran like a torrent from his body, from the brain to the his neck, down his spine, right
through his belly, nestling there a moment, stirring up a storm and then splashing onto the
page and that was what was keeping him alive. Dancing with death was not a waltz or a
fox trot; it was a tango. He wrote those words as the beginning of the next paragraph and
submitted himself to the floodplain. The river would swell and engulf all of it. He would
be swallowed up by it. He didn’t care. Dancing the Tango wasn’t something you could
control.

Sunday Lunch: endive salad with crumpled goat cheese, eaten in a silent hurry after
which Saul smiled at her in thanks and shuffled off to his cave.
Andrea put on music in the living room: Mozart’s Piano Concerto No. 21 in C Major.
The sound shook the entire house. When the strings hit the Crescendo at the top of C she
got up from her chair and danced. In some earlier life she had thought of being a dancer.
All those years of ballet and modern and jazz--it did something to her soul to dance. It
made her forget about Saul writing in his office. Until she fell over the hassock bringing
the small vase they had bought in Florence down with a crash on the hardwood floor.
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What is that? Saul shouted from the office.
Nothing. I’m dancing!
Well—would you stop it?
Andrea saw her face reflected in the little mirror she’d put up fifteen years ago
above the mantel. It looked haggard--both the mirror and her face. The lines really
showed. She began to wonder about a facelift. All of her friends kept telling her how
young she looked. They were lying. They looked older than her anyway. It was relative.
She knew she had started that inexorable process--the process of looking her age. She
could no longer fake it. It was what it was. Years had crept up on her face and planted
themselves there like a giant mushroom spreading—a mushroom big enough to wear
pants.
Sex did nothing for her. They had just had sex and so what? She wanted to cry but
she hadn’t earned the sentiment. The tears just would not flow. When she looked for a
feeling she found emptiness. There was nothing there. She decided to call The Kid.
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Part 2: The Truth Maybe
2007:

Marriage: The Lerners
Looking into the dustbin of my imagination I find nothing there except
excrement—the rubbish of thoughts I really think I should discard, stored up in the
hidden corners of my mind, lying in wait for me—ready to pounce. I often find myself
attacked by my own thoughts. Every moment that I am engaged in what I pretentiously
call the creative process requires a lot more than I actually have at my disposal, but I
keep pushing myself to override my inadequacies and continue on. Sitting at the dining
table every day-- typing away at my latest book—I choose characters with the same
names as me and my wife, but with completely different personalities, of course. What
am I working out here? Some might call this confusing, but I call it diving into the
uncertainty principle of my psychic gestalt. I’ve been working on book after book for the
last ten years-- different books but it always seems like the same book to me—appearing
in different sizes, shapes and colors—I ask myself whether my imagination can change
my reality—can a writer’s reflection ever really make a difference in his life? In other
words—can our thought really create reality as modernists say? If it’s really true that our
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thoughts not only comprehend but also change the world, what do we do with this? If an
audience reads my words on the page, are they not changed by what I write?
A coward, a fool or a wise man delves into consciousness—and without a
conscience consciousness results in foolishness or evil—I can’t decide which. I
understand that the great writers used truth as fiction, but can fiction become truth? Can
fictional characters leap off the page and come into my living room? The idea intrigues
me. I have no desire to write science fiction, I just love thrilling myself with my own
thoughts. The horror of everyday life is that it’s so boring—the tedium is what kills you,
not the intermittent moments of crisis. I think I write to create crisis where none exists.
Let’s face it, I want to spice things up, but I have no psychological explanation for this
kind of mental traveling. Secretly I find it impossible to consider that my thoughts will
ever find material realization. Maybe my creativity is nothing more than a personal mind
fuck—creative masturbation.
I’m not going to live forever, I realize, but at sixty-nine I’m not doing too bad--I
have only minor medical problems, some requiring procedures, and with retirement
looming in the short distance, time has become vulgar, insignificant and sad, something
almost fatal. I see I am going to live longer than I had anticipated as a young man with
promise and far from filling me with joy the stretch of life ahead fills me with dread and a
certain reluctant vacancy. Western rules of chronology do not apply to the myriad
moments of Saul Lerner’s life.
This morning, before my dog Barney forces me to leave the house, I’m writing a
death scene about a woman in Rocella Jonica, Italy—a woman who has affairs secretly.
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A couple who we’ve known for centuries live in Italy so I get all the visual details from
their emails and postcards. I am entertaining myself, I know, in order to avoid working on
the novel I’ve been hacking away at recently—it’s a form of escape. I also know that
starting a short story might interrupt the flow I’ve got going on the book, but who cares?
Can I handle working on a short story while finishing a novel at the same time, I ask
myself? Oh hell. I open a new window in Word and sit in front of a snappish blank page.
A woman whose husband follows her, and thinks to do her in because of the shame she
brings him and the family--a woman with two daughters--a woman who—
Nun sacciu, nun vidi, nun ceru e si ceru durmiv, I write, I know nothing, I didn’t see
anything, I wasn’t there and if I was there I was asleep.
It begins with the moment of realization—no one is accountable! But from who’s
viewpoint--from the husband’s? From—her

name is Florianna asserts itself in

bold letters, much to my dismay. It’s on the page I can’t do anything about it now. The
helplessness of the writing process, the wily nature of the imagination distresses me. Can
I control it or not? Who is God of the book, anyway?
My wife Andrea comes into the room undressing as she moves through the fire of a
red sunlit morning, her blouse undone revealing the tips of breasts creating a sexual gust
and distracting me completely.
Why do you do that? Don’t you know men and women are different?
Re-conceive sexual arousal response, she replies.
That’s a doctor’s comeback.
I’m a doctor.
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I’m a man.
Anxiety has a negative effect on sexual response.
Who said anything about anxious?
You’re so anxious you’re about to explode.
Fuck off.
Sometimes anxiety actually has the effect of enhancing sexual response to stimuli!
Isn’t that intriguing? That’s why men and women fight and fuck. Cognitive processes
may mediate the negative effects of anxiety.
Could you say that in Latin?
La ansiedad realza respuesta sexual.
That’s not Latin.
Spanish dear. We’re visiting George and Kathy in Ecuador this fall--remember?
It’ll cost a fortune. What did you say to me?
Cojame ahora que le necesito.
I keep typing while Andrea climbs into my lap, pushing her breasts into my neck
and kissing my eyebrows.
I’ll never get anything done this way. I reach over Andrea’s long torso to continue
typing.
Peach peaks crested every wave that came toward the shore. Clouds appeared and
changed every color to its complement: pink, orange, purple, white. The cold wind
threaded inside her clothes, making her wish to return inside before it turned into a cold
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injection—as her family often said becoming ‘gelatoso’, ice cream—when someone feels
cold to the touch. The coolness she felt was more than just the wind and the water—
Ah. I come at the touch of her hand on my penis.
Jesus, Saul, it hasn’t been that long.
I know. I’m-Your story is turning you on, not me.
You’re jealous of my work, aren’t you?
Andrea laughs, the sound sliding from ear to hands around her butt. You didn’t get
any pleasure out of this, I tell her armpit. She smells of citrus and day and bliss and
detachment.
Tonight I will.
Why wait?
I’m on duty at the hospital.
You smell good.
Did you know, Saulie, she says as she slides off my lap, olfactory neurons in the
epithelium only last sixty days yet people remember smells for years and years.
Sense memory is the structure of the house of method in Stanislavsky’s acting
exercises, you know. The actor can recall sense memory impressions from the
subconscious by concentrating on the stimuli associated with them.
Very good, Saul, she pats my head like she pats Barney’s on a wet, rainy day when
he can’t go out and run like mad.
I remember all that from my short-lived acting days.
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You were nineteen.
It was fun. If an actor believes that what he is doing is real then the audience will
believe it too.
And how does that apply to life?
How does it apply?
Yes, dear. What good is art if it doesn’t help you live?
Are we going to have this conversation? Art versus Science?
Memories survive, Saul, because the axons of neurons that express the same
receptor always go to the same place.
Translation?
Neurons are always turning over and scientists wondered how humans could
remember sensual impressions like smell, touch, taste when every new crop had to form
new synapses. But when the new crop is formed they go to the same place as the old
ones, thereby, the memory, which is not really memory, is renewed and reinforced. It
feels as if it is a memory, but really it is a refresher course for neurons.
So what happens to the information after the smell is smelled, Andrea?
It goes from the olfactory bulb to the olfactory cortex.
And?
It processes there.
How?
We don’t know. It reaches the higher brain centers—that we do know—and
information about smell becomes linked to human behavior.
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So, it is clear that science still cannot clear up the mystery of why we link smells to
emotions and feelings and memory, right?
All right Saul.
She slides off my lap. My pants are wet. I’ll have to go upstairs, shower and
change. Shit.
I continue typing anyway.
The Shinto religion has a Penis Day, Saul.
Great.
The Ionian Sea brought a memory of the ancient sailors who once traversed this tip
of Italy, but Florianna could no more think of history as she could think of why she was
there. Friday night was her husband’s night to be with the boys and their girlfriends.
Wives were to stay home with family and children and not ask questions. Luca never
entertained his girlfriends in Rocella because of his mother. Instead, he went to nearby
Giossa. His girl, barely out of school, filled herself with dreams. She was necessarily an
outsider. Her family did not have relations with Luca’s family. She knew that once she
became a girlfriend she would never become a wife.
It’s an attribute to Bacchus.
A poor substitute for Dionysus.
Whatever. They carve a penis out of a tree trunk and dance around it.
I bet you’d love that.
Yeah, right. We already live with the Great Big Penis guarding the D.C. Mall, don’t
we?
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Huh?
The Washington Monument: I am the Penis: watch me roar.
Oh hell. Shut up.
To make a long story short I feel deserted. The writing goes on and on but yada
yada yada— I’m the chump churning it out daily—I sit here writing a bunch of crap-saying nothing exceedingly well, (or maybe not so well). Ten years, ten books, all the
same book, none published, none ever will be at this pace. I had a book out when I was
thirty-five but—failure is not something most men like admitting to, yet as I read the
statistics, most men are failures. At least I have a beautiful wife younger than me, a
decent home (she paid for) a good job teaching literature to graduates, (I won’t go into
that), a few first-rate friends, (they annoy me); a great stash of wine—
You’re not reading my stuff are you? I ask her as she comes back into the dining
room with her shirt on and her pants off.
You’re creating cognitive dissonance, she laughs.
I hope so. I thought you were going—
I am.
I work on the dining table while you have an office of your own.
I make more money than you do.
Ouch.
Who cares as long as everything gets paid for?
She leaves the room trailing her white blouse behind her like a kid trailing a teddy
bear.
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Back to the Finebergs.

Andrea Fineberg
Almost Spring:
Andrea’s office was so small that when someone came in to sit in the other chair
she could swivel around in her chair and bump knees with them. The sign on the door
said Literary Manager. It had been tacked up with thumbtacks and a hammer she’d found
in her desk drawer.
A bookcase jutted out from the wall behind her chair filled with her favorite books,
one copy each of Saul’s ten books--novels—(the short story collections and literary
criticism were in a pile on the floor) plus eight copies of Shoulder to Shoulder, the book
that won the National Book Award. Whitman, Yeats, Proust, Faulkner, Hemingway,
Balsac-- (Saul had high hopes for her literary education) stood guard as sentinels to the
other books, mostly collections of plays, Samuel French editions of the classics and two
shelves of pending plays from hopeful playwrights. Folders and files piled in a messy
arrangement on the end kept everything from falling down. From the window you could
see the back of the building where she often gazed out watching people walk across the
street that curved around to the Waterfront. Over the years nothing much changed—the
people looked about the same, only they seemed to be getting younger. The people got
younger, but she did not think of herself as getting any older until a budding actress sat in
the chair across from her, wearing an elaborate belly ring, tattoos and an iPod dangling to
remind her that she had crossed the water a long time ago. She’d had the same office
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ever since they converted the old grocery warehouse into The Little Theatre; a second
home. On the windowsill sat one framed picture, a piece of lava rock from Iceland and a
talisman a visiting playwright gave her when she almost died of flu that winter from hell
in the early 90’s.
The Kid looked over to the wall filled with books and then gazed at the framed
photograph of Saul propped up on the windowsill.
It’s your husband’s fault, isn’t it? the Kid said, shaking his head in his best
imitation of condescending compassion.
I’m not going to talk to you about my marriage. But I will say I wouldn’t even be
here if it weren’t for him. He bought this theatre.
So that means he owns you, in a sense. You went cheap.
It’s none of your business.
He sat on the little office chair across from her, butt back, and chest forward, like a
pit bull, picking at threads on his jeans, pushing to get dismissed from her presence. The
planes of her face moved around like waves.
She had no intentions of dismissing him. Her monkey mind wandered all over the
place. To Prague, when she was nineteen and her mind was still crowded with budding
expectations; some young Russian guy she had shared a train ride with wanted to take her
around the town and introduce her to his artist friends. A film director who’d made one
film and had a stupid dog that barked all the time. Romeo: The Dog. Something in her
had wanted to shoot the dog. If she’d had a gun and had any way of knowing how to use
it, she would have shot the dog. After sex with the film director she wanted to shoot the
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director. The sex was steamy but he wasn’t worth it. That was another lifetime ago,
before she married Saul.
Naming your dog Romeo. What a stupid thing to do, she said, thinking out loud.
What?
Nothing. The dog Romeo.
I have no idea what you’re talking about. Why aren’t you writing? he asked,
fingering the papers on her desk. She snatched them away from his hands in a gesture of
defiance.
I’m a Dramaturge, my dear, as you well know. And you are here because you want
me to help you workshop your plays or whatever and get you off the ground. That’s my
job--to help other playwrights get started. And decide what things are right for the high
caliber The Little Theatre is known for.
You told me you were sitting on a play.
Andrea lifted up her buttocks and gave the kid a smirking little smile.
Don’t see anything underneath there.
Maybe your play is up your ass.
The Kid taunted her like that dog Romeo. She wanted to shoot him too. Then there
would be three deaths: Romeo, the film director and The Kid.
I loved the play you wrote—
When I was twenty! Before Saul and I—
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Before he wrecked you, he went on, even though her mouth was open to stop him
from it. Prague: A Love Story. You’re the reason I came to The Little Theatre--I dreamed
of working with you.
Yeah, this is dialogue I’ve heard before--trite, worn and outdated.
It’s my real feelings, he said with an innocent sweetness that made her want to
smash his face in.
He got up with his parachute backpack slung over the left shoulder, blond curls
falling across the side of his face. He looked like a girl. These young men with their
feminine wiles. It wasn’t what she had grown up with. She hated feminine men but she
loved him. The paradox did not bother her much because he wasn’t powerful enough to
startle her. He was too feminine. She longed to be startled, but not like a horse that rears
up like crazy and bucks when it is startled. She had never liked horses. The idea of horses
fascinated her but the real animal terrified her. She wondered if, perhaps, her animal
instincts were all washed up. She also wondered why girls have a thing about horses. She
made a mental note not to think about horses. Equus with Burton as the psychiatrist
Martin Dysert floated into her mind. A poor kid blinding six horses. Maybe violent acts
are the only way to know you’re alive, she thought. She’d always had a thing for Richard
Burton. Too bad he was dead.
He’s turned you into a person as nasty as he is, he’s sabotaged you and your
creativity--you don’t write! He’s made you into a personal assistant or something. The
kid said this with a little grin.
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Maybe it’s better not to write then come out with the soporific crimes people call
plays—shit I read every day. If there are so many people who are under the illusion that
they can write, turning out all this garbage, maybe it’s better there are some of us who
know better.
Am I one of those who ought to know better?
She didn’t answer him, hoping that if she turned away he’d get the point.
See you later, he said.
He left slamming the door.
Andrea forgot him instantly and looked out the window, sifting through thoughts.
Who was that woman she met last night at that horrible party at Sarah’s house--the thirtyfive year old woman warrior wunderkind who’d written this abominable four-hundredpage narrative about coffee growers in Guatemala and global warming--in a fictional
setting, no less--(Some coffee grower fucking the daughter of his best friend). Global
warming did not interest Andrea. She tried to be politically aware even though the
zealousness of some of her politically aware friends made her vomit. That thirty-five year
old women was more interesting than her work and all the men in the room knew it. They
were interested in her and damn the work. The global warming stance meant nothing
because the bitch was so full of herself showing everything through her disgusting white
see-through angora sweater. All right, I’m jealous. She wrote the whole God Damn thing
in two years, flat out, and has this gorgeous six-book contract with Penguin. Fuck her.
She thinks she’s the next Joyce Carol Oates. Well, so did I once. Actually, I thought I was
the next Hemingway. All I needed to do is go to Spain and learn how to bull fight.
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Saul Sub-Zero II
Yesterday was beautiful—was it yesterday? Time is supple now. The fallen, wet leaves all
cleaving together in little clumps on the sidewalk. A pair of cats screeching at each other
as I walk out of the house to the car. Andrea is standing at the door, her bathrobe half
open at the neck. I can see the white tips of her breasts. I want to run back and kiss those
breasts and hold her head on my heart but I know it would be a useless moment for both
of us. It might be futile. Keep going, I think. The poor bushes look desperate as I drive
away but she won’t leave the door, staring out through the screen. I watch her from the
rear view mirror-- her eyes invisible, the long, nut-brown hair thrown over one shoulder
in a braid. I drive away thinking: my name is Saul and I am married to a beautiful girl
named Andrea. Now I think: I should have turned back. I could run into the house and
kiss her right there—kiss those beautiful breasts. Tell her they are beautiful--she was
beautiful. Tell her those things and more—I could have just turned back.

The Kid
Memory—what a funny thing, The Kid thought as he lit a cigarette on the way to
the parking lot next to the theatre. The lot was next to the Safeway where he saw the
same hucksters, gamers and homeless people hanging around the door, looking at scratch
tickets and hoping for the lucky lotto win. I will always remember this. I wonder what
Saul would think if he knew I was having an affair with his wife. He’s nothing like his
books. A man can show insight in his work but it doesn’t translate into his personality—
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the two don’t intersect. The person who writes the books is not the person who lives the
life. He stopped just short of imagining himself as that writer; the one who has two lives,
the one who writes and the one who lives. The Kid was just living and that was all he
could do right now. Living, breathing, enjoying, enjoying the not enjoying, loving,
sexualizing things that weren’t meant to be sexualized, finding his voice, he called it;
researching the possibilities of-- passing the familiar statue as he walked to the metro he
flicked a finger at it and caught the eye of two young lovebirds going at it underneath a
tree. Evening dark descended like a knife, sunset could not be seen for the buildings and
the trees and he didn’t care about that anyway.
As soon as the kid left the theatre Andrea forgot him, but then why was she crying?
The picture of Saul sat on the windowsill mocking her, laughing, as if to say: I told you
so.

Saul Lerner
Writing is memory, I conclude, and they become interchangeable in the process. I
slide in and out of memory, both my own life recollected and the thoughts, pieces of
books, dialogue, narratives, poetry, and thousands of other things I’ve read or heard or
thought I heard—sometimes I wonder whether my thoughts are even my own. Maybe
everything I think is just something I heard or read somewhere and I haven’t got an
original idea in my head. I am here, as always, doing my daily routine—sitting by myself
at the dining table in front of my Mac. I can almost feel the presence of Marissa and
Natalie playing some childish game under my knees, laughing at my shoes or something,
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the baby Abby asleep in a cradle underneath the living room window, although I know
these children are now grown up and gone. Marissa skips gaily in and out demanding
cookies and juice and the television blares from the den. My first wife Barbara--with five
things going on at once: bread-baking, cookies in the oven, something simmering on the
stove, four loads of laundry, the kids—how did she do it?
I always used an IBM Selectric until Andrea forced me to give it up and start using
a laptop—I had to become computer literate overnight--she threw my typewriter into the
garbage in spite of my protest that this kind of thing was not bio-degradable, and that one
day a thousand years from now this typewriter would emerge somewhere—floating up
from the middle of a landfill in New Jersey—but she never listens to me about these
issues. Barbara—Andrea—they keep sliding in and out of each other. First wife, second
wife, first wife.
If you want to be Luddite, be my guest, Andrea told me.
I am not a Luddite. I like my IBM Selectric.
On that machine I typed three short story collections and two novels, all written
before I was thirty-five, the last burst of writing to be followed with thirty years of
professorship during which I produced two affairs of the heart outside of my marriage,
one dead child, articles on the aesthetic, a couple of short stories and after forty-five—
nothing.
Your book of essays, Andrea reminds me.
Yes, the essays.
They are classic—they’re being taught in Freshman Composition classes.
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And in graduate writing programs, I remind her.
The one program at Santa Cruz right?
I can’t help thinking that if Barbara were still here now my life would be different.
I remember how she always looked at me as if I could pull a rabbit out of the hat of life—
I could do anything, according to Barbara. Maybe not walk on water, because she was
afraid of water—and in the hospital they told me she was drowning in her own bile—it
was backing up through her entire system—I won’t allow myself to sink into that
oblivion--she died twenty years ago.
Saul, Andrea says looking over my shoulder, why are you naming a character after
yourself? And why is my name Andrea?
Your name is not Andrea. I mean, your name is Andrea but-Then why-Andrea is a character. She’s not you.
What an egocentric narcissist—naming a character after yourself. And who’s The
Kid? What does this Andrea do?
She’s a Dramaturge.
Oh. That’s imaginative.
For her theatre—The Little Theatre. There’s some irony there because Saul bought
the theatre for her. He’s trying to make her small—not that she doesn’t collude with him
in the process.
Are you trying to write about our marriage?
This is fiction!
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You’ve been trying to write this God Damn thing for forty years.
I’ve updated it.
And?
She pulls the brown cardigan hanging over the chair off the chair and puts it around
my shoulders in an act of love. Actually it feels more like pity and it makes me sick. At
least Barbara admired me.
It’s about a married couple—
Us—
Not us--two people who are married and never had children.
Why don’t you write about couples with kids?
We don’t have kids, do we? She remains silent with this because she knows it’s
true and the truth of it hurts her. I don’t want to fling these things out to her but she forces
me into it. The death of our one child, Benji, is a ghost that haunts both of us, so I know I
am playing a dirty trick here, but her constant badgering about my work pushes me into
being defensive. My defensiveness is not something I love about myself, but it is
something I won’t sacrifice either.
I can’t stand Andrea. I mean, the character Andrea. The writing just isn’t good,
Saul. It doesn’t flow. Or it flows in the wrong direction. What’s the deal with their
marriage?
It’s a marriage of convenience. Although it is complicated as all marriages are.
They do love each other.
Saul doesn’t appear to love anyone but himself.
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Actually he hates himself.
Do you hate yourself? she asks me.
Andrea, my characters come from me but they are not me, I tell her. It’s a trick of
the imagination, you know—the ability to create human beings out of nothing.
So—you are working out the problems of our marriage by creating these
characters?
What problems? I tell her back as she moves toward the front hall, then changes her
mind and comes back.
Good. Do that. Write through all your stuff. I’m going to the hospital. I don’t get
the beginning, Saul.
What?
What’s with this guy? The dead guy? Are you studying The Tibetan Book of the
Dead?
You shouldn’t be reading my manuscript without my permission.
I always read your work don’t I?
Don’t get miffed. What do you mean what’s with the guy?
How can he talk if he’s dead? Where is he?
He’s dead, Andrea. He’s talking and he’s dead.
Great—you want to re write Dead Man Walking.
He’s aware.
Aware? Where?
In some other place.
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Oh--is this some kind of New Age Science Fiction thing?
He’s narrating-From the grave?
I don’t believe in graves. He is looking back on his life, and there are multiple time
sequences—where he is in the scene—the moment with Andrea and—
You are writing a novel about a dead guy who is talking as if he were alive. She
shakes her head. Anyway, the dialogue between Andrea and the Kid is pretentious as
hell. It’s flat. You need to re write it.
Ok. I agree with that. Maybe I’ll just cut it out.
What’s her motivation? Why is she having an affair with a Kid when she’s married
to this so-called gorgeous, charismatic famous writer?
I never mentioned him as gorgeous.
All right.
She runs toward the garage again, leaving her keys on the table. I am so pissed off I
want to do something violent, but I won’t. I’ve never been a violent man, although I am
sure some sort of passionate craziness lurks at the bottom of my psyche, or wherever that
stuff lives. Our dog Barney is out pissing in the back yard and sniffing the plural ass of
the two poodles next door. I am jealous of him. I wish I had the freedom of a dog. I grab
her keys and walk toward the door. Andrea rushes in again.
Here. I hand her the keys.
My research is funded, she says. Your salary pays off your kid’s student loans and
you’re helping Marissa and David with house payments. I—
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I’m a generous guy, aren’t?
She kisses me on the left eye.
Yes. You’re a generous guy. I know Marissa and David can’t afford to live the high
life, not that they deserve it, and then, may I remind you, there’s your friend Morris—
eighty-four and retired—?
My friend. He was a professor for forty years—he published ten books. He worked
his ass off.
Morris: who you helped with a down payment on a car. And your sister-in-law who
needs dental work—I don’t understand why your brother Aaron the scholar in New
Jersey can’t pay for her dental work himself. He’s teaching at Princeton—doesn’t he
make enough? Your sister-in-law tells you nothing stretches with their kids and the house
they bought--triple mortgaged--they’re still paying off the Lexus--I hear it over and over,
Saul--and of course, her dental work--a crown, or two! And some bridgework and gum
disease-Which has progressed to something that might result in heart trouble or something,
I interrupt. All of a sudden there is a link between gum disease and heart disease. Who
knew?
Saul—listen to me. That’s not the point.
I love my family.
I love my family too. I don’t support them all. Oh, Jesus forget it. I have to go.
These discussions never get resolved. Are you somehow trying to get even with me
through your writing?
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What do you mean?
You’ve made me into an aging theatre hag having an affair with some kid. And
Saul’s a very unsympathetic character, honey—nobody will identify with him. He’s a
dying alcoholic with an ego problem-- he’s awful. You’re nothing like that, thank God.
Kill him off for God’s sake.
I know Andrea—he’s dying. It’s his last book.
You say this is not a memoir? Are you crazy?
Let’s not bring that up—
You’re just keep writing a journal and calling it a novel.
We’ve gone all over this, Andrea, for God’s sake! This book is not a memoir—it’s
all invented.
I guess I just don’t understand, Saul. You need therapy. Maybe I should book you
for an MRI.
I don’t have a brain tumor.
No. You’re depressed. You know—Ecuador is wonderful in the fall.
Andrea’s subject changes make me nauseas they happen so fast.
Why doesn’t he just go to a decent cardiologist and get his valve problem
corrected?
Andrea, this is not a medical journal—and—well—maybe that’s a good idea—I’ll
put a cardiologist in there—a scene at the doctor’s-I remember the last book you started—that whole bullshit with Kelly and Elise.
Kelly and Elise were characters, Andrea. Are you jealous of my characters?
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I thought you might be writing from life.
There’s life and there’s life.
She looks at me with a hard look of disdain.
Nothing happened with Kelly and Elise. They just flirted with the narrator.
They took off their shirts.
Only Kelly. And I told her to stop it. I wrote her out of the scene in fact.
You are a liar. There was a Kelly. There was an Elise.
I think you’re nuts!
I’m nuts! Yeah right. You write about girls sucking off some guy just like you—
He wasn’t just like me. He was a Rabbi. I’ve never been a Rabbi.
That’s bullshit Saul. You could have been a Rabbi. Anyway, what’s the truth? Your
work or your life?
Maybe truth is the slouch here. Just feigning and making himself up with costumes,
prancing around ta-da, ta-da, like Oscar Wilde with a cigar in his mouth and you know
what? The real low down is that if you take off all the make up and the stupid costumes
what have you? A poseur.
So—you’re a poseur. Anyway, lying has nothing to do with Oscar Wilde. And
who smokes cigars these days?
Forget it, I tell her, fully aware that my metaphor could sink a thousand words.
I don’t understand how anyone could take that seriously, she adds.
Are you saying you have never understood my work?
Your children don’t understand it either. They’re normal, thank God.
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No one is normal.
I am.
Great.
I won’t be back until very late. I’ve got a meeting and a lot of paper work to do.
Fine.
Will you be all right for dinner?
There’s plenty around here. I’ll scrounge.
Great. Bye!
Andrea: her long hair curled and flowing; the low cut jeans with the bronze tank
top, a doctor’s bag slung over one shoulder, clumps out to the garage. I hear the car
engine turn over. The Kid has me stumped. What would a kid like that be doing with an
aging female theatre hag? I turn back to the screen and just shut the fuck up out of my
mind, I shut out Andrea, the dry cleaning hanging like a bunch of plastic nomads on the
end of the chair across from me, the sunlight dripping through the living room window,
the sound of a siren from somewhere on Connecticut Avenue, the smells of whatever our
Czech neighbors are cooking next door, the barking of Barney panting and woofing after
their poodles, (he’s too old, he’s past it, he knows it, but he doesn’t care) I ignore all of it.
Whoosh! Through me comes the narrative like a wave on a hot summer day at the ocean.
(Which ocean? Atlantic? Pacific? Indian?)
I admit the Fineberg marriage sucks. It’s worse than mine, thank God. I think about
the Kid. What is attractive about him? What would a woman in her fifties, frustrated,
granted, married to a boar and a bore, in spite of his uber mind, want with a young guy in
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his twenties? Does it take a woman to understand this? I think about calling one of my
female colleagues in the English department and asking her, but Sarah would probably
annihilate me with a lecture on third wave feminism. I am not up to for that. Imagination
is a strange, sneaky little guy—I ought to let Him reign and shut up the critic.

The Kid
I live in a townhouse with three other students. I sleep on the couch. My parents
can’t afford to give me any money for graduate school. They are still paying off my
undergraduate student loans and my younger sister has just started hairdressing school.
People in Kalispell, Montana are not aware of what happens to people in Northern
Virginia. These are universes that never collide. Both places simply go along the
trajectory of energy in the universe parallel to one another. There will never be an
intersection between the East and the West unless someone like me--the kid—can
somehow put it into writing. But let’s face it Andrea has no idea that I am well past Kid
stage. At twenty-seven, am I really still The Kid? And shouldn’t my life show
something? I need to grab onto something serious—something real—something that has
some fucking substance, because, let’s face it, I’m not really a Kid anymore. I have no
idea how. How to bridge east and west—the experience of it all? I am stuck writing
plays, imitations on Beckett and trying on theatrical voices. Andrea tells me to read
Faulkner and Faulkner makes no sense to me and Joyce’s Ulysses makes me feel the
ineluctable modality of my stupidity. I hate feeling stupid. It makes me feel so stupid. I
didn’t even know what ineluctable meant. I looked it up in Merriam Webster’s Collegiate
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Dictionary: the inevitable. Why use a ten-dollar word when a five- cent word will do? My
High School English teacher said over and over. Why? Why Joyce? Why anything? I
hate thinking.
I can’t rationalize why I go to bed with her. She isn’t young or beautiful or even
pretty. She has wrinkles. Her body is fine but her face looks her age. And the guy she’s
married to—what a hunk of bullshit! The man should have been a politician. All right—
he can write, but so what? I don’t really understand what the fuss is all about. And I feel
my oats—the youngness of it all—me, my body, my hard ass body—I can do what I want
with it. She does not come across as one of those middle-aged desperate women. It
started out as a sort of mentorship really. She read a couple of my short plays and
“oohed” and “ahhed” about them—things I had tossed off, but I have a certain alacrity—I
admit that, and I put good attention to detail. I let the observance of moments and details
tell the story. I didn’t make the mistakes that a lot of beginning writers make—I didn’t go
off into left field trying to invent, I stuck close to the bone—the bones of my own life,
that wilderness of Montana, the domestic violence and drinking always under the surface,
the taciturn landscape, blinding you with its beauty and brilliance and death and decay.
Kalispell is a ditch of town with only one mall and the Flathead Valley Community
College. People are used to hopelessness there—it rings in their ears and drips off their
clothes like damp mildew. Not like Missoula where I did my undergraduate work—in
Missoula the bars are filled with young people talking about their trips, their dreams and
their ideas. In Kalispell a trip is going to Columbia Falls to meet some friends or a hike
through Glacier (a friend of mine almost got mauled by a bear at St. Mary’s Lake) or
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seeing a play at The Whitefish Theatre company—a bunch of Montanans trying to make
sense of Edward Albee. Mostly it’s the feeling of being dwarfed by trees older and taller
than you can imagine—fir trees that were here when there were only animals on the
earth, fir trees hundreds of feet high, guarding the sky from view, and mountains in the
distance and the endless stretch of road—driving, driving on and on like you will never
end your journey until you come to one small town after another with nothing but a main
street and casinos and dilapidated trucks on the side of the road, clapboard houses with
the paint peeling, people with their human cover torn off—no airs and graces in the
Montana wilderness. Those eyes look out at the world saying: so what? You cannot
transplant yourself into the Flathead Valley or anywhere in Montana unless you know the
odor of despair. It must be intrinsic—stinking up your insides. Even the rich folks who
live in the mountain estates know it—they have to get out of there regularly. You can’t
stay in Montana for very long unless you’re from the place, or unless the place puts its
tentacles inside of you; grabs your spleen, your heart and your lungs and refuses to let go.
I couldn’t wait to get out of there.

Saul Lerner: Omniscient
The child’s tortured little body sat on the slab of the table in the mortuary in the
cavernous basement of the hospital. There had been life and now there was none. Benji,
Benjamin, son of my right hand, son named after my dead grandfather, son who was to
be the continuation of his father and grow up to be—an artist! A musician, or a painter
or God forbid, a writer like his aging father—this father who was now a grandfather too.
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A son who would have sisters as old as parents. A son who was—shriveled up, the once
red skin now gray and lifeless, the color of sky in November, the little fists clenched tight,
the legs drawn up to the chest, eyes squeezed tightly shut—no movement from the chest,
no breath, no life. ‘My son is dead’ exploded from my thoughts, my brain—the sense of
failure immense like an avalanche, as if I had been the one to die. I was lying on that
gray, steel slab of table—I had botched the whole thing--my malfunction overwhelming.
No—I was not lying on that piece of steel rolled out for my viewing but I should have
been. Why could I not keep this little life alive? What was the matter with me? I couldn’t
bring a child into life? I found no comfort in my three living children and my four
grandchildren because they were breathing—I could only find abject failure and
humiliation in the death of this one tiny little quarter pound body—the size of a stick of
butter and weighing about the same. A stick of butter displayed like a grey, drawn little
old man on the premature coffin of the mortuary table. Benji. I could not blame Andrea
who lay sedated in her hospital gown in the bed on the maternity ward surrounded with
the crying infants of the mothers who somehow by some miracle known only to the Gods
managed to produce living babies that swelled with anger and pride and hunger and
confusion and life. If only he would cry! I would answer the cries with my own--my arms
and a bottle or Andrea’s breast-- I would heave my body upon that slab and beg the
angels to take me. Take me! I want to die and let my son live! He hasn’t even had a
chance to experience the rotten disappointments of life or the terror of hunger or the
incredible passion of sex. He will never know a girl, or a baseball game or a hot dog.
Take me! I collapsed onto the iron table like a scarecrow without the stuffing, sobbing my
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heart and my life and my will out onto the lifeless gray corpse of my Benji, hoping to
allow all that anger and grief to slide onto the table like life-giving slime and replace the
life of this child with my own until the pathologist pulled me by the shoulder and yanked
me from crushing the body with my hulking form.
Do you want an autopsy Dr. Lerner?
No thank you, I told this man. He made a living of pickled bodies in jars and
cutting up the remains of human carcasses.
I need to go see my wife, I told him, but of course I could not go see Andrea then
because I was still with the spirit of my dead child and I would not, could not let go.

Lunch with Lerner
Phil calls while I sit at the dining table with my head in my hands, skeins of
dialogue unwinding in my head. I am actually crying. These memory banks are killing
me. And I confess, I loathe self-healing. So what’s going on?
I’m coming by. You need to get out of there. Where’s Andrea?
Hospital.
Good. I’ll be right over.
Phil and I have been friends since City College. He grew up in Queens and I grew
up in Brooklyn so we never actually knew each other until Freshman Honors English
when Phil submitted some kind of crazy story about sex in the backseat of a car that got a
lot of attention and I wrote my Flaubert-influenced crap that also got a lot of notice. We
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quickly became the two young up and comers in the Honors English who were destined
to “go somewhere.” Phil went to Michigan for a PhD in English and a dissertation on
Joyce and I went on to Cabo San Lucas to study Spanish and teach English as a second
language where I got the clap from a beautiful Mexican heiress named mi pedazo
hermoso del asno—my beautiful piece of ass—(her name was Gloria) and my mother
begged me to come home and meet this daughter of her friends in Scottsdale (which
turned out to be Barbara, my first wife) who had just graduated summa cum laude from
Berkeley and had some kind of fellowship to teach at Hunters College and she was
gorgeous—as my mother put it—and brilliant of course. In addition my father offered to
give me some money if I wanted to “continue my education” which I decided to do at my
alma mater because my old professor, Lawrence Solon, wanted to work with me on a
PhD in literature. In no short time we had a dazzling outdoor wedding in Scottsdale.
Barbara looked luscious with her long blond hair (her mother was Jewish but her father
was Episcopalian)—her parents, Dale and Lenny, white-haired owners of an art gallery,
were thrilled to get a genuine “intellectual” in the family. Intellectual meant I had no idea
what to do with my life.
Phil now has a job working in the criminal justice department of the FBI. He got a
law degree somewhere along the way and became as straight as a highway in Montana
while I continued on my twisted path.
Phil takes forever to get to my house because he is driving from Fredericksburg and
I live in NW D.C. It is two hours, which gives me plenty of time to delete the entire
section on The Kid and put it back again. Maybe the first section runs on too long? I turn
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on the T.V. and lose myself in celebrity poker. One of the stars is wearing sunglasses so
no one can see whether she is bluffing or not but I can tell—she’s not a good card player.
They’re playing Texas Hold’em--the hot game right now. This is multi-table tournament
poker and the illusion is that the stakes are high, but of course, it is just a game and why
do people take games so seriously? Mental attitude and confidence are vital to the
game—you can’t play too many games at once or fritter away your chips, playing weird
hands for creative reasons can really get you into trouble.
I begin the familiar daily emotional torture of asking myself what happened to the
young thirty-five year old with a PhD and a marriage and three young girls and the guy
who is sitting here now watching celebrities bash each other at opposite ends of a green
felt table. Just when the fear-factor rises to a high pitch, (the fear of myself as well as the
fear that Jennifer Tilly might bend over and show us some tits) Phil crashes into my front
hall.
Don’t you knock?
Since when do we knock? Phil says. You never knock when you come over to my
place.
I get to Fredericksburg about once a year.
Fine. What’re you watching?
Nothing, I say and click off the television.
Let’s get out of here. How about the Space Museum?
Forget it.
Botanical Gardens? The bookstore and coffee? That Indian place is down the road.
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Right.
Phil is a writer too, I keep reminding myself. We go in his car—a Honda hybrid, a
solid color of pearl gray with matching seats. He has his iPod hooked up to the stereo and
Carmina Burana blasts from his newly installed speaker system.
Can we turn this off?
Why?
He switches the iPod to R. Kelly and rolls down the window. Thanks to Global
warming D.C. is about twenty-five degrees warmer than it ought to be.
I know you’re depressed, he says.
It’s this book.
You’ve been working on it for ten years, for God’s sake. Why don’t you just give it
up and start something else?
It hasn’t been ten years. More like five months.
How many books have you started, Saul?
Five or six—I don’t know. What difference does it make?
They all end up in the same place.
At the bookstore we go down stairs to the café and pick our table in the corner.
With coffee and salad we spend some silent moments eating.
Why don’t you try writing a screenplay? There’s a lot of money in that.
I’m not a screenwriter.
Well, you could be.
Yeah and you could work for the FBI! Oh yeah, you do.
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You knocking my job?
Do you like it?
That’s not the point. Why don’t you convert this book to a stage play? Albee writes
stage plays, O’Neill, Shakespeare, Beckett, Pinter—these are all literate men who made
playwriting into an important art form.
I’m not Shakespeare. How many people does theatre reach?
How many people are you reaching, Saul?
Phil, with his square jar and his Jamesian look—he could be the modern prototype
of The American; his face with paradoxical emotions all fighting with each other, “frigid
yet friendly, frank yet cautious, shrewd yet credulous, positive yet skeptical, confident yet
shy.” It all makes for a man who is basically nothing because everything is there. Could I
count on the opinion of a man, admittedly my friend, who lived life from the wrong end
of Power? His definition is not the same as mine, and quite honestly, he treats me like a
child. He’ll never own up that being ‘grown up’ has aged him. I look younger than he
does, and it irritates him because he just can’t figure out why. I feel like a foreigner next
to Phil—as if he is my tour guide to the right life and I am a recalcitrant tourist wandering
off from the pack to inspect something not on the agenda. Where had I dropped off? I
start to wonder if I could have ever been there in the first place. But then, what is there?
I think a screenplay would get you out of this slump. You like movies don’t you?
I make a distinction between movies and film, I tell him.
Right—as if it makes a difference. Turn this turkey into something that’ll turn a
buck! The National is doing Endgame. We all ought to all go see that. Margo would go.
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Margo is Phil’s third or fourth wife. I lost count.
Andrea will never go.
It would do her good.
Doing her good has never done us much good.
You’re marriage is stale.
No, it is not stale Phil. Sex is better than ever.
Sex does not a marriage make.
Oh?
I know this is Phil projecting as usual. Phil is not and never has been a man of
introspective self-analysis, unlike me who spends 90% of life analyzing what cannot be
understood, changed or analyzed.
Oh? He repeats. We could spend the next hour saying “oh” to one another and get
more accomplished than a Senate debate.
Oh. I will not go into the details of my sexual encounters with Andrea to Phil.
Sitting there with his square head and his cube jaw--he’s a four-sided figure. I feel like a
trapezoid next to him—an unresolved three-dimensional drawing of a fourth dimensional
construct nobody understands. With his current marriage about to tank! But I imagine
those moments of sex in my head as we sit at the table drinking lattes. Sex is the only
time Andrea drops her quivering, taut scientific pagan God-less view of the universe to
become a tantalizing mixture of tremulous desire and womanhood. Sex is the only time
between us when I feel as if I am in control because: I have the penis Goddamn it, she
does not. But where does it get us? As soon as the act is over we resume our usual
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positions: the rational, grounded woman and the idealistic, narrative-hunting literary
genius. It must be about my cooking, I think. It reassures her to work long hours and
come home to a good meal.
You ever think about Bessie?
Bessie?
Your mother.
Occasionally. Yes. Of course.
Phil has a thing for my mother. Even dead, Bessie’s image and energy course
through his body as if her blood moved through his veins and not my own! When he
visited our home during college Bessie draped herself all over him like a cheap suit. Phil
was the prototype of the son she wished she’d had.
Mourning a mother is a lifelong process, I tell him.
I never mourned my mother. At this Phil downs the dregs of his coffee and looks
out the window, as if somehow the light pouring in from a mid-morning day in NW D.C.
will give him the mythological support he needs to drown his lack of feeling. But then,
when Bessie died I was not exactly pouring out the sentiment. A Mother: the war
between fear and the jabbering of Peacocks. A sense of annihilation and exorbitant
exhalation accompanied with a healthy dose of guilt and reprobation. Non serviam et sum
solum in hoc. Her presence produced magic and misery all at once. You could revel at the
way she stomped over the subtleties of conversation, made jokes out of despair, whipped
up the worst food imaginable and laughed like everyone was a fool but her—somehow I
grew up thinking she had private conversations with God and had decided the rest of
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humankind was on the brink of a disaster—disaster of such catastrophic proportions that
only someone with her sensibilities and deep intrinsic insight could save them. If only she
could write it down. But that was for me. I was to be the nameless translator of the
odyssey of Bessie Lerner—I was to write her story. We had these arguments over and
over through the years—the tug of war between her hands on my balls demanding,
pulling, squeezing them in her small, dainty white hands and my need to crash through
the window and bleed to death on the sidewalk. Because that’s how it felt—as if I needed
to kill myself in order to get out of there.
I am not here to write your story, Bessie, I tell her over and over in these endless
kitchen conversations where I am sitting at the little Formica dinette table and she is at
the stove concocting some kind of awful mixture of food that will become my dinner. As
a boy in college, as a young married man doing a PhD, as a Dr. and a professor with two
children and one on the way, I am sitting at this table. In hell the door is always open, but
I’m not walking out. She stands at the stove in her jogging pants that make her hips look
like an atomic mushroom cloud, stirring the pot, always stirring the pot.
Why can’t you write my story Saulie? It’s an interesting story, isn’t it?
What’s interesting about it? And please, Bessie stop calling me Saulie. I am a
grown man of thirty-five (forty-five, fifty-five, sixty-five). You grew up in Bridgeport,
Connecticut, you married dad and moved to Brooklyn and the two of you owned Lerner’s
Apparel and then Uncle Myer took over the business while you semi-retired and dad went
nuts, had a mild heart attack and now sits in his favorite chair watching television and
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reading the obituaries in the Times. Is this a life? What kind of life? What can I do with
this?
You can write about my suffering as a child because my sister died of rheumatic
fever.
This is sad but good literature it is not. Where is the thread, Bessie?
The Thread? What are you talking about? Writing is not sewing, my dear.
And on and on around the Mulberry bush we go.
The day of her funeral Sam, my father, was off with his flame Rosa, the girl who
married Herman and moved to Muskegon, Michigan, the girl my father fell in love with
in high school and never got over, the girl who he met again some fifty years later on a
plane or in an airport or in a restaurant and began a torrid sexual encounter with that
turned into a flaming, bursting, bubbling love affair that finally resulted in a separation
and my mother’s death. He killed my mother! I should, by all rights, hate my father for
doing this to her, but who can blame him? She drove him crazy. After his heart attack she
treated him like a child, ordered and bossed him around even more than usual, refused
sex with him and finally took over my brother’s room. He got the Master Bedroom with
the divided headboards. I remember the day when they divided those headboards. They
always had twin beds, never a double or a queen or a king like the parents of my friends,
but two single beds that they pushed together when they—it is hard to imagine your
parents in the act—but one day when I am around eight years old I come home from
school and hear some terrible noise coming from upstairs.
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What’s that? I ask Bessie who is in the dining room folding the underpants of three
males on the table, separating my underpants from my brother’s slightly smaller ones
from my father’s terrifying large ones.
Nothing, she says. Whenever catastrophe happens it is always, invariably nothing.
Then what’s that noise? I ask.
Nothing Saulie. Do you want a cookie and some milk?
The asking is a mere formality as she sets a plate, on the china her mother, my
grandmother Rebecca, now dead, brought from Minsk in 1800 and something, holding
five cookies, my favorite, chocolate marshmallow, on the table with a glass of whole
milk. In those days no one thought about the accumulative effects of dairy clogging the
arteries of the human body. Calcium was good for growing bones. The national Dairy
Association said so. Wonder bread builds strong bodies! Our greatest joy with Wonder
bread was rolling it in our palms and making spitballs out of it. I do not blame Bessie for
this. The Cholesterol in our food, the dangers of heart disease (my father had a heart
attack at forty-eight) High-density lipoproteins—all of this research would come much
later. I took two cookies off the plate, gulped half the milk and found my way upstairs
where two large men were sawing the headboard of my parent’s bed with a chain saw.
What are you doing? I asked them. The men did not answer but continued sawing
away producing a deafening noise. I went back downstairs.
I told you not to go there, Bessie says.
What?
You heard me. Stay here or go and practice your clarinet.
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Why are they doing this? I ask her.
How should I know, is her answer. How Should I Know? After the sawing of the
headboard nothing noticeable changed in my life. The two of them slept in separate twin
beds with separate headboards because, as Bessie put it, my father’s snoring woke her up.
So—how much less would she hear if his bed was six inches further away? This I could
never figure out. Sam and Bessie are both gone now, God rest their souls.
Bessie was as good a woman as any son could ever want, Phil concludes as he
jingles his keys signaling it is time for us to get out of the café.
And your mother wasn’t?
My mother was an alcoholic Saul and she finally drank herself to death. Bessie
never drank.
She drank the wine at Seder and when she was cooking. You know, she cooked
with wine a lot, even though everything always tasted the same.
Your mother was a saint to put up with your father.
My father! Yes--he carried on with Rosa for years and before that the shiksa
German girl Hannah-Marie.
You’re married to a shiksa.
I don’t think of Andrea as a shiksa.
She’s a good girl. Not like Margo.
Margo started out as your student Phil. There’s something inherently wrong about
that.
Immoral? You think I’m immoral?
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Nothing to do with morality, for Christ’s sake—unequal power or something.
Yeah—she has all of it.
That’s because you let her.
What am I supposed to do? At this point Phil throws up his hands and tells me he
has to take off for a meeting, leaving me sitting alone in the café, mumble and hum of
conversations, noise, barista-coffee maker, my own thoughts coming, going, departing.

Saul Lerner: Omniscient
Saul moved out of the ellipse of time past as if he had just traveled a long journey
to nowhere from nowhere and had suddenly looked up to find the familiar landscape of
the present surrounding him like a tight, warm cocoon pressed against his body. His skin
felt warm and radiant, almost as if he had inexplicably experienced renewal, although he
knew that he had not left the chair he sat on or the dining table and there, in front of him
was the computer turned to the page he had left with the words he had written. An
insoluble question lingered in his brain, his mind—whatever he felt aware with—who am
I and where have I been? Those long ago moments had seized him as a giant predatory
bird might seize a small insect in its jaws. I’ve been inside the jaws of time, he thought,
but immediately he knew this to be just an imagined illusion—time was never simpler!
He looked up at the clock and found that more than two hours had passed since he had
written the words: She knew that once she became a girlfriend she would never become a
wife. Where he had traveled became less appealing to him once he realized that he had,
indeed, been ‘out there’ a damn long time.
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Andrea had left for the hospital leaving the lingering scent of her slightly tangy,
citrus smell in the molecules of air behind. Saul could almost feel the tips of her fingers
on his shoulder, but he knew that also to be his mind playing. She both concealed her
pleasure and taunted him with it all the time and this thought made Saul angry enough to
castigate himself. Why had he bothered to become the servant of creativity when it was
clear something mysterious was the master! Why was he angry? She could no more
understand his journey into this thinking realm where gods and gorgons resided than he
could imagine how she surgically removed tumors from the brains of the humans she
operated on. The kitchen smelled of strong, bitter coffee as he ambled in, fresh linen, the
curtains billowing out from the open window, pungent odor of spices from the food still
sitting on the counter—I’ve been an ancillary member of my own life for as long as I can
remember, he thought, pouring himself a cup from the coffee maker and hearing a distant
train. Something about the wail of the train almost pushed him back into another time but
he resisted it—no, I am not going there!
His childhood had been dreadful.
But so had everyone else’s and once he exploded the myth of childhood he found
he could enter as an adult into the gestalt of childlike living without any of the
desperation, guilt or fear. The Divine Child of inspiration had done that for him, that
courageous little spook living at the bottom of the basement of his psyche. Those
powerful moments, relived, made him shudder. The feeling of a thunderstorm coming—
about to explode—the heaviness of the atmosphere, clouds darkening casting a death-like
pall over the landscape, birds screeching with a sense of impending disaster, electricity
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charging the air as if some secret connection to Thor, as if the great thundering God
himself screamed from the sky: Loki! Listen to me! I have suffered a loss beyond
perception! My hammer has been stolen!
Saul quite expected Thor to thunder down and rain pellets on his body as he stood
at the window, coffee cup in one hand, looking out at the gathering distant rain clouds
about to explode a sunny day into ruin. How those moments of ruin bring mysterious
protection! As if ruin, thunder, terrifying violence and rage can rend the fabric of a
moment and tear it into shreds.
Saul walked back to the computer.
He wondered if Andrea ever had these kinds of moments at the hospital. Did a
mystic intermediary come into the operating room and invade her pragmatism just at the
moment of cutting open the skull? She has all the attributes one should expect in a
neurosurgeon, he thought, draining his cup of coffee, a prima Donna in a field filled with
nothing but prima donnas, arrogant, young (not so) supremely confident, filled with
nervous energy, a strange and active sense of humor, found in the highly intelligent or the
very talented, and always present in those who have both attributes. I’ve done many of
them, she often said, the tumor will come out easily for me. For me! He thought of those
two words—as if, this same tumor would not come out easily for others! As if—he once
asked her what happens if the patient cannot pay—do you put the tumor back into the
brain? She had even laughed at this joke of his. It does not always take a brain surgeon to
have a sense of humor, he realized, but where would he find in her the reason for getting
married?
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Emotional waves flooded his thoughts and invaded his body with a feeling of
heaviness and death. Outside the rain came in sheets and torrents, pounding the screen
door to the patio. He would not shut it. He hated this feeling of death! The odor of it
stank and it invaded his writing table. Well, what of it? A voice from within countered.
Present a relaxed and tense less mind on the gurney and let the dybbuks do the rest. Thor
crackled outside his window, Freya must become his bride in order for him to get his
hammer back, Saul thought, went back to the computer and wrote:
Florianna and Luca locked eyes in the love-hate stare that had been going on
forever. Ever since Luca had made known his intentions to make regular visits to a
girlfriend, Florianna saw no reason to invest anything but what was required of the
marriage, and that, to her estimation, was as little as possible.

Andrea Fineberg
Saul has been a Civil War addict ever since he was a child of eight. The
helplessness of the campaign, the breath of emancipation, the terrible war between
slavery and the Union—it all captured his imagination and stayed there. When we first
got married I thought it was lovely this sort of hobby of his; but as years and time wore
on so did my fascination and interest in his love for the war, becoming more a sense of
indulgence and ultimately annoyance. Why does he like that damn war so much? Does he
like it better than me? It was a selfish question but I’ve never been afraid of my
selfishness, I wear it as a badge-- selfishness liberates me from mindless service, but in
the years of our marriage and certainly since the” diagnosis” as we call it, service is about
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all I can offer that beast in the office. At least, it’s all Saul is going to receive from me. I
feel like Dilsey in The Sound and the Fury. “ I’ve seed the first and I’ve seed the last.”Oh
how those characters explain everything. If only I could write like that. Write something
that could resonate so inexorably down through years and generations and time frames—
cultural changes mean nothing because great literature transcends them all. The human
condition—I must somehow write something that deals with the deeper side of that. I
must corner Saul one day soon before he—and bring all this up—he knows it—he knows
his work will outlast his life. How can he know this? What can I do?

Saul Fineberg
Saul, in the office, oblivious to the meanderings of Andrea’s mind, added another
chapter to his novel Temporary Insanity—a working title. He wanted to name it Tango
Dancing but his editor told him there was already a book by that title and he considered
calling it Tango Something but the book was too serious for a flippant title. His narrative
had taken a turn toward the experimental because at last he saw how he could break away
from the everlasting slavery of linear narrative and fly. He could fly like Joyce or Proust!
It never occurred to him about the hubris of this thought. He knew that something drove
him onwards and honoring it was all he could do. The work was coming through him not
from him. What a feeling. He almost wished he could live longer to see the results of it
all, but—did he want to die? After all, if he died the book would sell even more as a
posthumous work of a celebrated writer. Of course, he wouldn’t be able to partake of the
joy of it because he’d be dead but--he thought about it every minute—every minute that
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he was not writing. Death. Which was why he had to keep writing so he could stop
thinking about death. Because that was the problem, wasn’t it? He wanted to die—he
didn’t want to take advantage of the new medical advances. But he would never tell
Andrea that. She would never know—must not know—that he—was this suicide?
The end is embedded in the beginning. Saul wrote this as the beginning of Chapter
7 in Book 2 of the book. He knew this from his studies of the Kabala—the 10th Path.
Nothing was by accident, and if he should choose, or let us say allow himself to be
guided into the transformation process—whose fault was that? There is no blame in
allowing oneself to move effortlessly from one state to another. Yet--Death. He put his
gin glass down and leaned back from the computer. Looking up at the ceiling of his
office he watched the picture of The Tree of Life he had tacked up there after the birth of
his brother’s son; the day before the bris. Death is like going to sleep and never waking
up, his Zen teacher had once told him. So what then? Nothingness? The thought of total
nothingness brought a feeling of terror—what is thought without terra firma? Thought
resides in terra firma. So what will I be? A free-floating atom? A memory in the minds of
wife and friends? No memory at all?

Saul Lerner: Omniscient
Saul stopped long enough to look up at the ceiling to watch a couple of flies
copulating or scratching or dying next to the chandelier. He decided to take a break from
the book and write the book jacket. He had always wanted to write a book jammed with
wonderfully conducted, bloody gory battle scenes, pirates and big buxom women
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weeping, wailing and copulating, wars between Chinese warlords, bandits and foreigners,
tender, weird and strange moments between married couples who screwed other people,
longing, desire and death. This was the stuff of great tales that provoked archetypal
longing; this was the kind of kindred, sweeping, battle-weary shit he had never been able
to write. Instead it was about some guy who was writing his last book—probably me,
more like it, he thought. Saul likes the Civil War—I can’t stand war. But all-important
writers need to deal with it in some fashion or another. After all—it is an everyday
occurrence somewhere in the world. At any given day and time somewhere some group is
killing some other group. All this tribal crap! It’s bullshit. Nothing ever floats toward
me—I always have to go out and get it. And when I reach for it, when I grab it, I miss it.
Saul gets everything his way. He glides with the current while I am always swimming
against it. This is crazy. I’m jealous of my character.

Saul Lerner: The Real Thing
I am never going to finish this thing, I am thinking. How can I expand on Saul’s
Civil War obsession? I know nothing about the Civil War except what I learned in grade
school and that was the North was right and the South was stupid and they lost. Is he a
Confederate? Hard to believe. I’ll have to do research.
Phil leaves me in the bookstore without a car.
Andrea, Phil left me at Politics and Prose without wheels.
I don’t understand Saul—I’m on rounds—
I need to get home.
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Take a cab—or walk! It’s only three blocks.
I’m tired.
The walk’ll do you good.
I walk home, thinking about the Kid. When I get there I hang up my jacket and
stare at the ceiling, sit at my computer and realize with a sudden rush that I have office
hours and a class. There is no time—I want to think some more about Saul—God, he is
such a better writer than me. Of course, I don’t really know that—I haven’t proven it
because I haven’t actually put any of his book into my book—well, maybe I ought to do
that—put something of Saul’s writing in the book. I’ll have to steal to do that. Who
should I steal from? Hemingway? Naw. It’ll sound like a parody. Even worse—Faulkner.
How about somebody more recent? DeLillo? Malamud? It baffles me. I am writing a
book about a writer who writes better than I do. I look up at the clock and figure I have a
bit of time to unravel something about The Kid. I can always delete it later if it stinks.

The Kid
Yesterday I volunteered for the Holiday Project of the National Capitol Area Inc.
We made a Valentine’s visit to Sunrise Senior Living in NW. I cannot imagine what kind
of romantic love these people can ever experience. No. Not. Their bodies are falling
apart; their minds are slipping and sliding past recognition. Their hearts are broken and
past repair. The structure of their lives revolves around pain, disease, discomfort,
helplessness and despair. How can anyone get past that? Listless, bored, living in
memory, angry—some of them so angry they will not look at you. Some of them so
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belligerent about their situation they will not allow relief. Even for a moment. The
moments stretch endlessly on. The moments are waiting for other moments. The
moments cascade into a waterfall of regret. Sometimes the regret morphs into something
else: reminiscence? I thought I could somehow tap into their memories as a kind of
historical warehouse. I was so wrong about this. They don’t want to share memories with
one like me. I can walk. I can talk. I can get out of there. I am moving in the traffic of
life. I have a flow from one moment to another. They do not. They live in a warehouse
for death. Every one of them knows that they will die. They will die sooner not later.
They cannot participate in the game of life. They play games that take their mind off life.
Life intercedes anyway. Most of them cannot control their bowels. Most of them wear
diapers. Most of them are in wheelchairs. Most of them have one bed and a dresser. Most
of them worked at jobs all their lives and paid taxes and bought houses and raised
children. Most of them wonder where the children are and why are they not here. Most of
them will not accept me as a surrogate child. Most of them feel abandoned and useless.
Most of them feel as if they were cast off into the junk pile, the excremental heap where
we trash old and useless things—we’ve created a landfill for old bodies because we hate
death and are disgusted with decay. Our landfills will one day make themselves known.
The vast waste piles of New Jersey will stink up New York and Rhode Island and
Massachusetts, and move on out to the Midwest. Our nursing homes are about reducing
waste before it happens. If old people are part of the excremental communities we call
cities and towns and structures they will be a constant reminder of death. And we don’t
want that. We want to play that we have forever. Or a long time at least. Or more time.
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Or any time. Time is not putting a soda can in a recycling bin. That’s just the beginning.
Time is depletion of non-renewable energy. The lives of these old people will not be
renewable. Each one is different. Each one has been deposited and is looking for transfer.
But what stories they can tell! Those stories I longed for which is why I volunteered. Yet
when I got there the most I could do was look into rheumy eyes and hear frail voices cry.
I got depressed. I made a decision to come back to the home on a regular basis. To make
friends with a few old people and hear some stories. Maybe I could learn something
about death. I never thought I would learn something about life.
I wish I could tell Andrea about this. She’s engaged in watching her husband die.
Yet even though he is still young, (at least compared to the citizens of Sunrise Senior
Living—how ironic that name!) he is volunteering to exit out of here. I think he wants to
die. He wants to go out blazing with one last book I suppose. And leave Andrea to live
with mixed feelings. I must tell her about this. I must. She should come out here and visit
with me. We could sit down with Elroy, aged eight-seven, and talk about his days as a
locksmith, or his days as a doorman at the Churchill Hotel in Dupont Circle. All the
revolving people flying through those doors with their gyrating, windy lives, sweeping
past his vision. He says he doesn’t remember anything of it except the cold. Andrea
would find this boring. It might jumpstart her work. Maybe it would give her a play idea-something to write about. Maybe it is giving me something to write about. Maybe I am
just slumming it. Maybe I just want to go to Sunrise Senior Living because my life has
stopped. What is alive in this? An affair with this old woman who is caught in the trap of
death? Maybe I am visiting death because I need it. Or it needs me. Am I being called?
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Maybe I am visiting death because I hate life. That seems absurd. I don’t hate life, per se,
I just hate the way people live it. I am sick of all the liars. I wonder if Saul ever thinks
about this. His books allude to it, but when you meet the guy (I’ve never really actually
met the guy)—he’s such an arrogant fool and all he does is brag about himself in the
guise of false humility--at least that my interpretation extrapolated from what I’ve heard.
He brags about who he knows and how many people he knows and how frail he is with
comparison to Joyce or Faulkner, all the while praising himself for even speaking about
his work and theirs in the same breath. He is a conceited, brilliant genius who thinks too
much of himself and not enough about his work. He is a solipsistic self-absorbed fool
who is simply, inexorably going to die. He will be humbled. I am jealous of him. He has
had Andrea for twenty years. I have never really had her and when he dies she won’t
even look at me. I hate Saul because I want to be him. I could never be him. I don’t have
his intelligence or his talent. I am not a thinker. He is a thinker. I feel. The feelers of this
world always end up licking the ass of the thinkers. I hate thinkers. I want to be a thinker.
I wish I had his mind. I wish I were a famous writer like Saul. Would I handle it any
better? I can still get it up. So can he. That’s what she says, anyway. Saul and his
arrogance and his annihilating sarcasm and his disdainful, contemptuous sneering looking
down on the rest of us because he finds it so easy to put it all together. Well, I am still
young and he is dying. That is one comfort. He sticks in my craw. I wish I didn’t wish he
were dead. I hate myself for hating him. He isn’t worth it.

Saul Fineberg Sub-Zero II
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The zing has gone all out of being dead. The bloom is right off the rose or the
peach or whatever. I seem to have forgotten how to phrase thoughts in original ways like
I used to. I have to attend classes. I see fellow disincarnates I recognize from all over the
place. The familiarity without contempt is overwhelming at times. I have assignments.
Just recently I learned I was to be a guide. This was from my guide Francis, but he
answers to any name.
So, you’re going to be a guide! He says this with joy and excitement.
Do you have any other jobs?
This is not a request.
Oh.
Well, I am to be a guide it seems.
Yes.
So—will I be guiding anybody I know?
You’ve known everyone at one time or another.
Well—that takes the guesswork out of it.
Yes.
(Teachers on this plane are humorous and all encompassing, but they don’t explain
anything they think you ought to know or research on your own.) I like this particular
angel—Francis--he’s a character. I think he likes me too. Well, no one here really
dislikes anyone else—we are all following the precept of love and it seems to work here—
not as many ‘games of the grid’, as I used to call it. Those “on the grid” were the best
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liars, and those “off the grid” couldn’t lie very well or didn’t want to. No, here, everyone
is off the grid, so to speak.
You might be guiding someone on the grid, he said, reading my thoughts. Of
course, angels are not he or she, they are both or neither, but some of them have a
propensity to lean one way or the other. Francis leans male. And of course, all your
thoughts, musings, notions, cravings, desires, wanderings, questions, answers, doubts,
reviews and snippets of moment are known to everyone else. But no one judges it—you
just start cleaning it up on your own.
Someone like me?
Most probably.
How about some really beautiful, wonderful woman like—
This is when Francis smiles and vanishes away from my awareness and I am left
alone with the vestiges of my last thought. Being dead can be ecstatic and wonderful, or
excruciatingly painful and filled with regret and grief. There is no hiding--you get caught
out a lot. The pain is memory—but it washes away quickly only to be followed with more
memory and more anguish. Some moments I think: I did not exist, I was not born, I had
no life, I did not die. I have to attend classes all the time. One class is Life Review where
everyone rewinds their life backwards. You are in hell there. I think purgatory and hell
must be accountability. Francis always stands by me during this class because I wander
into hating myself a hundred times during the review, while he reminds me constantly
that it is just a review and it is nothing I need to be ashamed of—I did not murder six
million people. And anyway, we follow that class with a seminar on self- forgiveness.
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That’s not easy either. Nothing is easy here—I am still in the preliminary stages of
waking up from life.
I wandered into the hall of records one eternal moment and saw a Recording
Angel flitting by so fast I could hardly see her. When I got to my record book a sweet
young male angel stood guard.
Oh, I really want to see my records.
That information is not available now.
Not available now! See what I mean? Being dead has some challenges. It ain’t all a bed
of roses, if there were any. (They have a sense of humor but they have terrible accents.
Some of them come from Russia I think) It’s a quirky bunch and many of the ones I am in
class with don’t remember anything because they weren’t alive when I was.
The historical references are fascinating. I am studying history like mad, but it isn’t
just history of the world it’s history of gravity, history of world creation, history of
universal dynamics—I am studying science. I want to move up fast.
Always driven, aren’t you? Francis asks me.
I want to learn everything. I was quite brilliant in my last life.
Would you like to be a guide to a Downs Syndrome baby? We’ve got an opening.
Do I have to?
No. This is a choice.
I think I need more class work.
Francis always smiles. Of course, he says, there’s a class on mental retardation
initiation over there. What a gift, I think. I walk by the group, hearing snippets of
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thought: compassion and caring—yesterday—today—tomorrow—oh timeless—I may not
see her again this time—I won’t resist—on and on like that.
Oh—how about later?
This is not a choice.
You see. There are choices and then there are choices. Some choices were set up a
long time ago and I just have to accept it. Francis allows me to construct the visuals any
way I like. I construct a gazebo in an open field for our afternoon seminars. These
meetings are not really in the afternoon as there is no afternoon—but I am still feeling
the need for time. The vast space of limitless makes me feel that even though I am dead I
could die again. I am afraid to go out too far from what I know.
In the Gazebo we gaze out onto a field of lilies, (my construction) and a vast lake
surrounded with poplar trees. In this place there is light, a suffused, yellow brilliance, but
no sun—the light comes from somewhere.
Where is the light from? I ask him.
Oh it comes from the ineluctable modality of intelligence.
You read Joyce too?
I study with him. Or rather, we study together. He has moved on.
To where?
He doesn’t think about being Joyce much anymore. He worked through all that.
So he is into science too?
There are no subjects, Saul.
No genres?
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No.
No separations, no nothing?
Phyllums, hierarchies—work-study--that sort of thing.
Can I visit my wife?
No.
Why?
You’re not ready for that.
I just want to touch in for a moment—fold in—just see.
No Saul. And again he is gone from me and I am left alone in this Gazebo of my
construction. I walk down to the empty beach—it feels like real sand beneath my feet. I
look over and see a figure coming toward me and feel an instant sense of recognition,
even though there is nothing familiar about it. Coming closer I know we know each other.
This is a young man who is old and has a beard. Maybe Tolstoy? I think, but he hears my
thoughts and laughs. The laugh echoes about us like a giant wave—the energy of the
laughing wave knocks me down and I am back in my room in the place where I dwell with
the others in the intake group. I am staring at a blank wall. On a table next to the wall is
a book filled with blank pages. A diary? I open the diary and as I do each page fills up
with words in a language I do not recognize.
You need to rest. I hear Francis speaking from the wall.
Is that allowed here?
It is required.
What do you do exactly, besides tell me what or what not to do?
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I am involved in the administration of the local universe.
For some moments or eternities I am aware of nothing.

Marriage I: The Lerners After A Long Day
We need to talk, Saul. Andrea is puffing a cigarette.
You shouldn’t smoke. Don’t you know that? You’re a doctor—
How was your lunch with Phil?
We didn’t eat much—salad—and he had to go early—you know! I called you—I
had to walk home.
Oh yeah—right. I keep forgetting things.
Why is that?
I have so much on my mind these days. We’ve a whole bunch of new students.
Some of them very talented but—
Andrea—
Saul, I want to say something.
All right—but don’t smoke in the bedroom—it makes me sick.
It is eleven at night and I am tired after a day of writing, meeting Phil, thinking
about my mother, teaching, office hours—looking at the pastiches of thirty-year olds who
try to be Faulkner and end up like Danielle Steele. Boredom can really wear you out.
Andrea throws her cigarette into the toilet and flushes.
Saul—
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I am lying on the bed, my feet encased in the blue argyle socks Marissa bought me
for my sixty-second birthday, my arms stretched out like Christ.
Will you undress and come to bed?
She lights another cigarette and paces.
Aren’t you aware that smoking will kill you?
Every doctor I know smokes. And drinks. You hook up to an IV to oxygenate and
go to work.
It’s a demanding profession but that’s no excuse—
Shut up Saul.
I shut up.
We need to talk.
Are you having an affair?
No—but I wish I were.
Thanks.
You look sexy—like a whale on heroin or something.
I need to oxygenate. Give me a cigarette.
She hands me a cigarette and I light it and cough for three minutes.
Here. I hand her the cigarette and now she is pacing and smoking two cigarettes at
once.
I’m worried about you, Saul.
Why? I’m doing fine. The Golden Handcuffs are not so tight—I can’t feel a thing.
I mean—about your work.
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My work? It’s not going fast enough for you? Ten years on a book is nothing!
Believe me—
Saul—it’s not that. It’s the nature of the work that worries me. I am frightened for
you.
What do you think?
I think you are losing your mind! She stubs one cigarette into the trash basket.
That’s going to cause a fire.
She peeks into the trash and takes a piece of paper from the dresser and smushes
the cigarette out with the paper.
I think you’re the one that’s going nuts Andrea. You don’t remember conversations
we had two hours later—you forget your keys and your purse—you smoke incessantly—
I’m bored!
You’re bored? With me?
With everything! I’m going to take a shower. Andrea is a fine-looking girl with a
chest. She peels off her T-shirt and I get an erection. I have hardly time to think about it
before she is in the bathroom under the shower. Whose nuts here? Am I not a man?
After her shower I see her body glistening with olive vestiges of the tan from last
summer.
Lie down next to me, I tell her.
No. We’ll just have sex and nothing will get done.
It’s eleven o’clock. What more needs to be done? We’ve done it all.
I haven’t done it all, Saul. I’m still in the game.
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I know. Me too.
No you’re not. You’re going crazy on me.
What proof do we have of this?
What you write about.
Again—reading my first draft.
I’ve been reading all your drafts since day one.
And what is the problem now?
You’ve got this guy talking to angels and doing life review or something like that.
What the fuck is all this shit about, anyway? And Kabala?
Andrea, you know I’ve had a curiosity about everything. I study everything. It’s all
useful.
To who?
To me. And maybe—
And maybe you need to get into therapy.
I’ve resisted it for sixty-some years and I think I’ll continue that track.
No one goes anywhere when they die, Saul. They just die. The body decays, the
brain shuts down. Cessation of all metabolic processes. Somatic death is the shutdown
process of the organism as a whole—cells and tissues die. Discontinuation of cardiac
activity and respiration occurs about six minutes after somatic death. Brain death is the
end of all thinking activity and automatic response—behavioral and reflex motor
functions cease. Thoughts terminate when brains die, Saul, to put it in layman’s terms.
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There is no consciousness or awareness that continues after death. Death is death--the
end of that particular life. There is no life after death.
So you say. What part of the brain is aware of being aware, Andrea? Can you
explain that to me? What part of the brain governs intuitive understanding that goes
beyond the five senses?
It’s all been mapped out Saul. You know nothing. You’ve never probed into the
work I do. I know more about your work than you know about mine.
I’ve tried to understand—
Never!
I am just writing fiction, Andrea—postulating—imagining—wondering—why do
you take it all so seriously?
I thought you took it seriously.
I do, I do, and I don’t. I can’t explain it.
No, you can’t. And I live in a world where things must be explained in order to be
accepted.
Love?
What do you mean?
In order to accept love you must explain it?
You’re hopeless.
She is standing in the bedroom with a towel around her waist, the glorious, perfect
apple-shaped breasts perkily staring at me, thumbing their nipples at me, as if to say—
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want me? I do, I do, I think. I rise up from the bed and stand in front of her, my warm
hands feeling her shoulders and kissing her in that special place next to her ear.
I love you, I whisper into that ear. She laughs.
You love me, but you hardly know me.
I realize I might not get lucky tonight.

Saul Lerner: (Omniscient) The Next Day:
Close to his heart a feeling slouched, much like an old man wandering the streets of
his youth reminiscing about dreams that never came true, or moments that did, or
moments that never happened or only happened in his imagination, the old man
crouching along the sides of familiar buildings not even seeing the street he walks on
because the street he walks on is not lodged inside the memory within which he has
hidden himself entirely.
Saul felt restless and utterly bored with his own mind. Pathetic, like an old
discarded shirt that had been worn too many times, and just as he thought of plunging
into this feeling someone rang his doorbell. A package? Not Andrea—perhaps a neighbor
telling him his dog Barney rooted up their newly sprouted plants? Ah, but here’s Barney
inside lying peacefully by my foot. Or a friend? Although, he wondered, other than his
friend Phil, who were his friends really and what were their motives for calling him a
friend? He suffered the impatience of a soul who realizes, quite strongly, the stress of life
squatting on his face, cutting off his breath and leaving excrement there.
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Yesterday I came across the most wondrous of sights, the skinny man said at the
door; a man wearing blue eye shadow (this frightened Saul’s prosaic sensibilities) a
terrible wig perched precariously on his scalp and not someone he recognized.
Who are you?
I am the man that always sat at your left.
Saul looked to his left, where nothing was, of course.
At every dinner party you ever went to, the man concluded.
Saul observed the man’s grimy, gun-colored suit and perceived him as a beggar, or
someone who had accidentally wandered into NW Washington D.C. from corners and
pockets of poverty in other parts of town. Not wanting to reject him completely (Saul
once hoped he could save humankind) he politely asked:
Oh?
Life is absurd, the beggar said, and why can’t I know it? Why must I always be
looking for the Cathedral when there is always a flat, lifeless plane instead?
The Cathedral is right across the street, Saul replied. The man did not look, but
continued to stare flatly at Saul, and ventured to peek around Saul’s body and the body of
Barney, who stood, or rather reclined flatly on the floor at Saul’s left foot, head flopped
over Saul’s shoe.
May I come in?
Well—it could be problematic, Saul replied.
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Life is problematic, the man spoke as he entered, walking to the left of Saul and
Barney and entering the living room. Ah, such spacious surroundings! Befitting a man of
your stature.
I have no stature, Saul said. Would you like a cup of coffee?
I only drink tea in the afternoons. It is Sunday, isn’t it?
It’s Monday, Saul said and thought that if he smoked he would have a cigarette just
now. The man walked to Saul’s reading chair, with the lamp above it, and sat down,
leaning back into the plush cushions, feeling himself quite at home.
I will take that tea now, the man said, as if he were King in the palace of pleasure
and Saul his willing concubine.
Of course.
Only when something is problematic do we start to ask questions, the man
continued, if disagreement shakes us out of our slumbers then we must dream something
else. We resist such confrontations. History is nothing but heresy anyway, the doggerel
fundamental stricture of the unspoken word. In the last fifty years humans have
slaughtered their hands for killing one hundred million of the species. And what
butterflies have rotted their wings for that?
I’ll get that tea now, Saul said.
Oh. What time is it in your town then? The man asked.
Saul had a fleeting moment of dread—perhaps he had let a crazy man into his
house and he would soon die. The thought both comforted him and terrified him. He
grappled with which emotion he felt most strongly—comfort or dread?
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If you’re looking for stereotypical drama, forget about it, the man said.
Why?
Because everything is drama and nothing is dramatic, the man replied, at least not
in life. Do you agree?
I’m not sure what I am agreeing to, Saul said, but my wife is a neurologist.
Games have rules I grant you that my name is Francis, he said, his blue eyes
appearing to run down the corners of his face to the tip of his cheek, but there are
undeclared games, thereby rendering moves ambiguous or even downright unintelligible.
But, what of it? The experience of being an actual medium for a continual process that
reinvents itself over and over, even as it experiences its own death, is past vain glory,
chaos or emptiness—it reaches into nonbeing, liberation, transition—one can be afraid of
nothing and kill the witness at the same time.
I—
You feel compromised, don’t you? Seeking her in compromising places. Am I
right?
I keep busy, Saul said.
The distinction between absence in relationships and significance is modality of
function—how can we experience while we invalidate the singing of a recording
machine? It will notice our every vocal inflection—we are rotted and doomed to hearing
our own voice over and over while mistaking it for someone else’s. It is the inevitable
climb toward the bottom of the ocean, as it were.
The female and the male are singular and one, is that what you tell me?
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Now there I find the mystery of reconstitution—the hellish, frenetic passivity,
extermination, recall, and complexity—what have you? Francis looked at Saul, a man
clearly concerned with understanding and misunderstanding, the light of the dismal ruin
of his life illuminating one side of his face as if awareness had become a perennial threat
to survival.
We must all absorb ourselves, my twin, my brother, my friend, he continued, until
the brotherhood becomes the ethic. He leaned back into Saul’s chair, spine erect and the
blue of his filthy tie matching the blue of his eyes now running into the most intimate
corners of his face.
Detailed documentation is a justifiable hospital; Francis told Saul, as a moment of
lightening crackled out of the sky and lit up his face. He almost appeared like a woman.
Saul felt a terrible sense of fear. Would he die now? He entered into the kitchen to make
tea.
Saul returned from the kitchen with two cups of tea only to find that the old, skinny
man in the dirty suit with blue eyes and a wig had disappeared entirely. At once he felt
both sad and relieved. Sad, because something about the man told him he was not a man
at all but some sort of apparition visiting him to depart some wisdom, although the
‘wisdom’ of what he said struck him as pure nonsense, and relieved because he began to
wonder if his mind hadn’t taken a turn for the worst. The mind is a funny thing, he
realized, we simply cannot control it. He understood something of the hemispheric
asymmetric point of view—perhaps he was one of those men for whom the so-called
“feminine/feeling side” dominated, but then he also had PhD (in literature, albeit) and
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could certainly put together very logical, scholarly work on demanding literary subjects
spanning decades, ideas and philosophies without losing the central thread. But what was
the central thread? Or more to the point was there a central thread at all?
Saul sat down at the computer, reading over the pages he had written. He had to
admit that most of it struck him as rather passionate and quite romantic, with a dark
underpinning. So far, so good, he told himself. I like dark passion. But what of it? The
other voice countered. He always wondered: where did this other voice come from? Was
all of his life simply having an argument with himself? And which self was arguing with
which self--the pragmatic versus the passionate--the man versus the woman from within?
If indeed, he had a woman from within, although he was damn sure he did, somewhere.
Perhaps he had married Andrea precisely because she represented the male. If that was
so—what explained the sexual attraction? Did he live in an I-Thou world or an I-It
world? he mused, thinking of his reading of Buber.
I need to write a character that is ugly, pragmatic and expedient, he thought,
something to challenge all this romanticism.
I met my friends at the café and we talked, Saul wrote, Sal and Aldo and Lorenz.
We’ve been together since we were small boys pretending to kill each other all over the
rocks and hills of Rocella Jonica. My godfather’s Uncle, Cesare, was there, an old man
who spent time in cafes ordering people around but I respected him because I had to and
because he had survived so long without getting killed. His face was the color of pig in
mud. He told me:
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-I once saw the bladder of a man lying on the pavement next to his feet. He was still
breathing and his eyes were open staring at his own bladder. Luca—he patted me on the
cheek with a large, beefy hand like a spatula, you are not necessarily such a bright boy,
but I love you nevertheless.
-How dumb am I? I asked him. I run a quarter of the business your boys let fall
practically into ruin.
-Oh with business you get some help. But for God’s sake Luca, you can’t control
your wife? We all have to control our wives. She’s out there with her little ass in the
wind. Her little ass in the yellow silk pants you bought her! Must you buy yellow? It’s so
conspicuous!
Saul stopped writing and thought about whether it was dangerous to continue
getting all tangled up in this short story when the novel was still unfinished and such a
mess. He thought about jealousy and Andrea and his life. He loved beautiful women and
Andrea was beautiful but women like this behaved as if the world should bow at their
feet! He knew the drama of life did not explode in the same collapsed time frame as the
drama of literature and writing. No, in fact the drama of life played out more like a soap
opera with the same characters moving endlessly in and out of minute moments of
tragedy that had no significance other than the moment. And those moments—strung
together as they were without any kind of structural meaning—life has no consequence!
No man is so guilty that God cannot forgive him some say, but Saul did not really believe
this, and at any event, he possessed no really recriminating guilt—he was only guilty of
minute failures of communication or perhaps, he was only guilty of being a failure.
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Art reinstates the negativity of the universe, the bleak landscape of nothingness, the
lonely, hideous emptiness of existence, the predicament of human beings living in a
barren, godless eternity—a flame dying in an immense void—waste, horror,
degradation—struggling inside of a bleak straightjacket in a black, absurd cosmos. But
Art is the true answer to all that meaninglessness, the other voice countered. Think of
Blake! Think of Whitman! (Whitman died, Saul realized) Oh, we all die,
We tremble, thinking we’re about to dissolve into nonexistence, but nonexistence
fears even more that it might be given human form! God is the only pleasure. Other
delights turn bitter.
Rumi’s words did nothing to comfort him. He reached into his memory for
something else that would give him hope but everywhere he turned there was despair and
the cup of tea at his right elbow gave him a breath of its spicy odor, the moon outside his
window beckoned him closer to press its face right into his own, the thought of profound
experience baffled him, life had no inspiration—let a field of parrots into the window and
hear them screech! The soul animates the body, Jung told him, and what is the soul? He
had no idea, because his concept of the soul was thin—something like war and sex and
peaceful moments of drinking tea and the moon sending a sliver of light across his
writing table.
He wanted to be lulled, transported by love—the great lords of jealousy could not
touch him as he wandered into the sea of singing, fond memory and moon—the air
provides! I’ve got to find my own way into the dream, he thought, to something that is
more than graceful mental masturbation—oh love! He thought of Andrea’s warm body
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next to his, her soft, pliant skin rubbing next to him, the inner folds of her secret places—
and immediately jealousy fattened his mind. The only way to put meaning into life is
through art—art cannot lead to suicide! He concluded, although the thought of ending his
life gave him a second of immense pleasure, if only he could end it simply, without
pain—just go to sleep perchance to dream. Outside his window the thunderstorm
breathed the last sigh of its life, water subsided from torrents into trickles, he heard the
night leaping to meet itself like a frog hurdling from one rock to another. Somewhere in
the river fish swam, oblivious to his thoughts. Fish become aggressive if overcrowded but
they have immense rivers and oceans to swim in—our ocean is so small—we’ve moved
into the world and procreated ourselves to death! Ah. That’s it. The human species is preprogrammed to copulate itself to extinction. Sex leads to procreation leads to death. Saul
remembered something he had read about Reef fishes—(nocturnal, living in reefs close to
the Equator; the Galapagos reefs), how effected they are by light and when a solar eclipse
occurs—a period of totality, when the sun is completely obscured by the moon--they stop
feeding and retreat to crevices between boulders and corals. They cannot take the absence
of sun—the moon dominates for only four minutes but those four minutes! Saul
concluded that this meant something bigger—but what? We cannot allow the feminine to
dominate our lives, our culture; our species? The sun is absolutely essential to existence;
the moon is only a secondary force. As he thought this he knew it was untrue, but he
thought it anyway because it made him feel better, because it gave him something to
grasp onto, the masculine principle or something, a thing to help him rise out of his own
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bones and feel dominant and strong and oh! He got up from his chair and walked to the
window to stare at the moon.
Melody is not composed of tones, verse is not words, a statue is not lines…Buber
told him, one must pull and tear to turn a unity into a multiplicity. Saul immediately saw
that dissecting the moment into disparate parts was the work of Art, not Life. The moon
was the moon and he was a writer. He moved from the window to sit down and write
some more—but what about those lucky devils that have learned to lead their lives on
multiple levels simultaneously? The voice asked. He, then, asked himself—could I do
this? Be the moon, experience light and take the whole damn thing apart? Some kind of
inner brutality inside of Saul told him to shut up and go to bed. There would be more than
enough time to break up the ridiculous illusion of art, he was no poet, and the moon was
simply something pale that hung in the sky.

Marriage: The Finebergs After A Long Day
There are two kinds of people in the world, Saul said to Andrea as she dished out
the Rassolnik with Kidneys. Kidneys, meat broth, potatoes, onion pickled cucumbers,
pearl barley, sour cream, parsley and dill—a heavy, humid smell rising from the pot, the
colors of red and white and green plopped onto his plate, all smothered with gravy and a
hefty slice of pumpernickel bread.
I guess you figure I am going to die of heart disease, so why worry about my
health.
This is your mother’s recipe Saul—you told me you loved it.
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I do. I haven’t allowed myself to eat this way for twenty years. Last meal of the
dying, eh?
Stop it, Saul. So—what do you mean about winners and losers?
I’m a winner clearly. We agree on that don’t we? He asked, shoving a large forkful
of kidney and potato into his mouth.
Yes, we agree on that. Depending on your definition of winning and losing.
There is no quibbling, Andrea—come on. Winning is getting noticed, getting paid,
having others beside yourself recognize your—
Greatness? Is that what you mean? Your greatness?
I won’t play at being humble. I can’t afford it.
Well, I can.
It’s not my fault, Andrea, that you’re not a writer like moi! You run a theatre of
your own! Isn’t that good enough?
I don’t run the theatre. Molly runs it. I’m the Literary Manager.
Maybe you’re sitting on another play somewhere.
Oh, God—is this déjà vu or what?
Don’t blame me if your creativity is in a funk.
My creativity isn’t in a funk, Saul—it never got off the ground. I’m married to a
great writer.
A great writer who put up the money for your theatre. Am I not right?
You’re always right. And anyway, I never blamed you.
You blame me.
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I’m jealous of you. And it’s not about acceptance. It’s about producing it at all.
Get it out on the table.
I take care of you Saul—even before this—diagnosis—I’ve been caring for your
talent, your genius or whatever, you’re—you’ve been a fucking Diva!
So I have.
It’s worn me out!
I’m sorry.
He reached a hand across the table to her arm.
I love you; you know that. I need you, Andrea. More than ever.
Yes, and just when you do I am getting angrier and angrier. How dare you?
Dare I what?
Use me like this.
I don’t know what to say.
Then shut up and eat.
Silence descended like a scythe on the two people sitting at the familiar table, with
a succulent dish of gorgeous food to consume before them.

Marriage: The Lerners After a Long Day
Andrea stood in the shadow of the doorway and watched Saul sleep. His body,
splayed on the bed like Christ, arms out, one leg inside the covers, the other dangling
over the side of the bed. He’s left the light on, she thought but made no move to turn it off
as he so obviously slept the sleep of the damned or the innocent, she wasn’t sure which. 3
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a.m. the clock told her. She’d spent a night at the hospital in surgery and afterwards
looking over X-rays and making detailed notes. The exhaustion of her day descended
with a thud. She felt choked. Removing her white coat, she draped it on her arm and
continuing watching Saul.
His special feature, the one she loved so much, his smile, disappeared in sleep. She
felt a stab of conscience like a cold wind at her back and even turned to see if something
were there. Many nights she lingered like this at the doorway of their bedroom watching
Saul sleep. It became a kind of ritual or ablution, something reassuring—a secret that she
never told anyone, the inscrutability of where he goes when he sleeps, but the
inexplicable joy of never letting him know that she loved him sleeping alone in the bed,
watching him, following his crucified form, discovering the even flow of his breath—
watching Saul sleep gave her the most tantalizing, reassuring feelings. Perhaps this was
because she knew that sleep foreshadowed death and as a sleeping dead man Saul became
a portrait from some other time and place. Since time and place held no mystery for
Andrea, the moments she watched him sleep became a form of prayer—abstract,
comforting, giving her heart a feeling of wildness, lightness, excitement! When Saul slept
Andrea never thought that redemption could only find retrieval in complete oblivion-mortality did not frighten her. Quite the contrary. She spent a good deal of her life seeing
patients and families for whom death had cancelled their dreams. Mortality was just
another cruel catching of the radiance of life and shutting its eyelids.
Saul turned in his sleep; his breath stopped for a moment, (a dream?) and then
evened out. Andrea knew his body, his passion, how it awakened her identity temporarily
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with moments of pleasure, she knew his nervousness, his insecurity, his proud coldness;
his unconditional needs. They accompanied one another through the panic of life, set,
with an implacable air of confidence, all of it false, with altered, strange and god-like
moments of wonder only to be followed by stupid moments of terror, confusion, anger
and harsh reality. He intoxicated her! Saul woke suddenly.
You?
Yes me.
Saul looked surprised. Andrea moved into the room with her fluid body, something
of the pain of the night disintegrating as she felt the warmth of his body reach out to her
in the small space of air between them. She climbed onto the bed with relief and his body
and arms embraced her totally. She collapsed into his form, curling up into it as a child
curls into the arms of its mother.
Take me in, she thought, inhaling his warm breath, but said how much was the
electric bill?
He sighed.
We’ll pay Caesar. Relax. Her face looked smeared. He reached a hand out to
smooth the skin, push the lines back into their rightful place; feel the pulse of her heart
beating under his warm fingers.
I wrote all night and watched the moon.
You couldn’t see for the storm.
I saw it.
That was your imagination.
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Imagination is real.
You’re half asleep.
Andrea remembered the letter Saul sent her when she was still in medical school
begging her to be his wife. She kept it (unknown to him) underneath her bras and socks in
the dresser and read it so many times she knew it by heart. Sometimes she felt deceived
by the letter, but at other times she could smell the ink and paper from far away, as if the
smell of the paper were more real than the words on the page. Incomprehensible how she
married this man, this so-called artist, a writer grappling with rushes of shame and
confidence, an educated man who specialized in dreaming, a man who never complained
about life but continually kept reorganizing it, restructuring it, graciously honoring her as
if they were equals, when of course, she knew they were not.
Oh, he said and fell back into sleep. She nudged him as the sound of a train came
into the window.
Andrea lived in the world of science and mathematics and book keeping. Life
started and ended. And in between, a certain autonomous absolute clarity functioned
without much interference. One need only interpret the signs and symbols accurately.
Saul, she reflected, lived otherwise. His imperative duty, she reasoned, meant excluding
the notes and embracing the music whole. But what was the music without the notes?
Andrea, the letter said, there is no way in hell I can live without you. Life is
meaningless, perhaps, or whatever value-system we have has its own value and it is
simply our own construction—our own fantasy of value—it is our collective imagination
that gives life value! The only value I know is love. Perhaps love is absolute—I wouldn’t
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know. For me, love is personal—highly personal. Like the sight of your little ass walking
in the wind, your beautiful dark hair cascading down your back, the vehemence of your
intellect (though wrong!) your asceticism, the discipline, the fervor with which—oh hell! I
love you! I long to put death behind me for a while and embrace you always, eternally,
today, I need tomorrow. Will you be my tomorrow? Marry me forever and I promise to
keep enlightenment simple, to maintain you like a watchmaker maintains a precious
timepiece, I will attempt to answer any question you ask me with truth from my heart, I
will keep trouble small and pleasure large. Whatever defects I have—well, there are
many! Forgive me. I can’t help it. Take my life and make it yours. Love me. Marry me.
Love Saul.
Andrea touched her husband and made love to him as he slept. Or perhaps, he was
awake.

Saul Lerner: The Night Before Sleep
My youngest daughter Abby calls and we reminisce. That is, I reminisce. I tell her
about the thunderstorm I just witnessed and she laughs. You’re such a romantic, dad, she
says in a voice hovering on the edge between girl and woman. She’s twenty-seven now,
with dark hair, edgy black glasses and a cute way of presenting herself. She often referred
to me as “the great enemy” but now we are becoming friends. I always saw her as the kid
who held onto her life as a rebellion against me. Perhaps I was wrong about this. She
didn’t collapse when her mother died—she started doing the dishes without complaining
and offered to help her older sister Marissa do laundry. Marissa coped because I fell apart
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when my first wife Barbara died. Death left me with three daughters to raise and no
instruction book. Natalie, the middle one, did what middle ones often do, she disappeared
into the world of her own imagination; fantasy became her reality. Fortunately, my
ineptness forced her to pull out every so often and deal with things.
Abby and I spent a father-daughter week in New York where she was in
undergraduate School at NYU. September, glorious, luminous, brilliant and warm
splashed all over the city. Indian summer morphed into the first beginning brilliant edges
of fall. We were two blocks down when the whole thing began. On our way to lunch at
Saxophone Pub and Restaurant the first plane hit--we heard the explosion crack into the
air like an ice floe breaking up or the sound of a bomb, (although I’ve never really been
in the vicinity of a bomb so I don’t know what a bomb might sound like). Abby grabbed
me and held on tight. A plume of smoke and fire emerged from the N. Tower and we
stood on the sidewalk, transfixed. Everything moved in slow motion, like a movie
running backwards.
People ran like crazy after the 2nd plane hit the S. Tower and Abby screamed so
loud my ears rang. But it could have been collective screams. A lot of people watched the
whole thing happen as if it weren’t happening to them but something on T.V. and then at
a certain point we realized it was us and as the smoke thickened everyone started running.
No panic—no craziness—just a need to get out of there. A wave of people came down
the street, some confused looking up at the towers in amazement and the smoke billowing
out, it filled your eyes, your ears, your nostrils, the sky went black and Abby and I ran
down the street until we couldn’t run any farther and there were police everywhere,
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traffic stopped, voices—my cell phone rang and Andrea’s voice screamed at me to walk
down to Brooklyn—there wouldn’t be a taxi.
Did you see the second plane hit? She screeched into the phone.
Come on, dad!
I’m OK! I yelled apropos of nothing, slapped the phone shut and ran after Abby
down the street. My friend’s eight-year-old daughter wrote something for her school after
it all happened. We went to the assembly where she read her piece. Every parent hugged
each other and their children next to them—there were no dry eyes in the auditorium as
she read.
In my eyes, you see my sorrow Take my blood, so you can borrow Watching the
news, a plane crashes As I watch the towers turn to ashes In my eyes, you see
despise Of the Arabs in disguise This doesn't make sense, it's just a dream Why is Bin
Ladin so very mean? It ruined my life & the city The Twin Towers were just so
pretty In my eyes, you see my pain The pain of work goes down the drain This is true
terror, which isn't a lie At this time, I just want to cry We lost so many, so many
lost Not even thinking what this is going to cost I wrote this poem, because this is how
I feel I still can't believe, in my eyes, this is real.
Alexandra Palermo

I wrote something right after the towers fell. A wife of a friend told me the story of
someone she knew whose husband died in the building. I did a bio-sketch of what might
have happened to Christopher Hanley on the day of 9-11 and I added a pastiche in the
beginning reminiscent of Dos Passos. We all gathered at Phil’s house in Fredericksburg
to mourn, express our fear and shock and share our thoughts. The presence of Don
Erickson, a friend of Phil’s at the FBI, made us all a little nervous to be explicit about our
anger and our doubts, but I read my piece anyway and we all cried about the mystery of
loving a country you can hate at the same time.
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Newsreel
SHIITE FIGHTERS CLASH WITH G.I’S AND IRAQUI FORCES
Vague Law the big oil Reform Leaders Sifting Through the Pieces
Of Illegal Immigrants the Groundswell All Quiet in the West Wing
You look at me i look at you.
You judge me and i judge you.
This is not fair to both of us.
Our first impressions you cannot trust.
The time has come- right now.
To erase- them all.
The stereotypes- we see.
An increasing skeptical and pessimistic public is a Bellwether for the power of the
president who is crashing the gate. Why can’t Democrats win? Dose of tenacity will wear
down any disease. Redirecting bullets in Baghdad. Results are disastrous.
Eventually- must fall.
There's a war going on.
That no one can win.
They're fighting us.
And we're fighting them.
A man gets beaten because he is white.
Burning crosses on lawns at night.
Drilling in the Gulf of Mexico for oil begs the question of why we are in Iraq. The
familiar Washington story of special interest politics at work: people who pay the closest
attention and make the fewest mistakes are those with the most profit at stake.
The best things in life are free
But you can keep’em for the birds and bees
Give me money, that’s what I want
Money, that’s what I want
American and Iraqi government forces clashed with Shiite militiamen in Baghdad on
Sunday night in the most serious confrontation in months, and Iraqi government officials
said 17 people had been killed in a mosque including and 80-year-old Muslim.
When the President talks to God
I wonder which one is the better cop.
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Abby and I spent a father-daughter week in New York where she was in
undergraduate School at NYU. September, glorious, luminous, brilliant and warm
splashed all over the city. Indian summer morphed into the first beginning brilliant edges
of fall. We were two blocks down when the whole thing began. On our way to lunch at
Saxophone Pub and Restaurant the first plane hit--we heard the explosion crack into the
air like an ice floe breaking up or the sound of a bomb, (although I’ve never really been
in the vicinity of a bomb so I don’t know what a bomb might sound like). Abby grabbed
me and held on tight. A plume of smoke and fire emerged from the N. Tower and we
stood on the sidewalk, transfixed. Everything moved in slow motion, like a movie
running backwards.
People ran like crazy after the 2nd plane hit the S. Tower and Abby screamed so
loud my ears rang. But it could have been collective screams. A lot of people watched the
whole thing happen as if it weren’t happening to them but something on T.V. and then at
a certain point we realized it was us and as the smoke thickened everyone started running.
No panic—no craziness—just a need to get out of there. A wave of people came down
the street, some confused looking up at the towers in amazement and the smoke billowing
out, it filled your eyes, your ears, your nostrils, the sky went black and Abby and I ran
down the street until we couldn’t run any farther and there were police everywhere,
traffic stopped, voices—my cell phone rang and Andrea’s voice screamed at me to walk
down to Brooklyn—there wouldn’t be a taxi.
Did you see the second plane hit? She screeched into the phone.
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Come on, dad!
I’m OK! I yelled apropos of nothing, slapped the phone shut and ran after Abby
down the street. My friend’s eight-year-old daughter wrote something for her school after
it all happened. We went to the assembly where she read her piece. Every parent hugged
each other and their children next to them—there were no dry eyes in the auditorium as
she read.
In my eyes, you see my sorrow Take my blood, so you can borrow Watching the
news, a plane crashes As I watch the towers turn to ashes In my eyes, you see
despise Of the Arabs in disguise This doesn't make sense, it's just a dream Why is Bin
Ladin so very mean? It ruined my life & the city The Twin Towers were just so
pretty In my eyes, you see my pain The pain of work goes down the drain This is true
terror, which isn't a lie At this time, I just want to cry We lost so many, so many
lost Not even thinking what this is going to cost I wrote this poem, because this is how
I feel I still can't believe, in my eyes, this is real.
Alexandra Palermo

I wrote something right after the towers fell. A wife of a friend told me the story of
someone she knew whose husband died in the building. I did a bio-sketch of what might
have happened to Christopher Hanley on the day of 9-11 and I added a pastiche in the
beginning reminiscent of Dos Passos. We all gathered at Phil’s house in Fredericksburg
to mourn, express our fear and shock and share our thoughts. The presence of Don
Erickson, a friend of Phil’s at the FBI, made us all a little nervous to be explicit about our
anger and our doubts, but I read my piece anyway and we all cried about the mystery of
loving a country you can hate at the same time.

Newsreel
SHIITE FIGHTERS CLASH WITH G.I’S AND IRAQUI FORCES
Vague Law the big oil Reform Leaders Sifting Through the Pieces
Of Illegal Immigrants the Groundswell All Quiet in the West Wing
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You look at me i look at you.
You judge me and i judge you.
This is not fair to both of us.
Our first impressions you cannot trust.
The time has come- right now.
To erase- them all.
The stereotypes- we see.
An increasing skeptical and pessimistic public is a Bellwether for the power of the
president who is crashing the gate. Why can’t Democrats win? Dose of tenacity will wear
down any disease. Redirecting bullets in Baghdad. Results are disastrous.
Eventually- must fall.
There's a war going on.
That no one can win.
They're fighting us.
And we're fighting them.
A man gets beaten because he is white.
Burning crosses on lawns at night.
Drilling in the Gulf of Mexico for oil begs the question of why we are in Iraq. The
familiar Washington story of special interest politics at work: people who pay the closest
attention and make the fewest mistakes are those with the most profit at stake.
The best things in life are free
But you can keep’em for the birds and bees
Give me money, that’s what I want
Money, that’s what I want
American and Iraqi government forces clashed with Shiite militiamen in Baghdad on
Sunday night in the most serious confrontation in months, and Iraqi government officials
said 17 people had been killed in a mosque including and 80-year-old Muslim.
When the President talks to God
I wonder which one is the better cop.
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Christopher Hanley
Christopher walked out into a bright September morning, feeling the warm Indian
summer air permeate his skin, noticing the whiff of fall. Most of the trees were green
but some were beginning to turn to russet and gold and he kicked up a few fallen leaves
underneath his brand new wing tip shoes. The air was warmer than he expected, little
beads of sweat on his brow. His pale pink shirt and the Ralph Lauren tie did nicely with
the mid-gray pinstriped suit he’d just bought. He had just had a picture taken of him for
Keith, Bruyette and Wood, where had been hired just after completing a masters
degree in Finance at Harvard. In the picture he is smiling wide, with a cigar in his mouth,
a wicked little glint in his eye as if to say “Gotcha buddy!” Life was on the up and he felt
he was on the fast track to everything wonderful.
He had made plans to take his boss’s secretary, Maria, to Windows on the World,
the restaurant they often ate at. Maria had done a lot of extra work on an account he
had been working on and he wanted to treat her to lunch. She had four kids and
worked really hard at her job. Keith, Bruyette and Wood had an office in the North
Tower of the World Trade Center, on the 104th Floor.
He arrived at work at eight thirty. He told his boss that he always endeavored to
get to work an hour early, but this morning had been a little different. His wife had just
had a baby, their first, Colleen after his grandmother, and the baby had been up all night.
Both of them stumbled out of bed and Chris spent some time in the shower waking up
while his wife Terry made him coffee and an English muffin. He didn’t have time to finish
the muffin so he left half of it on the plate next to the sink and kissed Terry on the lips
before he gulped some more coffee down and headed out the door with his deep red
briefcase in one hand and The New York Times rolled up under his left arm. Her full
breasts because she was nursing were on his mind when he walked toward the subway
heading north on 23rd street toward 59th.
When he got to the Towers he made a trip to the cafeteria on the 57th floor to grab a
donut, something he rarely did, but his body just wasn’t working on the usual adrenalin
and he felt he needed a boost.
In order to get to the 57th floor he had to take the elevator to the 44th floor and
then take the local elevator to the 57th floor. He had just left the cafeteria to get back
on the local to his office on the 104th floor, when he noticed people pouring out of
rooms and offices and the elevator seemed to be stuck on a higher floor. Usually the
elevators were swift but things seemed to be moving slower than usual.
He took a bite out of the donut, and noticed that the grapefruits in the stand just
outside the cafeteria were rolling back and forth, back and forth. He wondered if maybe
there was a strong wind or something. Sometimes people said the Towers swayed in
the wind but he never noticed it. He heard something loud that he thought was the fire
drill. They had often had these drills in the past so he knew the routine: go to the
stairwell and move on down to the street level. He decided that his Boss would
probably ignore the drill, as he sometimes did, and he knew there was a meeting at 9.
Anyway, he wasn’t sure if it was a drill or not. The elevator arrived finally and he got on
with a group of others traveling to the upper floors. When he arrived on the 104th floor
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there was panic and a flurry of people running in every direction. He heard a loud
explosion and the whole building started to sway. Someone from another office
shouted: “Get to the stairs! Get to the stairs!”
Christopher Hanley was not one to panic. He ducked by a bunch of people
standing in a huddle outside their offices and made for his Boss’s office, but the Boss was
not there. Maria sat at her desk looking out the window. “What should we do?” Mike
Cosgrove ran by shouting, “Call 911!” and someone else screamed: “Get the hell out of
here!”
“Come on, Maria, let’s leave.”
Maria got up from her desk and followed Christopher to the stairwell.
“We should take the elevator,” she said.
“No. If there’s a fire it’s better to take the stairs.”
She held onto his arm.
In the stairwell there was room for two people so they went down side by side.
There was smoke and Christopher smelled something that he thought might be gasoline.
Maybe the furnace exploded, he thought. There were now a hundred people in
the stairwell and things were moving slowly. They reached the 102nd Floor. There was
no panic. Everyone seemed to be moving along at a leisurely pace, making jokes, laughing
and wondering when things would be back to normal again. Maria always wore flat
shoes because she was so tall.
“I’m glad I wear sensible shoes,” she said and Christopher smiled. “I hope this
doesn’t mean we won’t get lunch!” The people behind them laughed. Christopher
finished his donut.
Above them a crowd of firefighters appeared and started shouting orders.
“Move to the right! Injured coming down!”
Injured? Christopher had no idea how this could be. Injured from what? When the
injured walked past them you could not tell if they were black or white, they were all
charred with skin hanging off their bodies, they looked like the walking dead. The sound
of the firefighters shouting and the injured people moving down the left side of the
stairwell chilled the jovial atmosphere and everything became abruptly somber. Beepers
flashed and someone said, “A plane has hit our building!” A cold feeling hit Christopher
in the stomach. Maria said, “I’m going to be sick,” and someone else said, “Not here.” It
was such a beautiful day, Christopher thought just as someone else answered his cell
phone and shouted: “A jet plane just crashed into the other building!”
Two planes in one day? Christopher thought. This was impossible. Maybe there
was a radar scramble or something.
“Jesus Christ,” a man behind him said. Chris pulled out his cell phone and called
Terry. She answered right away. He could hear Colleen crying in the background.
“OH GOD Christopher! It’s terrible! Are you all right! Are you all right!”
“I’m fine, honey. Don’t worry. I’m heading down the stairs with the others.
Everything’s fine.”
“Christopher! I saw it on TV!”
“Hang up honey and take care of the baby. I’ll be home soon.”
“I love you honey.”
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“I love you too.”
Christopher had no idea what was going on. He just knew to keep heading down
the stairs, but the smoke filled the stair well, someone said they could not breath, the
heat was intense, he took off his suit jacket, Maria pulled out her Rosarie beads and
began to pray.
The North Tower collapsed into rubble before he could get to the102nd Floor. It
had been a dazzling fall day full of promise, but the sky turned ash gray, then black, the
smoke rising and billowing and moving across Manhattan, enveloping it like a large and
hungry monster.
Terry received a personal note from President Bush. “Now is the time when we
should be so proud to be an American.”

I don’t think about it as much. Guilt and fear merge easily when things like things
like this happen. Only when I turn over in the morning and watch Andrea as she sleeps I
think we could all be dead now. It is not even quite morning—5 a.m.—she must have
come in late after the rainstorm. Her face is damp—I put my hand on her head and can
almost feel the electricity of her brain waves—all that thought even in her sleep! I have
never told her, but I love to watch her sleep in the morning. She thinks I am sleeping too,
but I lean on my elbow in bed and gaze at her—the early sun filters through the window,
Andrea sleeps, I suddenly wonder about why I wonder about it all so much. It’s really
quite simple: sleep, eat, dream, love and go on.

Lerner: Inside Insight
the spring I first saw her the cherry blossoms were in bloom and she wore a pink
skirt blossom color I kept circling around her at the party in Georgetown someone said
something rhubarb, rhubarb, rhubarb but nothing just the skin on her arms soft down
golden hue from sun we met our eyes met hers clear and clean precise looking through
me like a knife going into my heart I felt my heart skip a beat I was so scared she
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wouldn’t talk but she did we did it lasted for hours no rhubarb her laughter when I joked
although maybe it was the wine (and jokes)
and the night stretched into morning well we did more than talk we kissed
her mouth soft like what?
I’ve been hit by a comet I told my friend
I cannot live unless this marvelous girl marries the circling hound of me as I
watched her skin and hair and eyes and plunged inside her
well, I told her I had degrees and a job and she said all right she always wanted an artist
because we are poets but I could not think of a single poem right then although with the
look in her eyes we didn’t need poetry

Part 3: (There Is) No Resolution
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Spring: 2007
Andrea Fineberg
Andrea felt it necessary to get away from Saul at intervals. It did her no good, these
brief sabbaticals. She just wanted to touch base with the person she thought she was
before she became a Literary Manager and spent all of her time sending Query Rejections
to bad playwrights, talking to Molly about the budget, cajoling actors, casting directors,
production assistants and graphic designers. What happened? Was it jealousy? Could she
create around a powerhouse like Saul? Maybe it was proximity that destroyed the
illusion. Maybe it was closeness that destroyed life. She had doubts about marriage even
though they had been married over thirty years. The thorn was always about the fact that
they could not have kids. She could not have kids. After it was established that they
wouldn’t have children—wasn’t that when Saul attacked his work with even greater
fervor and walled himself into his office like a monk? The house had become a cloister.
No—he had always been that way. That was what she fell in love with—that passion he
had for ideas, his brilliant mind, his intellectual capability, his being both a scholar and a
man and a sexual creature adored. His charisma with women charmed the pants off her
and everyone else of course. All those other women. Well—that was not a memory she
wanted. Slide the door on that one. She reached for other recollections in the hopes of
finding safety. There was no safe place to go. Who was I then? Who am I now? Wishing
for him to die did her no good because as much as she wanted to indulge in the fantasy
that his dying would free her, she felt inherently that her freedom had nothing to do with
Saul—whether he was here or there or what. It had to do with the fact that she felt she
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was a complete loser. I need to talk about this with Saul. The thought of talking about it
with Saul made her want to take off during the summer when Saul taught his workshops
in New York and go somewhere. Prague? Budapest? She could probably wangle some
money from somewhere and say she was doing research for a play—or developing
something or looking for new talent. The Little Theatre didn’t make enough money for
development projects in Prague. She just thought about it the way she thought about a lot
of things—total escape.
In the house the next day after the disastrous meal she’d spent four hours preparing,
she wandered like a ghost cleaning things. It was Saturday. Saul always spent Saturdays
with his cronies talking books or movies. Whenever her thoughts got tangled she found
cleaning to be her salvation. Armed with Windex in one hand and a roll of paper towels
in the other, she cleaned every visible surface. She vacuumed, dusted the étagère filled
with the pictures of Saul’s parents and grandparents, aunts and uncles (he came from a
big family) and her parents and her sister and brother-in-law and their four children, got
down on her hands and knees cleaning every crevice of the kitchen floor. It amazed her
dirty things could get. She always kept the light over the stove on in the kitchen because
it did not illuminate the dirt the way the overhead light did.
Every so often she rested and looked at the pictures that were all over the house—
on the kitchen counter, in the living room, on the dining table, on the bookcases—
pictures, faces, people, cousins, friends, Saul and her white water rafting on the Green
River—how she remembered that trip! It was dreadful. She didn’t want to think of it. The
sliding glass door of memory--slam the door on that one. How selective she could be with
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her memory! What a marvel it was. If only she could be that selective with life. And
then—the Kid. Where was he now? She wondered. He was brilliant—Ok, no doubt about
that, but of course too young for her to take seriously—twenty-six—a child. Maybe the
age of her child if she’d had one. Maybe she would have had a son. Saul’s son. Oh, that
was a thought. A boy just like his father. Perish the thought! No. A boy like her—sweet,
sensitive—but then he’d have such a struggle in life the way things are. Memories,
thoughts slid in and out of the door—there was a screen but it had holes in it, that’s for
sure. Some memories came and sat down at her table and shit on the carpet. Then others-others came in and stayed and ate all the food and left dirty plates in the sink. She tried
shutting them out but they were in attendance—trapped like a desperate fly between the
screen and the sliding door. Trapping thoughts was not her favorite pastime. Neither was
letting them go. She felt ensnared inside her own sense of failure. She felt duped by
marriage, duped by religion (who did that nowadays?) duped by career, duped by money,
duped by life, duped by Saul. Where was he?

Saul Fineberg
Saul was not with his cronies. He was having an office visit with his cardiologist
who made a special appointment to see him on a Saturday when he’d rather be at the gym
or watching Tournament Poker on television. Here was this aging guy, a famous writer
who carried his towering sense of entitlement in his hair or something. I need to see you,
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he said on the voice mail, it’s urgent and I don’t want to go to the hospital and talk to a
third year medical student. Understood. But those medical students are probably better
diagnosticians than some doctors, Michael thought. They bust their ass to figure out
what’s going on, they take copious notes, they ask a hundred questions, (some of them
irrelevant, but still--) they leave no stone unturned. Michael Birkin had been top of his
class at the University of Illinois. At first he wanted to be an internist, but cardiology
caught his fancy. What makes the human heart so strong and so frail? In all his studies of
medicine he always got down to the nub of the matter—that essentially, even though we
can treat the body and give allopathic remedies to a complex series of systems, even
though we know or think we know how it all works—there is still something magical and
mysterious about how the mechanism operates—medicine explains the body as a piece of
machinery of moving parts—everything performs on cue until one part doesn’t quite do
what it ought to do. Yet ultimately he began to realize the cause of disease is more
complex than symptomatic analysis. It was all tied up with the life of the person who you
were diagnosing. You could not really separate the life from the disease as many doctors
tried to do. He wondered if psychiatry might not have been a better choice, but then the
thought of sitting all day listening to litanies of woe disgusted him. People ought to
realize that life is “not a walk in an open field,” as Herberto Padilla once wrote, and get
on with it. Although he recognized not everyone had the capacity to get on with it as he
did. Maybe he compartmentalized too much?
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Saul arrived at Michael’s office breathless with a stuffed black messenger bag
filled with paper, books, notebooks and a laptop spilling out of it like guts spilling out of
a stomach.
I’m doing research for my book, he explained as he sat down. Thanks for seeing
me.
No problem, Michael said.
It’s Saturday. I know what Saturdays are to professionals.
I’m a doctor.
Yes.
Which means I am on-call 24-7 essentially.
Your wife must love it.
My wife and I are both doctors. So what is it, Saul? What can I do for you?
I’m not feeling right. Maybe it’s the medication. Things just don’t seem to be right.
I feel weak at times—the other day I was working out and I nearly fainted.
I told you to cut back on the workouts. Don’t push yourself so hard.
Well—I thought maybe it would be good for me.
Why did you think that?
Make my heart stronger.
Your heart muscle is fine, Saul. This is basically a valve problem.
So, you’re saying I should just allow my life to diminish in its capacity—slow
down, let the disease take over and die.
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I don’t think it’s a wise idea to have open-heart surgery right now. It’s not at
critical phase.
So, I should wait until its critical—until I am flat on my back unable to move from
the office to the bathroom, and then call you for emergency open-heart surgery?
Maybe we should switch the anti-depressants.
I’m not depressed.
You sound depressed.
I’m anxious.
Well, there’s medication for that too.
There’s medication for everything! So what? Are you listening to me?
Have you ever considered therapy?
They haven’t got me there yet.
It might be helpful.
Nothing is helpful.
That’s a normal way to feel. I’d feel that way too if I were in your place.
What is this—placate the patient day? Is this what they have in the bedside
manual—how to make the patient feel as if we are all brothers in this disease business?
You know what? I think death is horrible. It’s dirty, it’s ugly and it stinks. Now that’s it.
What you do to survive kills the things you love—so that’s it—maybe my ideals—well I
might have never had any. But lately, I’ve had an erosion of sorts—even worse than
before. Not that I am really a cynic. I’m not. I think deep down I’m a sweet old guy who
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just doesn’t want to get hit before the other guy. I’m a winner. But maybe I’m a loser. I
don’t know.
Dr. Michael Birkin, (Birkinovsky a few generations back) a tall man with thick
deep brown curly hair and brown eyes that looked as if they had never really had a bad
time, smooth skin, a patina of ruddiness over the deep olive tone, made a decision. He
had a CD player in the office that he played when he was doing patient records or
answering email.
You know what? Michael asked.
What Michael—Dr. Birkin?
You can call me Michael.
Michael walked over to the CD player and hunted through a pile of unjacketed
CD’s.
Just a minute—
What are you doing?
Blinded by the light
He got down but he never got tight
He’s gonna make it alright…
The rough New Jersey funky voice of Springsteen blasted out of the CD. A great
smile burst out on Michael’s face.
You know this doncha?
Of course dude! What do you think—I’m a writer! You think I’m some kind of
dead square dude?
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Saul smiled at cut loose like a Douce..And as if on cue the two men started to move
around the room. Michael’s moves were young, motion fluid, his legs like rubber and his
arms flailing. Saul motivated his hips, the movement that fascinated women all his life,
and got down to the moves. The two men flashed and danced around each other in a
circle transforming the office into a dance floor. Saul grabbed a stethoscope off the wall
and played around with it. Michael took a surgical mask and pulled it over his ears. Take
a right at the light/keep on going straight into the night..The voice and guitar drove two
men crazy. The horns snapped right into Saul’s body. He was cutting loose with his
doctor and it didn’t matter what happened tomorrow.
Arms waving above their heads two men sang I was blinded! I was blinded! Like a
car screeching to a dead halt the song ended. Michael switched off the CD player.
Dance. Just dance.
The two men were winded, Michael inexplicably more so than Saul.
I feel great. Got any steroids? Maybe I can keep the workouts going.
All right. Low dose.
I won’t morph into a boxer will I?
They both laughed.
I swear, Saul, I learn more from my patients than they learn from me.
That could be true.
Saul picked up his black messenger, shook Michael’s hand and left the office. On
the elevator down the euphoria stayed with him. Walking outside the building the ragged
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feeling stayed at bay. It was spring in DC and the cherry blossoms made his heart ache,
but it was not the physical heart.

Saul Lerner: Omniscient
Back at home Saul sat with his back to the wall his nose pressed against the
windowpane as he did when he was a child. He thought about his mother and his father
and for a brief moment he thought about nothing at all. The house was empty. The dire
note of the clock they had bought in Italy chimed. It should be dinner, he thought, but
Andrea was out teaching a class—oh no, it was Saturday-she was at the hospital—on call
or kibitzing with her male doctor friends or else--he didn’t want to think about it, but if
she went to her office she looked over X-rays and did her work at the hospital. She never
brought it home. It didn’t seem right, she always told him. Let’s not mix church and state.
Keep the work at the workplace. The words of Roethke came to mind: All women loved
dance in a dying light--/The moon’s my mother: how I love the moon! As the words
slipped through his mind the moon slid into view from the living room window, a sleek
sliver of white in the darkening spring evening, warm air presaging summer—something
sad about it all, maybe a brilliant day could turn ugly in a moment. He felt the slowing
down, the rise and fall of breath—he thought of animals living in desire and hunger and
nothing else—for once this evening he chose not to drive his work further, churn out the
words, but rest inside his flesh, his slowness. Maybe he spent too much time at the work
and not enough contemplating the emptiness of things. There was such a voluptuous
brooding bleakness about it—a measurable edge of the descending arc of energy that he
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had not allowed himself to embrace. He realized it had been along time since he had felt
real joy.

Saul Lerner: Himself
Andrea always comes home late from the hospital. I suspect she has a lover but I
won’t ask her. She is like a bird—I can’t get a hold of her. It is late, around 10 p.m. and I
am hard at the writing. I’ve warmed up something from yesterday and it tastes less
sensual than the night before. I am wandering the house like a fool--a brooding stranger
or an unwanted relative. I notice she’s cleaned everything except the bathroom in our
bedroom. The baby’s room, for the grandchildren, with its empty crib and a mobile of
colored fish, red, blue, yellow, green, purple and orange, are still. I brush my hand against
the fish and the mobile moves. In the deep center of my stomach I feel a voice of fire—
desire overtakes me. Maybe in the deepest shame I might masturbate but I do not allow
myself. The door slams and her footsteps make noise in the hallway. She turns on lamps,
slams the dishwasher door shut (I left it open) clumps around the house—I know the
motion of the woman and it makes me mad.
Saul?
I’m upstairs!
I am standing in front of the full-length mirror looking at myself. I wouldn’t mind
looking like my character Saul, a taller man with a lot of hair and a beard, but the fact is,
I don’t. I started losing my hair in my early twenties and now I’ve just got a little ring of
white hair rimming the nape of my neck. I am not as tall as Saul—he’s six foot one, I’m
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only five foot ten, and I am skinny as a rail—only 140 pounds. I’ve got etched features, a
pointed chin, high cheekbones—I look like a Polish Jew who could have been a rebbe or
a cabinet-maker. My large green eyes are wide and almond shaped; my jaw line is
distinct and tight—you can tell that even with the beard I’ve had since--we both have
beards--I like to have some hair somewhere and I’ve had this beard for so long I don’t
remember--I don’t look my age, people say. Saul looks older than I do. I am wiry-strong, but more receptive than assertive. Saul is a passionate man with fervor and a
nastiness I don’t possess. He wants things. He knows he can have them.
Saul?
Andrea is still wearing her white coat when she catches me staring at myself.
What’s the matter?
Nothing.
What did you do all day?
Write.
Oh.
The doctors, the lawyers, the cops are all paid—So I’ve got to get me a rich ugly
old maid—
What are you going on about now?
She takes off her lab coat and sighs into the armchair in the corner of our bedroom.
I am exhausted.
What happened?
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We have a small kid who needs a shunt. He was born with a brain tumor. He’s
shunt dependent and his shunt isn’t working. We have to replace it.
Is his tumor gone?
We won’t know until we operate.
How old is he?
Six.
Andrea, I want to talk about something.
What is it? I’m so tired.
I know.
I take off my shirt and lie on the bed in my undershirt and sweat pants.
I really want you to stop reading my work. Completely. Just stop reading it. And
the other thing—
Wait a minute. I’ve always read your work.
I’m sick of these arguments about my writing! All the time. It’s driving me crazy.
You’ve just got to learn to leave me alone with it.
All right, she says in a voice soft with exhaustion. Is that it?
No.
Well, what else?
Andrea—for God’s sake stop spying on my stuff. Stop going into my files on my
computer—just fucking stop it.
Are you mad?
Yes.
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Well, that’s good. Where there’s anger there’s passion. And the other thing?
We need to bring some more joy in our lives.
Every time I bring joy into our lives you resist it. I’m tired of it.
You’re jaded.
Are you just noticing?
I feel despair creeping all over me like vines choking a plant. She is so still in the
chair I think she is asleep. I hear her breathing deepen and realize that she is. Perhaps her
work is just more compelling than mine. I feel myself sliding into emptiness. And
emptiness has no joy about it at all.

Saul Fineberg Sub-Zero II
Yesterday Francis arrived in my holding station and asked me to consider some
things. He asked me to consider that the history of the world was nothing more than a
scheme—a mental construction, as it were, of certain people who had agreed to make up
a play—a bad play at that—about the marching around of certain other people with
grandiose delusions. They think they are being novel and original but they are simply
trying to compensate for their lack of talent by boring the world with stories that keep on
repeating endlessly over and over again. In fact, it sounded as if there were no such thing
as history.
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Saul Fineberg: Stereotypical Dramas Reenacted
Saul gave himself a rare day off from the driven schedule he put himself on. After
the office visit dancing around to Springsteen, (I suppose he thinks this is some kind of
play therapy)— he realized he had spent most of his life dismissing the very experiences
that made him who he was, but then, who was he? (He wouldn’t go into that right now,
he thought), after that experience, with Springsteen’s musical phrases repeating endlessly
in his head, he recognized that the drama of his life was something less than original. In
fact it could be called typical and routine. There was nothing novel, notable or original
about it at all—it had all the attributes of the usual common place, boring, complicated
layered plots of everyone else’s lives. He was like everyone else. He was slowly dying of
heart disease, but it was not some unusual thing, he would live for a while on medication,
but that was common, he was writing as normal—well what’s new? And on and on.
Perhaps he cared more for the invention of drama than the drama of life itself, which had
become ugly, stained and somewhat stupid. He had spent his life being malicious and had
no regret for it, he found people transparent and stupid, by and large, he had a penchant
for beautiful women, but he had no confidence in their intelligence, and anyway, he was
conditioned to appreciate them as one would appreciate a Grecian Urn—Bold lover,
never, never canst thou kiss—the words of Keats were more interesting than most of the
beautiful women he had known. Nothing was more important to him than his writing and
the aggrandizement of his own ego. He understood that the human heart could not solve
the problems of life on earth. The only thing that remained was to realize that he, like
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everyone else, was a player in the human drama and that we were all participating in
stereotypical dramas reenacted endlessly.
Once Saul fastened on this it was not much of a leap to move into dissecting the
essential components of his own particular ridiculous role in the larger human play. He
was certainly not a man driven by morals—he couldn’t stand morality anyway, religious,
spiritual or otherwise, he had a specific distaste for people driven by ideals and although
power used to excite him, now that he had it, he could see through that as well. Powerdriven economics had its down side just like everything else—power people were
unyielding, selfish (as he was) wholly without inspiration and he found them yawningly
boring and unpleasantly lacking in inner vision. He knew with clarity that he possessed
inner vision of some kind that serviced his work as a writer, but that was it. There was
nothing supernatural or inspired about it—it was simply there to serve his creative
drive—the novels and books and words and paragraphs and characters and plots he
dished up to make money, have his variety of drama and cross one leg over the other.
Simply that. A bene placito, at one’s pleasure. He could, if he wished, admit the
unsatisfactory nature of the games people play in the mess of human interaction we call
society, but that would be admitting that he was unsatisfied at being a winner at those
games (utterly bored with it, to be honest) and it might smack of ingratitude. After all, he
had been given so much: uncommon intelligence, charisma with women, money, fame,
talent, children and grandchildren and a loyal wife! Andrea, flitted across his mind like a
gnat on a hot summer night. She could intimidate him but he would never admit it, the
relation between persons is simply about projection and introjections—there is no such
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thing as actually knowing a person, he thought. And who cared if you did? The failure to
see the behavior of one person in relation to the other has led to civilized confusion. Utter
despair overtook him. There was, really, nothing to live for, yet the organism craved,
desired, hungered, needed, required and longed to stay alive! What an absurdity! To have
a body that has to feed itself, create excrement and waste and spend its time playing
undeclared games with other organisms. It was utterly inane. Yet he took great pride in
his large repertoire of games, games he had mastered based on particular sets of learned
interactions. His normal alienation from being was the inexplicable knowledge that
nonbeing existed somewhere—all of this life was simply pseudo-wants, pseudo-values,
pseudo-realities of the endemic delusions of what we call life and death and so on.
This thought led Saul to shut off the computer, at the twenty-seventh chapter of his novel,
which was clipping along at a reasonable pace, and stare out the window of his office.
Outside the analogy of enchantment, myth and fairy tale rose up suggested by the
flowering pink buds of the Cherry Blossom trees. D.C. in the spring! How could he
ignore, despise or neglect these tiny moments of pleasure? They welled up inside of him
and brought relief. A thought emerged from inside—he was nothing more than a witness;
the medium, the occasion of a happening that the created thing makes evident. He was
not engaged in the discovery of what was there, or in production of an imitation of it, nor
even in communication with the anxiety of culture or his own peculiar pathology, he was
the conduit to enable being to emerge from nonbeing. The experience of being the
medium for a continual process of creation helped him glide past thoughts of depression,
persecution or glory into the very mystery of liberation itself! He had spent his entire life
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personifying opposites when in fact the deeper mystery was that there was no dialectic at
all. He had played the game of dialectic with such ease that he had convinced himself it
was real, but in fact, as Jung said there was only the alchemical process of conjunction.
Archetypal ideas give the illusion of loosening the soul’s attachment to the body, but in
reality the soul animates the body, as Jung declared. Oh God, Saul spoke aloud in the
office—I am thinking of God and the Soul and I don’t even believe in either one! It was
there that it dawned on him that suicide was not inexplicable—it was simply the dawn of
hope so horrible and harrowing that it is unendurable, as Laing wrote. I can recapture
personal meaning in movement, words and space, but it is essentially meaningless, he
thought. My soul is caught in the chains of desire. My wishes and my fantasies are just
part of the deceptive glamour we all fall pray to. Outside his window a bird lighted on the
Cherry Blossom branch. Blue Herons were mating in the shallow waters of the Potomac,
their cool forms belying their scavenger hunger to eat fish, other fowl and animals alike.
Stabbing their prey with a quick lunge of the bill, the Herons killed diseased fish and
fowl that would probably die anyway. They were, in essence, cleaning out the unwanted
species from the environment and creating ecological balance. Perhaps, Saul thought, my
attack on fat women, stupid people, rotten game players, inferior intellects and pseudo
artists performs exactly the same function. My job is to be on Separation Detail—I
separate the unwanted species from the pack. At this thought he smiled and turned away
from the window back to his computer with relief.
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Saul Lerner
I wish I had the kind of relief you can feel when you have no conscience. Saul has
none. Far from being a guiding light, he’s more like a thorn in my side. This character
irks and pricks me and here is Andrea asleep in the chair. Since I am forced into writing
mode I figure I ought to continue but what of it? Who am I writing for? The phone rings.
It is Natalie calling to check up on me. She worries after our last call when I reminisced
about 9/11. I reassure I’m fine.

Andrea Lerner
Saul’s drives me crazy. Or maybe he’s driving himself crazy I don’t know which.
But this dead guy has got to go. I promised I wouldn’t read his work, which means that I
am going to have to read it and not talk about anything past age 60 or he’ll know I’ve
been reading it. I’ve heard other writer’s wives go through the same thing, but I don’t
know. I don’t know any writer’s wives—I only know doctor’s wives and they have their
own problems. I’ll pass on that experience. Better Saul. He’s a lovely man, really—he’s
just such a loser! I hate to admit that to myself or anybody else, actually, but it’s so
obvious. Everybody knows I’m supporting him. His teaching salary hasn’t gone up in
years—he’s only teaching one semester a year—I think he should retire but he says
teaching keeps him young. Don’t think I don’t know looking at those gorgeous young
female writers poured into their tight-ass size 6 jeans is what’s keeping him young! They
blush and stammer about Faulkner and Joyce and narrative—oh why should I be jealous?
For God’s sake—I know he never goes to bed with them. I think so. How could he? I
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won’t even go there. Yesterday I saw him in the kitchen stabbing a chicken with an ice
pick—he can’t cook but neither can I and one of us has to do it. Better him. He made
Challah bread last month that came out all warm and exploded from the oven—the three
loaves braided, brushed with butter and poppy seeds, lightly browned on top with a
golden yellow glow—we ate the whole thing with leg of lamb and buttered peas—it was
gorgeous. OK. He can pull a meal together. Do we have a role reversal? I’m not sure
what I think about it. Biologically—oh, I know all about biology and that always brings
me to medicine and that always puts me into work, which is not what I want to think
about for five minutes right now.
Outside the window the cherry blossoms are sprouting on our trees. We have three
in the front. The dog, our dear little Barney (he named the dog after his Uncle) still thinks
he’s a stud and has the notion he can make with the Czechoslovakian poodles next door
and Lord, he reminds me of Saul. I don’t want to think about Saul in terms of being
pathetic. He is not pathetic. He whines a lot but so what? He has a lot to whine about. But
not me. He has nothing to whine about with me.

Saul Fineberg
(We Are the Slaves of Our Endocrine System)
The philosophy behind an innate goodness that resides inside the unknown part of
humankind we call the soul or the subconscious or whatever is one of the most erroneous
and false doctrines that we’ve fooled ourselves into thinking since Adam and Eve took
the apple, covered with fig leaves and copulated.
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As Saul spoke this he reached a hand across the table to grab the wineglass sitting
there that Andrea just poured. She took a moment to consciously notice the hands—hands
that already found secrets of her body during their married years, hands that looked like
carpenter’s hands that had never done carpentry, the thickened palms and muscular
fingers were stronger than he wanted—the length of the fingers gave him the opportunity
to wave his hands around while talking making unseen images in the air about his head.
They were not small hands, somewhat large in fact, but with a curious personality all
they’re own, an amalgamation of both feminine and masculine converging together.
Quite confusing, in fact. These were hands that held power and waved it away at the
same time.
Saul drank from the wine glass while Andrea pretended to look above his head at
the bookcase behind him. She knew all the titles without really looking but while she
appeared to be looking at the books Saul put one of his hands on his face and leaned on
his elbow, waiting for her to reply. He knew what it would be but he wanted to see if
there might be a chance she would surprise him with something different. She
disappointed him all the time.
So you are saying what you always say, Andrea exploded in the softest voice
imaginable for an explosion. Everything is pragmatic, there is no real good, we are all
essentially evil and that’s it.
We are all essentially selfish and totally difficult and completely indifferent to the
well being of others. Evil would be a relief. At least it would be interesting. Evil is not
evil at all—it is simply total honesty—a man or woman acting out their fundamental
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being without the hypocrisy of covering it up with all sorts of phony personality
structures and high-minded lies and stories. If it weren’t for laws, the police and jails
every one of us would murder someone at some time in our lives. Every citizen would be
an executioner. We could probably commit total genocide on ourselves if given half the
chance. Auto-genocide. The fact is—Nazism was never a German problem; it was, in
essence, the illustration of the fun we can have if given the opportunity to experiment
with total disaster and cruelty—to go as far as we could possibly go. The human
condition, if left to it’s own devices is completely senseless, devoid of moral certitude
and repulsively survival driven.
Do you plan on murdering me?
I already have—in a thousand different ways.
So—you see no possibly for redemption, for a savior, as it were? The Christ means
nothing to you?
The Christ is a myth that we made up as a rationalization to convince ourselves we
are better than we are. The most absurd point is when you read Anne Frank writing in her
diary, two days before her family is captured and placed in a concentration camp, that at
heart human beings are basically good! What rubbish! Human beings are basically stupid,
blindly driven by hunger and ready to destroy anyone who gets in the way of their eating
what they want! We eat animals, plants, and soon each other. Then we pile the shit up in
waste management systems but we are incapable of managing our own psychic waste.
We are at the mercy of our Endocrine systems and worse, at the mercy of our eyes, our
stomachs, our penises, our wants and our desires. Although desire is just another high-
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minded rationalization to my mind because what is desire anyway but just some kind of
biological response to external stimuli?
I don’t have a penis, Andrea reminded him.
So you don’t. All the more pity for you.
And why is that?
Because your desires are sublimated—it all goes internal. You punish yourself with
your wants instead of having the direct means to go out into the world and consummate
them with lust, thrust and conquest.
So men do the conquering and we just sit around eating ourselves up with Penis
envy? Isn’t that the stupid crap Freud introduced into the 20th Century that has basically
destroyed relationships between ourselves and our bodies and disempowered women ever
since?
Power is just another desire—another want—another action predicated on hunger.
We want to vindicate our selfishness by subjugating another and making them pay for
being alive. It’s the price of life on earth I’m afraid.
You have the most repulsive and hopeless view I have ever heard.
Thank you.
Saul smiled at Andrea out of the goodness of his heart which was not good at all
and which probably wasn’t even his heart. Thirty years of marriage had glided by them as
a fly glides by the head of someone reading by the lamp on its way to the light bulb
thinking it might be interesting and fun. The fly buzzes around the light hoping for
salvation while the reader has picked up a magazine; ready and poised to swat the fly into
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oblivion. The black corpse of the fly makes a tiny yellow stain on the lampshade but the
reader is filled with glee because the yellow stain is a small price to pay for the death of
the annoying fly.
I hate these discussions; Andrea said as she cleared the wine glasses from the table
and practically threw them into the sink. Saul came up behind her and put his arms
around her breasts, moving down to her rounded belly and hips, one hand on her tummy
and the other on her right thigh.
I’m teaching you.
No, you’re lecturing me. You’re just trying out some of your imagined theories.
You don’t believe a damn word of it. Even you are not that cynical.
She turned to face him and they stood together, belly to belly, her head just
touching his chin, his hand caressing the back of her head.
I love you, he said, in spite of myself.
Has Michael changed your medication?
Yes, he told her, all the while rubbing her back with his hand, up and down, feeling
the energy of her spine moving with his hand, into his hand, from his hand to her back.
Well, thank God. What has he got you on?
Look at the pills in my office.
I never go in your office; you know that.
I wish you would. Sometimes.
You never told me that, Saul, ever, in all our married life. It was always stay out of
my office, your cave, your magic carpet-land or whatever.
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I had a moment of realization yesterday.
Of?
Of something.
What?
It doesn’t matter.
It matters. Tell me.
I can’t. It wouldn’t make sense anyway. It was internal.
He spoke of internal as if it were separate from external, as if there were no correlation
between the two. She understood this because it was familiar to her—this was Saul—
always separating, dissecting, compartmentalizing, untying, unscrambling, unraveling,
sorting, disentangling things that were forever entangled and woven into one another. The
sense of wholeness seemed to be missing from this man, she told herself, but then it
didn’t matter because he is going to die and anyway I love him.
I just know, he said moving away from her, grabbing a new wine glass from the
cupboard and pouring another glass of wine, that something moved, shifted. I am no
longer concerned about some things.
Like what?
Like whether the day is sunny or clouded over, whether your cat explodes or
disappears—
My cat?
She’s always been your cat.
Well.
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And—I don’t like her. She barely tolerates me.
You used to like her.
Yes.
So what happened?
She shit on the bed, I smacked her and we’re over.
She was mad at you because you ignored her.
She ignored me!
There you go projecting as usual.
Hah!
Are you going to walk away now?
Do I usually?
At this point in the conversation? Yes. Whenever—
Whenever you make a point that you think is right.
Whenever I am right.
Saul, wineglass in hand, moved toward Andrea with a rush of desire that came up
so suddenly he thought he was dizzy.
Let’s go upstairs, he said.
She followed him with a sense that maybe for once in life the power had shifted.
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Saul Lerner: Parties
Andrea and I have people over sometimes. My friends from the university, her
friends from the hospital—it’s a peculiar mixture of people who gather together and stare
at one another across the table as if they were gaping at a wacky dish in a foreign
restaurant. After a few bottles of wine things usually ease up and tongues loosen up. The
doctors want to talk literature and books and storytelling and the writers want to talk
science and medicine and biology. We had a dinner party last weekend with several of
her colleagues and several of mine.
Phil was there with Margo, who seemed distinctly unhappy and looking great in a
pair of skintight jeans and a burgundy halter-top. I invited Kayla, an associate professor
from the department working on her second book and she brought her husband David.
Andrea invited one of her medical students, Thomas-something from Idaho or Iowa, I
always get them mixed up, and he brought his nineteen-year-old girlfriend who looked as
if she were in grade school. She had a nose ring and a conspicuous tattoo on her left arm
and I wondered whether the conversation would be beyond her but I found her face
during the evening frozen with a supercilious smile on it, her eyes moving from person to
person, object to object around the room, taking in our twelve bookcases filled and
spilling out with books. I caught her rifling through the album of photos Andrea kept on a
table near the kitchen door. Maybe she had something going for her. If I were a thirtyyear old med student I’d bang her too, I thought.
Thank God Andrea did not ask them to play charades as she threatened to do before
they arrived. I cooked dinner—something simple. Corned beef, cabbage, tossed salad;
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string beans and Andrea bought a Key Lime pie from Wegman’s. We brought our wine
and various other drinks into the living room and sat around telling our tales of woe and
life.
David Bloom, a fellow Neurologist of Andrea’s, with his large head and close
cropped white hair, started us off with a joke meant to break the ice between his side and
those of us from the graduate English Department.
Let me tell you this story! Let me tell you this story! he shouted.
Calm down for Christ’s sake, his wife Bonnie said. She is a pediatrician with her
own practice in Fairfax. Her elbow brushed against my thigh as we sat on the couch and I
felt an electric tingle of something but it could have been the wine.
It’s amazing how doctor’s want to fall all over themselves proving they can be
storytellers too, Mitch Burchfield said. Mitch has been my constant friend for twenty
years. His office and mine have been next to each other and we kibbutz in the hall.
Mostly we say hello and lately we complain about the burgeoning numbers of emerging
writers suddenly attacking writing programs such as ours. These writers, armed with fifty
years of empowerment and accumulative anger, storm the halls and classrooms and upset
the balance we’ve all carefully maintained between our power, allure and mystery and the
young kids who admire us. Emerging writers are short on admiration for what they see as
patriarchal dipshits ruining their lives.
So tell the joke already! David’s wife Bonnie shouted. Bonnie Bloom—I always
loved that name. Too bad she’s nothing like Molly Bloom.
David cleared his throat.
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Ok: A Woman Who Reads. One morning a husband returns after several hours of
fishing and decides to take a nap. Although not familiar with the lake, his wife decides to
take the boat out. She motors out a short distance; drops anchor, and begins to read her
book. Along comes a game warden in his boat. He pulls up alongside the woman and
says, "Good morning, ma'am. What are you doing?" Reading a book," she replies.
"You're in a restricted fishing area," he informs her. "I'm sorry, Officer, but I'm not
fishing, I'm reading." "Yes, but you have all the equipment. For all I know you could start
at any moment. I'll have to take you in and write you up." "If you do that, I 'll have to
charge you with sexual assault," says the woman. “But I have not even touched you,"
says the game warden. “That's true, but you have all the equipment. For all I know you
could start at any moment." "Have a nice day, ma'am," he said, and left. Moral of this
story: Never argue with a woman who reads.
David laughed heartily at his own joke. Thomas and the little girl smiled politely.
Phil looked at me, I looked at Andrea; Andrea looked at Bonnie.
Any more Key Lime pie? Andrea asked.
What’s wrong with that joke? David boomed.
Nothing. Nothing. I tried to salvage the moment but the moment was dead on its
feet.
Nothing right with it either, Kayla said. You better stick to medicine.
So how about some cards? Or watching a movie?
This is how parties go until we all get drunk enough so it doesn’t matter. I went to
the kitchen to grab two more bottles of wine. I could see that it would take a lot of
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lubricant to bring this dead whale to life. Personal identity disappears after enough
alcohol is imbibed and I wanted to eradicate the personal identity of just about everyone
in the room, including my own.
Ah, more wine, David said. I really liked that joke—I don’t see—
Stop beating a dead horse, Bonnie told him. Andrea—I’ll have another piece of the
pie. Bonnie, weighing in at about 230 pounds, was the last person who needed more Key
Lime, but I was six glasses of wine past caring and too busy checking out Victoria and
wondering if I could corner her in the kitchen and ask her how her pediatrics was going.
Instead I took my wine glass out on the porch and watched the longest twilight fade out
on the loveliest spring day in recent memory. Everything was violet with a tinge of gold,
the cherry blossoms were falling from the trees and spread out all over the sidewalk like a
pink and sweet pathway—the drive glistened with last night’s rain. There was a misty
glow to it all--I just wanted that blush of hope to last but I knew it wouldn’t. Barney came
out on the porch to join me. Too bad dogs can’t drink wine. I never understood that
saying ‘it’s a dog’s life.’ Does it mean a dog’s life is good or bad? If it’s a dog’s life there
is no relief. But there are smells. I suppose that’s some compensation.

PASSOVER
Screenplay by Dr. Saul Lerner, PhD
INT. DAY-3 P.M.- PASSOVER EVENING-A THURSDAY?
THE HOME OF SAUL AND ANDREA LERNER
The living room is comfortable, with 12 bookcases lining the walls
crammed with books. There is a large sectional leather couch and
several well-used armchairs and a coffee table laden with books and
papers. The walls are lined with paintings and lithographs. Several
large sculptures sit on end tables. The ambience is one of the lived-in
home of intelligent, artistic and educated people.
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The Dining Room, off to the side of the Living Room, has a very large
table set for Passover, with the wineglass and the Passover Plate in
the center. There are wine and water glasses, formal dishes and
silverware set at each place. The table seats 12 and 12 guests are
expected including Saul Lerner and his wife Andrea (who is busy in the
kitchen with his oldest daughter Marissa) his friend Phil and wife
Margo, daughter Natalie and her gay lover Anika (from The Czech
Republic), daughter Abby, a rock musician and her boyfriend Rex, an
actor, and Marissa’s two children, Alan 4 and Caroline 2. Marissa’s
husband David is sitting in the living room with Saul and Phil and
Margo and the two grandchildren while the other women wander around
drinking Mogen David wine and generally avoid helping Andrea and
Marissa in the kitchen. Saul’s brother Aaron and his wife Susie are
expected any minute. They are driving down from New Jersey.
ANDREA
Saul!
SAUL
Kids, you’re grandma’s calling.
MARISSA
(From the kitchen) Dad is useless, mom forget it.
ABBY
(To Rex)
Rex--come here and look at this photo album.
REX
What is Passover about anyway? Is it anything like Easter?
SAUL
They both come at the same time of year.
Rex goes to sit with Saul, Phil, Margo and the children who are on the
floor playing a video game.
PHIL
Couldn’t we have the television off on a holiday?
ABBY
It keeps them quiet.
PHIL
It’s disconcerting.
SAUL
To who? Let the kids play.
REX
Don’t they play with Dreidels or something?
ABBY
That’s Chanukah, Rex.
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SAUL
When I was a kid everyone in the room was Jewish. We didn’t have to
explain these things.
NATALIE
Well, only half the people here are Jewish dad, so get over it.
PHIL
More than half.
FADE OUT.
FADE IN:
Later in the evening. Everyone is seated, with Saul at the head of the
table and Andrea facing him at the other end. Everyone has a Haggadah
in hand; there are three bottles of Mogen David wine on the table.
Everyone has drunk more wine than the service allows and they are all a
bit tipsy.

Saul Lerner: Screenwriting
Phil!
What Saul? I’m swamped here.
I don’t usually call you at the office.
What happened? Did somebody die?
No. But I’ve come up with something—
Just a minute Saul-I hear muffled voices and Phil comes back.
I really can’t talk Saul—we’ve got something going on here—what? Yeah—just a
minute—
I started a screenplay, Phil.
Saul? I’m going to have to go. I’ll call you back.
Great. I understand. I just wanted to tell you—
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Great. Great. Yeah. What Saul?
I started a screenplay!
Oh—well that’s great. I’d like to read it. I’m—what’s it called?
Passover: The Movie.
Suddenly Phil’s voice comes present into the phone—he’s concentrating.
You what—you’re writing a screenplay called Passover: The Movie? Are you
nuts?
No.
Who’s going to do a film about Passover Saul?
Who said anything about a film?
That’s what a screenplay is, Saul, an outline for a film project--something to pitch
to somebody who then gets somebody else who then hires a bunch of screenwriters, who
are probably hanging around the lot looking for work, they’re probably personal
assistants or something, to hack it to pieces. It won’t even get past the gatekeeper. You’ll
end up with all the other crap in the slush pile.
I thought it was an interesting subject.
To who?
Me.
Oh. Well.
You think I am living in some kind of solipsistic world, don’t you?
I don’t what world you’re living in but it isn’t mine. I don’t know what to tell you.
Well, I’ve only got the first scene.
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Are you and Andrea doing Passover this year?
Yes. Can you and Margo come?
I’m not sure. Her brother is coming from Cincinnati for Easter.
Oh.
Don’t be disappointed.
I’m not. Marissa and David and the kids are coming, Natalie and her lover are
coming, Abby and Rex are coming, Andrea invited the cousin who’s a lawyer who has
the Down’s baby but they probably won’t come, my brother is coming—
I’d like to see Aaron. How’s Nancy’s breast cancer?
She’s over it.
You never get over these things.
Well—
Just send me the script by email. I’ll look it over.
I’ve just got the first scene.
Fine. Send it over. Gotta go.
You told me to write a screenplay Phil.
I did! He shouts and the phone is dead. Phil has gone on to the exciting world of the
FBI and Justice for the American people.
I send Phil the script as an attachment and wonder how our real Passover is going
to go with so many people and Andrea at the hospital. I’ll have to do most of the cooking
and the planning and shopping takes a week. I almost wish Bessie were here to help, God
rest her soul.
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Saul Fineberg Sub-Zero 1
Francis looks at me sometimes and when he does I see myself. He is nothing like
earth descriptions of angels or anything like that. The kind of benevolence he radiates is
totally devoid of judgment. I always thought that I’d be judged after I died. I didn’t count
on being taught.
In the beginning, he tells me, our ancestors worshipped idols but as time went on
they realized how silly it all was. God plays hide and seek with the world and sometimes
Universal Mind hides inside of everything and sometimes Brahmin hides inside of
humans. When that happens humans have to go looking.
Kind of like searching for the Afikomen?
Something like that. It’s to make sure the children don’t fall asleep, right?
The Afikicomen?
Yes—it wasn’t originally part of the Passover ritual. It’s based on the Talmud
Pesachim 109a which describes a Matzo grabbing, Saul. For the children. When I was a
child I did as children do—
How do you know all this? Were you a Rabbi?
Francis laughs. We are walking along in a mutual visual construction we’ve both
concocted. It’s not really walking but thinking and moving through timelessness and
there’s music piped in from somewhere—Ornette Coleman.
You like jazz? I ask him.
Of course. What’s not to like?
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The scene is desert—kind of like the Sonora Desert with spectacular cacti and my
favorite Saguaro, some twelve-fifteen feet high—a perfect place to contemplate ancient
Jews wandering seeking Brahmin. The Saguaro in our desert is surprisingly tall and
elegant, something like Giselle—a dancer among flowers and shrubs and small brush.
This Saguaro has its own delicious personality, succulent, water-filled and ready for
receiving the sensual movement of life to descend down upon it. But then I realize—this
isn’t life! It’s all a construction! And when will these constructions end?
When you outgrow them, Francis says, reading my every thought as usual.
Where’s the music coming from?
I thought you liked jazz.
I do.
We can switch it if you want. Just think of something.
I think of Beethoven’s Symphony No. 2 in D Major. The music swells up as if it
were coming from inside of my belly and undulating over my body like water—I swim
inside of Beethoven, the quarter notes and the orchestral motion moving into my
molecules, into my atoms, into my heart, my brain—I have no body! I float inside of the
notes as if I were the notes themselves, playing them, the notes playing me—the
separation does not exist—I become the very moment of the rhythm as if I owned it, but
somehow, I feel it owns me.
So—where is Beethoven now? Is he still composing?
Francis’s laugh echoes around me through time, distance, music and eternity.
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Saul Lerner
I turn the computer on and go to the book, deciding Phil is right--the screenplay’s a
piece of rubbish. I usually catch myself up by reading the few last pages I wrote last and
then moving on but this time I skim the whole book. I realize some things about where I
want to take the story, how I want Saul and The Kid to meet, maybe write some stuff
about The Kid’s childhood, his background, Montana, and then I page to the last few
pages and—what’s this? A whole new section I don’t remember writing. Baffling. Did I
write this in my sleep? I read with complete fascination. Am I going nuts? When did I
write this? I read the whole thing, absorbing the implications of it all from several
different levels and begin to wonder if something hasn’t happened to me on a level of
consciousness that will either make me crazy or make me a Buddha.

Daily Walk
Saul Lerner: Omniscient
Saul Lerner took his daily walk down Connecticut Avenue NW with his
dog Barney in tow. Barney’s just a mutt (like me), he thought in rhythm
with his feet. Someone he saw regularly at the dry cleaner’s (his name
escaped him) stopped and petted Barney. The guy looked like he never
cleaned an article of clothing in his life. He wore wrinkled jeans and a
sweater the color of egg, with stains on it. Maybe his cousin owned the
Dry Cleaner.
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What kind of dog is that?
Oh he’s an Arubian Cunuco, Saul told him.
A what? He looks like a mutt to me.
Well--that breed has a mutt appearance but believe me, he’s not. I’ve
got the papers. He’s all Arubian Cunuco.
That’s great, the guy said and wandered on, wrinkled jeans and egg
sweater with him.
Barney looked to be a cross between Spaniel and Lab, (more Spaniel
than lab), with maybe a little sadness thrown in, but he tried to act like a
poodle because two gorgeous Czechoslovakian poodles lived next door
(the neighbors were Czech—the poodles came from France) and Barney
wanted them badly. Barney couldn’t do anything about it—they took care
of that years ago, but he tried anyway. The poodles disdained him--the
snobs.
Saul and Barney stared in at the familiar shops they frequented for
the last twenty-five years of Saul’s life and the ten years of Barney’s life.
Things looked brilliant when Saul left the house until a crow crossed his
path, sat on the sidewalk and shrieked at him. A good omen or a bad
omen? Saul decided to find a book on Native American animism in the
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bookstore and find out. He wished he could figure out what crows were
saying said when they screeched. A warning, or just a crow?
Storefronts changed over the years as chains bought out the
independents, while others remained the same. Special haunts he visited
regularly—the bookstore, grocery, the library, Levine School of Music
(where he studied Jazz piano to no avail), the flower shop, the gift shop,
the Melody Record Shop (he wrangled with the owner for perfect copies
of vinyl records). All along the street he knew so well.
At Luna Books he found a book in the Tarot section. It explained Animal
Medicine and the connection to the “great mystery” (Saul certainly
thought of everyday life, while possibly frivolous, as a great mystery).

When you call upon the power of an animal, he read, you ask to be drawn
into complete harmony with the strength of that creature’s essence. We
all communicate through the common denominator of the creative force
of Great Spirit, which lives inside the Great Mystery. The book had a long
list of animals and he turned to Crow. Crow keeps sacred law; Crow bends

the laws of the physical universe and “shape shifts,” a rare and unique
ability. Few Adepts exist in today’s world, and fewer still have mastered
Crow’s art of shape shifting. This art includes doubling, or being in two
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places at one time consciously, taking on another physical form, and
becoming the “fly on the wall” to observe what happens far away.
Saul closed the book at this point because he felt actively alive in
two places at one time: in the bookstore reading about it and back as a
child in his mother Bessie’s kitchen begging for a scrap of kindness and
getting marshmallow cookies instead. These troubled childhood memories
propelled him to buy the book, get a coffee and leave the store.

There must be more to life than how we live it, he thought as he
passed The Pleasure Palace, an exotic woman’s clothing store he paused
to stare at many times before. He never walked in. Andrea wouldn’t be
caught dead wearing this kind of clothing and he did not envision himself
as a cross dresser. Maybe Natalie? Or pragmatic Marissa? Never. He stood
in front of the window display mesmerized by the clothes splashed with
color and texture draped on the mannequins. Mannequins. How weird, he
thought, inhuman, icebergs, tall, elongated—in no way like real women—
although-- (he thought of Andrea and her lovely long torso), thoughts like
this drifted: women, bodies, power; men, sex. It always led to the same
thing.
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He remembered Andrea’s spicy scent as he kissed her goodbye at
the door and walked to the car. She stood at the screen and he almost
wished they were newly weds so he could go running back to tell he they
had to make love at once and work could wait. Hah. Work never waited.
Still, he dreamed of pouring lotion pour le bebes all over her skin.

The Great Mystery of Sex! He exclaimed to himself as he stood in
front of the window. No one bothered about him on the sidewalk. The
neighborhood accepted Saul and Barney as part of the usual fixtures of
the landscape--most of them rushed by with no discernibly functional
purpose.

A down-to-earth man like me, he told himself, wouldn’t--but he
immediately recognized how his mind excused itself. For so long he faked
as a totally coherent man he began to believe it. In truth, his life careened
along more as an experimental novel than a realistic one and for God’s
sake, his consciousness roamed all over the place. His personal narrative
ran toward the non-linear and life exploded daily, remarkably accidental.
Maybe if he had a normal job that would change things but he doubted it.

The Writer, The Professor; archetypes that had served him well over the
years of adulthood since he conveniently forgot the ingenuous sense of
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childhood—not him to roam about with the Divine Child, although, if he
confessed in an hour of self-honesty, he felt at ease with effecting a kind
of childlike innocence—not a trickster—no, more the companion of
imaginary elves than imaginary crows. Or real ones. The archetypes he
snuggled into so comfortably, professor, mentor, teacher—they really
served as backdrops to the other stuff. The Other Stuff: more like

pandemonium, he concluded. He liked the random quality of his days,
anyway. He even accepted the Uncertainty Principle. The more precisely

the position is determined the less precisely the momentum is known.
How did this hook up with shape shifting? Saul wondered.

The Great Mystery of Sex! He yelled as he stood in front of the
window. No one bothered about him on the sidewalk. The neighborhood
accepted Saul and Barney as part of the usual fixtures of the landscape-most of them rushed by too busy to care.

A down-to-earth man like me--but then immediately recognized the
rationalization. For so long he posed as a totally rational man he began to
believe it. In truth, his life careened along more as an experimental novel
than a realistic one and for God’s sake! His consciousness roamed all over
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the place. The narrative of his mind ran toward the non-linear and anyway!
Life exploded daily, exceedingly unplanned. Maybe if he had a normal job
that would change things but he doubted it. The Writer, the Professor;
the roles he felt comfortable with and knew, served as backdrops to the
other stuff. The Other Stuff: more like chaos, he concluded. He liked the
random quality of his days, anyway. He even accepted the Uncertainty
Principle. The more precisely the position is determined the less precisely

the momentum is known. How did this hook up with shape shifting? Saul
wondered.
Back to Sex.

I’m losing Time.
Everything’s disintegrating.
What is Time anyway? I’m either velocity or location. Right now I am
located-As he stared at the clothes he felt himself to be both outside on the
sidewalk staring at them and inside the clothes themselves. Marvelous. He
could shape shift into a woman.
The fashion world waits to be surprised by something new and the
boredom of the rich knows no bounds, he realized. They very rarely
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create anything—but willingly support mediocrity with their colossal
power of preference.

Power of Preference.
Stay here, Barney. Saul bent down to pat the top of Barney’s head.
Barney had been well trained to sit neatly on the sidewalk outside the
door of whatever shop Saul entered. He sacrificed for the pleasure of
their daily jaunts out together because he knew, he trusted, that
sometime after all the waiting Saul rewarded him with a romp in the park,
and the park meant the delicious smells of other dogs and the pleasures
of pissing on a wide variety of trees.
Saul walked into the store.
May I help you? The young woman draped in something peacock
colored, flowing and just barely showing the outlines of her breasts
surprised him.
No. I’m just looking around.
He walked over to a rack of dresses and thought about clothing as
he fingered the garments and felt their soft, silky fabrics on his skin. The
colors tantalized him--the clothing turned him on. Wasn’t that the idea?
To make men feel the exotic Great Mystery of the Woman?
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Oh hell, the practical side countered, fashion wielded a weapon of war and
aggression ever since the reversal of nature and the Fall of Adam. Those
two poor souls put clothes on as a primary social factor—particles can

appear in places where they have no right to be—Heisenberg interrupted
his reverie—the first primary social factor: the moment when humankind
lost its innocence by realizing the shame of its nakedness, with all the
implied sexuality of power and lust and loss of control. Clothing became a
ploy to control the sexual urges. Clothing begat fashion, but before
fashion (if there ever was a “before”) clothing stood as the first primal
attempt to provide a sensory response to the world; a kind of cheap
imitation of nature in all of its glorious plumage, color and richness.
Clothing stood as a primary ritual with roots in tribal society where
clothes were the way in which one identified one’s place in the tribe. Ah
hah! Clothing is Shape Shifting at its most rudimentary level! This
revelation gave Saul a moment of joy and he let out a little laugh, which
startled the sales girl who busily straightened brilliant-colored T-shirts on
a long wooden table.
I’m sorry.
That’s all right, Sir. Can I show you something specific?
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No—I’m just getting off on clothes.
Oh. She smiled. Her earrings told him she understood. Ah—clothing
gives out subtle signals.
Nothing has changed, he realized, as he moved from the rack of
dresses to another rack of balloon-like pants with matching colored,
printed shirts. We still live in tribes except the old tribes distorted into
smaller and disparate sub-tribes and sub-sub-tribes to keep the energy at
a manageable level. In spite of this, the more humankind advances in
civilization the more violent and warlike the group dynamic becomes! This
violence, once subjugated projects outwards through many artifices-fashion asserted itself as one of the pseudo-artistic portals through which
humiliation of one’s fellow species finds its manifestation.
Saul held up a large pair of balloon pants and wondered what life
would be like if he wore such an article of clothing. What will Barney say?
Barney sat outside panting on the sidewalk waiting uncomplainingly for his
master to take him to the park where he could revel in the odors of time,
vegetation, shrubbery and other dogs.
Is that your dog?
Yes. He’s good. He won’t bother anyone. He’s too old, anyway.
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Oh, he can come in the store. I don’t mind.
He’s probably better out there. He’s used to wandering around with
me.
OK.
She went back to folding shirts.

Fashion is violence, Saul thought as he looked in the full-length
mirror on the door of the dressing room with the pants held up against his
body.

Could I wear these?
Fashion seeks to use the human body as a disembodied mannequin
displaying the cloth and color born out of the imagination of the designer
having virtually nothing to do with the person modeling the clothing, nor
with the humans who may wish to adopt or modify the vision for
themselves. Saul reflected that these ideas might make a good article. He
took the pants into the cubicle and shut the door.
Fashion has de-feminized the feminine by extolling the masculine
characteristics in a feminine body, by performing a lobotomy on the
personality of the models who show the clothes, by demanding that
models have no hips, no breasts, no flesh! Saul took off his jeans and slid
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the multi-colored balloon pants on. The celebration of turning young girls
into little boys has a direct correlation to a primary homosexual fantasy,
which also expresses itself in the Ballet and other art forms that demand
girls and women look and behave as disembodied corpses. The result? A
wave of revulsion toward the natural body of a woman that, quite logically
carries over into a social revulsion against women and their bodies in
general. Turning little girls into little boys. Ach, Mien Gott! Saul heard the
voice of his childhood Rabbi. Frankel the Frank, they used to call him.
With the pants on, Saul turned to the side to see how they looked.
He wished for a mirror so he could see himself from behind, but he didn’t
dare ask the girl for one. The pants fit his hips but he wondered if the
ballooning effect made him look a little hippy. Would Barney recognize
him? And what happens when I walk out into the street?
Since women’s bodies go through so many changes in the course of
a lifetime from girlhood to puberty to motherhood (for some) to
menopause to death—death! At this Saul looked away from the mirror
and shape shifted himself into a dead corpse in a coffin. Imagine death!
Imagine death! Forget it. He felt a sudden heart palpitation but it could
have been the coffee.
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Group loathing towards women’s bodily fluctuations produces in
young girls and pre-pubescent girls a sense of failure, self-hatred and
disorientation. Saul contemplated whether he ought to buy the pants or
not. He could always give them to Andrea (who would never wear them)
or give them to the Salvation Army or something. But he wanted to wear
them! What taboo was keeping him from doing this? The successful
woman who learns early will display a gross imitation of male behavior,
body movement and dress, thus further alienating herself from
womanhood. This violence against women--a form of social aggression-does not originate in fashion but finds its most obvious expression there.
The media prevails upon the consciousness of all and sundry through
television, radio, film, advertising, magazines and computer ads—the
violence spreads everywhere like a plague! An insidious form of bio-germ
warfare that cannot be seen, felt or smelled but permeating every pore of
the organism—the vast bio-warfare of fashion! That could be an article,
Saul thought. The Vast Right-wing Conspiracy of Fashion—no--The Vast

Left-wing Conspiracy or-I am going to take the pants.
He walked out of the dressing room wearing the pants.
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What do you think? He asked the girl.
She laughed.
Well, they look interesting.
I like them. How much are they?
$250. They’re on sale.
What? So this is sticker shock! Could he pay $250 pants that would
advertise him as a loony or a gay man or just plain out of his mind?

With Globalization, even girls in Mongolia want to look like Tyra
Banks, he thought.
Until the human animal comes to peace with the Archetypal Feminine
we engage in social, political and emotional war in the increasingly tighter
and spatially smaller Global Village we call the world. That would be the
concluding sentence.
I’ll put them on my Visa, Saul said, jeans draped over one arm and
wallet in hand.
Do you want to wear them out? She asked.
Why not? Barney’ll understand. He pulled his visa out of his wallet.
I need to remove the tags. She came around from the counter with a
pair of scissors and delicately cut the tags off the pants.
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Will there be anything else?
Not right now.
Can I put your jeans in a bag?
Sure.
Saul walked out of the store with a Pleasure Palace bag and the Luna
Book bag and realized that there was no place to put his wallet. The pants
had no pockets. Barney looked up at him expectantly. Park now? His eyes
and nose said. Saul dropped his wallet into the bag with his jeans and they
proceeded to the park.
At the park Barney ran around sniffing life and Saul pulled the book
out.

Crow medicine people master illusion, the book said, human law
creates a mandate of acceptable behavior within the context of worldly
affairs. I hope nobody I know comes walking by, he thought. Human law is
not the same as Sacred Law. Crow sees the physical world and the
spiritual world as humanity interprets them as an illusion.
It makes no damn difference what I wear, Saul concluded.
He listened to bird sounds and watched Barney snuffling and hunting
around pissing on trees. He felt the cold, hardness of the bench
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underneath the flimsy fabric of the pants. Women feel the world with

their asses he reflected. An ellipse of time passed as Saul watched Barney
and sat on the bench, thinking of zilch, screening the whole thing, in
motion and at rest simultaneously. From somewhere far he heard a train
and experienced concurrently: the train window with life whizzing by at
dizzying speed—trees, houses, buildings sliding past; the earmarks of
civilization minus the potential causal relationships, without reference to
events—an eventless moment of pure release because it was the moment
with no other moments to consider--and sitting his ass on a park bench in
NW D.C watching Barney explode with joy. He sucked air in two places at
the same time and both places made about as much sense as the voices
of children heard in the distance or the memory of joys and desires that
hung together in the intelligent dominion of his mind.
Once home, Barney raced next door to tell the poodles all about his
latest excursion and sniff their hybrid excitability while Saul deleted
everything he had written that morning. The moment of realization in the
park became obliterated with the gestalt of his daily existence—a sink full
of dirty dishes, one of Andrea’s ubiquitous household lists tacked up on
the refrigerator, a pile of short-story submissions to read, an article that
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he had to write--it became obvious to him that in spite of the fact that he
considered writing his vocation, his real vocation was reading the rotten
work of other people who considered writing their vocation. Years of
reading rotten work had eroded his self- confidence: he worried about the
deleterious effect on his own work. He wondered if the years of reading
stories of awkward desperation filled with clumsy sentences of bad writing
had invaded him at some subliminal level and made him into an even
worse writer than he was. But that was probably just an excuse he used
to justify the fact that he hadn’t created anything worth publishing in so
many years that most people referred to him as a great teacher, a great
reader, a great writer of articles, a great reviewer—everything but a great
writer. And, he asked himself at terrifyingly honest moments, would he
ever be a great writer? At what age does promise sink into self-delusion?
Could a man be promising in his sixties? How long was he going to live?
He began to worry he wouldn’t live long enough to find out. He realized
the absurdity of this and didn’t care. At moments such as this, Saul
roamed his memory for the women who had humiliated him or loved him
or both—recent memories of women (in their twenties) who often flirted
with him until they discovered he really was that old, older than their
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fathers, (even though he could disguise all this with a certain, shrewd
liveliness in his eyes) older, (especially in the paunch) than any man they
had ever flirted with, and yet they found themselves flirting with him
anyway. He hadn’t lost his touch. The packaging was a little frayed around
the edge, but that was not the problem. The trouble was that he had not
really addressed his essential weakness: he was a pagan, a failed diva filled
with complaint and benevolent sarcasm, some might call A Sense Of
Humor, having no money, (or not enough) and a wife much more
empowered than he was. In short, he was an old man weary of it all. By
now, the balloon pants had begun to really irritate him. Barney was happy,
why shouldn’t he be happy too? If he could get happy by sniffing around
young girls life would be perfect.
The richness of the freedom conferred by the mask of fiction forced
him to try, against the repeated feeling of failure, against the words of his
editor written at the top of his novel: a flickering, barren, depressive

perfectionism, against the memory of the stern moral code of his father;
against the demanding, whining, devouring presence of his mother, to
write sentences, phrases, moments, scenes, characters, dialogue into
something—he desperately wanted people to remember. Hiding behind
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those wonderful invented masks gave him the option to play at reality,
change it, mold it, shape it, move it, scare it into doing exactly what he
wanted—the imagination was so much more pleasurable than life! But-(he opened the book on animism hoping for clarity), let’s face it, he’d had
a good day, he looked ridiculous in these pants, and fairly soon Andrea
would be home to make him experience the momentary pleasure of
pretending to be happy. Was that it? Are we are just pretending to be
happy?

You have forgotten to ask for help when you needed it, the book
said, thus you will not be able to receive abundance when you want it

most. This is characteristic of those who are ungrateful for the blessings,
abilities, talents, health, family and friends in their lives. Ungrateful
humans often walk with inner pain rather than with peace in their hearts.
Saul closed the book feeling cheated and angry. Perhaps he was pushing
himself too fast in the physical world—I need a Reunion with something

deeper and the pants didn’t do it. He wished he really had the ability to
shape shift, move time somewhere else or move himself into another
time, experience another body not his own, but isn’t that what marriage is
about? Experiencing Andrea’s body as if it were his own? The imagination
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of her body brought her energy into the room just as if she were actually
there and for a brief second Saul actually thought she might be—but it
was just Barney scratching at the door wanting to be let in. He went to
the door and there stood Barney, with the two Czech poodles beside him,
happiness complete. Saul would have let the poodles in but they didn’t
belong in his house. Barney walked in alone; slightly miffed he couldn’t
bring his friends, and went right for the new bone Saul had set near his
bowl of water. Saul discovered if he made the boundaries of his life
smaller and less significant, dissected his days into minuscule divisions—
moments really, microseconds, he could stop feeling like a doormat. He
realized that Barney was his only teacher and all the rest of it was just
routines he wanted to get through in a hurry. Next year is next year, Saul
thought, believing in his lost youth.

Barney: An Introduction
Saul’s a writer. Why shouldn’t I try my hand at writing? I kind of like it. It gives
me a voice, and, God knows, animals need a voice. We can’t speak for ourselves.
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I’ve got a mission here, though, and I am being reminded not to let myself get distracted.
I do have to keep this guy on some kind of even keel—even if the keel itself exists in
another dimension. That’s not my problem, is it? I just don’t understand why I have to do
it. Well, it’s a crazy job but somebody has to follow through. I am the only one around
here who really gets the total perspective anyway.

Lerner: Reality Gestalt
Andrea comes home while I root around in the fridge for some dinner.
We can go out.
There’s plenty of food here.
I’m tired. I want instant gratification.
As I stand up from the fridge I see how tired she is. I move to give her a hug and
she moves away.
What’s the matter?
Saul—does something always have to be the matter?
Andrea—do you ever have a secret desire to write?
Never. I see what it does to you.
What does it do to me?
Oh God, Saul—must we have this discussion now?
I’m having a kind of experience.
Can we talk about your experience later?
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It’s pretty strange.
I stopped reading your work, ok?
Not that.
What?
I’m having experiences of some kind of—I don’t know what to call it—another
form of reality, or something. Somebody else is writing things for me and leaving them
on my computer. I mean—I think—I am discovering pages on my computer I didn’t
write.
Saul, I can’t do this. I can’t do this now. You need to start planning for Passover.
I am.
The cookbook sits on the table along with my pad, blank, ready to make the
shopping list. Barney sits under the table as if he knows what we’re in for, and Andrea
moves out of the kitchen soundlessly, seeking the solace of our bedroom and hoping,
probably, I don’t come up there and invade her few moments of solitude. I realize, in an
instant, that our mutual realities do not intersect at all—we are revolving in different
universes, around different suns, and no amount of random hope will bring our planets
together. I have no real understanding of her work and –yes! She’s right. She knows more
about my work than I know about hers’, but she still doesn’t like it. What to do about
that? She knew she was marrying a writer when she married me, didn’t she? Or perhaps
she just saw me as the Jewish archetype—the mandate of the eldest son in a family of
strivers, Bessie the perfectionist, always wanting her sons to do good, make it in the
world, earn a living, be a mensch and a success at the same time, for God’s sake! I can
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hear her voice in my head. So I became a mensch, but a success? Maybe it started when
Barbara died—I never really recovered from that and I was left with three teenaged
daughters. How I got them all through it and out of the house and into college is still a
miracle I cannot own up to, even now. I think my brother helped, my sister-in-law helped
(maybe that’s what gave her breast cancer), my mother, still alive, yelled at me and called
it helping, my father died of a heart attack in his sleep when Abby was still in high school
and dating that guy with the motorcycle—I just don’t remember how I got through it
really, it’s all a blur, fights with Natalie about the Gay Agenda, fights with Abby about
tattoos, Marissa gone to Brown to study Writing—where was I? I have no problem
remembering Barbara’s death, however. That’s easy. It is, essentially, the only real thing
that remains of that whole period of stumbling dream-like, medicated, moving backwards
in a forward-living world. I even remember the dream I had the night in the hospital
when she sat up suddenly in bed and told me I was going to be alone for the rest of my
life. I didn’t believe her. I fell asleep in the chair and dreamed I was a dead fetus coming
out of Bessie’s womb. I woke up and there was Barbara, breathing heavily, sleeping
undisturbed. She died two weeks later, but we took her home from the hospital. She
wanted to look out the living room window and see the flowers she’d planted and the
cherry blossoms come out. But they never came out in time—she died just before the
cherry blossoms and just before Passover and just before Abby graduated from High
School. Barbara missed everything.
After Andrea leaves the kitchen I sit down at the breakfast table and fondle Barney.
He’s my only friend in all this but he’s probably thinking: poodles! As long as I feed him
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and throw him the occasional bone he’s happy to make me the backdrop to his existence.
I wish I could shape shift into a Crow right now, and shriek at someone else for a
change—make them be in two places at the same time. The only escape I have from life
is writing. I am thinking that some other part of me, my psyche, wrote the scene I just
read, but it’s in a different font I never use, and it’s about me, not my character! Is one
side of my psyche trying to communicate with the other side? Am I having an initiation
experience? Do I even know what an initiation experience is?
Andrea shouts down from the stairs: Order from the Indian place!
I pick up the cell and order Dai Ki Dal (her favorite), Egg Curry with Tomatoes,
Bengali Vegetable, Prawn Curry with Coconut, Masala Dosa and tea. It’s more than we
can handle but I figure we can mix and match.
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Part 4: Spheres & Borders
The Kid
The Kid (his real name was Chris Foley) decided it was time to go and meet Saul—
his nemesis. Why not travel down the River Styx and find the gorgon in his own habitat?
He needed a reason, an excuse and he didn’t have one but he had always been inventive.
Living in Arlington was a blessing—there was no chance that Saul’s path would
cross his accidentally and he spent most of his time either in the apartment or over at The
Little Theatre in SW. Saul never came to the theatre—he gave Andrea the seed money
but disdained ever setting foot in the place, except for opening nights when he’d arrive as
some kind of rock star to lend cache to the place. His name was on the program as
Executive Director and under Patrons, but Andrea and Molly did all the work. As long as
his investment didn’t go belly up he remained content and invisible.
The thought occurred to Chris that he might be stalking Saul. Who am I really in
love with—Saul or Andrea? Something about the man fascinated him—he represented
the kind of person that young men fantasized they wanted to be—yet how could such a
man take a woman of Andrea’s caliber for granted? Chris mulled over in his mind who
interested him most—Saul or Andrea? He had to confess that the gestalt of the whole
affair was complex. You couldn’t take the Saul out of Andrea, but could you take the
Andrea out of Saul? Was Andrea as much a part of Saul’s gestalt as he was of hers?
(Chris liked using the word gestalt ever since he read Fineberg’s character Frank Hope
use it in that brilliant monologue in the middle of the book Restored Text {Frank Hope—
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a really corny name, Chris thought}) Chris knew that his tendency to fasten on people,
not as role models exactly, but as paradigms of human behavior to watch, to analyze, to
dissect, was an essential part of his nature and was, in fact, what made him a playwright.
He enjoyed stalking people in their familiar habitat, unknown to them, watching them
move and enact their lives, (judging them perhaps?) using their characters as stand-ins for
his own character creations, drawing on their physicality, their behavior and extrapolating
their motivations. He was, in essence, stealing from living beings to create his own
characters! Stealing, pillaging and plundering from life itself, Chris felt more alive than if
he were actually living. Well, this was living for him, he concluded. And anyway, writers
steal from other writers all the time—what was that quote? Good poets borrow great
poets steal. He felt a sense of love-hate toward Saul—something about the man—
Nearing the campus building where Saul had his office, nerves hit him. What is this
guy really like? I’ve seen him read, I downloaded all his interviews, I even followed him
across the Mall one day—he doesn’t have a clue who I am. I’ve read six of his books—
even though I found the third one, Past Caring, incomprehensible—half of it read like
prologue—well, I’m a playwright, what do I know? I live for dialogue and character, and
the Aristotelian dramatic arc—OK, I may be in love with the guy. Maybe Andrea is just a
way for me to find Saul. Saul will become the great love of my life, he thought with a
smile.
Abandon every hope, ye who enter here. He climbed the steps of University Hall to
Saul’s office. What am I going to say? He had a sheaf of writing with him, as a kind of
foil—something to begin the conversation. He had a sense that he was beginning the
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most stupid journey of his life and it would probably backfire into something appalling,
but he was doing it for love, and what else is there? He’d made an appointment with the
secretary of the Graduate Writing program, saying he was a writer and had done some
things at The Little Theatre and Andrea Lerner recommended he see her husband and
have a chat. This was a lie and if he knew it. If Andrea got wind of it he’d be thrown out
on his tight little ass, but then, he knew she needed him terribly, longed for their moments
together, even when she rejected those very moments, needed to know she was still a
woman, still desirable, still capable of tremulous excitement at the hands of—at the hands
of—Chris reached the top of the stairs winded.
I am an unbaptised and virtuous pagan, Chris thought as he knocked on the closed
door with the sign, Saul Fineberg on it. He heard voices from within. The low, gentle
tones of Saul and the high-pitched squeaky whine of a female student.
Just a minute, Saul called out.
Chris paced the hallway and looked, unseeing, at the bulletin board filled with
notices of graduate positions, teaching fellowships and writing contests. A painting
(probably from a graduate art student) hung next to the bulletin board. A young romantic,
18th century, lay draped on a bed covered with a deep green coverlet. A half-open
window looked out onto Elysium fields, with one lone plant on the windowsill above
him. The young man, with bright carrot-colored hair, slept, exhausted, depleted, his head
hanging down off the side of the bed, right arm dangling to the floor. His cream-colored
blousy shirt unbuttoned to the waist; his left arm curled up to his chest, the hand touching
just below the heart. The scene gave Chris a pang in his own heart. The boy wore blue
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knee britches and white stockings covering his legs and feet, no shoes, a red dress draped
seductively over a chair, a deep brown wicker table was at the foot of the bed; on the
floor next to his arm a heap of tattered paper (he’d torn up, most likely) provided the only
bit of illumination, other than the window, in his bleak and dark room. The painter gave
the papers an extra shot of light—imbued them with a luminosity all their own. The
painting gave Chris an understanding of despair and freedom all together. The window
scene promised liberation, but the room was dark and the boy, (just a mere boy, really,
not a man) had obviously fallen asleep in the midst of work, eager to create something
great, and desolate, found sleep the only refuge. Sleep and an open window—is that all
there is?
A young woman left Saul’s office and smiled at Chris, blond hair over her eyes,
dark pants and a light green lace top, her face pretty, evasive and troubled.
He’s all yours, she said and clumped down the hall in her sandals.
Chris knocked again.
Come in, Saul called. Chris felt his heart jump and a jumble of energy, ambiguous
at best, hit the pit of his stomach. What was he doing?
Chris Foley, he said as he entered and shook hands with the man.
You’re interested in the graduate writing program.
Possibly. Chris sat in the chair opposite Saul and looked up into Saul’s eyes, hidden
behind the faintly amber-tinted glasses. The face looked expedient, expectant (but not too
expectant—perhaps just professionally curious) and completely unhurried. This surprised
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Chris. He expected Saul to be abrupt but the intelligence of the man shot out at him like a
bright red flower in a field of dying grass.
You’re from Montana? Saul’s modulated, warm voice asked.
Oh, yes, sir, born and bred. Kalispell.
Kalispell?
Yes.
I’ve been there. Once. For a day.
Not much to see there.
Oh, but Montana is beautiful.
Yes, if you don’t live there. Saul smiled. Well, what questions can I answer for
you?
Chris stole a glance at the window to a picture of Andrea, in much younger days,
wearing a glorious yellow blouse open at the neck and smiled out into the distance
surrounded by ocean and trees. Next to that were piles of books and another picture of
two old, Eastern-European looking people (his parents?) standing stiff, with their arms at
their sides as if they didn’t know what to do with them, grimly staring into the camera in
front of a small, brick house.
Chris looked back to Saul. I really don’t know what to say. I have nothing to say to
this man.
Saul—I—may I call you Saul?
Everyone does.
I’m having an affair with your wife.
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Saul burst out with a laugh.
Oh! What a surprise.
Are you being sarcastic?
No! I hardly get surprises in the course of a day. I welcome them.
That’s it? That’s all you have to say?
My wife has affairs all the time. They’re not serious.
Saul reached behind him to the bookcase and grabbed two bottles of pills.
Indigestion, he explained. He popped open the top of one bottle, shook out a pill
and swallowed it with the Evian water bottle sitting on his desk. He took his time.
He shook a pill out of the other bottle, replaced the bottles back on the bookcase and
turned to look at Chris.
You’re a nice looking boy.
I’m not that nice.
A lot nicer than you’d like to be.
I don’t know, Chris faltered.
Well, there it is.
There what is? I am in love with your wife and you take it like I just told you the
traffic report.
You did, Saul smiled, his big, white teeth showing. I can’t get too upset about it.
Why not?
It doesn’t matter. And I have a lot of work to do.
I’m sorry.
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That’s ok. It took a lot of courage for you to come here. I’m not sure I would do it.
For different reasons, of course.
What reasons?
It’s completely stupid. Who would do such a thing-- sabotage a short-lived affair?
I would I guess, Chris said glumly. He was losing this battle and he knew it. Now
the only thing left was to find an exit point and get the hell out of there. I was hoping
maybe we could become friends. I’ve admired your work for years.
How many years is that?
Well—
How old are you?
Twenty-seven.
Hm-m-m. I was married and expecting my first child and starting graduate school.
That’s what I’ve heard.
Chris felt the energy shift.
Oh? She gave you my life story--from her point of view, of course.
No—she didn’t. I gleaned some things—most of our time together is spent on each
other—not you. Chris knew this was a lie but in chess players must find alternate moves.
How would a friendship between us look to you?
I’ve wanted to be mentored for a long time. I’m a writer. I brought—
Isn’t Andrea mentoring you?
Not, exactly.
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Well, there’s mentoring and there’s mentoring, if you get my drift. Anyway, I don’t
have time. I have thesis students I need to devote my time to, I teach full time here two
classes a semester, I am editing a literary magazine, I’m on the board of The Little
Theatre and The Smithsonian Library—I teach a workshop in New York in the summer
and I am working on my last—my 11th novel, which takes up a lot of time, and of
course, I am married—but you know all that.
Yes. Chris felt checkmate imminent. Still—I’m worth it.
That’s gutsy of you. But, as I said, I don’t have time.
I see.
What other things did you want to ask?
I don’t know—
You want my advice? Maybe you don’t—but I’ll tell you anyway. Milk the
moments you have with my wife for all they’re worth because it won’t last long. Don’t
do as some of the boys did and try any fancy tricks, or suicide attempts, or blaspheming
me or her or whatever, don’t get all romantic about this—it is what it is. Then go and get
yourself into some graduate school; work your ass off and find a young, beautiful girl you
can tolerate for more than a year.
You’re cynical.
I’m a realist, Chris, in all things except Art.
In Art you are—
A romantic. In some ways. Anybody who makes a living off lying has to be a
romantic somewhere in his or her system.
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Lord.
Don’t call on him—He won’t answer.
A knock came at the door.
I’m in office hours now and there are other students I need to see.
Chris stood up and offered his hand, but Saul sat in his chair, looking at him from
his deep-set blue eyes, disdaining him, curiosity and benevolent sarcasm coming from his
face, the beard hiding the slash of a mouth Chris had seen so many times in the picture in
Andrea’s office, waiting patiently and with traces of humor, for him to leave.
I guess this is it.
This is it, Saul said and smiled. I am not adverse to you—really I am not. Andrea
needs her diversions, but our lives are changing—she’s shifting and so am I. A lot of this
stuff is just going to fall away.
What stuff?
Her need for escape.
What about yours?
Don’t presume to second-guess my motives, Chris.
The knock came again and the door opened. A young woman with short dark hair,
tight jeans and hi-heeled boots leaned in.
Saul?
Hi dear, I’ll be just one second.
She shut the door.
I don’t want to go, Chris said, feeling about to cry.
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I know you don’t. You need a father. But I can’t be your father.
I have a father.
Most likely inadequate. Do your best with it.
Chris held the sheaf of papers in a trembling hand and walked to the door. As he
opened it, the young woman gave him a searching look.
Good meeting?
Not answering, Chris rushed out the door as she walked in to the stairs where tears
came in spite of the fact that he hadn’t cried since he was a boy.

Barney
Does Art have to rise above the personal? How far do you have to go in the quest
of treading the line between the personal gestalt of the artist and his or her debt to the
society at large, a cultural debt, a need to express something beyond the simple personal
experience, transcendence, as it were? I ask myself these questions as Saul, master and
friend, snaps on my leash and we prepare for our daily walk in the park. He has no idea
that I ruminate on the intellectual integrity of his work, and of course, I have no way of
telling him. He smells of burning leaves and garlic, he and Andrea, (his wife, not my
mistress--she’s too busy) made Shrimp Scampi last night and loaded up the garlic. I like
the smell, but it’s all over his clothes and his hands and it’s a bit strong. It’s obscuring the
delicious smell of the Czech poodles next door, whom I adore. Well, they are not Czech,
their owners are; I think they are French which accounts for their snooty attitude. I’d like
to poke them both in an ménage a trois but of course I’ve been fixed long ago. That
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doesn’t stop the wildness of the imagination, does it? Meme la vie d’un chien a la
possibilite dans l’mour! The mind of a dog is a dirty thing, and I love dirt. Digging in it,
burying the bones Saul brings me regularly, and digging them up, smelling the dirt, the
piss of other dogs, cats, hedgehogs, squirrels, birds—the world is redolent with odor, a
veritable smorgasbord of whiffs and reeks and stenches.

Saul calls me Barney. I answer. But I’d rather be called Bernard—it suits me better,
and has a French inflection to it. He’s not pretentious—I’ll give him that. But he has no
idea of the range of my intellect. I understand everything he’s writing, thinking reading—
he talks out loud to me about everything, thinking, like most people, that I am some
dumb beast who loves him indiscriminately and has no idea of the greater world of
ideology. And of course does he think it was moi who wrote that gorgeous piece Daily
Walk? I think not. How he does underestimate me. I do love him unconditionally, of
course—that’s the requirement for birth into “dog”—but I am also a feeling, thinking,
ruminating sentient being. I wish I could explain this to him but I can only bark. Or
whine. And dream. I dream of sex—the younger years when my mother, a real bossy
bitch of a St. Bernard, suckled me, I dream of running around the various parks we’ve
been to over the years, smelling the leaves in spring, the flowers, the cherry blossoms, the
fall, the magnolias, the summer—oh the summers yield up such voluptuous smells! I can
hear the sounds of the Washington Opera and the National Symphony Opera at the JFK
Center for the Performing Arts from our neighborhood. Saul has no idea how important
music is to my sense of comfort and wellbeing. Ah, the human experience--misery—it
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touches me. They simply cannot live in the moment. They’ve strayed too far from their
animal roots. Although, I must confess, I am not one of the Rousseau fanatics. That man
was out to lunch. In his discourse on Arts and Sciences, he argued that the advancement
of art and science has not been beneficial to mankind! Poof! What rubbish! Where would
we be without Art? I am a dog who firmly believes in Art for Art’s sake. And look at
Saul! My master is an artist. I am thinking these things, (and others) as we run out the
door and then smell overtakes my thoughts.

Barney—let’s go shopping, Saul tells me and I inwardly groan. Not another one of
those trips—waiting outside the door as he messes around the bookstore and the clothing
shop and the little Indian grocery, where the smells are obscene. Too much mixture of
two many things I don’t recognize, although the Indian guy, the owner, likes me, always
pats my head (I hate the condescension, but what can I do?) I’m learning to discern the
smells now: cardamom, clove, juniper berry, curry, hyssop—Saul calls them out as he
cooks. (He’s the cook in the family--to them I am just a dog—this is not just
anthropomorphism). In some ways I feel it as an invasion of my personal space. People,
humans, seem to think that just because I am a dog I am open to any sort of approach of
affection they want to give. Their hands give them away. The touch, but of course, most
spectacularly, the smells of the hands—it’s all overpowering. It makes me grateful I am
not human—they must be constantly at war with all this sensory input. No wonder they
spend their time watching talking heads on television or destroying brain cells with legal
and illegal substances. But I won’t go on about that. There’s violence in the animal
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kingdom as well, and I don’t mind murdering a squirrel every once in a while, if I could
only catch one.
So here we are at the store. Oh no, the bookstore. I have to wait outside. This can
be good --it can be bad. He comes a woman wearing a chador—she smells very strongly
sweet—musky maybe? Kind of like a dog buried in a pile of old leaves. Ah, here he
comes with the usual bag of goodies and oh! A treat for moi. I am so grateful. I look up at
him and all I can do is smile—well, my version of it. When did he get the treat? I wonder.

Come on boy, let’s go and off we go, running down Connecticut Ave. NW toward
the park. He has his bag and his backpack but he’s keeping up—mostly because I’m still
on that leash. I love the metal sound as he unhooks me and I can run through the park on
my own steam—wild and free! Ah, the confinements of a dog life are worth it
sometimes. My memory goes back as he unhooks my leash and sits down on the bench
with his latest book (The Collected works of Isaac Babel), reading while I run. It’s a
chilly fall day, (for him—I’ve got my glossy coat) so no Frisbee. I run, I smell, I
reminisce, (one of the few luxuries left to us old dogs, I’m afraid):
October 10, 1995: Saul had just met Andrea, his wife, after mourning the loss of
Barbara. We were both in mourning, of course—(Saul even put a black scarf around my
neck) Barbara was the love of my life, but then here comes Andrea! I got used to her.
August 20, 2002: The news is on all the time. We spent two weeks in Martha’s Vineyard
with Sally, his brother Aaron’s Black Russian Terrier, a real flirt and very irresponsible,
but I sniffed her all the time anyway. We left our mark all over the furniture in Aaron’s
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timeshare, and had a go at it underneath the old dining table, replete with bottles of
Jameson. They were sloshed the whole time.
Memories go on, but my romp in the park doesn’t. Saul calls me. I pretend not to
hear. I am hiding behind a large tree. He sees me. He smiles. He jangles the leash. I hate
the sound. Oh well, when we get home he’ll cook, build a fire, turn on the television and
I’ll probably have to watch Chris Mathews yell at someone. The leash is on; Saul’s
singing some tune he knows, something from FiftyCent: Toast your glass up high to the
New Year. I'll pray for better days. Hold your lover tight and tell your lie, he sings.
We’re near our street—I can smell the poodles and our house, in 3 months you won't
remember his name. We’re at the door, 12 months, a crush I couldn't kill. I said one
thing, now I'm wiping tears from my eyes. Your damn right I feel stupid, he sings as he
opens the door, puts his bags and backpack down; unhooks my leash—I have to pretend
to be stupid again, Retarded schoolboy crush. Dreaming about you every night. What
should I tell her? It doesn't matter now. What should I tell her? The TV goes on—
whaddaya know, it is Chris Mathews yelling. It was all just a waste of time. What should
I say? It doesn't matter anymore its all faded away. I'll tape up my heart. One minute, you
didn't care and ripped it all apart. I sat by the phone all night. Waiting and praying to
hear your voice. Now he’s in the kitchen putting the food away and I’m in my usual place
between the big chair, the fireplace and the TV. Pretty soon it’ll stink to high heaven.
He’s making Indian tonight. From the outside view we are a dog and his master, but I
know better. We are two Indians on a magic carpet—OK, my imagination runs away with
me—we are two intelligent beings existing in the same time frame; only I view the world
from a little lower. Is it my fault I have four legs and he only has two?
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Lerner: Two Days Before Passover
2007:
One out of two Americans can trace their roots back to a relative who landed at
Ellis Island, I think as I sit in the chair in the waiting room. The 1880’s brought waves of
pogroms engulfing the Jewish Pale of settlement in Russia and Poland. After the
assassination of the Tsar, Alexander II, anti-Semitism became the law in the Pale.
Everyone felt the passion to emigrate and America was the land they dreamed would set
them free. They would raise their children under the watchful eye of the Statue of
Liberty. Liberty for all! Moskva, my own grandfather was only twenty when he brought
Yetta and her sister Clara to this new land.
I once looked into my grandmother Yetta’s face and saw myself. I was on the way
to birth inside her eyes, a small baby germinating before I knew I was alive. I know the
difference between a grandmother and a Plant Stand, that’s for sure. A grandmother begat
a mother begat a son. And I became the son. Drunk with terror she witnessed for me the
early days before the family landed, not on Plymouth Rock but Bridgeport Connecticut.
And here I am living near Connecticut Avenue. How symmetrical life could be in its
asymmetry.
The Hebrew Immigrant Aid Society met us when we came to Ellis Island. We had
Pesach in the waiting room. My father, a rebbe, said the prayer but we had no matzo, no
wine—nothing but the big satchels we carried to keep our stuff. It had my mother’s
silverware in the bottom.
Where were your parents?
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They were there—what you think? We traveled all together, I don’t mind telling
you people died on the ship. I got sick every day. Ah, Saul. Bei mir bist du shayen.
I know what she means. I am beautiful, Saul thought, at least to her.
And the shiksa you married?
I love her. She’s a doctor not a shiksa.
Did she convert?
I sit in the doctor’s office thinking, thinking I am in Bernie Siegel’s office, Yetta’s
gerontologist, waiting for her to come out with a new set of pills, vitamins and a
prescription for something I’d have to fill. She did not live to see my children grow up.
Maybe Barbara and Yetta kibitz in heaven, but I don’t believe in heaven and earth is the
only hell I know. Yetta is not in this office. I look around as if to acclimate myself—I
want to make sure in which doctor’s office I am sitting.
Andrea is inside, not as a doctor but as a patient. She comes into the waiting room
as I thumb through a magazine called Jane. Unseasoned girls, skinny as rails with fake
boobs and digitally enhanced thighs pop out at me. Actresses gush about their lives while
their faces look ravaged. I throw the magazine onto the table with disgust just as Andrea
taps me on the arm.
Let’s go inside and talk to Linda.
I cannot rise from the blue chair, much as I want to. I wish to delay this moment as
long as possible because I know that once I rise and walk with Andrea into her colleague
Linda’s office, nothing will be the same. How could I have fronted hope for all these
years? Although, as I think about it I don’t really front hope I kvetch all the time. Andrea,
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not merely pretty, but beautiful in a deep brown angora sweater and pale green pants, her
hair pulled back into a pony tail, her face fresh, the skin olive with a tiny blush of color
on the cheeks—the woman is gorgeous, I think, like a kid in college.
I follow her, hands in my pockets. Above the door I read Oncology.
Let me ask you straight out, I say as I sit in the chair across from Linda. Andrea sits
on the other chair, by the window. Does she have breast cancer or not?
She has breast cancer, Linda says.
Has it spread?
Yes. We’ve found metastasizing along the lymph nodes under her right arm, and
something in her lungs and the MRI revealed a possible cluster of small growths in the
parietal lobe—that would account for the aphasia.
Forgetting her keys?
Andrea bursts into a laugh. Saul!
Saul! Saul!
I hear a voice inside my head.
Jesus. I dreamed you had breast cancer and a brain tumor and—
Saul. I’m leaving for work. I made a pot of coffee.
Does the parietal lobe have anything to do with aphasia?
Are you reading my medical books again?
Not lately.
Well don’t. One doctor in the family is enough.
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Andrea moves like a swift wind out of the room and I hear the door to the garage
slam.
I’m choking on my life, I think, with a bad taste in my mouth. I get up to brush my
teeth. While brushing my teeth I make a momentous decision to shave the beard I’ve
worn for 35 years. This will change my life! I’ll have to use Andrea’s shaving equipment,
as I’ve long ago thrown mine out. I love this beard but it’s the only thing I can think of to
change that won’t be so drastic as to destroy the entire structure. Perhaps seeing my own
face would force me into finishing my book?
If I recollect rightly, I say aloud to my face in the mirror, Saturn is in Leo conjunct
my something-or-other—a good time for change! Or a good day to die, I counter-reflect.
Aw hell. I splash water on my face, wetting the beard and softening it up. Andrea’s razor
was on the side of the bathtub next to the Soft gel. Musk, I read on the label. The word
conjures up images of bison thundering across the western plains, their massive heads
and forequarters covered with dark brown woolly hair, short brown foreheads, squat
necks, high humped shoulders, tufted tails. God, I look like a fucking bison, except for
the tail, and I involuntarily look behind me to see if a tail had sprouted from my ass.
Thank God, no.
If I could cure my mind I’d be all right, but the beard will have to do. I slather my
face with the Soft gel, the musk odor smelling like a holiday. Ah! A holiday of insanity!
To hell with it. I fill the basin halfway with warm water, squirt a dollop of shaving cream
into my left hand, and begin applying it to my beard with upward circular motions. I take
the razor to my left cheek, shaving downward in the direction of my beard growth toward
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the mandible using long, even strokes. Suddenly I stop. Stupid, I think, and realize a
forgotten memory—shaving. The hair succumbs easily to the blade and I see skin, my
cheek underneath. I’ll have to change the blade. I change the blade from a packet
underneath the sink and resume. I rinse the razor with warm water after every couple of
strokes to prevent it from clogging with hair. Like riding a bike, you never forget.
Applying a light, but firm pressure I pull the skin taut before each stroke. I finish shaving
both cheeks and begin my neck and chin, pulling the razor from my throat area upwards
toward the chin. My face! I don’t dare look too closely just yet. Curling my upper lip
over my teeth I shave the upper lip carefully. I don’t want cuts, even after all this time.
The first shave is done. I look into the mirror fully expecting to look older but good god!
I look younger. By ten years. I’ll need a second shave. I load a new blade into the razor,
lathering my face once again and begin the whole process afresh, shaving close to the
skin, eliminating missed hairs, and getting rid of any hair remaining on my neck. I leave
the sideburns. Afterwards I rinse my face with cold water and survey the result.
My God, I see it all now, how much I’ve hidden behind the hair--what is a bison
without a beard? He’s still a bison only cleaner, comes the answer. Struck by the wonder
of my own face I make expressions in the mirror—fake laughing, fake crying, sneering,
mocking, smiling—I suddenly feel how lonely I’ve been. Such isolation behind the mask.
If only Andrea would understand me, everything could be perfect, or at least all right.
Can she rescue him me the madness of my own imagination? I can’t stop looking at the
face in the mirror, as if I am meeting myself for the first time only older. Here I am-sixty-nine—the last time I met this face I was thirty-four—a mere boy! What did I know?
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I love this face, but the chin is a little slack, the tautness is gone, everything’s going
south--Andrea still loves me, I smile at the face, so what matter? But what will she say
when she sees this? I frown at the face in the mirror. The silliness of the frown makes me
laugh and I bare my teeth like a ferocious bison-animal ready to devour something. I am
eating myself! I look at the mouth and see expressions that, while familiar, are ones I
haven’t seen in so long they look new. Ah, there’s that one--I remember--I gave it to
Sally Michaels on Christmas Eve. That one’ll never die. I see other expressions—the
sneer, the sarcastic grin; the disdainful smirk—ooh, those are good! Won’t lose those.
The mood of misery lifts, I have no intentions of leaving the bathroom. I decide to spend
the entire day there looking into the mirror at myself, falling in love all over again with—
God! The narcissism of it repels even me. Even I can’t go that far.
Barney snuffles into the bathroom with the signal for the daily walk. I wash the
basin, shoving the hair into the drain, using the back of my hand to clean off the soap
residue, change the razor blade, put the gel back under the sink in the cupboard and place
the razor on the corner of the bathtub. There! I look down at Barney who does not seem
to perceive any change in his master.
I bend down to stroke Barney. Notice anything? Barney licks my face and for the
first time I feel the wet goo of his dog’s tongue. I think of Andrea’s hands touching my
face, looking forward to experiencing the world with skin. I talk to Barney.
Come on boy, come on, let’s go for a walk.
The two of us rush down the stairs, Barney getting entangled under my feet until I,
thinking of his face, thinking of a new repertoire of expressions I will develop, thinking
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of clear air and fresh coffee, thinking of Andrea and the incredible smell of her hair, burnt
toast, roast turkey, my mother’s green bathrobe, the way my father’s face looked when he
got angry, life, for God’s sake life in all its memory of love and sorrow, fall head first,
tumbling down the stairs and hitting the hardwood floor at the bottom with a clump.
Barney continues toward the front door as habit has it, but I lay inert on the floor, a small
trickle of blood oozing from my left ear. Barney stands at the door whining and pawing
the door. After some moments he goes over to his Lord and Master and licks my face, but
nothing moves. I can think but I cannot move a finger.

Barney
I wish it were time to let him in on all this but I’m being signaled—curbed it seems.
It isn’t within my realm as loyal beast to inform exalted man of his consciousness, or
cessation thereof. I must allow the human to move within his own sphere of influence, on
his own time, in his own way, on his own trajectory. Saul will have to lay inert on this
floor until another segment of reality asserts itself.

Saul Lerner: (Omniscient) Falling for Passover
Barney sat down at Saul’s head and waited patiently, fully expecting Saul to wake
up and take him out. The day burst forth with sun and flowers and birds, the silence in the
house punctuated only by the intermittent whines of a confused dog.
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Inside of Saul phrases went whizzing by at warp speed. Self-pitying wretch! Dear
Andrea, I love you. Dear Love, I Andrea. Dear Barney, I’m sorry. Dear Sorry, I Barney.
The wretched walk. The walk is wretched. Bison running.
Will and Time came to rest as Saul’s life force took a sea change, only this chance
meeting brought the eternal. Bessie and Barbara waited patiently with outstretched arms
for their errant boy to return, the prodigal son and husband silent but not forgotten. If he
could have written a letter it would have said:
Dear Andrea
You married me.
Thank you.
Take Barney out for a walk.
Love Saul.

Andrea found Saul on the floor and Barney whining at the door in a puddle of his
own piss. She dropped her medical bag and the bag of groceries to rush over to Saul.
Turning him over she saw a large bump on his head. His eyes looked OK. She called an
ambulance and let the dog out. Saul moaned.
Shit, honey, what the hell happened?
Saul looked up at the ceiling fully expecting it to be the floor.
I don’t know. I think—
You shaved your beard!
He smiled.
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God, two days before Passover Saul.
I’m sorry.
She bent down to caress his head.
It’s OK honey. The ambulance is coming.
What for?
Why did you shave your beard?
Do you have a colleague named Linda?
I’m worried about you.
The ambulance screamed into the drive, and paramedics came to the door.
He’s OK. He fell down the stairs I think. I’m Dr. Andrea Lerner. I’m a neurologist.
I’ll call in and order an MRI right away. You need to check the cerebrospinal fluid.
M’am, we are trained paramedics and we’ll do all we can—
She searched for the name on his uniform --Mike, I am head of neurology at
Bethesda. Don’t you think I know what I’m doing?
I’m sure you do, m’am, Mike said as he and his partner lifted Saul onto the
stretcher, after putting his head and neck in an orange lock-brace, but you also know that
doctors have a hands-off policy in treating members of their own family, for obvious
reasons.
Listen to me, Mr. Mike Paramedic—she screamed, I went to medical school for
fifteen years and I don’t need some-Mike received a call on his handset.
I’m callin’ in the vitals now, m’am, please try to calm yourself.
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Andrea, Saul’s voice came softly into the panic-driven hallway.
What?
Just let them do their job.
Saul and Andrea stared at one another through the vast distance of male and
female, control and non-control, moment and moment. In front of the mirror of himself,
Saul smiled and let the men roll him out into the ambulance.

From his position on the gurney the sky looked yellow like hay or wheat, until he
realized he was staring at the ceiling in the hallway outside of emergency admittance.
Next to him an old man on a gurney moaned and cried out for someone named Willa. The
old man’s hair stood straight up from his head, one hand curled up on his right side, the
other held his forehead as if to keep reality inside of his head instead of out there in the
noisy hallway. Saul rolled his head to the other side and saw a group of doctors (medical
students were indistinguishable from doctors, he realized) looking over charts, drinking
coffee and laughing—another day in paradise. This is where Andrea makes her life, he
thought. It’s about time I experienced it.

Saul Lerner: A Brief Stay
Andrea is somewhere talking to the doctors and I see she’s left her bag on the end
of my gurney. I reach into the bag and find a notebook and a pen and figure I might as
well write down some of the thoughts whizzing through my head because, God knows, it
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could all go into the novel at some point. I am beginning to wonder whether this novel
will simply be a huge garbage dump for every thought I ever had.
Besides that I have some time now to think about whatever I want. It’s not the
book, my teaching, my students, my friends or even my wife. I think about my daughters.
What man is so blessed as I am to have such gorgeous women for children? Marissa, my
first born, looks the most like her mother Barbara, even though she lacks that heavyhanded guilt-inducing quality Barbara had perfected so well over the years. As I think of
this, I slide into thoughts of early-Barbara—as she was just out of a spoiled existence in
Scottsdale—a tall girl with childbearing hips and blond hair, golden skin and long legs.
What a beauty. How soon it changed into someone with a caustic, sarcastic aside for
everything and always doing a thousand things at once, the hips spread like mushrooms,
the breasts hung large and pendulous (although I loved them at night), her foot fall on the
floor loud and crashing, her hopes and dreams had been crushed under the weight of
childbearing and family and a professor/writer for a husband and she wanted no one
around her to keep desire alive, except for me, of course—she couldn’t stop my longing
or my imagination--a cigarette dangling from her mouth, her smoker’s laughter derisively
annihilating the optimism of everyone around her, including the kids. Marissa--married to
that computer software engineer from Ann Arbor with my two grandkids Alan and
Caroline. My son-in-law David, while not exactly a milksop, is certainly no match for the
brilliance of my Marissa, who wanted to be a writer but became a High School English
teacher instead, and the editor of a feminist magazine Lily. One day she will write.
Marissa is already nearly forty and even though she is still sweet and hopeful, I can see
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weariness around the eyes. Her dark hair reminds me of my mother’s, she’s not so
whining and demanding as the other women in my family—the quiet one, always trying
to care for and please the rest of us. She loves me the most. I have a special pain in my
heart for Marissa—I fear she will not achieve her dreams and she’ll just fade into old age
sadly, watching her children leap out into the exciting world she hesitates to join. Natalie,
on the other hand, makes up for Marissa’s reluctance. A tall six-foot goddess warrior of
womanly ardor—like the huntress Diana or something. She got the sandy curls from me,
I guess, before I lost my hair. She has a lover, Dora, now and is a major player in the gaylesbian community in Chicago—Wicker Park. Natalie drives a UPS truck, writes angry
stories about awful men and strong women escaping them, holds meetings to push
forward the ‘lesbian agenda’ and still she loves me and her Uncle Aaron. We are the only
men in life she holds in high esteem. My mind settles on Abby, little Abby—the baby—a
rock musician living with an actor in Brooklyn. I made her finish her degree in history at
NYU but as soon as she graduated, (Barbara insisted on this before she died) I got her an
apartment that was decent, Rex moved in, some friends of mine gave her some money for
the band—(Phil gave her something but he won’t admit it)—Abby—do the babies ever
grow up? Marissa is average height, thin, soft with medium brown wavy hair, Natalie, at
six feet towers over everybody including me, shaves her head practically bald and wears
men’s trousers and shirts, but Abby—she’s as short as Natalie is tall. Only five feet three,
cute, curvy, petite, perfect little ass and nice apple shaped breasts (I shouldn’t think of my
daughter this way—but I do) a darling little rocker with the heart of her father right on
her sleeve. I adore her to death. I adore them all—I even adore big Natalie because she
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knows damn well she doesn’t scare me at all and she still remembers when the kids
would laugh at her because she was so tall and gangly and tripping over herself—those
dark, winter days when she would tuck that long body of hers next to mine on the couch
and I would read her from whatever book I was reading—one year we read East of Eden
out loud together-the whole book--everyday after school. She was so engrossed in the
book she forgot about the kids outside the door. And then she made me read her the
entire chapter of Genesis from the bible so she could puzzle out the meaning of the book.
Steinbeck is trying to rewrite the story of Cain and Abel, she told me. He wants the
ending to include redemption, I told her, and secretly I wanted the same for Natalie.

Saul Fineberg Sub-Zero 1
We have to consider the problem of the over-simplification of historical periods. I
hear this phrase in my ethereal body coming in the energetic field where I seem to be
playing with plastic constructs of reality. I am putting together colorful shapes, geometric
in appearance that will create new forms of structure that bodies can live in on earth. I
am thinking to motivate architects. The visual arts fascinate me—my previous life as Saul
Fineberg was all about words—this is visual shape and texture—much different.
Francis’s lectures go on interminably yet I am not always in attendance to them. They
move in and out of my consciousness at intervals, while I participate in other things and
engage with other thought patterns. As soon as I have moved from one moment to
another I can always tune the dial, so to speak, and hear Francis’s voice going on about
something or other. It’s my choice whether I want to tune in at that particular moment or
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not. There is no judgment about it—I don’t feel that sense of a finite beginning or end to
anything--no notes to take, or substantive “information” to digest, no final exams. It’s
flowing, it’s amorphous, it’s psychic energy transporting itself from moment to moment,
multiple levels of it engaging with my consciousness like a dance—the tango, which
figured prominently in my last book as Fineberg, and also my favorite dance. Since
nothing is hidden and all is revealed, it is more a matter of which part of what revelation
one is ready to accept or digest or understand. Most of it is over my head, but snatches of
phrases, moments of cognizant epiphany arise and fall like waves. How to explain what
the wave of thought is?
We oversimplify periods because life in corporeal form needs structured, threedimensional ways of looking at time and human behavior. Social and cultural
movements are vast and slow, but small movements inside of those movements appear
swift and revolutionary. And, at any given time someone comes along to warn us not to
trust appearances. That reality is never what it appears. Am I clear?
Yes, I say to the blue and vermillion 10-dimensional structures I am playing with.
Francis appears in visual form just then.
I like that, he says looking at my structure that begins changing and moving its
form as he looks.
Yes, I do too. Are you moving it around?
Yes, I want to see it from another time frame.
Oh.
Perhaps you will be a guide at some point.
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To an architect?
Or a painter, or a bricklayer, or a social worker, or a garbage collector.
Or a man who mows the fields?
Anything.

Saul Lerner
Andrea comes into the room and dives for me on the gurney.
You’re writing?
The young doctor standing next to her smiles. He looks like a young blond God in a
white coat.
Are you from Montana? I ask him. He smiles. Omaha, he tells me.
Saul—
If he’s capable of writing I’m sure he’s going to be fine, Dr. Lerner. He probably
just suffered a mild concussion.
Andrea’s hand moves all over my head, caressing my forehead.
What are you writing, Saul? She takes the notebook away from me and glances at
it briefly. Jesus, Saul Sub-Zero One?
The young God looks at her. What’s that? he asks.
His book. Oh Lord, Saul—we’ve got ten people coming for Passover. She tucks the
notebook and pen back into her overflowing bag.
Don’t lose that, I tell her. I’ll manage Passover—stop worrying about it. I am on the
gurney but still have to give her reassurance.
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I think we need to do the Glasgow Coma scale, get a skull X-ray, and make sure
there’s no subdural hematoma, she says, cranking into doctor-mode with a vengeance. I
have never really seen her in her element and the incredible swiftness of her precision is
awesome.
Blond God looks at her.
Did he have a loss of consciousness? In about 10% of patients this results in transient
posttraumatic loss of neurological function, but I don’t believe we need to panic here. He
won’t need a craniotomy Dr. Lerner.
I want to see his GCS score. Some patients require an operative procedure despite
an initiatory level of alertness.
A skull X-ray will determine whether we need to proceed.
A minor head injury, God intones. We’ll look at the skull films and do a CT scan if
that reassures.
Indulge me, she says, this is my husband and this is my field.
Blond God writes something on my chart and a huge hulk of an African American
guy comes to my head and leans over.
You look ok to me.
Who are you? I ask him.
I’m Lyle. I’m the guy to wheel you down to X-ray.
Make it snappy Andrea interjects. Yikes, the woman has balls! No wonder I
married her. This kind of mental toughness in a female body could only happen to a man
like me, I think, only someone with a waist like that, darkened eyes inside of olive skin,
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but with a sinking heart I contemplate what kind of yearning I would have if she ever left
me—what if I’m not as good a sack artist as I hoped? I’m more like a hysterical woman
than she is and anyway, she is a doctor and can’t be wife and doctor at the same time.
Business is business.
We’ll be back in about an hour—there’s a line up in X-ray, Lyle says, kicks off the
brake on my slab and wheels me out of there.
They all talk about my body as if it were a separate thing from me—even my wife,
I tell him.
Yeah—they Doctors—they forget bodies belong to people.
But this is my wife!
Well, she’s here on unofficial capacity. Your doctor on duty is Harry Blake.
The blond?
Yeah—the blond.
After the X-rays and the CT scan I feel like a gutted fish. I tell Lyle I need an
aspirin. I am lying on a slab and shrewdly endeavoring to take a realistic view of the
whole thing but since I cannot remember anything after I shaved my beard—my beard!
There are problems in life, I grant you, but when I put my hand up to my nearly virgin
skin they all disappear. I look at Lyle as if I can get him to voice an opinion about
something he knows nothing about.
What do you think of my face? I ask him in a moment of soundness—a moment
devoid of all vanity, truly, a moment that comes from the dream of a horizon only
dreamers can conceive of.
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You better ask your doctor about that.
Back in the room Andrea is nowhere to be seen. I hear yelling and a crying baby.
How can anyone get well in a place like this? Hospitals are warehouses for broken
bodies, not healing centers. They ought to be piping in Bach violin concertos, there
should be a low amber-tinged light, the beds ought to be comfortable, the gowns should
be soft, medical personnel ought to float in and out like angels in service of the divine or
something. We are slaves of our Endocrine systems. Who said this--Andrea or some
lecturer I heard some time in the distant past when I attended medical lectures at
Georgetown Medical School to impress Andrea? Or did I write it?
I would come away from these lectures with something worse than hypochondria—I left
a lecture on geriatrics, which was truly terrifying, and accidentally wandered into an
Amputee Support Group. After I left that, reeling with fear and nausea, I went to a small
lecture on Acoustic Neuroma and Skull based Tumors. A team of specialists explaining
how they reassure patients with complex skull based tumors going through advanced
treatments. The team employs a multi-disciplinary approach—I wrote it all down in one
of my notebooks in case I ever needed to use it in my writing, but I never did, something
about a combination of modalities to deliver the best modern treatment for the most
complex intracranial tumors. The Georgetown specialists talked about microsurgical
techniques, offering new hope to patients with tumors previously considered inoperable
or untreatable. That was to be my last medical lecture—it was not to my advantage as a
husband or as a writer to consider things like crushed, bloody skulls, gray and damp,
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fresh skull pieces smelling of decay and tumor and flesh. I could not understand the
pattern of life by studying the disparate parts.
Where’s my wife? I ask the nurse as she checks my pulse.
I don’t know. Who’s your wife?
Dr. Andrea Lerner. I’m Dr. Lerner.
Oh. What’s your specialty?
Writing.
She screws up her face practically sneering at the traumatized dead fish I’ve
become and writes my pulse on the chart.
Could I have an aspirin? I’ve got a headache.
You’ll have to ask your doctor.
Where is he? She walks out without answering. I begin to wonder if these people
consider us human when Andrea comes back.
Sweetie—everything looks fine. Let’s get dressed and go home.
Can I have aspirin?
Yeah—at home. Here are your pants dear. Can you get off by yourself?
Sure—I’ve been doing it since I was nine.
She laughs.
I sit up and realize the world coalescing into its usual images of shape, color and
size and find that my body, my legs, my arms work, more slowly than usual, but just fine.
I can only think about getting back to the house and the book—and the shopping I have
to do for Passover.
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We’re a day behind, I tell her.
No biggie. I can do it.
I look at my wife in a white coat and realize why we deify doctors—there is
something terrifyingly powerful about someone who can decide whether you live or die,
whether you stay in the hospital or go home, whether your body, this vehicle we hardly
think about until it breaks down, is going to continue on its path or the medical world will
stage an intervention and you will become part of the vast numbers of those whose
number is called. We’re all on the waiting list for bodily affliction and doctors basically
spend their lives maintaining broken vehicles. Some of them they lose—the lost vehicles
go into the scrap heap to be recycled. But where do they go? Maybe Saul Sub-Zero One
will tell me, I am thinking as I button my shirt, put my wallet in the back pocket of my
pants and—
What about Barney! I scream.
Saul—he’s in the house.
You let him out.
I put him back in when you left in the ambulance.
I don’t remember anything.
It’ll come back.
I’d rather it stayed away.
Then it’ll stay away. Your CT scan was normal and the GCS score was fine. We’ll
keep an eye on things. Are you dizzy?
No. Barney will be traumatized. He probably feels it was his fault.
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It was his fault.
He didn’t mean it—he just got excited.
Saul. Come on. I’m parked in emergency.
Ok.
One minute she thought I was headed for long-term vegetation and now she is
treating me with total disdain. Well, the disdain is familiar. Isn’t that what we do with our
loved ones—take them for granted as a way to deny the inevitable—that they will die?
We think that if we act as if they are always going to be there that they will always be
there. But they will not. And where will they be when they are not there? I am thinking
all this, following Andrea out the electronic doors to the emergency parking lot, getting
into the car, letting her drive and anticipating the reconnaissance work I will need to do
for Barney when I get home. He’ll need Saul-therapy and I will give him plenty of it.

The Kid
Christopher wanted to jump into his car and drive for fifty-five hours non-stop until
he reached Vancouver or something, find a job hauling fish and disappear from
everything. The embarrassment, the shame of his approaching Saul Fineberg pierced him
like a knife. One part of him felt anger; the other part felt humiliation—which part was
stronger? And what could he do about it anyway?
He’s thinks he’s fucking Goethe or something—maybe Goethe sodomized him--thinks he
knows everything. I am not going to allow this egocentric asshole to get the better of me.
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He called Andrea’s cell, hoping that somehow Saul would keep the office visit to himself.
He wished he were clairvoyant—that he could astral travel and put his body into their
house without being seen—overhear or oversee (whatever astral bodies do—float in
space?) and sit in on their conversation tonight. Watch them dance around, make love (or
not) maybe that’s all he wanted was to spy on somebody else’s marriage. Was this so
odd? He couldn’t have his own so why not have somebody else’s?
In his room he found a half-eaten can of tuna and a thing of Iodized salt. He
realized he couldn’t live on tuna and salt so he hunted the refrigerator for some of his
roommate’s food. A crumbled piece of Papa John’s pizza, a tomato in a baggie, some
wilted lettuce and a can of coffee was all that was there.
I ought to write a letter to Saul--no, a letter to Andrea--a letter to both of them. The
conception of the letters occupied his mind as he heated the piece of pizza in the
microwave. He plucked off the pineapple and anchovies and ended up with a slab of
brown crust with tomato sauce, the cheese dripping off the sides. This would do until he
went to the store but he had to compose the letters first.
Dear Saul.
I feel, intrinsically (intrinsically—is this a description of feeling? he wondered) that our
meeting only touched the surface of what I meant to convey, what exists between us, or
rather what exists between myself and Andrea, your wife—the nature of the
commitment—the quality of love—
Christopher deleted the letter and started again.
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Saul Lerner
Saul. Saul!
I look up from my computer. Barney sits at my feet, as if he is afraid I am going to
disappear in an ambulance again and leave him all alone.
Barney’s fine. I pet the old boy’s head and thank God for dogs.
I’m going shopping. Where’s the list?
The Passover list?
Yes, my dear.
She’s become rather solicitous since I fell down the stairs and while this heartens
me, it also scares me. She fears I will die.
I’m just writing.
Keep writing.
The list is tacked up on the cupboard next to the stove.
Got it.
Andrea comes over to me and kisses me on the forehead with great care—as if I am
fragile, which perhaps I am.
Je t’aime tous beaucoup, Saulie.
Bessie used to call me Saulie.
Oh, lighten up. I’ll be back later.
Can I have that notebook? I wrote some things down in the hospital.
She looks inside her bag.
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Oh, here. As she hands me the notebook I look into her eyes and see something
I’ve never seen before—whatever it is, it drives me to ignore it and turn back to the
writing. I am beginning to wonder whether writing has become my substitute for life,
whether it has replaced my life, whether life is not what we live but what we imagine
anyway and my imagination is so powerful and my life, by contrast, is so
inconsequential, that the writing is the only thing holding it all together.

Saul Fineberg
After Chris left his office a tremendous letdown invaded Saul’s body. He suddenly
felt crumpled, ignored, not nearly as sarcastic or as bold as he had pretended to be with
this kid. He knew there was no God and thus there would be no assistants sent to help
him through. He’d built a shrine to his ego, to his work, to his life as a man who never
showed the suffering of severe loss, and now he felt abandoned inside of it. He knew
himself to be handsome, or at least, he had something essentially sexual about him that
appealed to women, he knew he could retreat when wounded and recuperate on his own,
he knew that writing and ideas and sentences were the flavor of his soul—if he had one,
he also knew that the fight was nearly up. He had neglected Andrea for so many years he
wondered if he could gain her special privilege ever again; if she would or even should
continue to serve his heart—both physical and the other thing—he hated to use the word
but it came into his mind like a buzzing fly on the window—his soul.
Assessing his own character was a loathsome task and Saul avoided it at all costs,
but this visitation brought back to him a curious lack of confidence in himself—as if the
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kid had marched over forty years of entitlement and annihilated them with one soft look
of his youthful face. He was the enemy, Saul concluded and what does the Tao say about
the enemy? The good fighter is able to secure himself against defeat. Saul understood the
kid had come in under false pretenses like the Trojan horse, gained admittance into the
inner sanctum by lying about his motives, and there he had been laid waste and
vulnerable. Thank God the kid didn’t know that, but Saul did and it gave him a pain, a
bitter sense of defeat—he hated to lose the game—any game. What was his next move?
Confront Andrea or leave it like a soft mussel inside a hard shell? To lift an autumn hair
is no sign of great strength. Ah, this kid is attacking an old dying man—what triumph in
that? He needed to look upon me and learn reverence—if nothing else than for my work,
he told himself with smug satisfaction. Immediately smugness gave way to a swarm of
doubts like field mice crawling all over the place, eating his weapons and leaving holes in
the quivers, the bowstrings and the handles of his shields. Something as small as a mouse
can ruin everything, he surmised, including all the weapons he had stored up for an
instance such as this.
Saul many times had wanted to beat the shit out of Andrea but of course he never
did. He subjugated her mentally, humiliated her intellectually and ignored her
emotionally. All of this gave him a great sense of satisfaction although he was never quite
sure where the satisfaction came from or what part of his psyche it satisfied. Nevertheless
he congratulated himself on the pure joy of treating her to the cesspool of his
imagination, which knew no bounds. This was not egotism; this was flair! And he had it.
Even now, with heart disease marching all over his life force, he still felt capable of
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fucking any girl he wanted—young students, older students, faculty, married or single—
he knew he could find a way to get them to beg for his attention and it all got down to sex
anyway. They just wanted to get fucked. The blue streaks of twilight hit the window of
his office warning him that night was on the way and he’d better pack up and go home.
He thought he smelled garbage and shut the window. It was still too early in spring—
night brought cold snaps and sometimes frosts on the ground in the morning. And in two
days Passover. Saul made a mental note that this year they would spend it at home. In
previous years they had gone over to their friends or family—Andrea liked socializing in
other people’s homes—but this year Saul didn’t feel up to donning a tie and suit and
playing the Patriarch to a bunch of fawning friends and family who pretended to know
him and counterfeited their worship. He loved himself and that was enough.
Saul stuffed a load of student papers, books and notebooks into his messenger bag,
hoisted it onto his shoulder and got up from the chair. Just as he rose a terrible ache hit
his shoulder blade moving on down to his stomach and doubled him over. His knees went
weak, he sank down to the floor for a second, willed himself to stand up again and fell
into the chair exhausted.
That’s it, he thought. I’m done.
He panted for breath for a few moments, put his hand on his heart, which was
pounding as if he had just run a marathon, and rolled his eyes up toward the ceiling. In a
few seconds the heart slowed, his breathing calmed and he felt renewed. He opened one
of the pill bottles he’d stuck in the side of the bag, shook out a pill and swallowed it.
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I’m ok, he told himself and went to the door, waiting for a moment to see if the attack
would come back again, but it had slid away like so many other things. He went out of
the office, locked the door and walked to the faculty parking lot.
Andrea had not been his first choice. Not by a long shot, he thought as he walked to
the car. There were many other women he could have married at that time, but something
about Andrea caught him—her long legs, the wonderful skin and hair, maybe her brown
eyes looking at him as if she wanted to devour his intelligence and inhale it into every
pore of her body. She exuded admiration, but with a smart-ass come back, which he
liked. He would have hated her if she’d been obsequious, but in later years his constant
battering pushed her into a cowering position. He never would have thought it possible
that this smart little girl could turn into a housewife and a personal assistant. He felt no
compunctions about this—he needed her that way. No man can really tolerate a
dominating bitch at home. Those women are only good for affairs, one-night stands and
sexual flirtations in the workplace. At home, the woman must—the car was at the far end
of the parking lot and he hauled the bag and his body, feeling heavier and heavier, across
the empty lot, cold and dark coming on quickly. Key in the lock, start the car, turn on the
lights.
Those girls. In the younger days he had been a Samurai warrior, he thought as he
turned onto the beltway toward home. I never had it so good, legs and arms in every
manner of configuration, breasts, butts, some of them Oriental, some Hispanic, some
plain white shiksas in Maidenform bras—Lord! The choices were staggering. If he could
have got away with it he would have been a modern day Gilgamesh and forced all virgin
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brides to come into his tent before marriage. Then he would truly be King! Or he would
have been a Cossack with a harem of Jewish beauties. He couldn’t get enough, but he
pulled out just in time for save himself from being a joke.
He knew that something had just freed him—the attack in the office, whatever it
was—he was a black crow leaving the confines of a dirty cage. No more! The luxury of
his memory was so replete with elaborate smells and feels and sights—the musk smell,
pale-faced girls with fearful doe-eyes, a woman of thirty shivering at his door, holding
her handbag like a talisman, the rattling chains of memory caught him into the flow of its
mixture—how much dignity had there been? He didn’t care. And even now, the womengirl students wearing wonderful tight jeans with hi-heeled sandals, snapping their eyes at
him and crossing their legs in his office, talking about homework. Oh, being a man was
luscious! he concluded, and with the depth and maturity of age it only got better.
Turning onto River Road he felt how profound and magnificent life is, and even if he
sometimes treated Andrea with contempt, could it be helped? She had endured him, she
had become frigid and worried and highly uncreative. Was this his fault? What he must
do, what he had to do, was go on, finish the book, pen his last opera and touch interior
lives with his Dionysian revels—who could argue with that?
He looked down his nose at people who could not talk about anything except
sensual pleasure and yet he was the King of sensuality—the Renaissance of the erotic
flamed within him at sixty-nine—so how could he die now? Isn’t it touching? he asked
himself. A man realizes his greatest strengths, he knows culture, art, underwear, money,
power, union and sex and just as his happiness reaches the absurd level he dies! How
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romantic, he concluded. I have become my own anecdote. As he turned onto his street
and parked in the one space left open across from his house, lights on in the upstairs
window signaled that Andrea was in bed busy brightening her life with masturbation. The
thought disturbed him—he longed to face her with tenderness and trust, but he could only
lie if he did that. Better to bear the truth in all its ferocious and harmful beauty. The
expression of the erotic deceit came to him in full force—it was certainly not only about
love but something else—perhaps violence? In the face of his own mortality, at this
moment, he really didn’t care.

Saul Sub-Zero One
History is so much more comprehensive than your puny little command of it,
Francis told Saul as they put together a thought construction of several Super-Universes
with planetary systems evolving on energetic patterns that did not include gravity.
Actually Saul watched while Francis lectured (in his brain—or whatever a non-corporeal
body thinks with—Francis’s mouth never moved) and stirred energy around. Saul could
not actually see the force per se—he simply knew it was there and believed Francis’s
reassurance that indeed, things were happening “elsewhere.”
How who planned the ear cannot hear? How who planned the eye cannot see?
So who is the planner? I don’t see anybody.
Let’s go back to history--at least in your contextual understanding of it. Destiny
came into being when The Source manifested in structural thought form somewhere
around nineteen billion years Before Common Era.
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Is this documented? Saul asked. Francis smiled wanly.
Of course. It occurred on the metaphysical plane, as distinct from the ordinary
physical universe, but all creation, all manifestation begins in thought anyway. So. Some
of your scientists referred to this as The Big Bang—a crude and silly way to explain the
mystery of everything out of nothing, but a decent model nonetheless. The Source, by the
way, is distinct from YHWH. The Source is separate from The Presence or YHWH or in
your terms: God. At this point Destiny manifested siblings: Death, Dream, Desire,
Destruction, Despair and Delight (and later there emerged Delirium). YHWH created a
companion for him/herself and this companion became the manifestation of the first
Dialectic as the companion was Lucifer and we all know about that, don’t we?
Yes, Saul replied, searching for past memory of his Classical and Biblical studies.
Cuius regio eius religion: He who rules, his religion.
Quite right, Francis laughed. God replaced Lucifer with the Angelic Host.
Kind of like a great big party, Saul said.
Yes, a great big party. But as to time—intelligence was not born in your century.
Of course not. The Epic of Gilgamesh proves that.
Oh, yes.
So what about The Source?
We’re done for the time being, Francis said. You need to seek a quiet moment.
I haven’t seen a quiet moment since I got here, nor anyone I knew from before.
Who would you like to see?
Bette Davis.
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You can’t really see her, but you can construct it if you wish. I would think you’d
find it a bit—prosaic. Worn out. Old.
Not a bit. And how about Bessie—my mother? What’s she doing these days?
I should think you would have noticed that time is elastic—there are no days.
It’s just an expression. My parents-You wouldn’t know them if you met them. Francis’s voice rushed through Saul’s
being like pinpoints of light and sound disappearing from his awareness. Left to think
about the difference between The Source and YHWH and why YHWH got lonely in the
first place and what happened to The Source, Saul remained mystified as to why
Everything out of Nothing could create YHWH in the first place—a enigma in his present
Sub Zero One status, at any rate. Perhaps when he graduated to Plus One he would get
it. His main plan for the present was to figure out how to construct Bette Davis and have
a heart to heart with her.

Saul and Andrea Fineberg
You know, I raped a girl once. Saul set his glass of gin on the table next to his right
hand, where he could reach it repeatedly without effort. He and Andrea sat at the dining
table with the decimated remains of Pesche Lesso and steamed mixed vegetables strewn
around on various plates. Andrea had gone all out to cook for Saul, as usual, really trying
hard to please, but also thinking about his health.
What girl?
A girl.
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Who?
A girl.
Well, tell me who it was. Someone you knew. Someone you didn’t know. In a taxi?
Or a museum?
Andrea—what an imagination. You always go for the dramatic.
Who was it?
What difference does it make? The point is I did rape her, not who she was.
Was she a colleague?
She was a student. All right. She had it coming to her in a sense but I did rape her.
How did she have it coming to her?
I won’t justify it. She came into the office, probably in all sincerity. Certainly
sincere. On some level. She wanted some advice about the Hemingway story we read in
class—she wanted to know something about the narrative. How she could—understand it
better, I suppose. Big Two Hearted River.
I know the story.
She wore a very tight shirt and I couldn’t take my eyes off her breasts. Plus she was
breathing heavily, from climbing the stairs I suppose, which just made it worse.
For who?
For both of us.
I don’t want to hear this.
But I am telling you. I insist on telling you.
Why? What’s the payoff, Saul?
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Saul thought about this for a moment. There’s no payoff, he told her, mostly to
calm her nerves, but he knew that there must be some kind of payoff. He never took
lightly the pleasure he had in telling certain kinds of stories—stories to shock, or stories
to upset or just stories. To tell Andrea this—there must be a reason, but he was damned if
he knew what it was. I just want to tell it, he said to her and took a drink of his gin.
Don’t you think it’s dangerous to be drinking as much as you do and be on the
medication you’re on? Don’t you think—?
Do you want to hear this story or not? Because I’m going to tell you anyway,
whether you want to hear it or you don’t want to hear it. I think you should hear it.
Alcohol is not good for heart disease, she said picking pieces of cold, dried fish off
a plate.
I have to make certain decisions in my life and one of them is that I am not going to
give up all the things I enjoy just because someone has pronounced me dead.
You’re not dead.
You wish I were.
Go on about the rape.
She sat there, breathing, and I started to feel turned on. We talked a bit; I talked
mostly, about Hemingway. She laughed. Something about her laugh—I made a joke or
something—I don’t remember--and I wanted to move across from my chair and grab her.
Did you?
Not yet. I wanted to string it out.
How long did you string it out?
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Not that long—about five or ten minutes and then, I asked her, what are you doing
for sex?
That was bold.
She’d mentioned something about how she’d been celibate for a year or—and some
boyfriend dumped her. So—I asked her.
What?
What she was doing for sex. And she said she had a suitcase full of dildos, one with
my name on it!
What a bitch.
How a bitch? It was a tantalizing come-on—a smart aleck remark for a young
woman and it got me interested.
That she would be a brazen slut?
That’s an old fashioned concept. Women who are sexually charged are not brazen
sluts.
How modern of you. I didn’t know you were a feminist.
I’m not. But I do love women.
So what did you do, Saul? Cut to the chase.
Hah. Good but corny phrase. I just looked at her in a certain way—she knew
instantly what it meant.
What did it mean?
Come here.
What?
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Come here. It meant—“come here.”
What—
She got up from her chair and walked over to mine. I unzipped my zipper and she
put her hand on my penis, which by this time was large and hard.
I am almost ready to get sick.
Why?
The thought of—how old was she?
I don’t know—twenty-three—twenty-four I suppose. I didn’t let her fool around
too much. I grabbed her by the ass, pulled her in, undid her jeans, drew her onto my lap
and got into her. She wasn’t soft or yielding at first, but then I took her head in my hands,
caressed the back of her hair, whispered something into her eye and all of sudden the
whole thing opened up. I pumped her right there—she let out tiny little cries of anguish—
I could tell she was uncomfortable and she might be about to cry and she even tried to
pull away, but then she just couldn’t because my arms were very heavily around her and
not allowing her to move and I just kept going until I came. Then she leaned back and
pulled herself off me and I could see she was crying and her face was all red. Professor
Fineberg, she said, I wish this hadn’t happened. It’s not your fault, I told her, blame me
entirely. I am sorry. Are you sorry? she asked, but I was busy grabbing Kleenex to clean
her off—my semen – and myself—and I said she’d better get out of there because other
students were waiting in the hall to see me. So she pulled her shirt down, her pants up
and wiped her face from the tears and left.
What happened to her?
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She tried to drop my class but I talked her out of it. I told her studying the
American greats would make her an American great. I gave her an “A” in the class. That
was to be expected.
Why?
Because she did good work.
She never told anyone?
Of course not! Who would believe it? Anyway, there was not a little bit of
collusion there, so one might question—anyway, I have tenure, and the veracity of an
imaginative twenty-something writer—it’s not all what it’s cracked up to be. So—she
kept going to class as if nothing happened, although, obviously, we didn’t have a repeat
performance.
Did she ever come again?
Never—not alone. Not in my office. But she did good work. She was actually a
talented writer.
I don’t understand why you feel this was rape. I mean—it sounds to me as if—she
did come on to you—but—however-- Andrea reached for Saul’s glass and took a nervous
sip, well, you are the adult. It isn’t appropriate for you to allow it even if a young girl-they are so liable to fantasize about powerful men who are professors and you especially,
as a well-known writer—there’s bound to be hero worship. You know this Saul. You
know this! Why would you—?
Don’t you see? That’s precisely why I told you! Why would I?
Am I supposed to understand something here?
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I think you are.
What?
Something about who I am.
You are unscrupulous and totally immoral—is that it?
No. Saul laughed and poured some more gin into the glass. I am objective about
myself, that’s all.
Andrea looked at this man who had been her husband for thirty years and tried with
every fiber in her not to ask him ‘how many others were there?’ For one thing, she did
not want to give him the satisfaction of asking it, because certainly he would expect her
to, and because she really didn’t want to know.
I suppose you want me to continue having sex with you.
There are many, many stories like this Andrea, and many men like me.
Not many men like you.
Oh, yes—but we like to keep it on the backside, so to speak.
Backside of what?
Backside of the tapestry. It seems, you always want to revel in the front where
everything is beautiful and organized and sane. It’s not like that. The world is not made
that way.
I hate you, Saul.
I know you do, but you’ll get over it.
She left him sitting at the table, drinking his gin, while she cleared the plates,
washed the dishes and pretended not to listen to a single thought in her head. The honest
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truth was that she had been having affairs all along too, and it wouldn’t be entirely fair to
act the prissy bitch or the miffed wife in any case. She was sure, although it made her
mad to admit it, that Saul wouldn’t give a rat’s ass if he knew about The Kid or any of the
others anyway. He was that egocentric, he was that sure of himself, he was that nasty,
selfish and totally oblivious to the feelings of others. Her feelings. Which were mixed at
this moment. Saul came into the kitchen and watched her for an instant, this wife of his,
slamming dishes into the dishwasher and splashing water from the sink all over her
clothes and everywhere else. A bag of unpacked groceries sat on the little kitchen table
where she kept recipes in a small card catalogue and he kept a notebook for his thoughts.
Are you mad at me?
I thought we were making progress, she said, slamming the cupboard shut with a
bang.
You’re going to demolish the cupboards and I’ll have to replace them.
So what?
Progress. What kind of progress? he asked, filling his glass up with gin and placing
the nearly empty bottle on the counter.
It’s going to be Passover Saul—in two days. What do you want to do?
Let’s have it here. Just us. Alone.
That’s sounds awful.
We can read the Haggadah ourselves can’t we?
I suppose.
I’ll help you make all the stuff.
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You need to work. We’ve got an opening on Thursday—I have to be there.
We can do sedar on Friday—what’s the problem?
The other night—
We had great sex.
I thought we had reached some kind of turning point.
I thought so too.
So you think that telling me about your sexual history is a good idea?
Why don’t you tell me about yours?
Because I don’t want to, she said softly.
Why? Because it would diminish the excitement—the secretive, nasty, clandestine
quality which is about all it has going for it?
How do you know what it has going for it?
Maybe you better call him and find out.
I have to go to the store. We need to get some things in here if we’re going to do it
right. And you need to work.
Ah yes, I do. Saul smiled an enigmatic smile that excited her, but she refused to
respond—at this point resistance was all she had.
I’ll kiss you if you let me, he said, moving closer.
What for? You can kiss me later.
No. Her pulled her close, next to his body; she smelled the warm, predictable smell
of his hair, his essence—his odor always turned her on—the smell of his shirts before she
threw them into the washing machine, the scent of the sheets from his body on the bed—
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perhaps it was her nostrils that loved him and nothing else. How important the smell of a
man is! she realized, how lovely and warm—she felt his lips on hers, the tongue inside of
her mouth and gave in for just a moment. It was what she always did. After he kissed her,
he patted her rump, tucked a hunk of hair behind her ear and downed the rest of his gin.
Use the visa. I’m keeping household stuff on it.
Fine.
She slid past his exotic form to the front hall to grab her keys her purse and her cell
phone.
The Kid
You can’t appeal to a person’s sense of fairness when they haven’t got one, Chris
told Andrea. They stood outside the 7-11 in Centreville, drinking the bitter Columbian
coffee and watching the dark sky and clouds ruin the rest of the day. Chris had a friend in
Manassas and suggested they meet at the 7-11 where his friends worked the night shift.
I have to get back. Saul thinks I’m shopping for Passover.
You are.
Yeah, a spicy big bite is not exactly kosher.
You keep expecting Saul to behave as if he has a conscience. He has not. You need
to understand the difference between conscience and consciousness.
It seems to me if a person has consciousness they have a conscience.
Not necessarily. How is he different from you? You’re married. You have affairs—
I don’t have affairs.
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The kid hoped that meant she saw this as a relationship but said nothing. Nothing
about the office visit either.
Maybe he’s feeling insecure.
I doubt it.
Men hide their insecurities in all kinds of weird ways. Confession is a form of
insecurity.
It didn’t come across that way, Chris—you don’t understand.
What don’t I understand?
She looked at his eyes, brown and rather shrewd for one so sensitive, something
about the corners, his blond hair had an erotic, downy quality to it—she longed to touch
it. Something about this man was childish, she decided, not mature, not a man, as Saul
had been at the same age—maybe he fulfilled her need for a son.
Consciousness is more a modern concept—I mean, I am sure the Greeks had a
highly developed consciousness, but they didn’t call it that. They named their Gods. We
don’t name ours—they just hang about in the ether like amorphous thought constructions,
or even worse, just vapors and veils. We don’t really understand the basic principle.
Which is?
Shakespeare had it: “nothing is either good or bad but thinking makes it so.”
Thought doesn’t just analyze reality; it creates it. We can change the world with our
thoughts. And conversely, the world, as we see it, is a reflection of our collective thought.
Andrea looked out at Centreville highway past Chris. The strip malls, cars speeding
past in the rain that had begun to fall ugly and slanted, slate-colored; nothing about the
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day suggested spring, there was nothing beautiful about it at all. And if this was what
collective thought produced, she had no respect for imagination. Andrea pulled her jean
jacket closer.
It makes me sad to see you, she said. He pulled her closer to him to keep her warm.
I just don’t know how to put all this into context. I don’t understand how Saul has
done it all these years.
He compartmentalizes. The world is not static, Andrea, it moves constantly.
Everything moves. It all changes. The existentialists are hopeless cripples in the face of
all this movement.
Maybe they are but I like them anyway. I think Saul is like Camus’s Mersault—the
only way he can find self-knowledge is by committing a crime.
If Saul is committing crimes, his worse one is lying to himself.
I think his worst crime is lying to me. He seems to be brutally honest about himself.
Mersault says, “anger emptied me of hope.” To be honest, I wish I could be like that—get
so angry I lose all hope and stop believing in Saul altogether.
That isn’t possible for you and that’s why I love you.
Don’t say you love me. It’s almost an offense to the word. You make too many
demands on me in that way.
By saying I love you?
Yes.
Chris wanted to tell Andrea about the office visit with Saul, but something stopped
him cold. Maybe it was the weather or how vulnerable Andrea looked in sweat pants and
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a jean jacket, her dark hair blowing around her face. She didn’t know how beautiful she
was and that gave him a sense of something grand—an instinct for the power he had to
beautify her, make her revel in her own exquisiteness—she had subtlety, wisdom, history,
experience, but no confidence in her own supremacy—she didn’t believe she could
transform the world around her. The rain’s density increased and drove them back from
the sidewalk to stand under the roof.
This coffee is horrendous.
I love it. It’s bitter.
Yeah—7-11 can’t compete with Starbucks.
But this coffee is $1.25 and you can’t get shit at Starbucks for under $4.00.
Starbucks is for the rich.
Oh, bullshit Chris. Are we going to stand around here and talk about coffee? I’ve
got to get to the store and go home.
Chris pulled a book from his pack.
I’ve been carrying this around to give you.
What is it?
Alejo Carpentier, The Lost Steps. You’ll love it.
What genre is it?
Magic realism, I suppose. I’m sure Saul hasn’t read it.
I’m sure he has—Saul’s read everything.
I doubt it, Chris said, although he doubted his own statement.
Her cell phone rang.
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Where are you? Saul’s voice barked into her ear.
I’m still at the store.
Pick up some more gin. Two bottles. Beefeaters.
I think you should cut back.
Fuck that.
All right.
She slapped the phone shut.
I have to go. He needs his gin.
When are we going to meet?
I don’t know—couldn’t you just let things be casual? With a clear, tense face,
Christ trained his eyes on her, his expression desperate and stylish at the same time. He
dropped his coffee cup into the trash barrel and turned to walk to his car.
Aren’t you even going to say goodbye? Andrea shouted in her head, but did not
utter the words. Her coffee was cold and the day flung itself into the wind like a pennant
waving ridiculously on a flagpole. She felt her whole life was like being tried at birth,
found guilty, and sentenced to live forever. She watched as Chris drove his Chevy
Cavalier out toward Centreville Highway. Maybe it is best this way, she reflected. Some
things just fail and she felt too short-tempered to do anything about it. She opened the
flap of the book and saw an inscription from Chris on the title page: A bitch is just a
diversion by invitation only. It made her laugh—mostly because it made no sense and the
attempt to be insulting was just plain ridiculous. The Kid was incapable of precision. If
your going to do nasty do it the way Saul does, be nasty with some cleverness, she
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thought as she headed to her car. Perfectionism wouldn’t hurt either. If your goal is to
cause pain in someone else, you’d better know how to get them where it really hurts—
otherwise--she hated to admit that Saul’s ability to destroy her was one of the things she
admired most about him.
On her way home she saw Saul’s face in front of her windshield as if he were
making a visitation—she saw his bushy hair and his shaggy salt and pepper beard hiding
the jaw line, the thick eyebrows and the prominent blue eyes that he used to his
advantage when he felt like it and hid from others (to his advantage) when he felt like it.
A rumbling inside of her, as if his voice were living down at the pit of her stomach,
droned words from some language people spoke a thousand years BCE—grunts, maybe,
but intelligible grunts. Saul was groaning out his message inside of her bowels, she
reckoned, and even on a tedious failed mission--a tryst at 7-11--she couldn’t get away
from him.
Driving home Andrea suddenly realized Saul knew about the kid. That was what
the face in the windshield was all about, although she was hard pressed to understand that
from any pragmatic point of view; nevertheless it was clear that Saul knew. How did he
know? And who would tell when no one else knew? But he knew! That was absolutely
certain, she felt it in her gut and wherever else her feelings wandered. Driving in the rain
was not her favorite pastime and she knew she’d have to invent an excuse for why a onehour trip took three hours instead. No one would believe she would be driving to
Centreville, to 7-11 no less, for a romantic encounter, but then of course, there was
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nothing romantic about it. Andrea adjusted her rearview mirror and thought she saw
Chris’s car behind her but it was another red, banged up Cavalier like his.
She made a decision to pick up the gin and leave the major Passover shopping for
tomorrow when Saul would be in his office, drowning in his own imagination or
whatever he did when he wrote. What reason would she give him for this? She couldn’t
think of one except the rain, and after he had a couple of gins it wouldn’t matter anyway.
Manassas was crowded and the traffic was backed up—once she got onto 66 she breathed
deep and expected nothing. She planned to stop at the liquor store on Connecticut and
pick up some chops at the Safeway—steamed broccoli, chops and salad.
Saul waited in the living room glancing over notes from twenty years ago when his
mentor, Lawrence Solon had instructed him to simplify his narrative and approach things
from the sentence level. Poor old Lawrence. He remembered the last years of his teacher,
a man who had been a tennis instructor, a boat enthusiast, a cyclist and a climber,
hunched over in his oversized leather chair, covered with a ratty pale blue blanket, his
nose running from the blood thinning medication, his wisps of white hair (which had
always been thick and wavy) sticking out all over, his eyes clouded over with anger,
sadness and frustration. His thick brows, always furrowed down close to his eyes, except
when he raised them with surprise (Saul, fortunately, surprised him often as a student
writer) were now thinner, whiter and forming a straight line across his forehead. The man
knew he was dying and spewed out resentment to anyone whom he felt was still in the
game of life. Saul was no exception. Their last meeting was filled with a subtext of
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hostility on Solon’s part and bewilderment on Saul’s. (He was only thirty-six, after all)
He’d just married Andrea and Solon expressed doubts about his choice.
Do you think she’s enough for you? he asked at that last meeting, dabbing his
runny nose with a Kleenex. It’s the Cumadin, he explained, it thins your blood so you
don’t clot or whatever, but it makes all the liquid in your body run. The mucus, you
know.
Saul knew or did not know and had no interest in hearing about Solon’s mucus,
although something inside of him wondered if he would end up like this when he was
old—a cranky, fastidious man complaining about the mess of a body falling apart. As he
thought of this memory he made comparisons between himself and Solon—how close
was he to the crabby, mean-spirited, dispirited and broken down man Solon presented to
him at that tender age? Although, as he reflected, how tender had he been? No question
that even at thirty-six or so Saul was cynical, hardened by life in Queens, by parents who
were either abusive or dismissive, by living in an environment that both encouraged him
to rise above it and secretly hoped he’d be sucked down into it. He had been both. Sucked
and risen. The risen Saul Fineberg. Sucked into delusion. But as to Solon’s take on
Andrea, Saul knew he would pay no attention to it. Perhaps Lawrence longed for
something sweet and young and he was jealous, or perhaps Andrea might have seemed a
bit fluffy on first impression—“frothy” was the word Solon used—isn’t she just a bit
frothy?
As Saul stood at the threshold between his office and the living room, Andrea came
in the back door with a small bag of groceries and a treat for the cat, who mustered up no
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energy or vitality whatsoever, but sat patiently on the dining table waiting for the whole
scene about to play out.
Saul walked into the kitchen where Andrea was unpacking the chops, the broccoli
and some strawberries she’d picked up. She could feel the kinesthetic heat of his body as
he approached her; something about it always brought an electric charge to an otherwise
dull existence.
Where were you?
I have your gin. I’m doing the Passover shopping tomorrow.
I didn’t say anything about the gin.
Here. She poured some gin into a glass and reached into the refrigerator for ice.
I don’t want ice.
Straight up?
He grabbed the glass from her with his right hand and reached for her elbow with
the left.
I want to know where you were.
You never wanted to know before, for God’s sake. In thirty-three years, when have
you cared what I did? She poured herself a glass of gin.
I care.
Now you care.
It’s never too late.
Let go of me Saul.
He pulled tighter, his hand squeezing her arm, hurting and likely to make a mark.
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This hurts.
I want it to, he said.
Stop it. She tried to wrench free but he held on—his arm taut and rigid, the hand
curving around her soft flesh pressing into it. He put his glass of gin on top of the stove
and slapped her with his hand. The slap shocked Andrea into numbness and then tears
and then she flashed back to him a hardened, angry look he had never seen before.
You hate me.
No.
I’m angry.
Why?
Because you’ve betrayed me.
It isn’t the first time.
It’s the last time. That’s what hurts the most. He looked dejected, like a spoiled
child who learns the last cookie has been eaten from the plate.
We’ll go together to shop, she offered, even though the slap had affronted
something so deep in her she wondered if she’d ever recover. He put his hand up to her
face, massaging the redness, touching softly where he had moments before assaulted and
offended.
All right, he said. I’m sorry.
I know you are. You’re just jealous. It’s primal.
I guess I really do care what you do and where you go and whom you do it with, he
said as she took another sip of gin.
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The white crown of his face with the plume of curly, steel-colored hair turned on its
neck, how adaptable a man can be, hovering over fish and fowl, eating what he wants,
avoiding high tension lines, finding small things floating to the surface that are always
more vulnerable to his appetite. Occasionally a heron will choke to death trying to
swallow a fish that is too hard to swallow.

Saul Lerner
In the kitchen that has become so familiar over the years, ten years for Andrea, for
me over twenty-five, I am standing by the island chopping apples for the Charoset and
Andrea has the entire kitchen filled with all the necessary items. She makes apple matzo
kugel; I pound the chicken into submission. We’re waiting for the girls to come to help
with the matzo ball soup and Andrea has all the stuff for the salad and the vegetables
ready. Mogan David, six bottles of it, sits on the counter (I hate the stuff but I always
drink plenty of it) along with the grape juice for the kids.
Every year, it seems, every year of my adult life, I congregate in a kitchen (usually
mine) and sift back over all the Passovers I’ve ever had. Well, impossible to remember as
they all are, certain ones stand out. The Passover my brother announced he was enlisting
for the Army and going to Viet Nam, I’ll never forget the crying and shrying my mother
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did, and my father went off into the bedroom to sulk. That was a terrible Passover with
my father expressing taciturn disapproval and my mother lamenting through it all. The
Passover Barbara announced to the rest of the family that her third round of cancer was
the last. I remember how I told her to shut up about it—that it didn’t help to tell a bunch
of young kids, about to bud and bloom into their own lives, that their mother was going
to die. She looked at me. Death is a part of life, Saul, and we all have to face it. I regret
how I acted then. Or how I didn’t act. I ignored her, I passed the food around, I smiled; I
made some stupid joke. Oh, how dense I was! I remember the Passover when Bessie and
I had our little talk about my father leaving her and marrying their best friend Rosa. Rosa
and Herman had been lifelong friends of my parents—she felt betrayed. How could he do
this to me? she asked, while stabbing a piece of chicken with her knife. He didn’t do this
to you, I told her; not everything is about you all the time. But Rosa! We’ve been friends
since grade school! I know, I told her, but—and Herman’s dead, anyway. Yeah,
Herman’s dead, God rest his soul, but is that any reason for her to take my husband
away? He was already away, I said to her and I will never forget the look in her eyes
when I said this. It was the most awful pain I’ve ever seen in anyone’s eyes, and it was
made worse by the fact that this pain was coming from the eyes of my own mother. So,
what are you saying to me, Saulie? I am saying Dad marrying Rosa is the best thing that
ever happened to him. She looked at me utterly silent—a rare thing for her. Her silence
told me more than I wanted to know. She was more affected than she showed, not nearly
as resilient as she pretended. I ignored it—oh, how sensitive the young can be! I wish I
could re wind that scene and play it over again. I am not sure what I would do different,
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but maybe I would just shut up and let her express her grief. As it was, I was glad my
father got out of there when he did and could enjoy a few years of fun in his life before he
kicked off. That was the truth. I wanted my father to have some sex and some pleasure
and he and Rosa were having it in Las Vegas as we sat at that table talking. You know
what Saulie, she said with a certain tone in her voice that I have only heard a few times in
my life, someday you will regret what you just said. You just don’t understand a thing.
Then she got up from the table, leaving her plate of chicken and green beans, went into
her room and shut the door. I sat at the table wondering what I’d done wrong. My brother
never made my mother mad like this—only me. The next night was Passover and for the
first time we had it alone without my father. It felt more like a wake than a celebration,
and my mother never let us forget it.
Where are you Saul? I am standing in the middle of the kitchen, a knife in midair,
going into the past as if it were present.
My mother—Passover—my brother—
Saul, please focus on the moment. Try that.
I do. But the moment has the accumulation of all the other moments. They all slide
together.
Only in your mind. Not in mine.
You never reminisce?
Sometimes, but not while I’m cooking. I might end up slicing my hand off or
something.
You’re that angry?
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Oh stop it Saul with your amateur psychology, it annoys the hell out of me.
You know what?
What? she says, smearing my chicken with her mixture of Passover salt and other
spices, her hands coated with salt, spice and oil.
I’m too old for you. She looks at me.
That was never a problem before.
Well, it is now. I see it clearly.
I have parents too, Saul.
They’re still alive.
Yes--in the Virgin Islands.
You just don’t understand me at all, Andrea.
I love you Saul—isn’t that enough?
I used to think so.
I open a bottle of Mogen David wine and take a sip. I need to start libations early in
order to get through this.

The Kid
On Fairfax County Parkway is a bridge over the railway tracks. The drop isn’t
significant, but if a car somehow moves from the road off the bridge, plows through the
damaged guard rails just over the drop to the tracks, some harm could be done to both
driver and car. Chris drove the road many times from his place and The Little Theatre to
the highway, to visit friends—it was the road he traveled most other than 66 and 495. He
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had no thoughts of anything, with his ears as antennae he explored the depths of the last
few days, there was a curve in the sky he hadn’t noticed before, a arch in his perception
of reality that scattered down from his boy’s face to the man underneath it all. He had
carried on a mystifying feud between man and boy for some years now, the boy fighting
back the man, telling manhood to follow its own path and leave the boy alone to have
some fun. But Montana had made a man of him at age eight—it was just a case of
slumming it really—playing at childhood, pretending it was a time to have some fun,
when, in reality, childhood was thwarted dreams, childhood was a memory of despair—a
distant father and an overly sycophantic, worshipful mother. There had been no
childhood—it had choked on misery, boredom, drinking, mountains; the valley of broken
dreams—that was what they called The Flathead Valley. No one got out of there alive.
Chris realized he had died long before he came here to follow his passion, before his
passion for writing became the passion for Andrea, before he met Saul and saw reflected
in Saul’s eyes what happens to a man when he gets what he wants. If getting what you
want produces that, Chris figured, he’d rather not get it. Maybe better to strive than to
achieve. He made a leap in his understanding of success. It wasn’t only about talent or
creativity—it was about someone like Saul, cutting himself off from the flow of life-making a mockery of love—oh, he would never be twenty again! But neither will I,
Chris, reflected. I’m thirty-seven and even Andrea doesn’t know that. She’s with a
monster. He’s a monster. His cell rang.
I need to talk to you.
What’s up?
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Saul is—she choked on tears.
What happened?
He hit me. For the first time. He has never hit me before.
He’s mad.
Yes. He’s mad. But why? What happened?
You both need to sit down and talk about things.
He’s jealous! But how can he be jealous when he doesn’t even—
Chris knew he would not tell Andrea about the office visit, it would only make
things worse. Nothing would be solved by confessing he had screwed everything up.
Who’s to say Saul wouldn’t have done this sooner or later anyway?
Andrea, I’m on the highway and I need to get home. Your fucking theatre isn’t
going to give me the fellowship for my play and I’ve got to get a job. I might be able to
work for 7-11, and I need to—
I tried for you, Chris, I really did, but nobody thought your play was good enough.
Thanks.
Well, I think you should know the truth.
I thought you were going to work with me!
We had sex instead. It happens.
Your tricked me. You’re nothing but a God Damn trickster, Andrea. You play with
young men and then you freak out when your husband, your husband, I remind you, for
forty years or something, the man who paid for your theatre—
You sound just like him. Men are all alike!
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She hung up and Chris crossed the bridge over the tracks. Something finally came
together for him. He bid fond farewell to the place and all his twenty-six years of rotten
memories, turned the car quite easily to the right and plunged off the bridge.
Chris thought that if he ever did something like this—something he had imagined
in his mind many times before—that the whole process would be slowed down—he
would see his life flash before him as all the corny accounts said—everything would
diminish and explode at the same time, it would all coalesce, he would understand his
life’s purpose, or whatever, the memories of his childhood would create a montage in his
mind, he would watch the car glide over the bridge and down onto the tracks two hundred
feet below as if he were watching a movie, he would allow his body to relax into the
experience and flow with it, he could, in fact, be a participant in his own movie and
observe it at the same time—he could observe his own death. He always imagined that in
the creation of his own demise he would be a lovely, floating, unhurried and detached
eyewitness, but this did not happen. Things moved so quickly he could hardly think a
single thought and just as the car plunged over the bridge, (there were no railings and he
had gunned the motor enough to give it impetus) he realized that he did not want this to
happen, he did not want to die, and the thought of living with the kind of injuries he
would sustain terrified him. Of course, he did not even have time to actually think these
thoughts—it all crashed into one thought: I’ve made a mistake. He had hoped that it
would all be like those dreams he’d had many times before, dreams of driving in a car
and crashing and then willing himself to float above the scene and get out of the
nervousness the dream produced. He could control the scene in his dreams, but this was
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far too real and he had no control at all. The wheel of the car jerked under his hands, he
could not steer the car and he certainly had no ability to push the car into reverse, rewind
the scene and get his life back onto the road. He realized in one swift moment that the
action he had just committed to was the worst mistake he had ever made. It made all the
other stupid deals he had participated in seem like silly little pranks. And the absurdity of
doing this because of a failed love affair with an aging woman made his decision even
more foolish, trivial and wasted. Was this suicide? His foot left the gas pedal, he was
flying at breakneck speed; there was no time to think, feel or wonder. His last thought
was: No! The car banged onto the tracks, flipped over several times and landed upside
down—the outer molding of the vehicle crushed like a tin can. Chris hung upside by his
seatbelt and felt pain so great that the only choice he had was to scream, which he did,
although he had no idea where the voice came from. Numbness penetrated his whole
body, he could not feel his legs, nothing from the waist down, he thought, nothing. He
wanted to lose consciousness and found it impossible—he was suspended in awareness,
immersed in pain, his eyes open to the horrible reality and an overwhelming haze of
angry confusion. He forgot he had done this to himself. The words came, thrusting open
the gate from his pain-filled body to the brain to the cerebral Cortex: Why me? Why
now? As if something from the outside had made this choice for him, as if he had not, by
his own thoughts entered “this universe of death,” as if he had not made the decision in
order to make life palatable, to die rather be displaced inside of life, to go over the bridge
rather than survive. In the world of shark-infested human waters, where mystification,
lies and manipulation are the concentration camp of the living, Christopher was nothing
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more than a tiny, indigenous fish, floating on the bottom, waiting to be eaten. Driving off
the bridge was a temporal act that would never be applauded; it would be shunned or
worse, seen as revolting and repellent. There was nothing special or exultant about
Chris—he was simply now another casualty on the causeway.

Saul Sub-Zero One
What have you learned since you came from life?
Francis and I have this conversation at the Gazebo.
Well—I’ve learned that I am not dead.
But what is “I”, then?
Well, there is no “I”—I am beginning to understand that there is much more a
“we” than an “I”, in fact, as you tell me over and over, “I” is an illusion. It reminds me
of Carson McCullers. I remember reading Member of the Wedding when I was thirteen
or so—you know, as Saul Fineberg’s thirteen—and there was this girl Frankie, longing
to find “the we of me” and fastening on her older sister Janice and the impending
wedding as the answer—that somehow she would find her “we”, her connectedness, by
attaching herself to the marriage of her older sister, and attaching herself to the wedding
itself. Even dreaming of going to Winter Hill with them on their honeymoon. Of course, it
was sheer fantasy and completely absurd, but then, she was a young girl on the cusp of
adolescence and this is where I think the author asserts herself into the story. Because
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there’s Frankie, almost a young woman, as McCullers was when she wrote this,
searching the streets to find her own “we” and realizing that perhaps she never would—
she never would find that connection, that she would always be alone in her own “I”
world looking in at others enjoying the “we-ness” of it all.
But then, the “I” is an illusion anyway, isn’t it? There is nothing separate from
anything else. The illusion of separateness is part of the game of life on earth—in fact, it
becomes a tragic game because everyone agrees to believe in it. It is the most tragic
misapprehension of all—the delusion that everything is a separate entity with its own
gestalt and nothing has any real effect or connection to anything else.
Well, some people in the body know this is false.
Yes, Saul and they are classified as lunatics, crazy, losers, outsiders or great
spiritual masters.
I never really wanted to understand any of this.
You gave yourself permission to ignore it.
Yes. I did.
No shame here. Just acknowledgement. In order to accomplish the tremendous
needs of your ego, those needs predicated on pain, suffering, a sense of rejection—
My father—
Your father, all of it—you felt you had to defend the fortress at all costs, and then
you learned very well the tricks and trades of the world—you became a master at tricking
others, hurting others with what you knew about them. All because of your own pain—
you caused pain in others.
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I was so caught up in my own pain I never felt the pain I produced.
Yet I say how could you not? Whatever you do to another you do to yourself
because there really is a collective mind and heart and body and you are part of it.
The “we of me.”
The “we” has always been there Saul. It has always been there. You just haven’t
noticed it. Or haven’t wanted to notice it. But now you must of course and you must
understand accountability. That is the responsibility of the collective mind—to accept
responsibility in every moment.
I have no choice? I must?
Why is this is so difficult? There you are, there I am and I am with you, in you and
part of you—don’t you like that feeling?
At this moment the vision of Francis vanishes and I feel a tremendous energy enter
me as if a hurricane has moved into the core of my being—I am in the midst of a storm of
emotions, memories, energies and causalities completely out of my control. The energy
shift is enormous—I cannot do anything but allow myself to be engulfed by something so
powerful it threatens to annihilate whatever thought or feeling I ever had. Just as
suddenly, the feeling disappears and we are again seated across from one another on the
floor of the Gazebo.
That was me, Francis tells me.
It’s terrifying.
You cannot handle being aware of existence at that level of power. We keep you at
Sub-Zero for a reason.
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Yes. But when—
When you understand the warp and woof are the same, the back and the front are
the same, “a hundred gourds from the mind of one vine,” the Great Self as
consciousness, energy, power, and the greatest force is that of divine and complete
universal love. Change your level of magnification, Saul and you will see yourself in the
atom or the galaxy—size and time are relative. If you want liberation then you know the
Great Self and leave the Lesser Self behind.
Why am I so selfish?
Because you choose to be. Choose something else. But live in the moment.
I find it hard to choose something I know nothing about.
Tat Turam Asi. You are That or That Art Thou.
Francis disappears and I am alone in the Gazebo engulfed with such a monstrous
sense of guilt and despair I know this must be hell. When will “I” no longer be “I”? I
ask. When will I experience that Great Self Francis alludes to? Winds blow around me, in
the distance I see a burning haze like a great fire, the heat becoming enormous and
uncomfortable—I realize I have chosen agony and torment and that is where I am—in the
midst of my own planetary confusion; the suffering of my own memory—the suffering of
my past choices, my present dilemma, the suffering of an “I” beginning to feel the
pressure of responsibility—no one is in control because I am part of the happening and
the happening is—no inside, no outside, sheer pain, sheer joy in pain, I realize I must
experience this anguish to understand anything of who I was. I am not dead but what am
I alive to? I cry. The fire creeps closer surrounding me with the din of crackling flames
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and for a brief moment I think of something my father said to me as a child when my
brother jumped into the lake off the dock into the deep end.
Kill the Father or the Father will kill you, I think. The image of Chronos eating
Saturn projects in front of my eyes and behind my eyes simultaneously. And then I
remember:
We spent our summers on Lake Michigan—my father was raised in Chicago. His
mother was from Muskegon. The drive from New York was hell with my brother and I
torturing each other in the back seat of the car, my mother courageously trying to keep
my father occupied and us happy with peanut butter and jelly sandwiches and egg salad
in a plastic bowl, and the numerous stops at roadside restaurants and gas stations for
bathroom breaks, and scrambled eggs and bacon with plenty of butter and bitter coffee
my father let me taste. I can still recall the pungent flavor of that coffee. Once we got into
Michigan we would stop and see Tanta Rose and Feter Phil, who lived in a little house in
Grand Rapids. They had a modest home with a screened-in porch and my brother and I
would sit at the plastic table with the lawn chairs sipping lemonade and eating chocolate
chip cookies Tanta Rose made from scratch. After a few bad jokes from Feter where
everyone was required to laugh, and a couple of Yiddish jokes that my parents made
faces at and my brother and I could never understand—one I remember only the last line
of because my mother repeated it to me all the time growing up: A shaynem dank dir im
pupik. We piled into the car, kissing, hugging, waving out the back window and off to the
lake where my father rented a cabin every year in one of the KOA campsites dotted along
the shores of Lake Michigan. Mother brought blankets and sheets and towels, and plastic
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dishware, and we cooked our food on the grill outside the cabin, walked through the
briny, bushy, itchy woods down a small path to the beach where the sand was white,
strewn with shells and the water looked blue and wonderful and full of promise. My
brother, three years older than I and already becoming a carbon copy of my father,
would peel off his shorts and T-shirt and run toward the water.
There was a dock that led out to the buoy that marked the beginning of deep
water—the place where we were told not to swim. The water was always colder past the
buoy and as teenagers we often swam far out into the lake past the buoy with whoever
was Ralph’s latest girlfriend—I learned so much about the sexual wonders of life
watching Ralph and his girls—but this one summer I was six and Ralph was nine and we
were far from sexual thoughts. In fact, we talked of girls as embarrassing and maybe
even as non-human and capable of something powerful enough to create a tidal wave.
Sometimes Ralph made jokes and instructed me to ignore girls because that would drive
them crazy. But we were young boys and it was 1942 and my father talked about Europe
and Jews and some of his family who were coming here to stay with us or maybe with
Tanta Rose or other relatives and I asked him, “Why? Why are they leaving Europe?”
“Because of Hitler,” he told me and then he told me Hitler was the worst thing that God
had ever allowed to walk the face of the earth and I asked him, “Why would God allow
it?” and he said, “I don’t know but he’s killing all our people.” I thought about “our
people” as my mother and my father and my brother and maybe my cousins Larry and
Alison. “What people do you mean?” I asked but he did not answer. He was busy lighting
his Pall Mall, spreading a beach towel on the sand, setting up his umbrella, putting
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cream on his nose and laying out the newspaper so he could read about Hitler, and
telling my brother to pick up some shells for our mother. I sat next to him, smelling his
cigarette and watching the ashes drop from the end of the cigarette making little gray
speckles on the white sand, looking out into the endless expanse of lake, there were
families and children all along the beach, I could see a light house off in the distance to
my right and then my father would stub the cigarette into the sand and punch me with the
flat of his beefy hand right between the shoulder blades.
“Come on—Ralph is already out there on the dock. Follow me.” And I would
follow him. I was an athletic little guy but still a little young for that big oceanic lake. I
walked with bare feet making squishing noises with my mouth to imitate the feeling of my
feet sinking in white, soft sand. “What’s that?” he asked. “Noises,” I said. Out on the
dock my brother stood at the end looking down into the lake. “I can see fish!” he
exclaimed. I looked too. “So can I!” I said. “Copycat!” he shouted, held his nose and
jumped in feet first. I was afraid, but my father looked at me with his blazing eyes and
said: “Why can’t you be brave like your brother? See how he swims? Don’t you swim at
the Y?” “Yeah,” I said, “but mama’s there and it’s a pool and we pee in the pool
sometimes.” “You pee in the pool?” “Yeah, but nobody knows it.” He gave me one of his
mock ferocious looks that were usually the prelude to something genuinely ferocious.
“Saul, your brother is in the lake.” Then he took his hand and shoved me in the back, me
screaming until I hit the cold water with a thwack and such a sense of shock! The cold
and the blue and the waves and my brother swimming around and laughing. “It’s your
turn now, Saul,” my father shouted from the dock, but water stung my eyes and I could
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not see him. “Maybe I’ll drown!” I shouted, but I knew I would swim because I had to.
This was my first lesson in being a winner because losers would die and I wanted to live.
“Your turn Saul!” my father shouted again and went back to his beach towel and his
newspaper and his Pall Malls.

Part 5: Invincible Conclusions
Elijah in the Wilderness
There is no differentiation between now and then and will be, I am telling my fouryear old grandson Alan. He sits on the purple stool Andrea bought him watching me chop
parsley.
I know that, grandpa, he states matter-of-factly, as if I am wasting my time talking
to a guru about all the stuff the guru just taught me.
All right, you do. So now—do you have to go potty?
Not yet, he says.
You get to open the door for Elijah tonight, I add as I peel a dozen hard-boiled
eggs.
Oh yes, he says, very adult, and when is he coming?
Well, he doesn’t exactly come, Alan—but—
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Why do you open the door then?
That’s a good question, I tell him. I’ve learned through thirty plus years of teaching
that when one doesn’t know the answer to something the best thing to do is compliment
the student for asking the question. That way everybody is satisfied, although deep down,
no one is satisfied. Satisfaction is overrated anyway, especially in the educational
process.
Who told you about ‘now’, ‘then’ and ‘where’, grandpa?
‘Where’ doesn’t enter into it, Alan although, I guess it is presupposed that ‘where’
is an essential part of it.
Of what?
‘What’ too, which identifies ‘who,’ ‘now’ and ‘then.’
What Grandpa! Answer me!
Of all of it. The ‘nows’, the ‘thens’ and the will ‘be-s’ of life are really are
happening at the same time. Lot’s of marvelous moments bursting around like bubbles;
turning colors and making existence so much more interesting.
Who told you all this? he’s relentless.
No one. I told myself.
I tell myself all the time too.
Oh yeah? What do you tell yourself?
That I am smart, he says with a self-satisfied grin and I pop a piece of Pesach cake
into his mouth. Is that good?
Yeth, he says, mouth full. Can I have some soda? I pour him a glass of ginger ale.
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Don’t tell your mother.
I won’t he says, taking the glass dangerously to the edge of the table and over to his
knee, where he balances the glass precariously there.
Are you going to drink it? I ask.
In a minute. Where’s mom?
With Andrea.
Ok. He takes a sip of ginger ale, sets the glass back on the table and skips out of my
kitchen like a gnome on a mission.
I’m giving a lecture on Elijah if anybody’s interested, I say as Abby and her
boyfriend Rex come into the kitchen. Rex, a twenty-eight year-old unemployed actor,
grabs a hunk of parsley and shoves it into his mouth.
He’s not Jewish, Abby informs me, and neither am I. I am a nihilist.
You’re an existentialist, Rex says as he opens cupboards randomly.
Do either of you know what that means? I ask, innocently of course. I don’t want to
spend the day explaining existentialism, as I see it more of a historical convenience than
an actual philosophy of life. In fact, I get nauseus thinking about it. Nothingness
embraced by a coterie of writers who were devoid of spiritual depth bores me into an
existential ennui. Elijah is much more interesting.
He went out into the desert under God’s demand and was fed by Ravens, I announce to
the kitchen.
Cool! Rex exclaims.
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Dad, the Bible is just a load of garbage—it’s a parable. It has no direct link to any
kind of reality.
Are you saying that spiritual initiation doesn’t exist, Abby? I thought I taught you
better than that.
Marissa comes into the kitchen with my granddaughter Caroline on her hip. The
two-year old is sucking on a bottle and waving to me. I kiss her little hand and feel the
soft, baby skin on my lips.
What are we talking about ? Dad, Andrea needs things to step up—we’re all ready
to start.
The chicken isn’t quite ready, I have to do the salad, and the—
Can I help with anything? Marissa, the sweet one, always the child who wanted to
help all of us out, puts Caroline down on the purple chair Alan just sat in, and grabs an
apron from the pantry. Dad, I can do this. Why don’t you just take everybody into the
living room and expound on Elijah there?
I’m the cook, here, it seems, I tell her.
I know—but maybe you need a day off?
Don’t you? You’ve got two kids, you work full time—
I can help, Rex says.
Sure Rex—you can’t even make a decent hamburger, Abby smiles up at his face
and I realize: they are in love. I cannot understand what she sees in him. As a father, I
always think no one is good enough for my daughters. Abby’s so cute, such a smartass—why waste it on this geek from Long Island who doesn’t have a job? But a father—a
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father, abba, what is that really? Do we know who we are when we start the journey of
holding a baby’s hand to walk down the path into the worst kind of foolishness any
species ever embarked on? Her karma, is it really in my hands? And after all, I am from
the generation that heard Crosby, Stills and Nash sing: “teach your parents well…” and
so she has—so have they all—taught me well. Om mata, om mata, mata Jagadamba. Om
Mother, Om Mother, Salutations to Aphrodite and The Feminine Principle, who is
Mother to the World. And Mother to me.”
Dad—what’re you mumbling about?
Your father is so weird.
Yeah—I know. So what?
Don’t get defensive. I mean it—as a compliment.
The hell you do.
Sit down now!
Phil’s voice rips through the smoke of the kitchen, my mantra mumbling, Abby and
her boyfriend fighting, the grandchildren, (especially Alan) screaming and running
around the table, threatening to knock a crystal glass off onto the hardwood floor.
I miss my father. I wish he were here right now. He didn’t say much, but his silence
had some power to it, I say to no one in particular.
If your father was here, you’re mother would be here too—now do you want that?
Andrea says as she enters the kitchen and her hand gently fastens on my arm, guiding me
to my place at my annual end of the table. I sit while she navigates all the plates and
dishes and wine and serving spoons from the kitchen with the help of Marissa and Abby
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(not Natalie, who avoids all woman’s work) and Margo, obviously trying to escape
talking to Phil, from whom she is already planning a divorce and having an affair on,
which he knows about but refuses to acknowledge and both of them pretending that it
doesn’t exist, even though we all secretly know that Margaret Mead was right. But what
was she right about? Countless squabbles, this marriage business, partners happily hating
each other in the quest for gold, conversion and power—political and otherwise—power
of sex or maybe it’s just the gold? Colonial squabbles that intermittently erupt into one or
the other declaring themselves to be Napoleon; but then he met his end too and won’t we
all?
I look down the table from my position at the foot—my back to the large picture
window outside of which cherry blossom trees have discarded their pink treats, Andrea
sits at the “head”, although it is moot point, really, which is the head and which is the
foot, but I am content to be the foot of this giant monster we call Passover Family Sedar.
Barbara is not here, I reflect, as usual, well it’s not her fault she’s dead, there is Marissa
and David, the grand kids Alan and Caroline, Caroline in a booster chair and Alan, at age
four, bravely sliding on and off the full sized dining chair (he’ll need a booster, I think),
Natalie, a six foot tall goddess striding like a huntress upon the earth with her lover of the
past few years Dora, Abby and Rex, Phil and Margo, my brother Aaron, his steel-colored
hair curling past his ears, a grin on his broad face (I think he looks like Bessie but I don’t
say so) and my sister-in-law Nancy, Morris, our perennial older guest who is looking sad
and confused at the same time, Barney snuffling around the outskirts (he never
remembers his Hebrew), and one empty chair for Elijah.
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At center table sits the Passover plate that Bessie gave me when I married Barbara, filled
with the six symbolic foods necessary for the metaphor of the service: moror, the bitter
herb, salt water, the Charoses Andrea made so beautifully, the hardboiled egg in the
center of the tray symbolic of the festival sacrifice brought in Temple days, the vegetable
for the bitter herbs: thou shalt eat the paschal lamb with unleavened bread and bitter
herbs. I speak this aloud as Natalie pushes Morris into a chair.
So? Morris? Are you going as yourself tonight?
Going, coming, what’s the difference at my age? And anyway, who else would I
be?
Well, if I recall right you informed us you were the reincarnation of Walt Whitman
last year, my son in law David informs him. I look at David and get nostalgic for myself.
He probably thinks he is getting old at thirty-four, but of course, he is just at the best part,
the peak. It’s all down hill after forty—although I can recall some vivid moments since
forty, and I didn’t even meet Andrea until fifty-five, so I am a lucky man. Who could not
say this? I think as I look from my foot of the table, sweeping my eyes from person to
person, lighting on the glint of a rainbow from the sunlight bouncing off a crystal glass as
it glances off the burnished sheen of Andrea’s hair, which she wears down around her
eyes, her face, her small breasts just at the tips of her small breasts the hair brushes,
washing the deep green, Sargasso sea-colored sweater with the colors of her hair. That
sweater I bought her when?
That was last year, Morris says.
What, last year? Aaron asks him.
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That he thought he was Walt Whitman.
I never thought I was Walt Whitman. I knew I was Walt Whitman. I’m not so sure
right now.
This is not my true country, I have lived banish’d from my true country, I now go
back there,/ I return to the celestial sphere where everyone goes in his turn, I quote,
hoping that somehow we can introduce a different element here, something that will glide
us past the moment of dread, the memory of the dead that always seems to haunt the
Passover table.
Isn’t that morbid stuff for Passover? Natalie asks, with the voice of her dead mother
Barbara.
Passover’s a morbid holiday, Marissa says, tucking a napkin into Alan’s shirt and
pushing Caroline’s unruly curls into a place behind her ears.
Passover is about redemption, Nancy says in a soft voice, but no one’s paying
attention.
Who are you this year? Andrea asks Morris.
I am myself, this year, he says and a small smile comes over his face, looking for
all the world as if he’d just grabbed sex under the table and nobody knew about it. Maybe
he is hiding some gorgeous little girl underneath his feet and the feet of my family, those
dear ones—
Where’s Elijah’s Cup? Alan asks.
There, Alan, in the center of the table, Aaron points to the goblet. The Cup of
Elijah, filled with wine, right?
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Elijah is synonymous with the Messianic age, I add.
Are we in the Messianic Age?
What is the Messy age? Alan asks.
An age you don’t have to worry about, Morris tells him. The mistress of the house
should light the candles.
Andrea, glowing with a radiance I have never seen her glow with before, something
like Hitchcock used to call being lit from within, leans across the table, match in hand,
her silk blouse with the tiny lace eyelets in the collar white, whiter than the tablecloth,
like a small child in the moment of prayer, I see the angles of her face soften as she
recites the prayer I taught her:
Boruch ato Adonai, Elohaynu melech ho-olom, asher ki-d-shonu b’mitzvasov,
v’tzeenonu l’hadlik nayr, shel yom tov.
Amen, says the table in Unison.
What is the message of Passover? I say as we are all seated in candlelight. The light
from the kitchen sneaks under the door, but the dining room is flooded with candle and
soft light from the fading sun outside the window. You know, here we are in a politically
correct time period, where everyone is screaming for their individual rights, for human
rights, for my rights! Your rights! Women’s rights! Enough about Human rights! What
about Bear rights? Eel rights? Bubble rights?
Dad! Natalie says, her angry undertone threatening to rise up and grab me by the
throat, can you please stay on topic?
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Dad, why did you shave your beard after all these years? Marissa asks out of
nowhere.
Your father’s writing a book.
A book—I begin to say—
He’s always writing a book. He’s been writing a book since I was—Abby says and
then my brother practically stands up to make an announcement.
This is Pesach, Aaron announces to all the table, front, back and side, I gave up
spending it with my kids and grandkids so I could be here.
Your kids are in Europe.
So be it.
Saul’s book—it’s something special, Andrea says softly.
You think so? I ask her.
Of course, she tells me, Of course. All your work—but this one especially—but,
naturally I am not reading it anymore because you told me not to.
You told her--? Phil asks.
Look—I start to say.
Aaron picks up a bottle of Mogen David, pours himself a generous glass and downs
it. Of the tyranny of poverty, Saul, of the tyranny of privation, of the tyranny of wealth,
of the tyranny of war, of the tyranny of power, of the tyranny of despair, of the tyranny of
disease, and the tyranny of time! Of ignorance and color—all these tyrannies we address
this evening. Passover, by its very essence, brands all these tyrannies as an abomination
in the sight of God. Now that is why we are here. With Thomas Jefferson we affirm: “I
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have sworn upon that altar of God, eternal hostility against every form of tyranny over
the mind.”
Was Jefferson Jewish? Morris asks.
Of course fucking not! Abby screams.
Abby, could you please not use your illustriously wonderful language in front of
my children? Marissa spits at her sister. David grimaces, looks at me, grimaces again.
You know every year, Marissa, I swear, every year—
We do Passover here, Thanksgiving with your folks, David—we agreed.
Please stop! Aaron holds up a rabbinical hand. Move on or we will never eat.
So true, Rex says.
We need an opening Prayer, I say.
Aaron gave it, Nancy informs us.
Oh Lord, I say, Boruch ato Adonoy, Elohaynu melech-ho-olom, she-he-chayonu,
v’keemonu, v’hee-geeonu la-‘z-man ha-zeh. Praised be thou O Lord our God, who has
kept us in life, and has sustained us and permitted us to enjoy this festive day.
Washing of the hands, Andrea prompts.
Give me the bowl of water and a towel. Abby. Do it.
No. Let Natalie do it. She never does anything in these festivities.
Fine, bitch.
Please! Marissa shouts, do you have to use this kind of language? She puts her
hands over little Caroline’s ears. Alan looks at me.
I didn’t hear it grandpa.
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Fine Alan. I didn’t either.
I did, says Morris.
This universe of systems has a mysterious natural tendency to synchronize, I begin,
and I feel, spontaneously-Yes, Andrea jumps in, then why is it families cannot do the same?
Abby gives her a look, conspiratorial I suppose, and the two women hi-five it.
Why is it so hard for us to synchronize this service? Aaron asks, gulping another
glass of Mogen David.
How many wines is that? Nancy whines. We haven’t even done the Kiddush yet,
Aaron.
Who’s counting? he tells her, as a small drop of wine takes center stage upon his
fashionably wrinkled white shirt.
Who cares? Marissa chimes in. Let’s go on Dad or we’ll eat anyway and forget the
service.
Andrea brings me a small bowl filled with warm water, into which I put the tips of
my fingers and as much hand as I can get into the bowl. She passes me a small white
towel with peacock blue trim—not a very absorbent towel I notice, but whatever. I wipe
my hands; she sets the bowl on the sideboard and sits down at the head of the table across
the vast expanse of tablecloth, plates, bowls and shining crystal glasses.
What about the chicken? I whisper to her, a stage whisper across the table that
everyone can hear.
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Warming in the oven, Natalie, sitting next to me, whispers into my left ear which
tickles and makes me laugh.
Phil slams his Haggadah down on the table. It’s time for the Kiddush, he
announces in a voice both loud and swarming with interior motives that only I can guess,
but of course I choose not to. Margot smiles and frowns simultaneously.
We’re guests here, Phil.
Oh hell, we’re not guests. I’ve know this jerk—he throws a thumb in my
direction—since Bessie stuffed marshmallow cookies down his throat and we came up to
Sam’s pupik. Am I a guest, Saul?
No, you’re not a guest.
Good, Natalie chimes in with her long, deep throaty voice, the voice that sounds
like she’s gargling with Listerine. Her lover, a sweet young lesbian of indeterminate age,
with tufts of dark hair spiking around her face making her look like Audrey Hepburn in a
moment of critical, blithering mass, smiles at me. I love you dad, really I do, but Alan
here and little Caroline, they are probably desperate for their dinner, as we all are, I
imagine, and so whether Phil is a guest or not a guest or—
Whatever, says her lover, Brooke, smiling at me, and I see inside the smile such a
sweetness that I wonder how she loves Natalie, who is strong, acerbic, terrifying and
wonderful, but not sweet.
All right, says Phil. The Kiddush. The first of four cups are poured, my friends and
although Saul is the leader, I will take this honor, together with our participants, to recite
the prayer of sanctification. Boruch ato Adonoy, Elohanynu melech ho-olom, boray pree
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ha-gofen. Praised be thou O Lord our God, King of the universe, who created the fruit of
the vine.
Thank God for the fruit of the vine, Aaron says, pouring himself yet another glass.
Andrea passes the wine bottle around the table—we need two bottles, and Aaron reaches
to open the other. Everyone at the table has a glass of wine, although Morris is drinking
grape juice with Alan, and Caroline has some juice in her bottle. Marissa and David smile
at the kids, I smile at the kids, I smile at the table, at my glass of wine, at Andrea, at the
night, at the candles, at the darkness coming quicker than ever outside the window and
we all hold our glasses up for a second’s toast and then we drink.
I grab a piece of matzo off the plate Andrea has at center table covered with the
cloth that Marissa made in Sunday School when she was six or seven. I break the piece
in half and place one half inside the cloth to be distributed as afikomen later.
Behold this matzo! I scream and everyone sets their wine down as if suddenly the
miracle of light and dark are known. It is the symbol of affliction and poverty! So, here
we sit, in our comfort, in our home, anxious about nothing, knowing nothing of the
hardships our ancestors suffered as slaves in the land of Egypt—the cruelty they endured!
Saul! Don’t scare the kids! Andrea tells me.
Shah! Phil orders, he’s on a roll.
It’s symbolic, dad, Abby says.
Nothing is symbolic! I shout. Everything is real. To all who are in need we must
therefore say and repeat after me everyone: We know your suffering! The table repeats:
We know your suffering. We are anxious to help you in your need! The table stares at me
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in dead silence as if I have gone mad. All right, I continue, to all who are hungry we say:
join us in our abundance! Let it be known that because of our history as Jews we
understand the plight of the poor, the hunger of the destitute, the suffering of the outcasts
and neglected, WE KNOW WHAT IT IS TO SUFFER!
Enough with the suffering already, Morris says and grabs the bottle of wine near
Andrea’s elbow to pour himself a glass, adding wine to his grape juice.
We pray for them and with them that the coming year will bring with it the promise
of a better life! I bellow.
Amen, my brother snarls and passes around a third bottle of wine. By this time the
entire table is getting intoxicated and it really doesn’t matter what I say or do, I’ve got the
stage. I could be mocking myself, or everyone, or the ritual, I could be acting a bit
outside of expected decorum, but I feel deep inside an intrinsic sense of rightness about it
all—that this service, this service, which God knows could be my last, is absolutely
miraculous and as such I must answer to the call and pull us out of the death and slime of
ordinary, inanity into the gushing glory of Humanity at it fullest! I realize I have
propelled myself into a dithering, restless moment of sheer insanity, but as Phil said, I am
on a roll.
You know, I say, brandishing the matzo in one hand and my wine glass in the
other, (I cannot tell whether the room is swaying or growing fuzzy at the edges or I am,
or whether my words are becoming slurred because as I look around everyone seems to
have on their face a sloppy grin and their mouths are twisting sideways), “No man can be
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perfectly free until all are free; no one can be perfectly moral until all are moral; no one
can be perfectly happy until all are happy.”
Who said that? Natalie asks.
Herbert Spencer, I tell her.
Must you bring all this secular thinking into this sacred ritual? she challenges me.
Absolutely, Phil tells her. Who are we? “War, death, cataclysm like this, America,
/Take deep to thy proud prosperous heart.”
Who was that? Morris asks him.
For God’s sake Morris, your alter ego!
Oh—Walt?
Yes, Walt.
It’s time for the Four Questions, Andrea says, thumbing through the hagaddah. Of
course Alan must ask them, being the youngest boy.
Yes, but he’s too young, David says. As his father, I will ask them.
Fine, I say.
I will read the Hebrew and Morris, why don’t you read the English translation?
I don’t want to, Morris says. I’m just here for the ride.
All right—Phil starts—
No—must it be a male? Natalie sneers, with the slightest hints of sarcasm and
scorn creeping into her tone. Brethren and Lovers, we are all equals here, are we not?
Not, Marissa says, gagging on a piece of gefilte fish she snuck from her side plate.
Are you eating? Abby asks her, with mock indignation.
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Of course not! Marissa takes a hasty swallow of wine, followed by water.
David, ignoring the sibling yearning of thoughtful exchange, clears his throat. Of
course, fine, Natalie, you can read the English translation. So, although I am not strictly
speaking the youngest male, I am, in a sense, the next youngest male and—
Daddy? Alan asks.
Yes, dear?
I can read.
Oh you can! Andrea exclaims. He can read, David!
Fine.
Come here, Alan, Natalie tells him; sit on my lap and we’ll read the translation
together. Alan slides off his chair and goes to Natalie’s chair where she lifts him onto her
lap. Start, David, she commands, as usual taking the male authority in her own hands.
A hungry man is not a free man, Morris jumps in.
And? Marissa asks.
And, we are slaves here! Enslaved by hunger! Phil shouts.
Ma nishtano ha-lailo ha-zeh meekol ha-laylos? David’s voice, mid-range and
strong, cuts through the hunger dialectic. Why is this night different from all other nights?
In four ways I find it different, Natalie reads.
What is the first difference? Natalie looks at Alan. Say that honey: ‘what is the first
difference?’
What is the first difference, Alan repeats as Andrea secretly pops a piece of matzo
into his mouth. He smiles.
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She-b’chol ha-laylos onu ochin chomaytz u-matzo, halailo ha-zeh kulo matzo,
David says in his ridiculous baritone, speaking or whining, actually, as if he were singing
the Ave Maria or something, incongruous as that may sound.
On all other nights we eat bread while on this night we eat only matzo, Natalie
answers. She points to the hagaddah for Alan, who looks at me, as if to say, Ok, now
what grandpa? I hold my hands up as if to say, who knows?
Morris, why don’t you read? Andrea asks gently, pointing a finger to the place in
his hagaddah where we were.
Fine. I don’t usually.
Good. go ahead.
I’ll do it in honor of Ruth, he said, may God bless her. What is the second
difference? he says in a shaky voice.
She-bochol ha-laylos onu ochlin sh’or y’rokos, ha-lailo ha-zeh moror, David sings
again.
Go on Natalie, I say.
She reads: It differs in that on all other nights we eat vegetables and herbs of all
kinds, while on this night we must eat bitter herbs. At this point, Andrea passes the plate
of parsley around the table and each of us takes a bunch, after which we dip our little
hunks of parsley into the small bowls of saltwater set beside each of our plates. Marissa
gives Caroline a taste and she makes a face and screams No! The table laughs. We’ve all
been there at some point in the initiation—memories flood into all of our minds—we are
a table at which sits not just three grown children and their mates, a wife and husband on
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opposite ends, an elderly, frail man missing his wife of fifty years, a lifelong friend sitting
next to his third divorce in the making, but all the memories, reminiscences,
recollections, visual and visceral moments, chronicles, records, journals, life
biographies—we are all scripting, writing and rewriting our memoirs as we sit at this
table in April, 2006, and in addition, we are sitting with the ghosts of those we knew and
loved and fought with, sat with, slept with, deliberated with, experienced joy, pain and
sorrow with—the table is laden with the salt of our grief, the bitter herb of memory that
cannot be recalled, redone or rehashed—all of us for a certain brief moment dip into the
waters of life twice and yet stay where we are—rooted to the moment yet flying through
the endless memory of moments--living the past and present simultaneously. The
melancholy is so palpable that even before we can finish the four questions Andrea and
Morris are fighting tears, Phil withdraws even more than usual, my daughters are staring
at me to keep things moving, to somehow get us from the rapture of unfinished lives into
finishing this service with our emotional protective shells intact. Of course I will finish.
Of course I will move things forward. But we will not remain intact, we will not escape
unscathed this moment of realization, that nothing lasts, death has long been exchanging
glances with all of us, the radiance of our day, is, in fact, contingent on its ephemerality;
noting the passage of time, opening the door to something so vast as to be terrifying,
putting the relative insignificance of moral obligations and societal demands to the side
because, on this night we celebrate our own shema, the surge of freedom from discontent
into appreciation for small acts of kindness. And of course, love, without which we are
offspring of tradition and nothing more, and we must be more than that.
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You know, I say to the table, who is now silent, overcome with an undercurrent of
emotion no one can identify but no one wants to lose, we are more than just tradition,
even though in the Jewish faith tradition plays an important role. To me, tradition is
nothing more than repetition of memory and we are better than that! We can create out of
our own moment new ideas, new behavior, new celebration, can’t we?
Yes, we can, says Andrea. Of course, Saul.
But when we go over this same service year after year, Phil says, there is something
that happens. I don’t know what it is exactly but—
I know, says Morris.
What? Abby asks.
Remembrance, says Phil. We have to remember. “Dictators ride to and fro on tigers
which they dare not dismount. And the tigers are getting hungry.”
What the hell does that mean, Phil? I ask, forgetting the no swearing injunction.
Who said that? Rex asks.
Winston Churchill.
That has nothing to do with what I said, Morris spits.
If we don’t remember it will happen again.
Well, maybe not to Jews. Maybe we’ll persecute some other group, Rex adds with
a hint of inappropriate optimism.
Oh Rex, and what group this time?
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Never mind, I say to the table. We’ve got to move on. I let them off the hook,
breathing a sigh of relief and thanking Phil for dredging up some completely irrelevant
quote to move the table from sinking into uncontrollable martyrdom and grief.
I told you this holiday is morose, says Abby. What’s next? Don’t we sing the
songs?
We haven’t finished the Four Questions!
It doesn’t matter, says Morris. Let My People Go.
To eat—Abby adds.
I like that, Phil laughs. Margo looks at him as if she wants to throw him; she
probably knows how much he wants to fuck her, and anyway, she has a sly look in her
eye as if to say: what the hell do you want from me? I can’t help being a fish the size of
Rhode Island in a small pond filled with goldfish sporting delicate colors and mountable
fins.
I realize we have thrown away the hagaddah and are doing what I had hoped—
inventing the service as we go along, putting in the elements we like and leaving out the
parts that we don’t, I tell the table. Several people heave a sigh of something between
relief and anguish.
What next? my brother asks. Nancy jabs him in the arm.
Phil, you want to lead us in the song?
Oh sure, says Phil. He looks at Margo with love and longing and defeat. By the
hard line of her eyebrows it’s clear that she sees her future elsewhere, that Phil was,
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perhaps, a “transitional” for her, and now it is her time to divide the waters and part the
red sea.
Grandpa, can you tell the story first? asks Alan.
I must respond.
Oh yes, I say.
But dad, it’s so long and—
We can have some of the matzo ball soup while I tell the story. Andrea, on cue,
goes to the sideboard and starts ladling soup from the tureen to the bowls she has stacked
there. Her organization as a surgeon translates to her household performance, even if that
performance is sporadic and unburdened with daily expectation and obligation.
The Jewish people increased and multiplied in Egypt; the sons and daughters of
Jacob—his descendents. The Pharaoh hated the increasing number of Hebrews who were
becoming mighty and influential.
Like the Hispanic people now! Abby says. I mean, the president is thinking to pass
a law to allow illegal immigrants voting rights. Isn’t that wonderful?
What’s so wonderful? Morris asks.
If they were Jewish, you wouldn’t ask that, she answers.
Henceforth, I yell to end the dialogue yet again, the Pharaoh declared that the
Hebrews should be carefully watched and their power curbed.

Saul Lerner: Passover Omniscient
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I interrupt here because in order to avoid the prejudicial intervention of the voice of
Saul from his own personal gestalt—a gestalt filled with emotional turmoil and
confusion, a cacophonic blast of a thousand voices from the past, disabling him from any
kind of accurate method for offering the objective observation or analysis that certainly a
scene filled with so much connection, disconnection, paganism coupled with religiosity
misplaced and plain ignorance wedded to questions posed as if questions were
progressive and not part of the whole deterministic factor that loops information over and
over again, requires—third person narrative is required. Close, but not too close.
I was there.
Saul sat at the foot of the table, placing his hands together in pyramid fashion
signaling to the entire group of people gathered at this particular Passover, occurring in
April 2006, to come to a complete and dead silence because He is the undisputed leader
of the service and nothing can start without Him and because the sooner things started,
everyone knew, the sooner the service would be over and they could eat.
Saul looked on with the trace of a smile on his mild and gentle face, with just the
tinge of the shadow of a beard gracing it, (he hadn’t done his second shave of the day)
as the table scrambled in a confused fashion to reinvent the service. A slight order of
chaos had made itself known. Members of the committee for the reasonable facsimile of
traditional artifice were not present. After Dayanu was sung and everyone had finished
their matzo ball soup, Andrea heaped the plates on the sideboard with chicken, string
beans and almonds, salad, and gefilte fish. Four more bottles of Mogan David appeared
miraculously from the pantry, brought in by Abby whose vested interest in watching the
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group loosen up was more than superficial. Mouths laughed, twisted into strange
configurations of speech, people ate and talked and snatches of dialogue could be heard
by Saul, who felt the table had taken on a certain surreal quality—as if he had thrown
sentences into a hat and picked them out at random to construct a completely absurd and
nonsensical story; the story of his life, the story of his family, the story of his
imagination, the story of something he was afraid to look at in case he tripped on some
emotion he hadn’t prepared for.
It’s time for Alan to open the door for Elijah, Aaron declared, on his seventh of
eighth glass of wine and beginning to drink directly from the bottle at his left elbow.
Natalie, (her lover, Dora, was drunk by this time and engaged in a heated discussion with
Andrea about voltage sensitive nano-particles), winked at Aaron, her beloved Uncle, and
took a swig from the bottle herself.
Go down Moses, said Morris, I always loved that hymn. It’s a gospel, Nancy said.
Reports of the death of national autonomy because of increasing global economic
integration are exaggerated, Phil was saying to Nancy, who was listening to Rex’s
display of some monologue –it’s actually a film monologue, I’d like to do it with Sean
Penn, I think we could be brothers or something, I would be the younger brother,
naturally, he told Marissa, who was certainly not listening, as she had decided to remove
Caroline from the table, the baby was getting cranky, and Saul and Andrea had a little
kid’s room all ready for the baby and Alan—it was once Marissa and Natalie’s room, but
had long been converted into a place to store boxes of writing he would never read, books
that he hated to throw out, trash, old jackets, wedding presents they hated but couldn’t
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bear to part with, Andrea’s box from high school including her high school diaries which
Saul had read over and over hoping he would find some clue to her latent sexuality but
found nothing, at least nothing but the romantic wandering thoughts of a young, shiksa
girl growing up in the suburban wilds of Wilmette, Illinois, with a father who was, by all
accounts, a very successful insurance broker but who died broke and broken of
Parkinson’s Disease when she was eleven leaving her mother to fend for herself, which
meant begging money off her relatives, who resented her for being beautiful, and sending
Andrea’s older sister Renee to work in some dress shop in Lincoln Park, a shop which
she now owns with several others. Andrea made a decision back then that this fate, the
fate of standing around and helping people buy useless items for ridiculous low wages,
would not be hers. Fortunately her talent for math and science led to a scholarship to
Northwestern where she met Dr. Edgar Krugman, well known in the cutting edge field of
neurology and neuro-engineering. He got her a full ride to do her MD/PhD at Columbia
and of course that was where she met Saul, who was doing a writer’s in residence at
NYU at the time, and the rest was history, as they say.
All right, Alan. Why don’t you open the door for Elijah?
Marissa was upstairs giving Caroline a bath and putting her to bed, David and
Natalie cleared the table and got the dishes piled into the sink, Andrea prepared the fruit
compote for dessert but no one was hungry. Alan walked, unwatched by the grown ups,
to the door, hoping in his four-year-old mind that an Elijah of some kind would be
standing there when he opened the heavy oak door with the amber colored panels.
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I’m opening the door! he shouted to the crowd, who had by this time moved from
the dining room table and spilled themselves, (some spilling, some draping), rather
juiced, into the living room. No TV! Aaron shouted, when Phil tried the remote. Ok, Phil
acquiesced reluctantly and sat in the armchair by the window. Should I shut the curtains?
Nancy came over to shut the blinds, Aaron turned on the lamps scattered about the living
room and picked up a well-worn copy of Proust sitting lazily on the corner of the coffee
table. Saul actually reads this stuff, he said, but I long ago decided it was more interesting
to talk about it than to read it. But you did read it, Nancy said. Yes, I did, Aaron smiled at
her. Do you think I’m a phony? You’re a professor, Natalie said as she rumpled his hair,
and you need a haircut. I’ll cut your hair! Abby chimed in and grabbed a copy of the New
Yorker from three weeks ago. Dad’s first story got published in here, she said. That was
about twenty-five years ago, Marissa reminds her. What was it called? Margo asked. I
don’t remember. Mom would know. Yes, said Aaron, a tinge of sadness in his voice. Do
you miss her? Phil asked. Sometimes. She was a force to be reckoned with. And Andrea
isn’t? Oh, different women, very different women, and different eras. Barbara was of the
old school. Old school? asked Saul as he came into the room after having some wellneeded alone time in the bathroom. Who? Nothing, said Natalie, trying to protect him.
Barbara, Morris said, I never liked her. She was pushy. Who was pushy? Here’s some
fruit compote—I’ll put it on the dining table with the dessert bowls. Help yourselves.
Andrea wiped her hands on a dishtowel hanging from her waist. Saul walked over to kiss
her and a sudden gust of sexual excitement blew over them both without warning. I wish
we could—he started. Never mind, honey. She glided into the living room, checking to
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make sure everyone was happy. Where’s Alan? He’s opening the door for Elijah, Aaron
told her. Oh, that’s good. We need to hide the Afikomen Saul. Are you going to do that?
Who’s looking for it? asked Marissa, coming from upstairs with David behind her.
Caroline’s down for the night and Alan’s the only one, really. I’ll look for it! shouted
Rex. Can I? You’re a little old, Natalie told him. Whatever, he looked dejectedly at the
Proust book, afraid to pick it up. No one is ever too old, Saul said. We all have the
possibility of dancing with the Divine Child.
Oh, we’re not going to start in on the Divine Child again, are we? Phil asked, for
God’s sake, Saul!
Well, it beats Global Warming, Phil.
I was talking about Global Economic Integration.
Even better, Saul said, as he walked about the room tucking pieces of matzo
underneath cushions and behind picture frames on the mantel above the fireplace. Should
we make a fire, Andrea? Oh not now, it’s not cold enough, really. Just turn on the heat,
Dad, Abby said and threw her issue of The New Yorker down on the floor next to her end
of the couch. Phil parted the curtains so he could see night descending but it had already
come, with a thud, blackening the street and now he saw the streetlights were on and it
was a day gone.
At the door Alan had some difficulty unlocking the latch lock and pulling the heavy
outer door open. When he did so he found two very good looking people standing on the
porch, under the porch light, looking well-dressed with expressions of shy, curiosity
coupled with friendly expectation on their bright faces.
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Hello, said Michael.
Hello, said Alan. Are you Elijah?
Oh, Michael laughed, I don’t think so.
Perhaps you are! the tall, pretty woman laughed.
We’re here because Saul invited us.
Oh, my grandpa. He told me you were coming.
He did?
Yes, that’s why I opened the door for you.
We haven’t rung the bell yet, said the woman, pulling her hand through straight,
sandy colored hair.
Or knocked, said Michael. This is my wife Sabrina. Alan opened the screen door.
He probably ought to go get his mother or his grandfather or something, said
Sabrina, because he’s just a little boy and they probably taught him not to let strangers in.
I didn’t know Elijah was married, Alan said as Sabrina and Michael stepped into
the hall. Michael was a very tall man at 6’2” but Sabrina was an exceptionally tall
woman. She was wearing heels, which made her an inch taller than her husband, and with
her long legs, lean torso, pale ivory skin and blond hair she appeared to be the ghost of a
Nordic goddess, or perhaps the Nordic goddess’s thin sister.
Michael laughed as he scanned his eyes about the hallway, noticing the heavy
wooden paneled walls, the deep brown stairs and the sounds of murmuring conversation
coming from the living room to his right—conversation that sounded warm, humorous;
punctuated with gusts of laughter; rising and falling cadences filled with joy, absent from
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the tones any sort of undercurrent that suggested vindictiveness, competitive fear or
anger—the emotions most often settling on family gatherings. The house was redolent
with the smell of steamed vegetables, boiled chicken, salad, fruit; wine and from an open
window the faint scent of lilac. From Sabrina he felt electricity and smelled her own
sensual scent of fresh citrus coupled with a mild moment of musk hidden underneath.
Well, I think he was married, said Michael, his ruddy skin, dark curly hair and the tweed
suit he was wearing giving Alan a sense of adventure, wellbeing and mystery in a flash;
the flash of a child, embraced without question, without a thought as to whether it fitted
some kind of expectation or reality or righteous understanding. Alan just accepted that
this moment, like all other moments, had every right to exist, occur and be there in his
life.
You are a very young man! Sabrina said, holding her beautiful white hand out and
shaking Alan’s small one.
I’m four.
But you are very smart, said Michael.
Yes. My grandpa is a Doctor, a professor Doctor, and my—Andrea is a real Doctor.
Is she?
This is the Fineberg residence, isn’t it?
No, said Alan.
No Sabrina, said Michael, we’re at Saul Lerner’s house I believe.
Oh, Saul Lerner, Sabrina said, nodding, a knowing look in her blue-green eyes,
small eyes that looked as if they had played many a game over the years and still
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remembered how it felt and all the rules, adjustable, of course, to fit the needs of those
playing.
I met Saul at the National Gallery, actually in the sculpture gardens, last week, I
believe? And he invited me to his Passover table. You know, there is a tradition of
welcoming guests who are without family to your Sedar, Michael said. As he did so Alan
grabbed his hand, as any child might do, and led him into the living room where Phil
conducted a lively discourse into how impossible the battle against “evil-doers” is and
that, although the struggle is being vigorously pursued, the outcome of this endeavor to
create a world of equality and peace must inevitably fail and fail miserably.
I am still hopeful, Aaron said, sitting on the large baby blue couch next to Natalie
and Dora, surrounded with another bottle of Mogan David and his favorite niece.
Well, Alan, come sit here, Saul said. Did you open the door for Elijah?
Yes! And he’s here with his wife! As Alan said this he went over to sit next to his
father on the loveseat by the window. Andrea and Marissa were in the kitchen washing
the dishes, the decimated remains of dinner sat on the dining table but no one noticed,
although Abby and Rex sat at this same table kibitzing about their lives away from family
and the watchful eyes of others, occasionally kissing one another across the table, nursing
cups of steaming coffee Andrea had distributed around the room to everyone. From the
kitchen sounds of womanly laughter, dishes loading into the dishwasher, water running,
refrigerator opening and closing, cupboards banging provided musical percussion to the
dialogue in the living room.
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Saul looked up to Michael and Sabrina, two very tall and gorgeous young people,
wondering if they might be friends of Phil and Margo’s or someone Marissa invited?
Michael immediately recognized Saul although the recognition was not
reciprocated.
Saul you remember we met in the sculpture garden of the National Gallery? Oh—it
must have been a week or two now. The cherry blossoms were just starting to come out.
Aaron, reaching for his third bottle of wine and dispensing with glasses, drank
directly from the bottle. Nancy began to wonder if she would have to shove him upstairs
to Saul and Andrea’s bedroom to sleep it off.
I’m Aaron, his brother. They say younger but not by much—not even two years,
right Saulie?
Well, have a seat where you can find one, Saul said, ignoring his brother.
Phil disbanded his impromptu seminar and heaved his body, growing corpulent
with the years of sitting behind a desk, to stand before one of the twelve or so bookcases
crammed with books scattered all over the house, running his hand along the spines of
books, pulling a book out every few seconds, looking at it a moment, then replacing it.
I don’t remember you reading so many books, Saul, he spoke to the air, but
Marissa, a dishtowel draped over her left arm, stood at his right shoulder.
That’s all he ever does—read and write. That’s all he ever did when we were
growing up.
And teach. And mentor. And take care of his parents. And your mother until she
died. And Andrea—
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Andrea takes care of him-And played with you and your sisters, Phil went on, ignoring her last statement,
looking over his reading glasses at Marissa, who seemed, as the years passed, to take on
the heaviness of her mother Barbara. Not in the jaw line, where Barbara had it,
(especially before she died), where one might expect it, or even in a thickened waist, it
was more to do with a certain kind of moral gravity that they both carried, a sense of
knowing which questions were worth asking and which questions had no relevance at
all—Barbara and Marissa were not women who considered Unicorns, their world was
totally rational, the meaning of the existence—termed The Universe might have a
scientific enquiry, such as: what is the understanding of motion? Or how can physics
explain known phenomena? But even these questions were considered irrelevant
questions, because to both of these rational, one might even say scientific women, God
had been relegated to an intelligent metaphor—a metaphoric name for that which we
don’t understand, for the deep mysteries at the foundation of the universe. And of these
deep mysteries, Phil spent not even a second’s thought, the uniform of system soldier so
tightly fit and encasing his body, the armor of the uniform covering the breadth, depth
and width of his intellect, his mind, his behavior—that he would not allow awareness of
the fissures and pockets of tissue longing to escape this cloak, so well-designed. And he
also knew how women loved men in uniform, even if the uniform could not be seen. It
triggered some primal sexual feelings in them, released the pheromones, gave them a
sense of security while raising the stakes at the same time, (how to be the wife, lover,
mistress of, for want of a better phrase, ‘an important man’?); a sense of well being they
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could nest inside of—but then, there were women like Margo who wanted something
else. Phil took off his reading glasses to look Marissa full in the face.
You look like your mother.
Marissa blushed.
I look nothing like my mother. You must mean Abby.
Abby is like your father.
I don’t know—we’re not exactly bookends you know—we’re humans and as such,
totally individual.
I see dead people, Phil said, hoping to make her laugh but it made her mad instead.
That was a nasty and totally incomprehensible thing to say. Are you making fun
of—
Death?
My mother?
Neither one, Phil said, his right hand on Proust in the bookcase. Maybe Marcel has
an answer for this. Do you believe in Bibliomancy?
It sounds dangerous.
You open a book at random and the laws of synchronicity come into play.
Whatever passages you find you are meant to hear and have particular relevance for the
moment.
I find that silly, hypothetical and stupid and maybe even inappropriate for Passover.
I find your statement prosaic, pedestrian and banal. Proust always has something to say.
Phil surprised himself at how suddenly the gust of intellectualism had filled his sails,
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when it had been so long since—and he also felt the old fervor of discourse coming in, a
brawling fight about Proust would do him a world of good, he thought.
Look here, he said, opening Swann’s Way at random.
What is the purpose of the meaning of the Universe? Is that what I hearing you
saying? Andrea came in from the kitchen, a vase filled with fresh flowers in hand.
Placing the vase on an end table near the bookcase, she took a moment to see Phil and
Marissa as an outsider might see them. A young woman, in her late twenties, motherhood
giving her a strength of womanhood that Andrea envied, not just the children, of course,
the children who she wished she could have herself, but what the having of children
conferred upon a woman—softening the edges, making another kind of human of the
woman—was she just fantasizing her own ideology? What these holidays of Saul’s did
to her! Brought her into all this sentimental emotional crap that deprived her of any kind
of objectivity and after all, that is what she prided herself on, scientific, objective—
Meaning of the Universe? Abby repeated, leaving the table and her amorous momentous
discussion with Rex, who had found a deck of Tarot cards on the corner of the bookcase
and began laying them out on the table, whose tablecloth held the dime-sized spills of
wine, like blood.
Where did the laws of Physics come from? Phil asked.
That’s a question science hasn’t been able to answer yet but one day we will. And it
won’t be found in religion or spiritualism or whatever, Andrea said, glancing at Rex and
the Tarot spread.
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Here we go, Phil said. Proust: When a man is asleep, he has in a circle round him
the chain of the hours, the sequence of the years, the order of the heavenly host.
Instinctively, when he wakes, he looks to these, and in an instant reads off his own
position on the earth’s service and the amount of time that has elapsed during his
slumbers; but this ordered procession is apt to grow confused, and to break its ranks.
He’s talking about sleep? Andrea asked. When all is said and done, more is said than
done. We’re really talking about neurology and consciousness, Phil, and that is a deep
subject. Proust was a novelist and that means he worked from imagination, not science.
There is visual consciousness of course, and cerebral awareness, which often takes in
more information than the conscious mind can process, however, and in our sensory
hierarchy there is polymodal association and unimodal association, therefore—
Andrea, we don’t understand a word of what you’re saying, Marissa chided her gently. I
need to check on Caroline. We can all have this discussion some other time. Marissa
navigated herself away from the living and all the candles and lamps and discussions and
parables or whatever they were, she had long forgotten what a literary trope was, and
with relief ascended the stairs feeling, with anticipation, the moment when she could
touch her infant daughter’s face with her hand, feel her soft, small human presence in
sleep. Sleep. Isn’t that what Proust was talking about?
Back in the dining room Phil held court to Andrea and Abby.
Proust talked about memory, consciousness, awareness and sleep and these
discussions of his, these discourses were imbedded inside of fiction that included
character and story—plot—discussions and moving the story forward—
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Phil ignored the glazed look on Abby and Andrea’s faces. Andrea was already
thinking of how to get some food over to the newly arrived guests.
Saul! she called as she entered the living room, we need to get the Birkins some
food. Why don’t you come sit at the dining table—
We’ve got TV tables, don’t we? Nancy asked.
Yes—Andrea pointed over to the corner and Nancy walked over to pull out two oak
TV trays, setting them up by the end of the couch where Michael and Sabrina had
squeezed in next to Morris, Margo, Dora and Alan.
Thank you, said Michael.
I’ll get you both plates, Andrea said as she hurried off to the kitchen.
I am so sorry we are late—traffic was horrendous.
Where were you coming from? Aaron asked.
Fairfax, Sabrina said. We’re renting an apartment while we look for a house. I
really like it here—we’re in DC aren’t we?
Northwest, Saul said. Birkin. Did you say your name was Birkin?
Yes, said Michael.
Dr. Birkin?
Yes. My wife is a doctor too, Michael informed the room.
So—Sabrina—did you say? Saul asked.
Yes.
What’s your specialty?
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Well Michael is Cardiology, I’m Oncology, especially breast cancer. I worked with
Dr. RayAnne MacGrayne at the Cancer Research Institute Berkeley.
You two are from Berkeley?
Orginally. Well, Sabrina did medical school there, although I’m from Illinois
originally and I did my MD at University of Illinois.
That’s true, said Saul.
Whaddaya mean that’s true? Aaron asked, how would you know?
Your name is Michael Birkin and you are a cardiologist. You are, simply put, nonexistent. Unless you’re a paid actor, which I suspect you are, or maybe this is one of
Phil’s strange jokes, or Andrea’s, but unless that is true, you’re a character—a character, I
might add, that I invented. I didn’t bother to invent you a wife as you are a minor
character, although crucial to Fineberg’s case, of course.
What the hell’s going in? said Aaron, are you nuts or something, Saul?
Andrea! Phil shouted into and over the din of laughter, conversation and tete a tetes
taking place into the living, spilling into the dining room. Marissa came downstairs with a
sleepy Caroline in her pajamas sucking a blanket; Morris sat in the rocking chair next to
one of the larger bookcases, Natalie next to him, reading to him from her Haggadah.
I’m completing the service for Morris, who somehow feels cheated. We didn’t finish the
four questions, we didn’t do the prayer over Elijah and we never actually recalled the
defenders of Freedom in the ghettos of Europe. We need to sing this song—Natalie
pointed to the Haggadah on page 79, Ani Maamin. Aaron, overhearing, shouted: I believe
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in the coming of the messiah: though he is taking a damn long time, nevertheless I
believe!
What if he’s already here? Saul asked.
What if he’s already been? Dora ventured out in a soft voice.
Oh, we won’t discuss that here, Natalie warned here, not in a Jewish family, not on
Passover.
What—that Jesus came?
Morris, we all know Jesus came. Was he the Messiah predicted by Elijah?
This is a question we cannot answer, Morris told Andrea.
I don’t see why we cannot accept that Jesus could have been a Messiah, Abby said
as she came into the dining room, sitting on the arm of the chair Rex occupied next to the
wall.
We need a fire, Andrea said. Saul—can you make a fire?
I want to know why you hired these actors, he told her, and got up to the fire.
Abby, we need to rake out these ashes.
The broom is over there, Andrea pointed. Abby went over to the fireplace, grabbed
the small broom and dustpan and began raking the ashes.
Ashes to ashes, Morris said.
Apropos of nothing, Phil added.
What actors?
These two lovely people who are about to eat their Passover dinner, Andrea said.
Come to the table Michael and Sabrina, I’ve got two new places set.
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I thought they were eating at the TV tables, Natalie said.
It’s too noisy in here, Andrea told her. Put those tables away, would you—Rex? I’ll
serve Michael and Sabrina at the dining table. We’ve got it cleared off now—the
tablecoth—what did you do with it Marissa?
In the laundry room, Marissa told her, sinking into a dining chair with incredible
and total weariness. Family gatherings always wore her out beyond measure.
Can I look for the Affikomen?
Yes, Alan, start looking now. Grandpa hid it, didn’t you grandpa?
Yes, Saul said, distracted, placing two large logs and two smaller ones onto the
grate in the fire. David took Caroline from Marissa’s arms who nestled into his shoulder
and slept, her blanket hooked around her thumb and a soft, floppy rabbit in the crook of
her left arm. Morris stayed in his chair, with Natalie reading from the Haggadah . We’re
ignoring all this, she told him, sweeping her long arms to include the entire household of
people, things and energies.
Good, he said and for a moment leaned his head on her large, strong shoulder.
Maybe you need to go to sleep? she asked him.
No, just read, he told her.
The tree of liberty needs to be refreshed, Aaron said and went to the kitchen to
bring out another bottle of wine.
You’re stumbling Aaron, Nancy told him. She went over to the table where Andrea
was seating Michael and Sabrina.
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This is wonderful, I am so sorry we missed the meal and the service, Sabrina said
as she tucked her long legs underneath the table.
Thank you so much, Michael said.
Oh, it’s no trouble—I’m glad you’re here. The more the—and well, I just don’t
understand why Saul doesn’t remember—but who knows? He’s one of those writers,
those professors, you know—they never remember anything.
Would you like me to say a prayer? Aaron asked, coming out of the kitchen with
two more bottles of wine and two glasses. I found these in the pantry.
They’re not kosher for Passover, Uncle Aaron, Abby said as she took the glasses
from his left hand. You’re about to drop these.
He’s had enough, Nancy said taking his arm firmly in her own. You need to be
taken upstairs Aaron.
No—I want to give Alan something for the Affikomen! he shouted, like a small
boy miffed and angry and hurt.
All right. Andrea took the two bottles of wine from Aaron. Please sit down dear or
help Saul make a fire or something.
Michael, could you say a little prayer before we eat? Sabrina asked.
Here. Andrea handed Michael Haggadah.
How about Proust, said Phil as he turned from the bookcase. He’s always good for
any occasion.
I like this, Michael said, Psalm #116. I am pleased that God hears my voice,/ That
he listens to my cry of supplication.
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That’s so depressing, Abby told him. Uncle Aaron—Andrea! He’s gone off with
the wine bottles!
I just took them from him, Nancy told her.
Well, he’s over there opening one on the mantelpiece.
He found the opener there.
Nancy—can you handle this?
All right—but he’s a six foot two inch man and I can’t make him do anything.
He’s your husband for three hundred years.
It feels like that long, Nancy told Abby. Aaron stood by the fire, drinking from the
bottle of Red wine he’d found in the pantry, Saul kneeling beside the fire, stuffing
newspaper and old New Yorker magazines in between the logs to get things started,
taking the large grill matches and lighting a match which burst into a small moment of
red flame that temporarily overcame the soft low candlelight and muted lamps Andrea
had set in the living room. Morris fell asleep on Natalie’s shoulder. Once the fire got
going Saul walked over to the table to Michael and Sabrina, eating and smiling and
drinking the wine Andrea had just poured for them.
We need to talk, Saul told Michael.
You bet.
In my office.
You don’t have an office, Michael said.
True. How do you know that?
I know the entire manuscript, Michael said.
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Well, minor characters are not allowed to be privy to scenes that they aren’t in,
Saul said.
In this case, we staged an intervention.
And what for?
Because, Sabrina said, cutting tender meat off the leg of chicken on her plate.
We can talk in Andrea’s office. I often use it. The walls are filled with my books.
All right.
But I must tell you I have my doubts about having a discussion with non-existent
people who claim to be characters in my novel.
We never claimed to be characters in your book, Saul—you said that.
But you know it to be true.
It could be true, Sabrina said, forking a mouthful of slivered green beans and
almonds into her mouth.
I made those, Saul told her.
Delicious, she said, washing it down with a gulp of wine. The wine—
Well—it’s Mogan David—what do you expect?
It’s Passover.
Yes.
Andrea came up behind Saul, putting a conciliatory arm around her husband of ten
years who she loved beyond reason, and at most times was loathe to show it, but at this
particular moment felt a sense of fear, dread, love, care, concern and something else—she
almost wanted to smother him with her thoughts, grab him and take him upstairs to the
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bed and crawl all over him—what was this—this sudden passion? It almost made her
giddy with relief (thank God she could still feel this way) and a certain sense of awe—
how can we explain love? It has no boundaries!
Saul I—
I am taking Michael and Sabrina into the office—your office—
It was always yours Saul—I guess I took it over—I’m sorry I took it over—
What’s this? Some kind of Proustian inspired epiphany? Phil asked as he passed the
table and went into the kitchen, looking for food scraps to nibble on.
I’ve found the Affikoman! Alan shouted. Two of them!
Give one to your sister, David said.
All right. Alan handed Caroline the small piece of matzo.
Do we get our prize, Grandpa?
Saul reached into his pocket involuntarily—he had been doing this for so many
years, first with his own children and now his grandchildren.
I have two very, very special things for you two. Saul pulled out two Kennedy
Silver dollars. I’ve been saving these.
Oh we got those when we were little! Natalie exclaimed. Dad-where did you get
those?
He’s been saving them for thirty-five years, Nancy said.
Yes, that’s Saul, always preserving, saving, keeping—
Inspiring, Andrea interrupted.
Singing! Morris said.
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I don’t sing, Saul smiled. But I would if I could.
Michael looked lovingly at Saul.
I do love you, Saul—I just wish you’d give me a bigger part to play. That’s why
I’m here. And Sabrina—
I want something to do, too.
We’ll talk about this later, Saul said. Finish your meal and we’ll go in the office
and talk.
What’s happening? Phil asked, a plateful of leftovers in his hand. Mind if I eat
some more Andrea?
Of course not.
I think Saul thinks these people are characters in his book.
Who are they?
That’s rude, Phil, Margo said. What’s with you? They are guests, even if we’re not,
as you established.
We are all guests on some level or another, Phil said.
Would you get your head out of Proust and into the present? Abby said. Rex! Rex
was walking out the back door off the kitchen into the backyard to have a cigarette. I’m
going outside to have a smoke. She ran from the dining and the crazy conversations of
her family, which she knew to be endemic to the essential idiocy of the Lerners (as she
saw it) and of course, the ultimate insanity of her father, who everyone knew was a
writer, an inventor of stories, a practical joker, a person who—as she came into the yard
Rex looked up at her from under his hooded sweatshirt.
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You’re family is completely cracked.
Yeah, I know. But I love them.
What’s up with your dad?
He had me late. I think he was in his forties or something.
So what? Does that make you a menopausal baby?
I don’t know what that makes me, Rex. Are you saying something?
No.
Can I have one? She took a Camel from the pack and lit it, the sudden rush of the
feeling of the smoke hitting her lungs, the satisfaction of momentary stimulation, the fall
day becoming night and settling all around them in a dark, dank, fog. Barney came out
into the yard and went to the fence where the two Czech (French) poodles next door
pranced around their yard, sending out pheromones to no particular male, but as a call to
all male dogs in the area. Barney barked, but they, in their imperial attitude, chose to
ignore this. Impetuosity getting the better of him, Barney stuck his nose between the
wooden slats of the fence and barked some more. His insistence on being noticed gave
them power and they walked away, tails held high in the air.
He’s in love with those dogs, Rex said.
Yes, but they think he’s a loser. He’s totally my dad’s dog.
Are you saying your dad is a loser?
I don’t know. He hasn’t sold a book in—forever. He’s been working on this novel,
off and on, for ten years I think, Andrea is basically supporting him, although the house is
paid for—
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He teaches doesn’t he?
Yeah, but God knows where his salary goes—Aaron and Nancy and their kids, and
he paid Natalie’s student loans from grad school, and he supported me and the band for a
while until I got that job as office manager at the Senior Employment Resource Center.
They love you there.
Yeah—I’m like their granddaughter or something. I don’t know. I have a thing for
geriatrics.
Yeah—your manager was geriatric.
He was forty.
That’s old.
Forty isn’t old! What a woose you are. She rumpled his thick, matted deep brown
hair. Anyway, I had an affair with a man older than that.
You did? When?
When I was nineteen. I was broke. I quit school. Dad was mad at me—he wouldn’t
support me and I was just starting the band-Palliative Measures-Yeah—we got a gig playing at the Jeroboam Community Center in Clinton Hill.
Well—are they religious?
Yeah—I don’t what, but their youth group wants some alternative music for their
get-togethers. We’re gonna clean up some of the lyrics.
Don’t do that song “My Hand Up Your Butthole.”
We haven’t done that in three months anyway.
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That’s cause Tom left and took the song with him.
Yeah. So I became a drummer cause he left.
You’re good. So what about the old guy?
What old guy?
The geriatric loser you fucked for money.
He wasn’t a loser. He worked with my Uncle Phil at the Justice Department.
Is your Uncle Phil really your Uncle Phil?
It wasn’t just money. And no—but we call him that anyway. So—Moses, but he
calls himself Miles—
Wait a minute—
His real name is Moses Chaikin but he changed his name to Miles Armstrong,
because it doesn’t sound as stupid and Jewish or whatever.
You fucked him?
He asked me.
Yeah, and?
And I said yes. Then he flipped a couple hundreds into my pocket and told me to
come back next week and I did. For a while. He got on my nerves.
I can imagine.
Well—it wasn’t cause he was old—fifty or something—and couldn’t get it up or
something, and anyway he worked out all the time so he had a great body—it was just
cause, he was married, he had a daughter older than me, and because he came to dinner
with Andrea and my dad one night! I nearly died.
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You were there?
Yeah—I came over to do my laundry and in walks Moses-Miles. I had a nick name
for him—Mucho Moses, cause he was big—
Bigger than me?
Oh, God—I thought it was women who had penis envy! It’s guys too?
You’re telling me this horror story about your years of prostitution to some guy
who could be your father.
It’s not incest. It’s just something that happened. He floated me until the band got
some gigs, and anyway, he bought us our first sound system.
He liked the band?
He liked me.
I’ve heard enough.
It was just when I was nineteen. In those years—you know, it seemed kinda
exciting.
I bet.
He got a little strange after I saw him at Andrea and Dad’s and we stopped seeing
each other pretty soon after that.
Rex pulled Abby suddenly close to him, holding her right, kissing her on the ears
and neck and hairline. I love you, he burst out suddenly.
I know Rex. And we’re going to get married and have babies, right?
Yes, he said, rubbing her ass with his hand. Let’s make them right now.
Here in the back yard? You’re on crack.
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OK. How about upstairs--?
Forget it. Later.
They kissed, his lips and tongue searching for the meaning of life inside of her
small, rosebud of a mouth, hoping that in spite of her experience and his lack of it, that
they would unite as some kind of inner-galactic force that had the power to change the
world, or at least the neighborhood. While they kissed Barney came by and snuffled
around Rex’s legs, smelling the heat of their moment and sexual surprise, hoping that
some of it might rub off on him or the poodles would suddenly leap over the wooden
slats and jump all over him.

Inside the house, Alan looked at his two Kennedy Silver Dollars, not sure whether
he should hold them aloft, put them in his pocket or give them to his father and mother
for safekeeping.
Maybe I’ve over invested in paternal figures and institutions, that are, in their very
essence, paternal—it has an Oedipal flavor about it, don’t you think? Andrea said to Phil.
They don’t pay me to think, he retorted.
That was rude, she countered.
I’m sorry, but my male paternal self feels threatened by statements like that. In fact,
I have a vested interest in those paternal figures and institutions, because I am one.
One what? Natalie asked as she breezed by, an institution or a man?
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Saul picked Alan up and gave him a kiss and a squeeze. I am so proud of you, he
said, then he turned to David holding Caroline, kissed Caroline’s sleepy cheek and
smoothed her tight brown curls.
I love these two people more than anything in the world.
I’m getting tired, Morris said.
Have some more wine, Natalie told him as she brought him another glass.
That’s why I’m tired.
Come into the study we call the office that is a library, Saul said to the Birkins, who
were still at the table picking through the remains of their meal. As they looked up at him
he noticed a slight impatience on Michael’s brow as if he resented the interruption of his
libations. Saul ignored this and nodded his head in the direction of the door to the office.
I’m taking them into the office now, he told Andrea.
Just don’t be rude, she said.
When am I ever rude?
I love you, she told him, kissed his chin and swept the plates from the table into the
kitchen. Michael and Sabrina got up from the table, wineglasses in hand.
I’m sorry you missed the service, but we never completed it anyway, Saul told
them as they followed him into the office where he shut the heavy oak door firmly and
beckoned them to sit on the couch against the wall in front of the numerous dark brown
bookcases filled with books, magazines, National Geographics, New Yorkers, New York
Review of Books stacked at the bottom, and above the cases and the newly installed track
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lights, Saul’s various placards, awards and both his and Andrea’s Bachelors, Masters,
PhD and Medical degrees in frames. It was an office intimidating, erudite and impressive.
So, Michael, you think you were invited here.
By you.
In a moment of complete sub-conscious explosion, I suppose.
In a moment that exists in another dimension, Sabrina said.
Well, what of it? Saul said and smiled. I’m crazy so we might as well let it out.
You could be one of those people, Michael offered.
What people?
Suffering from lateral episodic amnesia.
Oh, hell, what’s going on?
We came here to see you, say hello and plead our case.
Your case for what?
For a bigger part in your book.
That’s rich, Saul told them. Anyway, I’m thinking of killing off Fineberg.
What for? I told him his heart condition wasn’t serious.
Yeah, but you lied.
No I didn’t. That’s unethical and I live by a code of ethics.
Maybe you do but you also know when it is the right time to tell someone they’re
dying and when it isn’t. Anyway, you’re a fan of Fineberg’s work and you secretly want
him to finish his book before he kicks off.
Are you ascribing to me motives I don’t have? Come on!
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Come on? I am creating you—you are a creation of my mind.
I have a life of my own.
No you don’t.
I do. Maybe you just can’t handle it.
I’m killing him off. He needs to die.
Why—because you don’t like him? Or is it deeper than that? You want him dead
because you’re jealous of him! He’s everything you’re not!
Michael, don’t be so confrontational, Sabrina says with her soft as silk voice,
placing a hand with long white fingers, fingers that look as if they could play Bach,
Mozart, Rachmaninoff or any other great composer alive or dead, on his arm. He brushes
her hand away.
Stop it. I know what I’m doing.
Ah, the hubris the medical profession confers upon its undeserving demigods, Saul
said with a smile.
Wipe that smile off your face. You didn’t even write Sabrina. I brought her
anyway. I have more control than you think. And I think you’re messing with fire if you
kill Saul. He needs to live.
Why?
Because you need to live, that’s why. Of course, if he doesn’t die, Michael said,
thinking, it’s going to completely mess up your narrative. You’ve got an entire narrative
strand dealing with Saul speaking from out of body, after death—remember?
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I am getting instruction about my own work--from a character yet? What’s the
world coming to? And yes, he has to die for many reasons, that is certainly a major one—
but the main reason he is going to die is because I am the fucking God of the Book and I
want him to!
If he does, it could affect your life, too, Michael said in a soft voice.
I don’t think you should tell him that honey, Sabrina said giving Saul a look of pity.
Are you a doctor too? Saul asked her.
She’s an oncologist, Michael answered. Breast Cancer.
Well, thank God I don’t have breasts, Saul said, feeling his chest. I borrow on a
daily basis, however.
What you write is going to translate into your own reality, Saul. Haven’t you
noticed? You are God of your book so to speak, but more to the point, you are God of the
moments of your life—that is, you can choose to think or do what you wish at any given
moment, of course there is always the random factor for which we have no control, but
your thoughts are in your control and—
What are you trying to say? Saul asked.
I am saying—
Stop honey—
You are creating your own reality.
I know that, Saul said, smug.
No, you think you know it—but knowing is experiential my friend, and it must
spread itself throughout every aspect of life for a person to really know.
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I didn’t write you like this, Saul said just as Andrea entered the office. He looked
up at her with eyes wild and desperate, hoping she could intervene and stop this, or he
would wake up to find this one of his many explosive dreams.
Honey, we’ve all gathered around the fire you made and we’re singing songs—
Dayanu and Who Knows One, The One and Only Kid—you know? The sounds of off key
voices could be heard through the open door. Even Morris is singing, she added.
Saul felt a terrible pang—he wanted to be with his family but he was stuck in this
office with the characters of his imagination.
Andrea looked at Michael and Sabrina. Won’t you join us?
In a minute, Andrea, we’re in the middle of—
OK, honey, she said, giving Saul a rare sweet kiss on the forehead. Come out soon,
she said to the room and left.
She’s wonderful, said Michael.
Yes, said Saul, you couldn’t write a character like that even if you wanted to.
But you have, Michael said, you’ve written all of them—they are all the products of
your imagination.
Oh hell—is this some kinda New Age crap? This is real—all of it—I didn’t create
it! It just came.
With some help, of course, you created it yourself Saul. It doesn’t even exist,
really—none of it.
Oh fuck—Saul started but stopped. Forward motion halted with a thud. Huh?
Possible? Probable? Desirable? Impossible.
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Forget it Michael, you’re just trying to undermine my confidence.
The hell I am. I am just being true to myself.
True to yourself—that’s a laugh. You’ve got one lousy fucking scene and suddenly
you seem to think you have a lot of importance you haven’t even earned!
You invited me here to Passover. I would caution you not to be rude.
I did not invite you. You crashed.
I did not! I clearly remember—
You remember nothing because you haven’t got a fucking mind to remember with!
At this point Saul was shouting. Andrea came back into the office with a plate of
Passover candy and two cups of Earl Grey tea, which she placed on the side table next to
Sabrina.
Thank you, Michael said, a miffed tone in his voice, as if he had been personally
insulted. Sabrina looked up at Andrea with gratitude, two women having to deal with this
business of men and their little penis problems. Andrea touched Saul’s head with extra
special caution, love and deep concern, and left. Saul rose from the office chair and faced
Michael and Sabrina, with a smile on his face, the smile he often used as a teacher, the
smile that had brought him students for over thirty years, the smile that had made him an
endeared and beloved member of the academic community, the smile that allowed him to
introduce all sorts of ideas, thoughts, challenges and responses into the minds of the
young, the middle aged and lately the old that had entered his classes over the years.
We have a crippled democracy, my friends, and precisely when we ought to
celebrate freedom of speech, everyone is terrified to speak out against anything—the
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government, authorities, the administration of whatever organization they are part of,
tyrants in their own back yard! Now, here am I, the author of my own book, the God of it
so to speak, and my characters come to me with the language of terrorism. So, we’ve got
a war here—it’s my soul pitted against this probable illusion, the illusion that you people
exist, that characters of my imagination can materialize in the flesh, and tell me who they
are and what they are to do. I feel as if an alien group has taken over my creative process,
I am in an occupied country in my own home—now what do you think of that Dr.
Birkin?
I think you are desperate and grasping at straws.
You wish, Saul said.
Saul, why are you so recalcitrant? Sabrina asked, honey in her voice.
Don’t try to charm me, Sabrina; it won’t work. I don’t believe in you, and secretly I
doubt whether you believe in yourself!
Historians, writers, professors—incoherent creative types who want to present a
new version of life! Well, it’s the same old life—with a twist, said Michael with a wave
of his hand, as if he were waiving away the entirety of existence or at least, the
momentary reality of Saul’s existence.
Stop it, Saul said. I want you two to leave my house right away.
You can dismiss us from your house Saul, but we’ll continue to show up on the
page and there’s not a damn thing you can do about it. In fact, you won’t be able to
control it--we’re revisionist characters and we plan to do exactly what we want when we
want—we’re sick and tired of you Writer-God-like deists thinking you can control our
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lives. You can’t and we won’t let you! Just be on notice—this is all out, full scale
rebellion.
Oh, fuck off, Saul said. I’m going back out to my family to enjoy the fire, some
wine and sing songs. You can go out the same fucking door you came in and don’t come
back. You’re not welcome here.
I have the power to completely fuck with your book. We both have.
Your life too, Sabrina added. We can fuck with your life.
You don’t exist. At least not as you are. Who paid you? Who has it in for me?
There was a knock at the office door.
Who is it?
Aaron cracked open the door.
Hi, just thought I’d check and see how things are. Saul’s eyes met Aaron’s and of
course he smiled—Aaron had the quality of compassion, joy and electromagnetic energy
that could bring Saul right out of whatever funk or self induced illusion he was sunk in.
He could make him laugh, thank God, because Aaron, as much responsibility as he had,
the family, the kids, the wife, the house, the grandkids, the professorial career, never took
anything about it seriously. He had the quality of a bird lighting on branches—it was all a
lark and there were always new trees and branches to discover. He could pick up on
whatever was bothering Saul, stir up the winds of “whatever”-- (Saul often got stuck in
the muck and mire of his own guilt, where Aaron never felt guilty about anything), kick
those winds up into a frenzy of energetic fire and then suddenly with a wave of one of his
large hands, bring calm, bring peace, bring—whatever. A shift from whatever to
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whatever, Saul called it with characteristic bafflement. How does he do it? He would ask
himself on those days when nothing went right and his core belief in Murphy’s Law was
asserting itself with ferocious insistence, but of course how didn’t matter—the fact is
Aaron could do it, he would do it and he wanted to do it. The brothers loved each other.
The love had all the earmarks of passion, the kind of passion kindred spirits have for one
another when they discover they’ve got a lifetime together; a lifetime of imagining what
it would be like to be the other instead of oneself, a lifetime of trying out the roles and
seeing which ones fit, which ones feel like shit and which ones need to be discarded.
Aaron, the fun-loving, intelligent happy-go-lucky giant, (four inches taller than Saul) the
one who somehow always stumbled on survival techniques that astounded the older
brother who, once the serious one, had morphed over the years into a kind of caricature of
himself. They’d traded places and in their sixties Saul became the child and Aaron
became—well, if not the adult, then the concerned spark of creativity and imagination
sent to protect and defend his older brother. It was loyalty, it was love, of course, but it
was protection, it had a quality of mischief and angel all wrapped into the six foot two
inch package that stood at the door.
I thought Nancy put you to bed.
I got a second wind. Who are these people?
We’re characters.
Oh, you both look pretty normal to me.
No, they mean they are literally characters—in my book.
No.
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Yes.
Well, that’s silly. They’re just kidding.
No we’re not, said Michael.
I’ve asked them to leave.
Good idea, said Aaron. I’ll walk them to the door.
Thank you, Saul told his brother.
We haven’t had dessert, said Sabrina.
I didn’t even give you permission to be here, Saul told her. I didn’t even invent
you. And since you are uninvited, you don’t get dessert. Dessert is for those who earn it.
I invented myself, Sabrina smiled.
You have long legs, Aaron told her. She’s too tall for you.
For who? Michael and Saul asked simultaneously.
Sauly.
Let’s go, Saul said, I’m tired. I’ve had enough.
Come on. We’re singing songs and Morris fell asleep in his chair.
Saul got up.
This isn’t our last meeting, Michael informed him as he and Sabrina followed Saul
and his brother out of the office. You know what a dream is, Saul?
What? Aaron answered for him.
A dream is a wish your heart makes…Aaron sang and the two brothers laughed.
No, Michael said, a dream is a three-dimensional talisman.
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As far as I’m concerned—Aaron began and opened the door out into the living
room.
Saul. Michael put his hand on Saul’s arm and the pressure, while gentle, had an
insistence to it. Don’t you remember me?
No.
Well, I am not what I appear to be. I am an extension of the Central Sun—my life
stream issues from the Great Hub of the Spirit/Matter Cosmos. The earth is the crystal
chalice we’ve created—it reflects the many colors of the rainbow.
You’re nuts, Aaron said. I’ll walk you and your tall leggy wife to the door.
Thank you, Saul told his brother.
As Saul walked out of the office with relief he entered into a living room where
plates of fruit and cheese half eaten were strewn on tables, books and magazines were
lying haphazardly on the table, on the floor, draped on the arms of chairs, Morris snored
loudly in the arm chair next to Natalie who was talking to Phil who was watching Margo
talk to Andrea who was listening to the sounds of David and Marissa upstairs in the spare
bedroom, with the children, who had finally been put to bed with their Kennedy Half
Dollars under their pillows, Abby and Rex slept entwined, bodies, legs, arms and torsos
around each other, soul to soul, in the loveseat, Andrea had dimmed the lights and
snuffed the candles—everything was ready for the long night to be over.
As you see, the whole family’s winding down to go to bed.
Where’s Natalie?
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I put the girls downstairs, Andrea told him. Natalie went to bed. Saul had finished
the basement some years before with carpeting; a television, a bar and a small room off to
the side with a couch bed. He’d once planned to use it as an office, but after the kids grew
it became the place where people stayed when there was no more room upstairs.
Aaron looked at Michael and Sabrina. Coming? he said, but it was not a question.
Of course, Michael said. Thank you for dinner, he said to Andrea as they passed
her in the living room on the way to the front hall. Andrea looked after them with a
puzzled look on her weary face.
Who are they Saul?
Never mind, he said and blew into her ear. Let’s go to bed.
Gladly.
Phil—you and Margo are welcome to—
I can find my way out or in, Phil said waving his hand at Saul. You two retire.
Climbing wearily up the stairs, Saul placed his hands on Andrea’s waist. Downstairs
Aaron put on Paganini’s Violin Concerto No. 1 in D and the plaintive, lamenting sounds
of the violin drifted upstairs. Saul and Andrea opened the door to the bedroom where
Marissa and David, sharing the old double bed, slept stretched out on opposite sides of
the bed. In the crib next to the bed Saul tiptoed in next to Caroline to watch her sleep.
Alan was in the makeshift bed from a mattress on the floor, covered in Natalie’s old
camp blanket. All’s well, he said as he walked out and shut the door.
In their bedroom Andrea turned the bed down as Saul heaved himself onto the bed
with a sigh. Lying beside him, she leaned back into his body. He hugged her and then
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pushed them both onto the soft mattress and the pillows, Andrea, feeling the temporary
pleasure of her senses collapsing into the contentment of her husband’s warm body and
enveloping arms.
Passover had ended with the cosmic council exiting through the front door. Aaron
smiled, lit a cigar he’d been hiding in his breast pocket and slammed the door on a
smiling Michael and Sabrina, aware that the crystal chalice had just reflected a rainbow
of colors he had no intention of perceiving, except he caught a hint of a purple beam
coming from the skylight, even though it had been dark for several hours. As Paganini
played out the night Aaron thought of the old tune Bessie used to sing at the end of Sedar:
Adeer Hu, the refrain Bi-m’hayro, bi-m’hayro, B’yomaynu b’korov, Ayl b’nay, Ayl b’nay,
B’nay vayscho b’korov. Morris snorted and started in his chair. What’s that? he said. We
ought to get him into a bed, Phil said. I’ll put him on the leather couch in the office,
Aaron said. Where’s Nancy? Asleep downstairs. Let’s crack open the whiskey, Phil said
with a grin. Good idea. The two men went into the kitchen and Aaron found the bottle of
Jameson in the pantry. Ah yes, he said as he cracked the label and unscrewed the cap. Get
a whiff of this. Got another cigar? Phil asked. The two men sat at the small kitchen table
with their cigars and their whiskey. Natalie came into the kitchen with her old wine glass.
Did you forget me Uncle Aaron? Natalie, joining the two men at the table, her frame
nearly as tall as her Uncle’s, smiled up at the two most beloved men of her life. A toast,
she said. Long life, stout heart, said Aaron. To Bessie, said Saul. To Bessie, Aaron
echoed and the three drank to Bessie over the strains of Paganini.
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Back upstairs Saul’s head hit the pillow and his mind shut down like a lawnmower
hitting a rock. Andrea banged into dreamland and held images of castration next to
snippets of poetry from her childhood. Just as Saul left REM sleep and was about to drift
into deeper levels of consciousness the phone rang. His arm instinctively shot out to the
phone on the nightstand and he pressed the talk button. Yes? Saul? Yes? It’s Michael.
Who? Michael Birkin. You know—I had a thought. Instead of killing off Fineberg, why
don’t you just send him to a shrink? I have a doctor in mind for you—I mean, him. Who
is it? Andrea spoke through her nose, a leg flailing and crashing down into Saul’s groin.
Ow. What? asked Michael. It’s that fucking crackpot who thinks he’s a character, Saul
told her. Well, maybe she is, Andrea said, drifting back into sleep. Michael’s not a she,
Saul told her but she was gone. Saul? Saul? the voice on the phone called to his right ear.
What is it? I’m trying to sleep here! It’s been a long day. I understand, Michael told him.
Look, I’ll call you tomorrow. We can go all over this then. I have some ideas about how
we can get Fineberg straightened out. Look you schlemiel, I’m not taking advice from a
crackpot who claims to be my character, got that? Oh, of course. I understand. You said
crack shot, didn’t you? We don’t want to get them mixed up. What mixed up? Crackpot
and Crack shot, Michael said. Oh fuck off, Saul answered. I’ll call you tomorrow,
Michael told him, the slightest hint of compassion and empathy in his voice. How did
you get my number? Burnt Umbra? Michael asked. Forget it. Saul slammed the phone
back into its cradle, plumped the pillows under his head and allowed his anger to snake
up into the ether like so much smoke curling into the air. Anger and sleep do not coincide
and he wanted sleep more. Just as everything had eased into another creamy realm devoid
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of detail the phone rang again. Saul pushed the intercom button. What? Saul? What? I
think you’re really special, really swell, honest. I like you so very much. Do you like me?
Michael, how could I not like you, I made you didn’t I? Oh, no, I made myself. Well, you
sketched me but I filled myself out, if you get my meaning. No, I don’t get your meaning.
Sweet dreams Saul and sleep tight. The dial tone signaled Saul to push the intercom
button and slide back to sleep. God made an agreement with Joshua to make the sun
stand still, he reflected, so why not this cockamamie asshole character driving him crazy?
And finally, in the silent dead of night, he was absolutely wideawake.
That was my character calling back to tell me I’m swell, Saul spoke to the ceiling.
Hunnh?
You know—that guy—
The guests you invited?
The people who crashed.
Who are they?
My characters.
Oh. Hunnh. Saul—
Do you think I’m nuts?
I think we need to—Andrea said but the uncompleted sentence hung in mid air as
she drifted back to sleep.
Andrea? Saul touched her back with some pressure.
I donknowSaulwhathunh?
Do you think—
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Tests. We’ll talk about it tomorrow. Lateral episodic amnesia, she said and they
both crashed.
As Saul drifted softly into the lower regions of dreamless sleep thoughts coasted,
floated, glided across his consciousness until these moments and snippets of awareness
congealed into one perception: that he and the family had left out the one nugget, the
essential purpose to the Passover Sedar which was the sacrifice of Abraham. No one had
got to that point in the Haggadah that told the story of Abraham and his willingness to
sacrifice his only son at the command of God. Although, (this thought drifted into Saul’s
head at the same time) the Goat is often used as a symbol for Satan, and was Jesus the
Passover Lamb for humankind? Did blood need to be shed for all this awareness? Is
death necessary? Why do we have to sacrifice anything? These thoughts glided in and out
as Saul breathed in and out until there were no thoughts, just breathing.

Saul Lerner
After Passover is over I know I am crazy. Far from being something to fear, it feels
like a relief. At last I now know what is wrong. I feel that the only thing left is to keep
writing, have the family crash and careen around each other in my house for a few more
days, and finish this novel. I must finish the novel. Even if I am losing my grip on socalled reality.
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Saul Fineberg
Saul never had children. It was unclear whose “fault” it was, if fault were to be
found. Andrea had an irregular cycle, he had a low sperm count, perhaps it was never
meant to be and both of them suffered with silent guilt and open blaming of the other.
Oh, what a terrific burden to be the child of an artist! Saul thought at certain moments. To
be the child of a child, to watch a parent dance with the divine perception, tango with
imagination, in a way that every child thinks belongs to his childhood alone. What child
wants to share this imaginative journey with his parent? All children want is for the
parent to care for, nurture and love them unconditionally--then disappear! No parent
disappears of course, but some hide in the background sweetly, considerately; others
haunt their children with abuse, anger and resentment. The artist does none of this—he
plays with his child, and perhaps that is the greatest affront of all. To watch a parent play
with his deeper spirit, his ideas, his imagination, instead of delighting in the inventions of
the child—how selfish! Most artists who are parents end up being hated and resented by
their children and many of them are ego-driven and self-absorbed. The ones who try to
overcome this inevitably come face to face with the jealousy of their own children. There
is always one child who stands for the adult archetype; it is usually that one who will
blame and shake a finger accusingly at his or her parent, as if to say, grow up and face
reality as I have. The conservative child and the willful radical parent—what a tragedy! A
reversal of roles, so to speak; an unkind trick of life. The turbulence of guilt, expectations
dashed, envy, competition—is this the stuff parent and child go through? Saul asked
himself. The crimes committed in the name of familial love were not his choice, he
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decided, even though the choice was removed from him early in the marriage to Andrea.
In fact, perhaps it might have been a strong measure of sour grapes, especially when he
saw his colleagues delighting in and bragging about the accomplishments of their
children and now all of them basking in the joy of grandparenthood. “The reward for
parenting,” they always told him. In deeper, secret moments Saul felt a hard core of pity
and regret for the denial of creation that had come to him by his undeniable inability to
spawn something from his loins and the womb of his wife. He cursed God for this, if he
believed in Him, but somewhere inside his heart he paused—wouldn’t he have made a
great father? Doting or selfish? Who knew? He would never find out. Perhaps the birth of
humans in his life had been replaced by the birth of books. Perhaps the books were
compensation for the fact that as a man there was something cold, locked, distant and
undeveloped. Perhaps this very coldness would have been warmed by the touch of a
baby. Perhaps he was missing something but even though in small moments he knew this,
he still blamed Andrea. It was her fault! But of course, the darkness he felt went much
deeper than this. It was darkness old and velvet, spread out over all of him, it was the
darkness that even his doctor, his wife, his friends, his family could not fathom. It was the
darkness of someone who had checked out of himself a long time ago, the dim shadow of
a deep hatred for all things living because he was jealous. What was he jealous of? Like
Lucifer, he wanted the power of God and he wanted it all to himself and now, even now,
with the will swayed by his dying, the hatred did not dim—it grew stronger. Saul was a
man who hated himself with a fervor that no one could guess.
In chess, you have to be willing to sacrifice some key pieces in order to gain
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something more precious. Making your move quickly means a faster recovery, Saul
thought. He dealt the blow to his emotional indulgences in this way—like ripping off a
bandage. There was no sense in mulling over an emotional past that did not exist,
relationships (parent-child) that never happened, possibilities that did not materialize, (no
matter whose fault it was or not). Why sink down into that cesspool of regret? He had the
books. And the books would last longer than a child, the books would or could not talk
back to him or rip his careful construction of life apart, or shame him at the wrong
moment or any moment. The books would scream his talent to the world. A child would
be a wanton thief, a gonnif—someone to take from him the precious blood of his
imagination. No. He was better off without children, he concluded, the pale and weak
quality of the thought hardly touching his pain, but he ignored the inconclusiveness of it
all. He ignored the pain. Death comes, he thought, and this pain is just a guide to inner
peace. But he felt no peace as he thought this, only more questioning and an effusive
anger that made him want to go away and sleep forever.
Just as the usual thoughts of death began to overtake him, (and he, all the while
typing away at his book) he heard the front door slam and Andrea’s gust of wind entered
the hallway, the dining room, the kitchen, (the sound of her throwing things away
disturbing his “automatic writing” as he called it).
Is that you? he called rhetorically.
No, it’s not me, she said as she swished toward the study, where Saul had left the
door half open. She was munching a sandwich with spouts crawling out of her mouth and
hanging from the edges of her lips like worms.
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Come in here, he told her.
Why?
I want to show you something. Her flowing, out-of-date chocolate brown broom
skirt trailed behind her in a flash of silk. It made her sexy and feminine she thought,
unaware of the opinions of fellow workers at the theatre and actors, directors and stage
hands who thought it dated her and secretly loathed it.
Why are you wearing that? Saul sneered.
Because I like it. She ignored his tone, consciously did not look up at the ceiling at
his poster of the Tree of Life, (she hated it) and totally ignored the laughing Buddha with
his fat stomach staunchly guarding the windowsill.
Let’s talk, Saul said lacing his hands like the steeples of a Church above his gently
protruding belly.
About--?
I finished the book. I’m just adding a thing or two, but it’s essentially done.
Great.
Might I say—it’s a masterpiece?
No—you cannot say that about yourself. I won’t allow you to.
OK. I won’t. But it is. And it’s done before I keeled over.
I expected that. The last thing you want is to be is posthumous—you want to roll
around in the mud of glory and public approbation.
Damn right. Here Saul paused a moment, a dramatic pause which Andrea always
knew was the prelude to a magic moment she would surely regret later: a pronouncement,
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a salutary analysis of something she’d heard a thousand times before in slightly differing
variations and phraseology, a momentous nasty snide remark about her, or some other
person he knew, or maybe, like lately, a weirdly incongruous statement of love.
Let’s talk money, he said.
Money.
Money. When you’re poor you can be anything you want—everything is open to
you, you’re not subject to the public approbation—it’s doesn’t matter. Who cares about
the concerns of some poor slob that works at Wal-Mart—he has no social responsibility
or obligation except to go to his mindless job, put in the hours, get drunk after work or
some such thing.
Put food on the table for a family of five or six or seven—
Whatever, Saul waived his hand across the air where her words had fallen. Why
should we give working people the tools—the ways to defend themselves against private
power? Private power is all we have –it builds bridges, theatres, schools, universities,
everything we see is built on the intelligence of the rich and the wonderful flexibility of
the poor worker. I am sorry to say.
You’re not a bit sorry to say it. And this marvelous flexibility of which you speak
so eloquently—your father, who was a worker, in a sense—
Oh hell, he was a small business owner. He had a machine shop—he was like
Radio Shack minus the corporate executives telling him what to do. He fixed things.
He liked fixing things.
He hated fixing things. What’s the difference? We’re not talking about my father.
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Maybe we should.
What for? He’s dead.
Your idea of flexibility Saul, it really is just lipstick on a pig, huh? It means that
workers never know whether they will have a job from one week to the next, never know
what their hours are from one pay period to another, so they can’t make plans to visit the
doctor or take care of family needs, it means that they are expected to specialize in a
series of small, awful, boring mindless tasks that do not allow them enough time or
energy to think about anything except the task, that they are obliged to work thirty-nine
hours a week, or less, but certainly no more because that would mean they would require
health benefits and the employers--the corporate robber barons-- don’t want that. The
executive’s responsibility is to his shareholders, to maximize profit, market share and
power—not to his workers, who are more than likely going to die earlier than they would
if they had decent working conditions and health benefits so they could take advantage of
preventative health care! Executives make their profit by paying starvation wages to the
workers who perform the daily tasks that make the wheels of their consumer business go
round and round—like fucking rats in a cage!
Are you thinking of running for congress any time soon? Saul laughed, a rare
moment of jest, even though the jest was, as usual, at the expense of someone else. I
didn’t realize you were so informed.
I read Noam Chomsky too.
M-mm. And Howard Zinn’s People’s History of the United States. As if anyone
gives fuck what the Indians or the Slaves felt at the time. They were the conquered,
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weren’t they?
Saul, you forget you are from a conquered people—it is your family, some of
whom died in the Holocaust.
I know that.
Well, if you do—
I won’t identify with that loser mentality, that—that victim response to life. I am
not a victim.
You are what?
Your husband. I love you. Saul grabbed Andrea by the arm, the same arm he had
hurt the other day when he slapped her. Her initial response was to wince and flinch, but
he moved past this, pulling her forward until he could hold the back of her head and kiss
her long and hard. His heart was beating furiously and hers was too, although something
inside of her wanted to resist with all her strength, the force of his will and his love, (was
this love? she asked herself) swept over all of her own questions. It was his will—always
his will. She would have to adjust.
All right, he said, leaning back. That kiss will probably cost me my life. Grab me
my pills on the shelf.
You still make me tremble Saul. I wish it weren’t so.
Me too. She handed him three bottles of pills, which he opened furiously, hands
shaking. The water he said, pointing to the glass of water sitting in its own puddle on the
desk at an intentional distance from the neatly piled manuscript of seven hundred
pages—his last book.
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Have you changed the title? Andrea asked as she leaned over Saul, holding the
glass of water in her hands as he poured pills into his mouth. You’re not committing
suicide are you?
No.
I think you should go back to Dr. Birkin.
Michael’s busy. I can handle this. Saul swallowed his handful of pills, breathed
deeply and leaned back into his chair. That’s better. I don’t know what those things do—I
think they’re half aspirin or something—but it’s the placebo effect. There’s probably
nothing much the matter with me.
I have to be in the theatre tonight. We’re having a Q & A after the play.
Is Chris going to be there?
Chris? Chris who?
Farley. Chris Farley.
Foley.
So—you know who I’m talking about.
What about him?
Is he going to—is he?
Going to what, Saul?
Continue being your lover?
I don’t know what you’re—
You know what! Stop it! Saul bellowed into the quiet of his study, the rumble of
his vocal tones ricocheting off the walls, the curtains, the carpet, the couch; the books and
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into Andrea’s solar plexus.
All right.
Will you stop it? I can’t stand it anymore!
You’ve been screwing around with young girls for thirty years! Why can’t I have
something—it’s not even—he’s just a boy, for God’s sake! What harm?
What harm? What harm? If Saul had connection to his emotional heart he would
have cried but it was impossible. Instead he laughed. Forget it Andrea. I need to call my
editor and get this manuscript to him.
You want something for lunch? she said, automatically, as if the words had been
spoken for her, through her, some other personality, the “Andrea-doll” –the ventriloquist
speaking through the body of the woman standing in Saul Fineberg’s office, wondering
what she was doing there.
Just go make me something simple—nothing elaborate.
I have some ground beef—how about—
Something healthy like the sprouted worms you just consumed, for God’s sake!
All right, sprouts and lettuce and tomato on Russian rye—how’s that?
Fine.
Saul tuned away from her so she could not see his face—how he was unable at this
moment to control the movement of his features, and the eyes and mouth were twitching
or trembling, convulsing almost—something beyond his influence. It was ugly and Saul
did not like to appear ugly.
You’re not a kept wife, he said, his back to her.
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Of course not, she said. I never thought I was. I’ve worked damn hard for my
“keep.”
You weren’t kept.
I know that.
There’s the art of life and then there is the life of art. I am not sure which is which
any more.
Does it matter? She walked forward, putting her arms around his shoulders and his
back, putting her face next to his beard and kissing him on the forehead. Does it really
matter?
What do you live for Andrea?
Andrea was silent, the planes of her face, often smooth, wrinkling up into something
resembling age and ugliness. She’s hurt, Saul thought.
I live for you, Saul.
I don’t live for anyone or anything, he said.
Oh yes you do. You live for your art.
I just live, he countered.
Maybe that’s wise, Andrea said, keeping her arms firmly around him, holding him
next to her, his large bulk strong and sad and sensitive and defensive all at once.
You’re angry, she added, hoping he would open up to something. Maybe I’m on—
You’re just on death watch, he concluded, removing her arms from his chest and
back, swiveling around in the office chair to look at her, the uncontrolled planes of his
face now under the command of his conscious mind. I could call that kid right now and
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ask him over.
Andrea backed away from his chair and stood quietly looking at her husband, a
moment of peace came over her, almost like meditation. Saul grabbed the glass of
whiskey he had abandoned earlier and finished the rest of it. Could I have some more?
Yes.
Just a minute—he grabbed the folds of her broom skirt as she turned to go and
answer his command for more alcohol.
What? Let go. She pushed his large hand away.
Andrea fastened her eyes on Saul who brushed his hair to the side, off his forehead.
It doesn’t matter to me. I am doing it for you. Should I call him?
Let’s put on some music and I’ll make your sandwich, she said. She went over to
the iPod on the little stand next to his computer and dialed until she got to Coldplay’s
Parachutes. Listen to this while I make the sandwich, she told him. In an instant, as she
brushed out of his office, she realized that it really was over. She was in control, she was
the boss and he was slowly sinking into the quicksand of major transition. She didn’t
really believe he would die, at least not that soon. It wasn’t that serious. His heart
condition—it was minor, or well—it was major later on, but not life threatening right
now and from this point on—
Saul felt tears coming. It was the first time. He couldn’t remember crying even as a
child. And certainly not when his parents died their respective deaths. He didn’t believe
in sentimentality. No one has to wait in line to see if life is promising, he thought. I’ve
already realized all the promise there is. The tears would not stop and Saul had to allow
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himself to cry for the first time in his life. It did not feel good, but then nothing unfamiliar
feels good, especially when there is no name for the experience, although the word grief
comes to mind.

Saul Lerner: Lunch with Phil
Phil insists on having a post-Passover lunch to discuss what happened over
Passover and for once I have absolutely no desire to do so. The whole brouhaha with
David and Sabrina has unnerved me and I don’t want to talk about it. And I am lying in
anticipation of the dreaded phone call that will come again, this time advising me on how
to rewrite the mess or make his character bigger or something. And this all presupposing
that Michael and Sabrina even exist, and that is another sore point. Phil says to meet in
Adams Mill Bar and Grill in Adams Morgan, a neighborhood I usually avoid because of
its noise and youth. The neighborhood has its own net page so all those young
government clones can network with each other or something. Was I like this in my
twenties and thirties? We were too busy reading Proust and Hemingway, dreaming of
girls and smoking drugs to notice we were “networking.” No one thought about jobs as
something serious—a job was something you did until you got to do something serious.
Although here was I, becoming a professor and a teacher and a married man and raising
kids—by the time I was thirty I was already behaving like the old man I am today. So
these kids—oy, I think. I am sounding like my father constantly gvetching about the
younger generation. Then I realize, as I walk into the grill, greeted by the well-dressed,
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young of Washington DC with their cynical, sarcastic yet expectant faces turned up to me
in surprise, (men of my ilk don’t belong here, they seem to say), that old age is just a lot
of grumbling about getting old and resenting the young. I hate myself for succumbing to
that caveat—I always swore I’d be a “hip oldster” but as Garcia Marquez said once, the
privilege of his age was that he didn’t have to receive communication. So I’d rather not
know, thank you, about anything. Existing in my own world, I can make up the rules, the
game and play it anyway I want. It’s only when I got out “there” that I am confronted
with what some term reality, although I see it as just another group fantasy that I haven’t
been asked to play. They didn’t invite me; I’m an intruder, so fuck them. But “them”—
who are they? They are the students I teach and I kind of like those youngsters—I have a
fond feeling of affection for them as I rip apart their work, trying not to annihilate their
egos entirely in the process, but oftentimes I do although I am known as the “nice”
professor in the department. Am I nice? I don’t feel too nice half the time; I just don’t
take it out on the little girls who haven’t become women yet or the women who are trying
to be little girls, or the guys who all want to be Pyncheon. In my day we all wanted to be
Steinbeck or Hemingway and some of the more ambitious thought about being
Dostoevsky or Gogol or Chekhov—even Flaubert. These days I am liking DeLillo and a
new favorite: Halldor Laxness, the Icelandic that no one seems to know won the Nobel
prize for literature. When I read Laxness I see the Midnight sun, feel the cold, icy glare
of snow amongst the laughing, indolent Icelanders, who think our desperation ludicrous.
A kernel of Laxness’s humor and joy would do us a world of good. Is he making fun of
people? No, I think he is singing of himself, the wonder of life and the strangeness of it
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all. I think about Laxness and the smiling face on the back of his books as I sit in a booth
at the rear of the grill and wait for Phil who walks in a mess—the usually square face
taking trapezoidal proportions, looking larger than even his usual largeness, unhappy, his
corduroy jacket ten years behind the times; the shadow of a beard. He might be drunk, I
can’t tell.
I’m drunk, he says as he sits down.
I can see, I say.
It’s over.
What? You got fired?
No fuck that—I’ll be at the Justice Department until I keel over my latte. No. Me
and Margo.
You saw that coming. We all did.
She’s moving out, he says, brushing a large beefy hand attached to his arm across
the table and knocking over a glass of water. We watch as the water gushes over the
table, missing both of our laps as it drips and runs onto the floor.
I’m sorry, he says.
I’m not wet, I tell him.
Good.
The waiter comes over, a small black-haired Latino with a smirk on his face.
We’re sorry, Phil tells him as the waiter silently, grudgingly wipes the spill with a
large white napkin. I’ll get a mop in a minute, he says to no one, or the bartender, or the
eyes of the owner peering out from the back wall.
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Are you ready to order? he says as he straightens up and I see he has green eyes and
he is not Latino but maybe Italian or something. With a gesture rehearsed, probably in
front of a mirror, Phil waves off the waiter and picks up one of the menus I’ve ignored.
We haven’t even looked at the menu yet, he tells the green-eyed Italian-Latino waiter
who smirks again at both of us and moves off.
He’ll make us wait for eternity, I tell Phil, in retaliation.
So what? I’m planning a long lunch.
The lunch turns out not to be as long as he hopes. Our sandwiches come, Phil eats
as if he hasn’t eaten in a decade, but his body speaks otherwise, I finish off the sandwich,
some wonderful cabbage soup and a salad, a couple of beers, and Phil ruminates while I
chomp and chew and swallow.
I just didn’t see it coming. I thought we could work it out.
Margo was miserable.
Miserable? I gave her everything.
You gave her too much. You should have held back something.
Look who’s talking! You don’t hold anything back from Andrea.
We have a different marriage. You need to quit your job.
What are you talking about?
You need to start writing again. Engage in something creative. You must have an
enormous IRA now—what do you need to work for? You’re passed sixty-five, you could
draw on social security. I would while it’s still there. Who knows what’ll happen in a few
years after a few more wars. The fund will be depleted soon enough.
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This is exactly the kind of talk I have at the office. I don’t need to have it here.
You need to, well, pardon my corn, follow your bliss.
If I didn’t have work I’d go nuts. Look at you. You sit around all day teach part
time and the next thing you know—
You think I’m crazy.
We all do. But we love you anyway.
So, the next thing you know—what?
You think your characters are coming in the door.
My characters did come in the door.
You hired them. They’re actors. A little Passover entertainment--an ironic joke. We
know you Saul. You love to tamper with people’s illusions, with their cultural
expectations. You love to tamper with life—you can’t stand group expectation. You’re
always trying to confound it! You’ve been doing this since we were kids. You know that.
The Cantor practically threw you out of haftorah class. You brought in some asinine stuff
from some guy—
Hermes Trismigeistus—
Yeah—Alchemy no less.
It’s not that complicated.
I don’t want to hear it now.
Are you going back to the office?
No. Are you teaching today?
I’m meeting with two thesis students for a few hours. I didn’t hire them, Phil.
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What’re you telling me—we have group insanity?
Maybe. You did see them didn’t you?
Briefly. I had a lot of wine. And Margo was doing weird things to my head. I can’t
talk to her about anything anymore.
I’m sorry.
Me too.
I didn’t hire them.
I choose not to believe you, because, if I do believe you, God damn it Saul, we’re
all crazy and I refuse to accept that.
Imagination can set free forces that enable us to alter matter. That’s one of the basic
laws of alchemy.
Shut up.
No.
The bill came, we split the lunch on our credit cards and Phil sneezed into the
remains of his coffee. Out on the street the afternoon sun hit our faces like headlights
glaring from an oncoming car. Neither one of us wanted light—we needed a dark place to
do our respective mental masturbation.
Let’s go to my place, I tell him.
All right. My car is back at the Justice department.
I’m right down here. I have to nip out to school for a few hours.
I’ll sleep on the couch in your office.
It’s Andrea’s office. He looks at me.
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It was always your office. All your books are there.
And hers.
It’s your office.
She took it over.
But lately you’ve been taking it back.
Only in the last few days. Ever since—
Ever since we had collective insanity and your characters walked through the door,
right?
Right.
I am hoping that Phil and I could actually talk about Michael and Sabrina but I can
see it won’t happen today. My car is parked down the block from the restaurant on
Adams Mill Road. We drive over to Wisconsin and I park in front of my house on 35th
Street. The hotel next door, the gigantic monster of a house that must be worth five mill.
if it’s worth anything, stares at us from its huge stone and glass façade as Phil and I go
into the front hall. On the dining table Andrea has left me a note on the table.
Michael called and left a number. He said to call him back. I’ll be home for dinner.
Could you pick up some lamb chops? Love A.
I crumble the note in my hands and look at Phil, who is hanging his creased,
corduroy jacket on the back of one of our kitchen table chairs.
Make yourself at home.
Will, he says and looks inside the cupboard for another bottle of whiskey.
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Aaron and you finished off all the whiskey on Passover, I tell him. There’s a bottle
of Chateau Brillette in the basement—my editor gave it to me years ago—it’s worth
thousands of dollars I’m sure.
I don’t need to waste a pedestrian, utilitarian drunk on a haughty arrogant wine.
Beer’ll do.
Suit yourself. I have to run off to campus for a few hours. Could you crash in the
office and make yourself scarce when Andrea gets home?
Wha bout the lamp chops?
I can get that on my way back.
You need to call tha-actor.
You’re slurring your words—could you stand some coffee? I begin pouring water
into the coffee maker and sloshing Breakfast Blend into the papered cone. What actor? I
ask, innocently.
The guy who played the guy—you know who!
Dr. Birkin?
Kierkin—yeah.
Birkin. I’m not calling that asshole. He has no business in my work. I am cutting
his character completely out of the book anyway-I’ll replace him with something else.
A donkey?
No. Phil. Sit down. I shove him into one of the kitchen chairs, where he idly toys
with the stack of books on the corner of the table, Bleak House on top. Fog everywhere,
Phil reads in his best drunken Dickens voice, Fog up the river, where it flows among
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green aits and meadows, fog down the river, where it rolls defiled among the tiers of
shipping and the waterside pollutions of a great (and dirty) city. Beautiful isn’t it?
Absolutely beautiful. Who could write like this except Shane MacGowan? And Dickens.
Shane MacGowan, I repeat, not understanding this incongruous segway.
It was Christmas Eve babe
In the drunk tank
An old man said to me, won't see another one
And then he sang a song
The Rare Old Mountain Dew
I turned my face away
And dreamed about you
Got on a lucky one
Came in eighteen to one
I've got a feeling
This year's for me and you
So happy Christmas
I love you baby
I can see a better time
When all our dreams come true
Phil and I sing together, reminiscing about our hero, the drunken, lyrical paddy
poet Shane MacGowan. Phil is in danger of pulling me down into his lyrical slurring
descent into maudlin self pity—I wouldn’t make my office hours, I would miss all those
wonderful little hopeful eyes peeping out of faces that haven’t ever seen failure or
success for that matter, it is all a clean slate for these kids. I could have been someone/
well so could anyone…Phil shouts from the kitchen. Where’s the CD? he screams! Where
is it? If I Should Fall From Grace? Where the fuck is it Saul?
I go over to the section of the living room where I’ve put those built in IKEA CD racks
and where Andrea, in one of her moments of categorization frenzy, alphabetized
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everything and there in it’s own cubby hole are the collection of the Pogues, including If I
Should Fall From Grace. I hand it to him.
I’ve got it on my iPod too, I tell him.
I can’t fool with that now, he says, grabbing the CD from me, fumbling with his
large, full-grown man’s hands to get it open. Where’s the CD player?
In my office--where you should be going to listen and lie down on the couch.
Good.
Phil, like an obedient dog, follows me to the office. I put the CD on for him, A
Fairytale of New York selected first—
Put it on repeat! he shouts.
Barney comes into the office offended that Phil has taken over the place. Here
Barney here! Phil condescends to call to him but Barney disdains these efforts.
Put it on repeat! Phil shouts again and collapses onto the couch.
I leave him there with the song on repeat, shutting the door, which, while not
soundproofed, is thick enough to keep the song from reverberating all over the
neighborhood and grab my keys and my big black back stuffed with folders, papers and
thesis projects. Barney whines until I open the door of the office to let him out.
Dejectedly, he mopes off toward the kitchen and the bone I got him a few days ago.
You stay here and keep an eye on things, I tell him, until Andrea comes home. I’ll
be back later.
I leave the house, thanking god I am not in New York, in the Drunk Tank or in
London with fog dropping and dropping all over the hands and eyes and minds of
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everyone alive. This is not Dickens’ universe, with fog all around us and we are not
waking up in the balloon of poverty or hanging in the misty clouds. And thank God for it,
I think as I drive out to the end of the street, shivering inside of my jean jacket, even
though the day is sunny and warm.

Barney
I’m supposed to make do I suppose with this damned bone while Saul goes off and
leaves me with his drunken friend. Phil annoys me. I am annoyed a lot. Saul and I didn’t
do our long excursion today—it was down the block, piss on a few trees, and back. Now
that Natalie and Marissa and Abby are all gone from the house—I miss them—the noise,
the chaos, the craziness, Abby and her boyfriend practically fucking each other in every
corner, Marissa’s soft, sweet reassurances, Alan who—now I think of it—it was Alan
who let those cockamamie characters into my house! Well, I suppose technically it’s
Saul’s house, but whatever. The kids I miss. Even Morris, although I’m sure he’ll turn up
in the next few days. I’ve got to turn Saul around right about all this character stuff. He’s
clearly deluded, but why me? Why must I be the one to set things straight? O cursed
spite, that ever I was born to set it right. A Shakespeare spouting dog—if they only
knew. You’d think they –the royal, ubiquitous they--would send someone to inform Saul
who spoke English! Or who spoke at all! Someone higher up than me, although I am
reassured that I am loyal, faithful and as high up as I need to be.
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The Kid
The law firm of Shapiro and Snow visited Chris in the hospital, although he was
unable to talk with them. It was actually Shapiro who visited—Snow was in court.
Chris’s parents had taken the plane from Kalispell airport and arrived at National Naval
Medical Center where he had been transferred from INNOVA emergency after the
accident. Bart Shapiro, who received his law degree from the University of Maryland,
was genuinely concerned about Chris, although he knew from experience that one-car
accidents were often fatally incapable of collecting much in the way of compensation.
The kid had no alcohol in his system so it wasn’t a case of drugs or alcohol—possibly
suicide? Bart contemplated this as he walked out of the hospital. The parents appeared
bewildered, confused and not likely able to pull together the necessary resources they
would need to care for Chris. He would end up in a nursing home and that would be a
tragedy, Bart mused as he clicked his key ring unlocking the driver’s side door to his
Lexus.
****************

Chris lay in traction in the bed in intensive care. There were five rotating nurses
that saw to him around the clock, but he had very little awareness of them. He only felt a
rising and falling sense of nausea and sickness—he threw up regularly it seemed—and he
was aware that his body was rotating like a pig on a spit. At times he would be staring at
the ceiling, at times at the floor. His frame was encased and strapped into a structure that
allowed no movement. There were pins locking his head and neck into an unmovable
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position. He drooled, was fed intravenously, had no recollection of time or space, found
himself sinking into dreamless sleep, watery floating, sinking, sludge-filled sleep as if he
were held down on the bottom of a giant ocean covered with seaweed, waves, algae and
plants green and gargantuan with no names. He had no memory of the accident or that he
had been transferred from INNOVA to Bethesda Naval Hospital. His mother sat by his
bed and cried, his father paced the floor, drank coffee after coffee from the hospital
cafeteria, they silently shoved food into their mouths at intervals, and took turns sleeping
on the brown chair next to Chris’s bed. At night his father, Chris Sr. told his mother,
Marilyn (once McPhee) to go back to the motel in Bethesda to sleep but she never did.
The Foley’s trip to Washington D.C. was dreadful, silent and filled with unspoken grief.
Marilyn tried to read but found herself reading the same paragraph over and over and
finally gave up. She held onto her husband’s right hand with her left and stared out the
window at the clouds. On the plane (they had to switch in Chicago) Chris Sr. had plenty
of time to let his thoughts roam. He had been a navy combat field historian during two
tours of duty in Viet Nam, from 1967 to 1971. After an accelerated training session at the
Department of Naval History in Washington D.C. he was sent to Viet Nam, billeted
initially in the far reaches of Cholon, the Chinese sector of Saigon, and ten miles from the
NAVFORV headquarters where the main office was. The hotel, jokingly called “War
Zone Charlie,” was in the middle of nowhere. Chris Sr. slept with one eye open the first
few weeks, thinking his safety was at stake every second. There was no military bus to
pick he and his four other buddy historians up and take them from military base to
military base—they had to make a daily one-mile trek to the military bus pickup, and
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they soon found out that it was unsafe to take the same bus or the same route everyday so
they spent evenings planning alternative routes for the next day. When he first arrived incountry Chris Sr. had underestimated how crucial it was to spend most of your waking
hours engaged with protecting your life. His Bachelors had been in history and Marilyn
was pregnant with Chris’s older brother (who died in infancy at age three months) in
1969, but she got pregnant again with Megan when he came back on leave in 1970. Ten
years later Chris came along—the surprise. Sr. wasn’t there for the birth of any of his
kids. When Chris came along he was already in his fifties and his mind had turned
elsewhere.
Your mind tells you that every Vietnamese person is a threat and of course this
produces a constant state of not just paranoia, but fear, underground fear of course,
covered with a kind of bravado, but not the kind Chris Sr. was used to. He just wanted to
go back home and teach history to high school kids in Kalispell, Montana. After a while
he and his buddies effected what they called a wise-ass, flippant attitude, but secretly
every time he saw motorcycle go down the road with a young Vietnamese kid on it, he’d
imagine the kid was hiding a 7.62mm AK-47 assault rifle somewhere on the bike and was
ready to “grease” him. Even though he didn’t consider himself combat material, he was
employed by the Navy; he was there to record all of this for the historians to make sense
of and his job was to stay alive. But that wasn’t for the Navy, that was for Marilyn and
the baby and the future babies to come. He couldn’t really dig deep and find within
himself all this patriotic shit everyone was talking about. He loved his country, he loved
America, he specialized in American history, he loved the constitution and all that—he
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was even thinking of getting his Masters at the University of Montana if he could talk
Marilyn into living in Missoula with all those college kids for a few years, but she was a
die hard Kalispell girl and her father had been a rancher and her relatives were Blackfoot
from Browning Res., so he had his doubts. But love of his country was a distant drum and
the real cause of his being here in this hot, jungle was his father who had been a WWII
veteran and wouldn’t have respected his eldest son for reneging on his duty. So Chris Sr.
found a way to go without enlisting for combat or field duty, and yet here he was incountry always looking over his shoulder. He spent seven days in the Mekong Delta with
a fellow historian named Nick, (he always teased him calling him “Nick Adams” after
Hemingway’s hero). They visited PBR (Patrol Boat River) bases along Bassac, Ham
Luong and CoChien rivers. They stopped at Dong Tam, a large army base carved out of
the jungle. Later when Chris Sr. saw Apocolypse Now, he’d had to leave in the middle of
it made him so sick. He’d thrown up in the men’s room of the theatre and waited for
Marilyn and the kids outside in the car. They were even making helicopter drop-ins with
Helicopter Attack Light Squadron Three (HAL-3) Detachment at Vinh Long, the
provincial capital of Vinh Long Province. These guys were the “seawolves” who flew
missions to support the PBR’s and river force assault boats. They went on dangerous
missions. Chris remembered holding the leather-bound notebook Marilyn had got him
before he left on his lap, his hand shaking from the helicopter and the noise and the dives,
trying to write some notes so he could pull it into some kind of order when he got back to
base.
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As a combat field historian, he had a unique set of military open-ended orders,
which authorized his group to go anywhere in South Vietnam where Navy units were
located. This covered from the DMZ all the way south to Phu Quoc Island in the Gulf of
Siam. Phu Quoc is the home of Vietnam's best Nhoc Mam, a very pungent fish sauce
made from fermented fish. They flew in anything that had wings or rotary props, and that
also included Air Vietnam, which the men jokingly called "Air Nhoc Mam" because of
the smell. In the end he had to do a write up of all his experiences, which the Navy kept it
in a bound notebook somewhere in its vaults or in a library. He always wondered what
would happen if he pulled out his notes and tried to get the thing published, but they’d
made him sign a waiver that everything he witnessed, saw and wrote about was now sole
property of the Navy. At the close of his last tour, with Marilyn at home with her parents
and Chris Jr. just six months old, Chris Sr. did a write up of the Danang Naval hospital.
Inside of an enormous triage field tent, with the stench of bodies, alcohol, blood and
wounds, the screams of men, doctors covered in blood, Chris Sr. stood and spoke with
two doctors on duty who were trying to decide who of the seriously wounded Marines on
stretchers would receive immediate care and who was beyond treatment. It was there that
something clicked inside of Chris Sr. and he made a decision that the only way to survive
this life was to become to jaded to all the suffering inside of it. He became callous,
although the small deep heart of feeling did not go away, it just got buried deeper inside-in a place that was too hard to reach. In fact, he also made a decision that most of what he
saw and felt, shrapnel flying in sandbagged bunkers, the legs of fellow soldiers covered
in blood, lying on his cot with his helmet and shoes at the bottom near his feet, hearing
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someone scream “in coming!” jumping into his shoes, putting on his helmet and running
outside the bunker in his skivvies, only to watch dirt flying in every direction and getting
so much dirt in his eyes he couldn’t see—he decided to wipe all of it from his memory
banks. Until now, when he was traveling with Marilyn to see their son at Bethesda Naval.
As soon as he heard the news Chris Sr. got on the phone to his old friend Nick and
got Chris Jr. transferred to Bethesda where he knew he’d get the best care, and he made
sure that hospital personnel knew Chris’s father was a decorated Navy Vietnam vet and
historian. Marilyn decided to leave Chris’s sister Patty at home. At sixteen, Patty was
nervous and wanted to fly with her parents—she worshipped Chris, but Sr. was adamant.
He couldn’t handle two women on this kind of mission.
Renting a car from the airport, Chris Sr. and Marilyn drove from Dulles to
Rockville Pike merging onto Wisconsin and turned into the hospital grounds. A marine in
fatigues came to the car window.
I’m here to see my son.
Can I have your driver’s license sir?
What for?
Identification is required sir.
The soldier took his license and several others soldiers came from somewhere to
join him.
I am a Navy Veteran of two tours in Viet Nam. Would you like to see my Veterans
card?
That won’t be necessary sir.
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After some minutes, the young man came back.
What’s your son’s name, sir?
Chris Foley, Junior.
The soldier went back into the booth and Chris Sr. saw him make a call on the
mobile phone unit attached to the booth.
OK, sir, you’re cleared to go ahead. Go straight on, follow around the curve and
stay left for the Visitors Parking lot.
Chris Sr. rolled up his window and drove on according to the young soldier’s
directions.
What’s that all about? Marilyn asked, is it always like this?
I don’t know, Chris Sr. said, the muscles in his jaw clenching and releasing, clenching
and releasing. It might have something to do with all this brouhaha at Walter Reed.
But that’s a different hospital!
They’re tightening the screws on military hospitals honey.
Yeah—and they probably don’t want us to know just how bad those boys look
coming back from Iraq, isn’t that right?
Chris Sr. chose not to answer. He remained silent when she got on one of these
rampages about the current war in Iraq, but he secretly thanked God he didn’t have a son
draft age, and that Chris, aberrant as he was, would never be military material.
Inside the hospital it took them twenty minutes and several elevator banks before they
stumbled into the ICU unit. Chris’s bed was on the far left and the curtains were drawn.
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After two or three days, (they lost track of time and days) they both stumbled into
the motel room, with their still-packed suitcases on the queen beds, brushed their teeth,
showered, went to the toilet, stared out at the traffic coming down Rockville Pike and
drove back to the hospital. They decided to go to Jr.’s apartment in Fairfax and pick up
some of his things. Chris Sr. got lost even though the nurse had printed out the Map quest
directions. He forgot to get off at the Braddock Road exit and had to loop around again.
Once inside the apartment, Marilyn collapsed in the only chair, a folding chair next to the
bed.
This is depressing, she said.
He’s a god damn grown man in his twenties, Chris said. He’s not a child.
Everyone’s a child.
I’m not.
Marilyn looked at him. Maybe not, she said. You’ve never been a child.
I was once.
Yeah—that was before Vietnam.
Vietnam has nothing to do with it. I had a wife and family to take care of. I had
adult duties and responsibilities. What’s this kid doing but running all over the place
trying to be an artist.
He’s a writer. So were you, once.
I was an historian. That’s not the same thing.
It’s writing isn’t it?
History isn’t bullshit.
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Marilyn looked at her husband of forty-two years. Whatever happened to that
wonderful young, thoughtful, intelligent guy she married?
Don’t get settled here, he said, we have to go back to the hospital.
I know.
Dr. Dvoskina is there making rounds and I want to corner him.
It isn’t necessary to ‘corner’ him, as you put it. This isn’t a military operation. This
is your son.
I need to talk with him. We need to know where things stand—how long this is
going to take—what’s the next stage? You know?
I know, dear. Marilyn rose from the chair and went over to her husband, whose
emotions were fighting like hell to stay down where they belonged—in that deep
cavernous place inside of him. She put her arms around his shoulders.
Honey, it’s ok. Whatever happens, we’ll handle it. We always have. Chris is our
baby and we’ll take care of him, no matter what.
What if he’s paralyzed Marilyn—what’s to become of his life?
He’s a survivor like his father, she said. She picked up her scarf that had fallen
from her shoulders onto Chris’s bed. On the bed she saw a few books and a pile of
papers.
Should we bring him his pajamas?
What for? He can’t wear them.
All right.
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This room—depresses me. Chris Sr. walked despondently over to the kitchenette
and opened the fridge.
There’s nothing in here. He can’t even take care of himself!
Marilyn knew that if Chris said one more thing she would burst into tears.
Isn’t that true? Didn’t you spoil him?
I loved him! she cried and burst into tears. Chris Sr. resisted going to her, but
instead slammed the refrigerator door shut.
Let’s go, he said and walked to the front door. Have the keys?
Marilyn followed her husband out of the apartment, standing in the darkened
hallway while he locked the door lock and the bolt lock.
Outside the sun had gone away and the day had turned overcast, slate-colored gray
and grim.
I don’t like this place, it’s grimy, Marilyn said.
Me neither, Chris said as he opened the car door for her. I’m sorry, he said quietly,
and touched her arm as he shut the door.
She looked out the window and did not answer.

*************

Andrea called Chris’s cell phone repeatedly and got no answer. She felt something
desperate about Chris—like he might do something stupid or bizarre, she ought to go
over to his apartment but she was afraid to leave Saul alone in the weird state he was in—
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something might happen without my permission, she thought with an ironic twist of her
mouth, but then she knew that the notion of permission was just a joke—no one got
permission for anything—it all just happened, sometimes too slowly, sometimes too fast
and if she left Saul alone he might—these men—they simply cannot handle life, and yet
could she? Walking into the office with a plate of things to nibble on—these days in the
feverish pursuit of the ending of this last—latest book--he only wanted to nibble—slices
of cheese, crackers, celery, carrot sticks, a few anchovies and some Greek olives, Andrea
put a gentle hand on the back of his neck. He was staring out the window.
Are you upset because you’re done?
Maybe.
She set the plate on his desk carefully making sure it was far from the manuscript
pages, a thousand of them piled neatly to the left of his computer.
We have no children, he spoke to the window, which she had opened a slight bit to
put some freshness into the musty air of his office.
Saul, for goodness sakes, we’re not going over that are we?
It’s all tied up with money. We never finished the discussion about money. He
turned sideways to look at her. You changed your skirt.
Yes. She had run upstairs and thrown on her sweat pants and a large yellow T-shirt
of Saul’s.
I like that better. Don’t you?
Sure. Andrea sat on the deep red leather couch across from Saul’s chair.
Aren’t we going to have sex again Andrea?
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Saul—
Is it over?
No. I love you.
Yes.
We’ve had more sex in the last month than we’ve had in ten years, for God’s sake.
I always get horny when I’m finishing a book.
I can’t understand that. When I’m writing—when I was writing—
You’ll write again.
She answered him with silence.
You will. You will write again, Andrea. When I’m gone.
Why do you choose to be so dramatic about this? Your heart condition is under—
Under control? No it’s not, he said putting a piece of celery and a Greek olive into
his mouth, it’s far from under control, in spite of all the lies you and Michael Birkin tell
me to keep me going, to placate me, probably.
We’re not—
You are! he shouted.
I hate you shouting.
Don’t get up. There’s a lot you need to know about the money. The IRA, my
investment portfolio, who to talk to, the bank accounts—I’ve got an account with a
company in Peru for Christ’s sake.
I didn’t know that.
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I’ve never told you—where it went, what I did with it, I thought it was better to just
make sure you had what you needed.
I could have handled it.
I didn’t go that way.
So why go there now?
You know why.
She sighed and he looked again at her. Your breasts pop in that shirt, he smiled.
Thanks.
Andrea knew she had a choice here to either capitalize on the breast-popping
compliment or leave the office with the tantalizing odor of anticipation riffling the
molecules of air behind her. She chose the latter.
Anticipation is three quarters of gratification, Saul remarked as she left, with a
small dose of snide import to his vocal inflection. Andrea knew his snide energy well and
found the kitchen a safe haven from all of that—the smell of spice, the imagination of her
mind welling up into recipes with cardamom, cilantro, roasted garlic, marjoram flakes—
the world of food swirled around her fingertips like the world of words floating inside of
Saul’s brain: She doesn’t need me, he thought with an odd sense of relief. There was
satisfaction in that. But why should there be? he questioned himself, unless—unless—the
uncompleted thought rose into his nostrils like the flare of fire on a summer night—the
smell of burning or was it his imagination? Was he actually looking forward to
annihilation at last? He decided to walk upstairs and have a bath. Water was always the
best solution for thoughts of total destruction.
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I have to go to the theatre! Andrea shouted up the stairs to Saul, who had started the
bathwater running.
So go! he shouted down and then came to the top of the stairs. Andrea stood at the
bottom, staring up at this glorious, hated man, standing over her with his shirt off and
wanted to explode with desire or anger or incomprehensible violence but she simply
stood still.
I love you just like that, she said.
I love myself this way, he said. I’m printing the book out on the laser printer in the
office. I want to do some last minute checks and then send it off to Mathew.
He’ll love it, she told him.
I hope so.
Something in her wanted to climb up the stairs and hold him but she resisted. Many
years of habitual struggle, confrontation and God knows, the constant war of words, that
battleground that both of them had magically tread for so long—wasn’t it the war that
gave their so-called love meaning? The competition, the killing, the torture-- made it all
possible. If only she hadn’t been so addicted to defeat, she thought, she could have
enjoyed the battles, the skirmishes, the fact that Saul, as a warlord, had to win because
something else had been starved inside of him so long ago. The virulent nationalism of
his ego was simply an ideological force of opposition. He had become the father he once
hated. But she did not hate him. Could not. Her life had been hijacking and recovering
over and over again the essential wound that he was—that he became—that he caused—
but why? What was this wound?
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Saul came back to the top of the stairs.
You haven’t gone yet?
I am thinking of my wounded self.
Saul did something uncharacteristic. He came down the stairs halfway, his shirt off,
in his boxer shorts with no socks.
You’re feet’ll get cold.
He clasped her to him, she could feel his heart pounding in his chest, she allowed
him to hold her head against him, memories of the family lost, brother dead, father and
mother gone, it all flooded through his heart to her head—his memory became hers in a
transmission of thought that neither comprehended.
I am so happy right now, he said.
Me too.
He kissed her forehead, she slapped his behind; he laughed and walked back
upstairs. She heard the bathroom door shut and the sound of water splashing and being
displaced as he got into the tub. Going out Massachusetts Avenue to the theatre she let
herself play some music on the iPod that could make her cry if she let it, but she
wouldn’t—Cole Porter understood it all, she thought as she heard the latest neo-crooner
sing:
It's very clear
Our love is here to stay
Not for a year
But ever and a day.
The radio and the telephone
And the movies that we know
May just be passing fancies,
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And in time may go !
But, oh my dear,
Our love is here to stay.
Together we're
Going a long, long way
In time the Rockies may crumble,
Gibralter may tumble,
There're only made of clay,
But our love is here to stay.

Saul Sub-Zero One
There are certain things you need to understand—I’m not sure you do.
I do, I do, I understand so much more than I did.
You know that everything is happening simultaneously, alternative universes exist
you know—it’s not just a concept. Characters and lives exist concurrently in varied and
myriad configurations.
All right. But we’re not in all those Universes right now, are we? I thought you
were maintaining gravity in the local Universe,
I am. In this Universe, Our Universe, matter emanates like music and we are part
of the music—we are, in a sense, plucking the strings of Our Universe.
The Universe is a Symphony.
That’s right. And your life, your little life as Saul Fineberg, is, was, will be as much
a part of this basic unifying principle of everything as I am, as all those unimaginable
components are. Universal Laws, what we call Laws, things like those quaint little
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adages you live by on earth—you know: “what goes around, comes around..”these Laws
are the harmonics of the symphony of everything.
The Symphony of Everything, I repeat after Francis who takes me on a journey I
cannot repeat or tell of or explain—a journey that appears to mesh everything into a
horizon of color like a giant membrane—a sky-lit sunset of magenta, orange, green,
yellow, blue, red. And inside this membrane I am, with Francis and so many others,
solving problems, remembering a membrane of mammary motherhood that is the majesty
of magic—the Motherlode of memory is a giant mother! We are in the 11th Dimension of
existence, I hear his voice telling me, the giant membrane of awareness—where gravity,
as a weak force, spits us out of the tail end of its influence and we become part of the
wealth of different brains, brains of varying dimensions. I glimpse, for a second, the face
of the 11th Dimension with its infinite Universes all with varied Universal Laws—I see the
possibility of a Universe without me in it and the infinite possibility of me within all
Universes. I understand for just a brief second, what infinity is. And then I am back I into
the great infatuation of life: my purpose, my passion and my Death.

Lerner’s Song
My little girl pink and white as peaches and cream is she…
Oh yes, I am listening to Carousel, the original Broadway version with John Raitt,
while I am racing through the writing of my book—I cannot believe it! I have over three
hundred pages and my editor will die of a coronary occlusion! Oh, well—I won’t hope
for that, I need him. I have this thought that perhaps my characters are influencing me—
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that, in fact, my characters are creating me and not the other way around, because I feel
as if Saul Fineberg is having an effect on me. Maybe he’s having an erection on me. I
hope he didn’t send me David and Sabrina. I have to have a serious talk with Andrea
about this—but she’s been especially busy at the hospital since Passover—I hardly see
her. And now the kids are gone, I miss little Alan and Caroline and Marissa just sent me
an I love you text message on my cell but—why am I going on like this? I am, I realize,
becoming crazy and something ought to be done about it. But not by me.
I could be wrong about this. And of course I pray fervently I never see those two
cockamamie characters David and Sabrina ever again—even if I did create them—well,
one of them—something got out of hand there. I know the subconscious is a wily little
Narcissus, but I will not allow my characters to take on the qualities of Chimera. Please!
Now let’s set the scene. I have to switch the iPod, connected to my little white space
speakers that look as if they were beamed down from Roslyn, New Mexico, blasting out
a sound beyond their apparent visible capacity, (gifts from Andrea who is trying like hell
to bring this Luddite out of his self-imposed exile) to Beethoven’s Concerto for Piano,
Violin and Cello in C, op. 56 II Largo. This will create the mood, my disposition and
temper one with Beethoven’s, (hubris this, I am sure). I am on firm ground with Shane
MacGowan but not so sure with Ludwig, will he object? Does he have a place in that all
embracing mind that I keep writing about that I know nothing about? The swell of the
violin, the deep melancholy violet piano chords, the movement from soaring major to the
profoundly minor. Ludwig starts working on this triple concerto in 1803. In 1804 he
sends the manuscript to the Breitcorp and Hartel publishing house with an explicit note
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that this is something absolutely new! Oh, I can feel his excitement—I share it, even with
my humble little book, oh not so humble—Saul’s Last Book, but certainly not mine of
course but that other Saul—my nemesis, my alter ego—whatever you want to call it. The
first audition of this magnificent triple concerto took place in the spring of 1808 and
Beethoven himself played the piano—God, how I wish I were there to witness this. Just
imagine how I would feel sitting in the same room as this roaring furnace, this volcanic
eruption of a man—who was not a man, entirely, but an inferno of fire—a channel for the
magical muse of music. As I am thinking of how he must have looked as he walked into
the hall, with that great long coat of his, the large, Taurus-the Bull head, full cranium of
thick, crazy hair, broad forehead; hair, eyes and demeanor that of some kind of ferocious
musical monster, iTunes switches to Copeland’s Fanfare for the Common Man, and I
think: oh but this must be a fanfare for the most uncommon man, of course—in fact I
wonder who dear Aaron was thinking of when he wrote this. Beethoven perhaps? Some
Roman Caesar? (I hope not). The concerto, even with giant Ludwig giving his passion to
the piano, had no success. How he must have felt—only Beethoven could tell us, if he
had the capacity. The elder statesman of music—oh more than that--his genius has
intimidated every composer that has come after him, for who could possibly top that act?
Hang his social difficulties! Who cares when you can create sounds out of the silence?
The inner silence did not stop him—the music poured forth out of those deaf ears because
he heard with his mind, with something no one can even define—the kinesthetic sense of
accent, dynamic, an arabesque from bar line to bar line, each cadence perfect—cross
rhythms and counterpoint dancing with one another—the echo of a fugue or grand opera
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or a Mass. My dear Beethoven! Save me! The architectural structure of your movements
were so precise, and yet so filled with the ethereal, some kind of mystic glorification. An
overture, a phrase, a passion, the signature of Beethoven has written itself in bold letters
all over our human sky—we cannot even leave our homes without Ludwig’s notes
dancing in the clouds. All this fills me with such joy I want to cry because with great joy
always comes great sadness and I experience both. I know that the time signature of my
life is perhaps more sad than glad—but then, with Bessie as a mother—what else? I could
have been a virtuoso if only I had a different mother! All right. That is difficult. Perhaps
even with a different mother I would have been more a vaudevillian vamp than a guy
with a trill or a tremolo—I am a troubadour who can’t get out his living room! And this
makes me even more sad and delighted simultaneously. That I can hear Beethoven! All
right—I’m no Beethoven so let’s get on with it. I should just be grateful he gave us his
music and I can perceive sound and me inside of it.
Ah, life is so small compared to the giants that have come before us.

Andrea Fineberg
Andrea stood at the threshold of her office, noticing it as if she were someone else
coming upon the office of Andrea Fineberg. Now what would I think of myself—I mean
this person—who has this office? What does this say about me? She looked again for the
thousandth time at the picture of Saul, in the pale yellow shirt, his back to the ocean, a
smile on his face, his chest out. One could almost feel him breathing in the oceanic air
and smell the salt taste in the nostrils—the picture came alive for her, as if it were more
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animate than the man himself. Whenever she looked at this picture she felt a terrible
sensation in her heart and in her stomach, as if the energy of the moment that it had been
taken were pumped into her veins, into her blood—she could never be herself without
Saul! she realized, and yet, I can’t be myself with him, she thought. Molly passed by her
in the hallway.
You heard?
What?
That kid you were bringing along—the one you were grooming—
I wasn’t grooming him--I was—
Never mind. Molly’s insensitivity always surprised Andrea, even after all these
years. There weren’t really friends, never had been actually, business partners, well—and
Molly had such a tough exterior, she would never change. The way she reacted to life, so
stiff, matter of fact, boarded up, like a soldier on a horse, she even looked as if there
ought to be spurs on those cowboy boots she always wore—she swaggered in a grandiose
way—how did she ever fit into a theatre that prided itself on artistic integrity and quality
presentation? She belonged in a Burlesque show.
Andrea?
Yeah?
Andrea had edged into the office while Molly stayed outside, parking her large ass
against the door.
Can I come in?
Of course. No need to ask.
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Molly came into the office and sat in the little chair across from Andrea’s swivel
chair. Just where The Kid had sat those many visits he made.
Well, the kid has had an accident.
What do you mean?
Did you go fucking this child?
I don’t think it’s a matter for your concern.
I’m just curious.
Too bad. Do I ask you about your lovers?
I’ve been married to Ellen for fifteen years.
Have you ever cheated on her?
Molly’s look told Andrea yes, this is modern fiction and shut up.
The kid drove off this bridge on Roberts Road or something, crashed down onto the
railway tracks below—his car rolled over and ended up upside down. They had to use the
jaws-of-life to cut him out. He’s in the hospital now—probably paralyzed.
Andrea took a sharp intake of breath but could not let it out. She hated Molly for
being the one to tell her this and she hated being told. She would have much rather found
it out anonymously.
How did you find all this out?
Someone from the hospital called here and left a message on the general
voicemail—guess he had this number at the top of his little notebook. They called
looking for friends or relatives.
I want to be alone right now, Molly.
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You need to go to the hospital. You were his friend weren’t you?
Yeah. Andrea looked down at the floor. I left Saul taking a bath—he’s just finished
the book finally. It’s wonderful—it’s his best ever. He’ll probably win the Pulitzer Prize
for it.
Ye Gods, Molly whistled. I’m craving a smoke. I wish you smoked.
I don’t.
I’m gonna have to bum one from Bob—he still smokes doesn’t he?
Bob was the set designer of the theatre, a small tense man who had been translating
the visions of others into clothing since he was five and played with his younger sister’s
dolls. His delicate wrists betrayed an iron set of values coupled with a wiry, flexible outer
body. Bob found himself dancing uncontrollably in front of the mirror for two hours a
day, pushing, pushing, pushing his body to pump hard, breath hard and flatten every
ounce of flesh and fat into sinewy muscle toned and flexed, poised for battle. Yet, he
smoked and drank and played indolently with time—it was a balance between indulging
the lazy part of himself and whipping himself into shape concurrently. Back and forth he
went, lazy, driven, lazy, driven—the war against life, for life, against death waged daily.
I guess I can go. I don’t know what I can do. What hospital?
Bethesda Naval.
What’s he doing there?
They transferred him from INNOVA—
Why?
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His dad was in the Navy and the National Naval Medical Center has better facilities
for spinal cord injuries.
Molly let this last bit sink in.
Spinal cord injuries?
Yes. I wheedled it out of the nurse.
I’m just not sure—what can I do?
Andrea, for what it’s worth—you are responsible for the kid in some way, aren’t
you?
Because I mentored him—or rather, considered mentoring him?
Because you tampered with him.
Their eyes met. Molly’s, of the deep, brown variety of eyes, eyes of compassion
and honesty, those eyes that had looked at Andrea this way many times over the years.
Confronting Andrea with truth was a mean task forcing Molly to drop everything and
focus on her partner. Andrea, in Molly’s estimation, swam in the waters of refutation all
the time.
De-Nile is a River in Egypt, Andrea.
Ok. Molly, I’ll go to the hospital. I just got here.
Go now.
I really wanted to look over the new scripts Alison put on my desk—she flagged
them for a 2nd read—and then I want to go home and make Saul a wonderful dinner to
celebrate him finishing the book!
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If you don’t go I won’t respect you, Andrea. I’ll think you’re just like the asshole
you married, using people for your own private entertainment and dropping them when
it’s inconvenient.
That’s harsh, Andrea said, but she considered it. Was it possible that she and Saul
were mirror reflections of each other? That hit hard. Below the belt, she said to Molly.
You know this isn’t some little joke or something, Molly spit. He’s a young kid,
maybe with talent, sure is good looking; a sweet guy who went goofy on you and you
encouraged it. Now fucking go and deal with it.
I didn’t make him commit suicide.
He’s not dead yet, Molly said and got up from her chair.
All right. I had the day planned.
Well, fuck plans, they never go right anyway, Molly said and closed the door as she
left.
Andrea called home to tell Saul she had to make a stop on the way home, but the
phone rang and rang. He’s probably still in the bath, she thought. She let it go to
voicemail thinking to leave a message, changed her mind and hung up. I won’t be that
late, I’ll make this quick. I’ll see the kid and—he should’ve known. I ended it our last
meeting. Well—it was vague, but it was an ending and I am not going to feel guilty! But
guilt welled up inside of her anyway because Andrea, in spite of her attempts to hide it,
had some kind of conscience.
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Saul Fineberg
Saul looked at his manuscript sitting in a pile of 100% unbound white cotton bond
paper (the 24 pound weight he saved for final versions), and smiled to himself. Leaning
back in his chair he rested his left hand gently upon the top of the book. The title had
changed many times until he finally settled on the title he felt best expressed the
transformative qualities of the narrative, the life altering changes his protagonist
experienced, (himself), and of course the slight surprise he felt at grasping how much he
had been changed by the process of writing the book. No other book, the other eleven
books he had penned--none of the books before had pushed him so much as this one. The
fleeting thought (not exactly fleeting, more like reminding) came to Saul that yes, this is
so because this is really going to be my last book. Well, my last big book. I just don’t
know if I’ll have it in me to do a manuscript of this magnitude again. One thousand and
twenty pages—would’ve been more if he hadn’t changed the font from 12 point to 11
point, the damned up stream of his subconscious clarified, galloping out onto the page
like a Russian horse careering in a steeplechase.
Saul, in his office, the office he had been writing in for some thirty-five years, felt
so comfortable, so uncomfortable, so familiar, so irritated, aggravated, annoyed, irked, in
love with himself and despising himself concurrently, challenged, brave—the usual
morass and mess of emotions that drove his insides, what a stewpot! It all made his heart
flop inside of his chest, probably gave me this Goddamn heart disease, he reflected. The
eternal angst of the modern man or some such bullshit, he smiled to himself. He allowed
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himself the indulgence of memory, reminding himself that what the hell would life be
without memory? Life without memory is Alzheimers and I’d rather have heart disease.
Writing the life postmodern is a total impossibility, he realized and anyway, it wasn’t
even desirable, and who the hell knew what postmodern was anyhow? He once imagined
that he could be a well-meaning writer at a plenary Easter weekend conference
(somewhere in San Francisco?) for Modernist Writing in the 21st Century. The topics
were varied, but there was a daylong panel on Theory. This made Saul smile for he knew
the memory well; he knew what was coming. Many sacrificial theorists weighed in with
their erudite and serious ideas including one guy (what’s his name?) who practically
frothed at the mouth on Derrida and Wittgenstein. Saul remembered how the audience,
glassy-eyed, smiling with frozen smiles, (this was 1988, there were no cell phones, thank
God), waited for something to happen but nothing ever did. Writers, poets and theory!
How dangerous is it? What are the tolerable limits of exposure? Has spectrum analysis
shed any light on artistic risk? Will abstract expressionism make a comeback? Who is the
new Faulkner? Saul decided to lay a kumquat into the proceedings: What idiot writer has
time or energy to use theory in his fiction? We’re too busy living real life, doing things
like screwing each other’s wives. This got a big laugh and the collective audience woke
up. Oh, well. He looked for a moment out the window. It wasn’t even May, the ground
was still a bit hard from the previous winter, but here was Wally McBride, his next door
neighbor, pruning his bushes and getting ready to mow the lawn. He could hear the guy
practically breathing through the window, opened just a crack at the bottom. Saul let his
eyes move up to the top of the bookcase where his pipe collection sat in the polished
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wooden case, four beautiful handcrafted vintage pipes; one was his favorite Virginia
Cherrywood Deer Antler. He hadn’t smoked a pipe in over twenty years but something
made him almost want to light one up. For the flavor of it, the smell—the sweet taste—
where did he put the last pouch of tobacco? Opening drawers in his desk, Saul failed to
locate the pouch of tobacco he’d stashed years ago. It became for him a quest, but the
quest desire dissipated as suddenly as it came on. Nothing really stayed very long, he
reflected, it all seemed to go in such a hurry, flit, flit, here and there, this thought, that
thought, polished pipes, the spectrum of known confusion, love, oh love. "In faith, I do
not love thee with mine eyes, For they in thee a thousand errors note; But 'tis my heart
that loves what they despise." The words of Shakespeare came into his mind like drops of
honey falling into a cup of deep dark tea.
Saul, leaned back in his chair, felt the pain come on again, it always seemed to
come at this time in the evening. He wished Andrea were back. She ought to be home
right now making his dinner. He needed his dinner. Especially this dinner. Turning on
NPR he heard the Adagio section of the Violin Concerto in D major and even with pain,
he could breath and if one can breath one is alive! The two greatest passions of his life
had finally come together, he reflected, writing (which was, he reasoned, a form of
grandiosity, the grandiose celebration of his talent, his passion, his purpose in life) the
rage abated finally—well where was the rage? And where is Andrea? She should be here!
We can celebrate. And what was the other great passion? He moved forward in his chair
to rise, go to the kitchen and get a bottle of wine ready for when she breezed through the
door, but something stopped him. It was not the pain--that he was used to, it was not that,
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it was memory—a memory of something. What was it? Ah. That girl. That young girl. I
was only thirteen. She was twelve and most exquisite. Her young face, the softness of her
mouth, the long legs, the blond hair. What was her name? Sally. Sally Levinsky.
Everyone loved Sally Levinsky. Everyone wanted Sally Levinksy not just because her
father was a doctor and her mother was a physicist, but because Sally would never be a
doctor or a physicist! Sally would be—what did Sally become? Saul pondered. Did it
matter? Death makes it all so useless, but no! Nothing is useless. Doesn’t it all matter?
Every detail? Saul remembered Sally in a white angora sweater, a sweater that hugged
her arms and shoulders; a sweater that outlined her small, rounded breasts. A feeling of
profound empathy touched Saul—he began to cry. Oh Sally! Be careful Sally! He
imagined skating out on the ice skating rink they used to freeze at Shubel Park four
blocks from his parent’s house in Patterson, New Jersey. She made circles in the ice,
different configurations, with her white skates, her white sweater, her white ski parka
with the fur hood—I could see it all. What of the ongoing, worldwide fight against
suffering? The scope of pain that lingers from memory is all the suffering any of us can
handle! Can I even see past the affliction of my own recollection? he thought as the radio
played Beethoven’s Piano Sonata No. 14 in C-sharp Minor, Quasi una Fantasia—Ah the
Moonlight Sonata, he thought, the notes moving into his heart chakra as a waterfall of
emotional streams cascading, interacting with his circumstances, his blessings, his
resources, his time, his talent! What of it! I am myself! I choose to expose myself to—
Sally! And there the catalyst of the memory stood, at the bridge of myth and imagination,
the problem of death, of making hay while the sun shines—the problem of death! For
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which he had been racing headlong since childhood, hurrying toward the moment when
his eyes would—ah! the whole life is so short! why, there is nothing to it at all! His eyes
would, his eyes could--(although in this death—the real one—his eyes remained open in
mock surprise--) was he making a mockery of the chance moment when empathy
becomes the catalyst that compels us to put aside everything but the intensity of emotion?
Oh, those poor individuals who do not experience what I have! Saul’s heart would cease
beating at this moment. His hand would rest easily, carelessly on top of his last
manuscript—some one thousand pages of transformation he titled Crossing the Water.
His last book. With a smile. And more feeling! He left it all exactly where it was. Death.
The last and greatest passion.

Saul Sub-Zero One
I am moving around in some canyon—looks like the desert, maybe Arizona—
Sabino Canyon comes to mind—moving around, mind you, while biking and in the rough
spots carrying my bike! Oh, how light the body is without the density of corporeal life—
gravity weighs us down so much. I bike along some kind of city paths that lead to country
paths that lead to desert paths that lead to a steep, stony path at the bottom of a canyon.
In this canyon I come to a kind of inlet—the riverbed has dried up, and there are people
behind colorful hanging cloths and blankets. I come into their space and find a wonderful
cave, one part opened up to the steep canyon walls and the dried up riverbed, and the
other moving into the granite structure of the mountain. Inside the cave I find two young
boy-priests with shaved heads singing and reciting, and other young people dancing,
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listening and playing loving music from a kind of synthesizer sitting on a rock. I ask them
whether they are from S. America or something, and they answer “we are not even from
Earth.” I look at the Priests and realize I am inside of their special place because this is
an initiation of some kind. The feeling is one of total love, total warmth, complete
acceptance and wonder. I am in awe of the beauty of these beings, and their willingness
to allow me inside of what must be a sacred place in which they are performing sacred
rites. My ‘rite of passage’ feels so gentle and sweet. My body, my no-body, feels so light.
The next moment—well, events at this state of awareness are not really made up of
moments, but rather, like dreams, of chunks of simultaneity relative to the viewer—I am
in a large open field with hundreds of various kinds of people milling around. It appears
to be a family reunion of some kind, but in this family there is not one person I recognize.
Confusion reigns at my state of awareness it seems and at the height of this confused
state Francis always appears.
Will I be Sub-Zero forever? I ask him.
The single entity of spacetime means that forever is a foreign concept, he tells me.
All right then, but—
We have ‘promotions’ as you call them on earth. You will be moved from Sub-Zero
when you begin slicing up the four- dimensional block in your consciousness. Events are
not just a choice of ‘real’ and unreal’. The present tense turns the unreal future into the
real, does it not?
If you say so.
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Present tense changes our perception of the future from something open to
something fixed. Perhaps an event exists only relative to how fast you are moving. I
which case we are moving relatively fast in the ever-present present tense.
I am totally lost here.
We are living in the eternal NOW. That’s all we have.
So, NOW I am sub-zero and NOW—
There is a ‘real’ that exists independently of our observance of it. Think of that
while I—
He does not complete the sentence but is gone, as he is often is, on a mission. I
have in my hands a book written by Saul Lerner, about me, Saul Fineberg. Opening the
pages I find them blank, but as each page opens words appear. I have access to the entire
book before he has written a word! I could, I think, even influence events that occur in
the book as I go—but then, who is writing the book—Lerner or me? Perhaps no one has
written the book—but it has written itself? That idea strikes me as preposterous, but I
ponder it nevertheless. It is very possible that Saul’s Last Book was written by no one.
So, here I am in this gigantic open field. It could Indiana or Michigan. Unlike the
previous terrain, which was clearly desert canyon, this place has a Mid-western feel.
People are milling about all over the place—there’s an outdoor barbeque somewhere but
no one knows where it is—you can smell it—the sauce, the meat, garlic, fennel, salt,
maybe even pig’s feet but I don’t really know what pig’s feet smells like, after all, my
Jewish mother from New Jersey never made pig’s feet in her life. It might have killed my
father from shock if she did.
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I wander this open field, looking for something memorable, someone familiar, a
recognizable face, and up walks a little girl lost—she jumps into my arms and we wander
the field together—she nestled into my arms. Once again, I feel how light my body feels,
how light she feels—there is no weight to her at all—carrying this child is like carrying a
feather. We walk into a large house where a bunch of the kids, obviously belonging to
parents somewhere, grown ups who are wandering around the place, are sleeping and
playing and napping in the bedrooms upstairs. The place is disorganized, not very clean
or neat, but I think: ‘I better put the little girl down for a nap. Her mother will find her
later.’ So I tuck her into one of the beds, inside the sheets and go back down the stairs
and out of the house. Now what? I am thinking. I need to go find my sister and my mother
and get the hell out of here! Of course, as Fineberg I know damn well I never had a
sister—just my brother Ralph and me—but in this fantasy, this mental construct, this—
what do you call it?—I am looking for my sister and my mother so I can fucking damn
leave this place and there she comes—the woman who is supposedly my sister. I tell her
“man, let’s get the hell out of here,” and she agrees, smiling at me and the next thing we
need to do is go find a car, but what do I need with a car when I am not even alive and
this is not even earth and I can go wherever I want to go?
I am back in my space, looking at the blank white wall—a wall upon which I can
project a picture of everything I want except Andrea. I can never see a picture of Andrea
and at this moment, I miss her. The deep burnt brown folds of her hair, the soft, sinewy
brown of her legs—my Andrea. I realize that unless she dies too, I will not see her, and
God knows, I know—I want her to live and go on. I am dead. I am working with a guy
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named Francis in the local Universe. Being dead is more like being alive than living was.
We’ve got a hundred constellations embracing one hundred systems of inhabited worlds.
It looks a little different than earth. Appearance is not the issue. After you’re dead you
have only mental constructs, a bunch of other stuff and imagination.
There’s more to it than that, a voice booms from everywhere unseen. It’s Francis.
Perhaps he’s right, but as Sub-Zero, what do I know?

Andrea Lerner
Andrea, dead tired from a 72-hour shift at the hospital, sank into the chair in their
bedroom. Saul was at school. She knew she ought to whip up something in the
microwave—he was always hungry after class, but she didn’t have the energy to get up
from the chair. She was still wearing her white jacket and stethoscope. Her hair, usually
dark and curly, wavy really, with a sheen that Saul always loved, lay in greasy,
uncoordinated clumps around her neck. She was sweating. Am I going through
menopause already? The thought occurred. Women without children often experience
serious depression during menopause, she reflected, the regret syndrome. This made her
smile. Saul was like a child—her great big baby. She didn’t need children. Anyway, at
forty-seven, with so many patients, the surgery, the research—well, she didn’t have the
time to have children. Although, she had to admit—did she ever really want them? She
heard yelling from the house next door and Barney snuffled into the room.
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Hi baby, how’re you doing? She patted the top of his head, knowing full well she
was second choice for Barney—he had been and always would be Saul’s dog, but he
patiently tolerated her anyway.
She fluffed his brown and deep auburn coat.
You need a brush my boy. Can you go get your brush? Ok. Just kidding. Let’s go
downstairs and get you some dinner, Saul some dinner and I’ll brush your coat while I
watch the McNeil/Lehrer report.
Andrea found the kitchen disturbing. Saul had obviously left in a hurry to go to
school. Barney’s bowl of food had spilled out on the floor, he had no water, cupboards
were open, packages of food and jars of various things—peanut butter, salad dressing,
ketchup, Newman’s Own Spaghetti Sauce, a box of hamburger helper (when did they
ever eat that?) were strewn all over the counter, the island butcher block, the kitchen
table. A package of seaweed was crumpled in the sink. He’d obviously left in a hurry, she
concluded. Several pages of his book were on the table spotted with relish and something
else she could not identify, but it was brown. She picked up a page.
“I am back in my space, looking at the blank white wall—a wall upon which I can
project a picture of everything I want except Andrea. I can never see a picture of Andrea
and at this moment, I miss her. The deep burnt brown folds of her hair, the soft, sinewy
brown of her legs—my Andrea. I realize that unless she dies too, I will not see her, and
God knows, I know—I want her to live and go on. I am dead. I am working with a guy
named Francis in the local Universe. Being dead is more like being alive than living was.
We’ve got a hundred constellations embracing one hundred systems of inhabited worlds.
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It looks a little different than earth. Appearance is not the issue. After you’re dead you
have only mental constructs, a bunch of other stuff and imagination.”
This sounds familiar, she thought. Isn’t this from the beginning? Does he miss me
or does his character? And how can he miss me when I’m right here? He’d left his cell
phone on the counter next to the sink. Through the open window she looked out into the
back yard where the local teenagers had been keeping things up. Azaleas, petunias,
pansies, the Cherry blossom tree bereft of Cherries now that they were nearing the end of
April, she expected the forsythia any day—tulips—they were all coming in May! She
couldn’t wait. When the yard exploded with color her days seemed so much less
burdensome.
Want to go for a walk, Barney? Barney looked beyond excitement. When was the
last time she took Barney for a walk? It was always Saul. Well, now, we’ll have to get
more simpatico, won’t we? she asked him, wondering, do dogs have a sense of irony?
They left the house by the front door, after Andrea put a sticky note for Saul: Took the kid
for a walk. Dinner late. Got it covered. heart A. Down 35th Street they walked to the end,
up Porter Street and over to Connecticut. She saw a neighbor whose name she could
never remember, out in her front yard waving at her. She waved back. Barney looked up
at her as if he wanted to say something too. Andrea had a fleeting thought that maybe
Barney understood things she didn’t, but she dismissed it as something she probably
inhaled from Saul and his cockamamie worldview. Characters coming through the door!
Thank God I handled that, she thought. Good Lord. He hired some actors, or more likely
some friends of his from The Arena Stage—he was always hanging out there with his
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playwright friends work shopping their stuff—oh, they probably fucking came for the
free meal or something. Although--(a thought slipped in but she nipped it at the bud)-looking down at Barney, who went over to a tree to piss—she wondered. Could it be
possible that things are not--? Barney appeared to almost smile at her as he shook his leg
free of piss and came back to the sidewalk.
The Park old boy?
Barney looked again up at Andrea as if to say, don’t call me old boy, you’re not
exactly a spring chicken yourself. But, of course, he said no such thing and in the park,
Andrea noticed little green buds sprouting all over the trees. What a glorious day! She sat
on a bench and unclipped Barney’s leash. The park was rather small and not Barney’s
favorite, but he was cognizant of the fact that Andrea was tired, (Barney knew the stress
and strain of being an infant neurologist and neurosurgeon and adding to that her research
and then all this stuff with Saul and the book and the characters and, well—Barney
understood) in a hurry to get his walk over with so she could go home and make Saul’s
dinner, so he couldn’t allow himself to revel in redolent smells quite as much as usual. It
was a rather utilitarian day, by dog’s standards, he reckoned, and he didn’t want to upset
Andrea’s carefully placed world. He was cognizant that it was always hard to find real
soul (Saul has it, Andrea doesn’t, he mused although I’ll give her credit for trying), and
he couldn’t give a rat’s ass whether Mary Magdalene fucked Jesus or not, or what the
seven demons were, but he did give more than a rat’s ass about the Czech poodles, who,
of late, had started allowing him to sniff them up close and personal through the wooden
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slats that separated their back yards. Maybe romance was in his future, even though he
couldn’t exactly, as the saying goes, do something about it.

Back home Andrea sat with Barney on the front stoop, looking out into the street,
her mind blank. She found herself missing Saul and had the fleeting thought that for the
first time she was consciously aware maybe her life really was totally entwined with his
and she really couldn’t live with out him. Always the first to chastise her friends for this
dangerous slippery slope: men are desserts, not a main course, she told people this as an
artificial line of attack to deny her own feelings. Her sister once asked her with a voice
tinged and taut with suggestions and undertones, Oh, and is Saul a dessert? Was Saul a
dessert? If he was, he was a hundred different desserts and all of them amazing and
succulent, Andrea reckoned. I need him. The words came into her mind without her own
conscious awareness. For the first time she finally allowed herself to step out of the
control and power, the paramount façade of self-confidence—where were the
boundaries? Unexpectedly Andrea found herself moving into realms she normally
attributed to Saul, those unscientific definitions of love or connectedness or “Reiki” as
Saul mentioned once or twice. She was no longer a girl with promise or a brilliant
medical student; she was a practicing doctor whose husband was an artist—a writer, a
teacher and some kind of poet in the life process.
Come on Barney. She opened the door and let Barney loose inside the house. The
mail had been tossed carelessly onto the hall table along with several National
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Geographics and the latest copy of The New Yorker. Saul must be home, she thought,
because she hadn’t got the mail yet.

In the dining room she saw a book open next to a plate of half-eaten macaroons.
Looking at the book she read the words of Philip Larkin:
Only one ship is seeking us, a black-Sailed unfamiliar, towing at her back
A huge and birdless silence. In her wake
No waters breed or break.
Was Saul the one ship seeking her? A huge and birdless silence? She walked into
the kitchen and saw his back at the stove, frying up some eggs and sausage. As soon as he
turned she smiled, her whole body became electric with the energy she felt.
Hi honey, he said, his arms open.
Hi my sweet, she said and walked into his waiting arms, thinking, to hell with
dessert, I need meat and potatoes.

Andrea Fineberg
After her initial reluctance, Andrea put one her sage-colored jacket, the one The
Kid had given her for Valentine’s day, went to the parking lot next to the theater and
practically flew out the small driveway on the left of the theater, gunning the Mazda
Protégé (a present from Saul when the theater celebrated its fifteenth year of operations-the irony of the car’s model name not escaping her), dashed out the side drive onto a
series of back roads that got her onto I-395 and over to Bethesda. Once near the hospital
the traffic forced her to slow down and she turned on the radio. Terry Gross was in mid-
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discussion with Tom Petty (is he still alive? Andrea wondered) about his first solo album
in twelve years, Highway Companion. Andrea thought of the differences between her life
and his, a guy who was a hard core rocker on the road all the time—did he ever mow the
lawn or make a meal or build a fire in the fireplace? It was hard for her to imagine Tom
Petty in Bermuda shorts and a big floppy mint green shirt in the back yard flipping
burgers on the grill. He just didn’t come across as a home guy.
As the interview came to a close, traffic inched along until Andrea made the turn
onto Rockville Pike to the hospital. At the gate a soldier in army fatigues came to her
window.
M’am? Are you here to see someone?
Yes, I’m here to see Chris Foley—he’s in the Intensive Care Unit.
Can I see your driver’s license please? He took her license and went into the little
booth he was guarding. She knew this wasn’t going to work. The soldier came back to
her window.
Are you a member of the immediate family?
No, sir, I am a close friend of the patient and—and—I’m married to Saul
Fineberg—he’s my--my husband—Saul Fineberg! The writer? A Tale of Two Marriages?
He won the National Book Award, and the PENN/Faulkner and he’s probably going to
win the Pulitzer Prize for his—his-M’am, I don’t know who Saul Fineberg is, but you need a Federal ID to get inside
the hospital unless you are of the immediate family, or you need to be accompanied by
someone with a Federal ID.
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All right. My husband has a Federal ID. He did some writing for the Justice
Department or something. Let me call him—he can probably come down here or—
We can check his ID number with our computer files.
Yeah—but I don’t know it.
You’ll have to pull up over there m’am, there are people waiting behind you to get
through.
God—this is fucking insane, couldn’t I just—
M’am, please pull up over there.
Andrea pulled the car up to a little driveway just past the gate. She dialed the home
phone, then she dialed Saul’s cell. Why doesn’t he answer? she wondered. He’s gotta be
out of the bath by now, he must be in the kitchen or something, or maybe in the garage
puttering around or—the phone rang until she got the outgoing message, Saul’s voice,
which she always loved, the voice sent fingers of electric energy down her spine to that
place inside her solar plexus that almost made her forget why she was here and what was
this whole thing with kid about anyway? Wasn’t she just wasting her precious time?
Hello, said the Saul voice, his best radio intonations, this is the Fineberg residence and
we’re not home, but if you leave a message we’ll call you back.
Saul! Where are you? She shouted into the phone, do you still have that Federal
ID? I need it—oh fucking forget it, she said and slammed the phone shut. She realized the
futility of her error—what would she need this ID for anyway? She’d have to explain
that—well, let’s see, the Kid, the one you’re insanely jealous of and slapped me over,
he’s in the hospital because he drove his car off a bridge and I am here because Molly
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made me feel guilty enough to go and—fuck it. She looked in the rear view mirror and
saw a clutch of young fatigue-wearing soldiers gathered around the booth discussing
something or other. If I’m going to make a getaway it’s now or never, she thought and
swiftly turned onto the main road into the hospital, gunning the car the best a suburban
model of a Mazda could gun. Looking back at the rear view she saw one of the soldiers
break from the pack and look out the road toward her disappearing car. He went back to
the booth, probably to make a call to someone to intercept her, but things looked busy
around the front entrance to the hospital, (is this a full moon or something?) she thought
as she sliced a hairpin hard right across the front entrance toward the visitor parking lot.
In the third row she found a parking spot, locked the car and jumped out before anyone
could stop her. She ran into the hospital via a small door that opened up into a short,
narrow hallway that led to the kitchen.
Can you direct me to ICU? she shouted, breathless at an ample cook standing over
a huge stainless steel pot of something. The kitchen was enormous and workers in white
coats and white caps slid around the room. There was a mammoth sink filled with soapy
water and giant-sized pots and pans lined up on the flat burners of the grill.
How many people you cook for here? she asked, out of curiosity.
Look honey—you lookin’ fer the ICU Unit you in the wrong place. Get outta
here—down that hallway there—through those big double doors, go all the way down the
hall, then turn left, then turn right at the elevators and follow on down the hall to the next
place which is a small waiting area and then ask the receptionist there.
Turn right, turn left—
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Left then a right, a small, stooped over man said from behind a closet.
Andrea went toward the double doors and figured she’d ask someone else when she
got into the hospital proper. As she left the kitchen, the odor of the hospital hit her
nostrils, the smell of memory. She recalled, as the antiseptic stink hit her nose, the deaths
of her mother, her father, her sister and her aunt. All of those deaths converged inside the
smells of hospital corridors, the stink of medicine, the color of sickness, despair, disease,
it all hit her like an oncoming car. She felt nauseous as she turned from one hallway into
another, hoping to find a waiting room or a bank of elevators, and instead found a
bathroom where she ran into a stall and threw up her breakfast and lunch. She flushed the
toilet. What’s the matter with me? Is this about the kid? She sensed it was something else,
someone else, but couldn’t put a name or a face to the premonition that—at the sink,
washing her hands, a nurse was applying lipstick.
Could you tell me where ICU is? Andrea asked her as she splashed cold water on
her face.
The nurse turned to look at her.
Are you all right?
Yeah, I just had a—a moment. I need to find ICU.
I’ll take you there. Are you visiting a patient?
Yes.
My name’s Kathy. Kathy pointed to her badge.
Andrea Fineberg. My husband’s Saul Fineberg.
Oh, said Kathy. Is he a doctor?
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Andrea laughed. No, he’s a writer.
Oh, I don’t get to read much these days. I read The De Vinci Code over Christmas.
They two women walked out of the bathroom. Andrea followed Kathy to a lobby
and waiting room with a gift shop on the right and a series of comfortable couches and
chairs. Overhead several televisions blared CNN and MSNBC. No one was paying
attention.
There’s a bank of elevators over there, Kathy pointed to their left, I’ve just got a
beep on my beeper so I can’t take you up. Go to the seventh floor, turn right, go through
some double doors, follow the red arrows, and you’re there!
Thanks Kathy.
Kathy took off across the lobby and left Andrea standing there on her own. I might
as well buy him some flowers, she thought, but then—oh whatever. Inside the gift shop,
brilliant with balloons the colors of a rainbow, a wall of cards and a counter of candy and
expensive chocolate, the place exploded with color—it was shocking--Andrea picked a
small red rose in a deep, blood-colored vase and paid too much for it. The vase had a red
bow around its belly, the rose looked full, opened up to the light and air, but not so full it
would die right away.
Andrea walked over to the elevators and entered with several people, all of whom
carried various assortments of flowers, balloons and expressionless faces trying to be
neutral; all of them looked nervous, worn, deep in thought, reflective and colorless. All
the color was in the balloons, she realized. The elevator stopped at four, at five, at six and
then seven. At floor six she realized that the soldier at the entrance gate still had her
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driver’s license. Andrea got off on seven and couldn’t remember whether she should turn
left or right, but thank God the signs overhead pointed her in the direction of the ICU
unit. After a few twists and turns, lefts and rights, she found herself standing in front of a
set of wide, double doors leading to Intensive Care. This is it, she thought and pushed
through the doors. The smell was different, that was the first thing she noticed. It brought
a strange taste in her mouth. Pungent? The atmosphere was quiet, serious, strange—she
passed a nurse’s station and went toward another hallway. Maybe if I turn down here, she
thought, hoping that some kind of intuitive guidance would tell her the exact room. She
came to another nurse’s station. Two people stood behind the desk, a man and a woman.
I’m looking for a patient named Chris Foley, she said, I am a friend—a friend of
the family.
The man pulled a clipboard from a hook underneath the desk and flipped through
several pages.
This is family only, he said.
Well—I am related, she said, by marriage. I am--from his father’s side.
All right, he said. Go on down the hallway—he’s in the last room on your left.
Andrea walked down the hallway as slowly as she could. Could they see her
hesitance? Her trepidation? The door to the room was closed but not all the way. She
pushed it open and saw the room before she saw Chris. Stepping gingerly inside, the
expanse of it, the magnitude of her sin opened out to her, and she was a woman who did
not even believe in sin. It seemed Chris was the only patient in the room. To her left was
an empty gurney on wheels with a sheet turned down and a green blanket. She realized
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the amount of machinery it took to keep one person alive as her eyes swept across a floor
filled with machines that had graphs and green lights, yellow lights, red lights on their
screens. The information they delivered had no meaning to her. The sound—it was not
the sound of living, of breathing, but of a mechanical force of nature that had come to
sweep away the real life and replace it with something else. The tiled ceiling was low, off
white and had muted skylights bringing a diffusion of light into the room. It was not
glaring as she had anticipated, but gentle, soothing—almost like heaven. An ergonomic
trash bin stood at the center of the floor with a deep, wine-red bag inside it. Peeking into
the bag she saw various instruments of medicine—vials, latex gloves, nothing paper.
Further across the room was a laundry basket for sheets and other linen. In the far corner
of the room, to the left of her vision, was another very large bed on wheels. Inside of the
bed lay Chris, encased in metal, his head and face completely invisible, obscured by
apparatus she had no name for. As her eyes adjusted, she noticed two people sitting
quietly on chairs to the left of the bed, a woman of about sixty or so and a man, tall,
straight as a ramrod, looking younger but probably not, reading a book. The woman
coughed, cleared her throat, he looked up, neither of them noticed Andrea as she softly
backed out of the room into the hallway. There would be no visits to Chris, she realized,
at least not now. He was on his own and for this she was glad. All the prayers in the
world wouldn’t do him any more good than those two people and the room filled with
state of the art machinery. As she walked out of the doorway a nurse walked in and gave
her a glance, as if to say, what are you doing here?
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Wrong room, Andrea said to the unasked question and understood, finally, what it
meant when Peter denied Jesus three times, after which he went out and wept bitterly.

********
Pulling into the driveway Andrea saw Saul’s Subaru parked on the street. She
turned off the ignition and walked over to his car. Looking inside she saw his messenger
bag, stuffed to the gills as always, sitting on the seat. The door was unlocked. She opened
it and pulled the messenger bag out of the car and thought she’d surprise him by bringing
it into his office. The bag was so full papers started flying out of it, she picked them up as
they scuttled across the sidewalk in front of the house and put them back into the side
pocket of the bag. She remembered when she bought him the bag at the leather store on
Connecticut eight years ago. It was three hundred dollars, he protested it was too
expensive (when had they ever worried about money--but he was tight anyway) and
afterwards he was never seen without it. Which made her uneasy. Saul never left his bag
anywhere—he never left it in the car—he always needed it—always! It followed him into
the office every day, every day—she hefted the bag onto her left shoulder. It weighed a
ton—she guessed—probably forty pounds. Four books were stuffed on top of the papers
and folders, Saul Bellow’s Humboldt’s Gift, The Collected Works of Isaac Babel, The
Field of Vision by Wright Morris and Home Ground by Barry Lopez. She had to put her
purse down (I’ve got to retrieve my driver’s license, she thought) as she jammed the keys
into the front lock and heaved the messenger bag and her purse into the front hallway.
The place felt like a morgue—Saul hadn’t turned the lights on and even though it was
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almost May it was still getting cool nights and he hadn’t cranked up the heat a little. She
felt a chill in the hallway. Saul! She called out into the empty air. I’ve got your bag! You
left it in the car! The mail was still sitting on the hallway table. She looked for the
familiar yellow light leaking out of the doorway of his office, but it too, was dark. She
wondered if he was in the kitchen but when she walked in everything was absolutely
still—the motionlessness chilled her. The counters were clean, Saul hadn’t pulled out a
bottle of wine as he usually did for dinner, although she saw the wine opener was out, the
table was spotless—he hadn’t started dinner. She knew the book was done and he’d want
to celebrate, so maybe he ran to the store to buy something to surprise her with. Or
maybe he was in the office making some last minute—she waited for him to shout at her
because he had ears like a dog—he always knew when she was in the house, but it was
more than hearing, it was a kinesthetic kind of thing, she figured—they were entwined,
two souls revolving in the same sphere—fighting and revolving, angst-ridden souls—this
line of thinking always drove her crazy.
She went into the living room and turned on a lamp. It was getting dark and she
was wondering why he hadn’t turned on the lamps or shut the curtains, or, now that she
thought of it, brought in the paper that was still sitting in the front hall. Looking around
the living room she once again felt a cold chill; a sudden fear came over her but had no
idea what the fear was about. Something told her to walk to the office, but she held back.
Maybe he’s at the doctor’s, maybe he went to the gym or he went up to the street to visit
the neighbors (she realized how preposterous this was—Saul never made spontaneous
visits to the neighbors) maybe he fell asleep in the office and then she had to admit, her
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heart pounding, her stomach tightening, that the thing she most feared was here. And it
was inside the office. Therefore she decided to go upstairs and check the bedroom.
Everything was as she left it, although the bed was a bit rumpled and there was a glass of
water and several pill bottles on the nightstand. His appointment book lay open on the
dresser and today, she noticed, was blank. He had already planned to finish the book and
relax.
Coming down the stairs she knew. Her feet moved toward the office, as if she were
gliding inside of a dream, something inside of her had no wish to move at all and there
was a sense that she could will her body forward and leave her consciousness behind. But
perhaps that was just a sense. She placed her right hand on the office door. It felt cold.
There was no light. She pushed gently. Saul? Saul? The door opened. Uh! She sighed
with relief. He was sitting at his desk, his eyes, open, his left hand placed lightly on the
finished manuscript—thank God! She felt relieved. He was just playing with her! Saul?
She moved her right arm out and touched his shoulder. No movement. She looked around
to see his face with a child’s sense of the macabre, the curiosity overpowering the fear, or
co-existing with it, and looked into the dead, deep-set blue eyes. His glasses were still on.
She removed them. She touched his hair, his head, his beard, she kissed his forehead, she
removed his hand from the manuscript and it fell into his lap with a dull thud, his head
fell onto her breast as she held him to her, no thoughts at all. She thought she’d
experience confusion and terror at this moment, but she felt nothing but love. The
thoughts and intentions of a lifetime completely flew out of her mind—she went blank,
she experienced communion, she understood that the truth of life and the truth of death
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were no simple matters and they were both one and the same thing, but she did not
understand this with her mind or her consciousness or even with her heart—her eyes were
the only portals of perception she had at this moment, and her eyes caressed the body of
her husband Saul and began making plans for what to say when she presented his last
book to the public. She had thought there would be emptiness at this moment but there
was not; there was pride and grandeur and even magic. She kissed him again and felt that
whatever sacrifices had been made were insignificant, she felt gratitude and even a sense
of resurrection—there was no anger. Poor Saul, she said aloud, I loved you so much. She
wondered when there would be tears, but she didn’t worry about it. She always cried at
funerals, even with people she didn’t like. With Saul’s body leaning against her she
began to dial the phone. There was no heroic motif, although she knew that Saul would
be a dead hero. To her, it was now just the empty space, perhaps a series of myths and the
opening of imagination.
I was proud and he made me humble, she thought, and now I can be proud again.
But of what? She wondered. Would the pride always be about Saul and his work? And
now they were no longer married, because death tears marriage asunder: till death do us
part…therefore, if they were never married, how could they be separated?
Andrea continued to hold Saul, feeling his still-warm body and allowed memory.
If we had a perfect marriage, I wouldn’t write, he’d told her the other day over dinner. I’d
be so busy basking in the joy of it all that I would never get a word on the page. I need to
push you away in order to push myself further into my art. I’m sure you understand, don’t
you?
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I thought we had a perfect marriage, she’d told him.
Well, if you believe in polygamy—which I don’t. You can’t have it both ways. A
perfect life would be the death of Art.
And so, you’ve made the perfect Art?
God no—even I won’t admit that! His laughter exploded as he took a sip of wine.
But still—how much worse it would be if—
If you’d spent more time on me? More love? More energy?
What’s the difference between sorrow and joy? he’d asked her, I mean, life and
death—they’re the same, aren’t they?
No, they’re not, she’d stated firmly. He had smiled that knowing enigmatic smile at
her—slightly paternal, loving and distant. She remembered looking at his face encased in
the beard and all the paraphernalia that claimed his body—the blood, muscle, tissue,
bone, his spine—all of that movement now lifeless.
Yes. No, she’d said, anyway, why think about all that now? He had moved his hand
tenderly to her cheek and touched her.
Why not? he said as his hand caressed the skin of her face, there’s nothing else to
think about. He could not turn his head away from her, something held his eyes fastened
onto hers, and her eyes fixed firmly on his. They kissed, their lips passionate, exploring,
familiar, warm and melting, dissolving and softening the edges of the world, the moment
and the time of day. She touched the curls beside his ears that she especially loved, his
forehead—
Never mind, she’d told him, I’ll take care of you.
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I’ll take care of you, she whispered to the lifeless body leaning against her,
realizing that anguish and need were not new visitors to her life, and when she chose to
expose herself to the full impact of pain, it was really not as devoid of pleasure as she
thought.

Part 6: Modern American Myths
A. Promotion
Saul Zero
I’ve been promoted. Here’s how. After sitting in front of the blank wall for what
seemed like eternity (who knows how long eternity is?) unsuccessfully endeavoring to will
Andrea’s face into consciousness, Francis wills me to the Gazebo where we’ve met many
times before. I hear Beethoven’s Concerto for Piano, Violin and Cello in C, op. 56 Largo,
movement II.
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Sadness, Gladness, Relief and Grief, I read on a sign posted on the outside of the
entrance to the Gazebo. Sounds like a law firm in hell, I say to no one.
Welcome to the alternative universe where characters and lives exist
simultaneously in different configurations of time-space, he tells me.
Is this my dream the wish my heart made?
Something like that, he laughs.
The problems of civilization can only be solved by the heart! he shouts, and as
magically, a violin appears under his chin and he begins to play--Matter emanates like
music! he continues, with the violin still tucked under his chin and the bow resting
comfortably on his right forefinger and thumb. Like the strings of a violin—like tiny,
invisible strings—
But we are not matter! I explode. Not here! Not any more!
Yes, true, we are now what happens in the spaces between matter and non-matter,
between thought and no-thought, my mother is a fish, sort of thing.
What?
My time is your time. It’s poetry, and as Auden says, “poetry makes nothing
happen.” “The decent, probably, outnumber the swine,” Francis continues, “but few
can inherit the genes, or procure both the money and time, to join the civilized.” If you
can understand all this, I’ll give you an existential experience.
I thought I was already having one, I tell him.
Well, Francis goes on as we wander off into the sunset, an eternal sunset it seems,
with fingers laden with gold, crimson, purples, red and green streaked across a royal
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blue sky, we’re all trying to create a world out of language to fend off despair and
nothingness, and yet, where is the landscape first encountered? Where is the messenger
of death when nothing dies? Consider the choices we have! Endless and meaningless at
the same time! Didn’t your namesake write of this?
My namesake?
You know—the original Saul.
You mean Paul?
Are you sure you want this promotion?
Zero doesn’t sound like a hot number to me.
It ain’t sub-zero, Saul. I’d take it if I were you.
Fine.
“All streams flow into the sea, yet the sea is never full, to the place where streams
come from, there they return again.” Saul wrote this. Ecclesiastes.
Oh yeah, I vaguely remember.
“Meaningless, meaningless, meaningless! says the Teacher, utterly meaningless!”
So—if it’s all meaningless, why bother?
“We are fringe sown inside the lining of a robe.”
Did Saul say that too?
Rumi. Your defects are how you take away all the excuses. Just throw them away!
he shouts. At this Francis grabs a handful of colored pieces from the sand on which we
stand, colors of the rainbow, small pieces that as he tosses them into the blazing sun
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lowering in our sky become pinpointed pieces of light that turn into stars before my very
eyes. I am watching miracles!
Yes, these are miracles, he tells me, reading my thoughts, and now, you are SaulZero. Welcome to the creation which is your waking experience. Welcome into the past
that is always present, the memory of character, creation and time. Welcome to the Riot!
The Explosion!
You’re allegorizing, I tell him.
All right, he says. I’ve got a little thing you can wear around your neck that says
Zero.
I don’t need it, I tell Francis, I get it. I just want to see things as they are. Reality
begins where you make it and I’m making it here. I want to see Andrea.
What lives in the 11th Dimension? Answer that question and you can do what I’m
doing.
What—have your job? No thanks.
There are worse jobs in the Local Universe, believe me.
All right. Still, I like where I am.
Good. You’ve progressed.
At this moment Francis disappears, the sunset disappears and I am fully immersed
in a memory of light and shadow—that day, April 1999, on vacation in Reno, Nevada,
our anniversary, when Andrea got mad at me and threw the bouquet of flowers I’d given
her into the air. I caught it, but she grabbed it from me and flung it into the street where a
bunch of cars ran over it. Maybe I have decided to begin my story in the wrong place, I
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think, and here I am—knee deep in the body of water Francis has led me to, looking
down to see the giant fish swimming right underneath my feet. My father is a fish, I think
as I plunge into the water to swim along with the giant fish as Zero. Nada. Nothing.
Zilch. Naught. Nil. The system of 10,000 Worlds is like a bouquet of flowers sent whirling
through the air--I am caught.

Part 6: (con’t)
B: There Is No Conclusion

Life Is Circular:
Saul Lerner: Last Pass

Day 1:

I am waiting for Andrea. She left the house at 5 a.m. this morning because she had
surgery scheduled for 6:30 and needed to get things ready. She told me she had a staff
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meeting and then consultations and rounds and a class and some lab work! Where does
she get the energy? She won’t be home until after midnight and by then she’ll be
completely exhausted. Daylight savings was three weeks early this year so the merchants
could make more money if it stays light later. Whose idea was this? It matters not one
fucking whit to me. When Andrea gets home it’ll be dark, (a finster night Bessie would
say), one drop of wine will send her into dreamland. She functions as a teacher, a
surgeon, a doctor on call, a trainer of residents and interns, a mentor, she’s the Chairman
of the Infant Neurology department, she’s placed in the top ten for in-service medical
examinations annually, she participates in about ten hospital committees including
Pharmacy, Therapeutics, Social Services, Medical Records, Operating Room and PostGraduate Course committees! She routinely gets asked to lead medical missions and
teaching seminars all over the country. If she had time and didn’t have to attend to me she
could probably lecture all over the world. She might be up for a Nobel Prize. I am
married to a giant in the medical field! And who am I? A puny little writer who can’t
finish a book.
But she loves me. I know it. I satisfy the urge in her to be an artist. I give her the
only real mothering she’ll get, although I know she invests every ounce of maternal juice
into those babies and children whose lives she changes or saves. And when she loses
one—she comes home, she sits in the chair, she makes me make dinner and watches me
eat it, she rubs my back—we talk in Italian about vacations we’ll never take—faremo per
fare la passione sessuale a Roma! Ah, the symphony of Andrea. If I were a composer I
would make it like Mozart, Bach and Mahler all in one. Mahler Symphony No. 9
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conducted by Lenny—sorry Lenny, I know you hated it when we called you that, but you
seemed so much a part of us, and after all, we’re both New Yorkers, aren’t we? The first
movement of this symphony, (I am putting it on my iPod as I think of it), and those
heartbreaking strings and horns come through my speakers, such sweetness and then such
darkness—the man reminds me of myself. Delightful and murky, light and gloomy,
shadow and substance, ominous, dismal and then—oh my god! The sweet, sweet strings
in harmony so lovable you want to cry, break something and dance on the ceiling like
Fred Astaire. I think of James Dean in Rebel Without a Cause when I hear the 9th—Dean
with his white T-shirt and his red jacket and his jeans and Natalie Wood! Oh Lord. The
spirits who made Natalie Wood break my heart. There is nothing static about this
music—it moves, it flows, it’s swell! (how’s that for a phrase that ages me?)—isn’t that
swell? Isn’t that why they call them “movements?” I congratulate myself on
understanding the obvious.
I won’t see Andrea until tonight and there is nothing to do but drown in Mahler. I
know I ought to be writing but what the hell! Isn’t music a kind of writing? I walk over to
the table where the laptop sits and open the lid. Inside of this cursed machine is the
book—the book I am determined to finish, the book that has been going along, speeding
up in conception, I must admit, the book that will, I am sure, put me back onto the
playing field—so why am I so reluctant to finish it? Maybe for the same reason Dean
died in a one-man car crash at twenty-seven or John Kennedy Junior died in a plane crash
at thirty-nine--when they both had everything to live for—they were the proclaimed
Kings! The Princes of the Field, the Leaders of the Posse! It’s too great a burden—too
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much responsibility. With such a family background as mine, I had to become something
useful, something interesting and Lord knows Bessie wanted me to be a star of
something, when she wasn’t the star herself. How could her oldest son not be amazing,
astonishing, astounding, remarkable, wonderful, the piece de resistance of her life, her
raison d’etre? I astonished her and others in the beginning with the first books, the short
story collections, the early wonder, the early promise, but let’s face it—it was too much!
Who can carry this? Not being the suicidal type, I did the next best thing—I sold myself
short. It wasn’t that hard. In fact, it was the path of least resistance. I got good at it; so
good that I forgot how to get back to the thing that made me create the early promise in
the first place. I became the person I was escaping to, instead of the person I was hiding
from. So I am just the extension of my mother’s will, I suppose, and that is what I resist:
The Will of the Mother. If I keep on resisting her will I can continue to fail and force her,
confront her, will her, to love me as myself, to love me as I am, not as the success-driven,
clever, promise-driven boy wonder, but me, mama! me! Love me! Fardinen a mitzveh, I
can hear her saying, give me a miztveh. But I ask you, Bessie, what do I owe you? Did I
ask to come here? But who am I asking? She’s gone and I am sitting here with a
manuscript, grappling with the words, searching for the vestiges of voice, and tone and
something else—the muse, the inspiration—and then I think of Barbara, because in her
own way, Barbara was really my muse, and Andrea can not ever fill that place. Not that I
want her to, but still. I’ve committed myself to structure, civility, order, carefulness,
politeness, and still—craziness invades me—my characters come in the door uninvited, I
have no peace!
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What I wouldn’t give to have John Kennedy Junior’s charm, or James Dean’s
smoldering unavailability, instead of this skinny, rabbinical body and the tight, drawn
pupik of mine—I could be—Mahler? Oy, the strings are hurting me now and I can cry
and scream and also, turn the God Damn fucking music off. Which I do. Too much is too
much. How could the man live with himself?
Now what? I have to write, that’s what, so I do. I put Mahler back on—I’ve got to
have something driving me. I write a paragraph, pick up the phone and put in a call to the
hospital. Her office phone goes to voice mail. I switch off and call her beeper. It goes to a
message. I call the Neurology desk.
Hi, this is Saul, Andrea’s husband.
Hi Saul—this is Cammy.
Oh hi, Cammy—is Andrea—
Oh God, what a day she’s had. Two surgeries back to back. I’ll have her call you. I
think she went to lie down for just a minute; then she’s got rounds, a meeting with
Residents—
I understand. Just tell her I called.
Of course Saul. I’m such a fan of yours.
You are?
Oh yes—I loved Marriage Croaks the Blues-- it was so funny!
Yeah, I was pretty damn funny thirty years ago.
Andrea says you’ve got something new cooking.
Yeah—and I better go before it burns! Tell Andrea I called.
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You bet.
Einstein’s Theory of Everything did not succeed and I feel like Einstein right
now—I am not succeeding.

**************
After four hours of Mahler and writing, (I’ve finally cracked the first third of this
book), Barney whines to let me know it’s time to go out. I decide to take him for a ride in
the car and let him loose on the Mall. You never know when the science fiction writers
will get their wish and the Potomac will flood and we’ll all be under water—the
Washington Monument (that Andrea is always calling the Great Phallic Symbol) will rear
just the tip of its head over the water line—we’ll be known as The Washington That Was.
I’ve heard the Mall is only two inches above sea level or something and this whole area is
a giant Tidal Basin—it’s bound to happen sometime! Flood me, I am thinking as I call
Barney in from the back yard.
Park! I call, and he looks at me with disdain—something in that mutt face, (there’s
St. Bernard in there, collie and what else I don’t know—German Shepherd?) has the
capacity for almost-human expression, his eyebrows raise a bit, he turns away from me
and sticks his nose back in between the wooden slats. Can’t you see I’m making progress
here? I hear him asking, although of course nothing is actually said. He’s standing at the
fence and it seems making some headway with one of the poodles next door. Now that
we’re closing in on May the warmer air has us both wagging our tails. I admit, it’s a
seminal moment in his dog’s life and I hate to interrupt it but—I jangle the leash, just to
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hammer home the point and he comes trotting slowly to me. Who knew I’d have a
passive aggressive dog? The angle of his legs tells me that, although the park sounds
tantalizing, the stuff going on between him and those Czech goddesses is just so much
more compelling. Life is short. Especially for a dog.
I sense there’s something wrong with Barney but I don’t know what—I can’t put
my finger on it. Something is dwindling inside of him; his smell is a little more musky
than usual (there are a lot of dead leaves I need to clean in the back yard after the
winter—maybe that’s it—he’s rolling around in the leaves) but no—it actually feels like
some kind of emotional, dare I say it, break through—I am going nuts thinking about dog
gestalt. I never had a problem with it before. Barney takes a snuffle from his bowl; I snap
on the leash, we go to the car. We’re driving to the Mall, I tell him, opening the door to
the passenger side of the car and letting him in. Tina, one of our neighbors, is out on her
porch, sitting on the makeshift thing she calls a “swing” but it is really just an old chest
her husband Harold made into a loveseat with handles, sorting through her mail. As I shut
the door on Barney, (he always sits in the front seat with me) cranking open the window
just a bit so he can revel in the explosion of smells as they whiz by our car, Tina waves
and I wave back.
How’s Harold? I ask. Harold, a retired scientist, my neighbor for 19 years, is a
small man with a large head and a nose with a life of its own, a nose that ought to be on a
man much taller, with his amphibian mouth, eyes that register dying and suffering in a
very polite way, a nice face for plunging and scraping into the world of frogs and toads,
which was his specialty until he retired from American University (do people start to look
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like their specialties? I wonder, or did they find a specialty because they have a certain
affinity, a je ne sais qua? with that species?) Is Harold a super order of Frog, a salientian,
part of the extinct species, called betrachian, those species adept at convergent
adaptation?
Harold’s in the hospital, Tina says, her tiny, bird-like hands fluttering around a pile
of mail in one hand and a book in the other. A large packet of coupons escapes her
fingers and falls to the porch. She leaves it there—we both share the same contempt for
coupon packages knowing full well they are advertising in disguise.
I lean in to let Barney know it’s going to be minute and of course he sniffs and
turns away from me with scorn; my social habits are annoying to him when they get in
the way of his agenda: The Daily Walk. This is sacrosanct, I hear him saying, but of
course, he cannot talk and his head is turned away from me. I am sure it is my
imagination, which it is obvious of late has really gotten away with some crazy tricks,
tricks that have absolutely no moral logic whatsoever. I walk up to the porch and start to
bend down to pick up the coupon packet, but her voice rips through the warm afternoon
air: Leave it there. But I am curious about Harold, even though I sense my mood is
breezy and amiable and not at all ready for bad or gloomy news. Unshed tears seemed to
hover around Tina’s tiny and pinched face, her little body can’t weigh more than 100
pounds, and her legs are the size of a bird’s. Her tense tiny body looks forlorn and
unloved and I want to hug it but I don’t. It isn’t acceptable mode for my curious, Jewish
personality to override her Protestant reserve.
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Harold got sick to his stomach and he thought it was indigestion so we ignored it
for a couple of days until he got a ripping pain in his back and he thought he’d thrown his
back out and went to his chiropractor who took one look at him and called an ambulance.
He’s in the cardiac ward at George Washington—they took him out of ICU yesterday. I
guess angioplasty won’t work—they have to open him up and fiddle around inside. I’m
going over there now after I toss the mail into the house. Want to come?
I know, I can feel her insecurity—it sits all over her like a frog—the unfortunate
image invades my thoughts—her frog husband, poor man, in the cardiac ward, me about
to take Barney to the mall—I could go over to the hospital and see Andrea at the same
time—kill two birds—her head moves back and forth like an hysterical parrot.
Doesn’t Andrea practice there? she asks, hoping to seal this arrangement by the
suggestion of convenience and proximity.
There and Providence and Howard, I tell her. She’s all over.
Well—as she says this Tina opens the door to her house and tosses the mail onto
the hallway floor. A dingy white cat whines at her.
Go away, Madame Bovary!
That’s her name? I ask.
Unfortunate, I’m afraid. Harold liked it. Harold—
I’ll go to the hospital, I tell her. I’ve got to see Andrea anyway. I’ll go—just after I
take Barney here to the Mall for a squirt or two on a few trees. It’s 12:10 now—how
about you tell Harold I’ll be over there by 2?
You don’t have to teach today, do you?
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No, it’s Friday. I was planning to write—I’m working on a book—
When aren’t you working on a book? When are you going to get one published?
That’s fair, Tina, but unfair at the same time. People are always so damn boastful
here in this country—there’s nothing wrong with a little modest failure once in a while.
She smiles—when the lips part I see her gums which look a bit purple to me, and
her yellow teeth, the lips are not like Harold’s froglike ones, but thin, with vertical lines
running from the lip to her nose and some other lines running down her chin. She’s old, I
realize, much older than Andrea and some bit older than me, but when did she slide from
the sort of still promising late-middle age to this place of no return? Then I think, well, I
am sliding there too, but thanks to good genes it doesn’t show on my face—even if I am
bald.
You shaved your beard. She looks at me with the little wrinkled eyes, shaped like
hazelnuts and buttery brown in color, the eyes are much nicer than the skin around them
which has turned blue-ish and transparent.
Yeah, I had an epiphany one morning.
Was it literary?
Hardly.
You’re really tough on me, Saul.
How so?
I see how you’re looking at me. We all know you married a young wife.
She’s forty-seven.
She’s too young for you. I mean, isn’t your oldest girl thirty-something?
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Marissa’s thirty-five.
With kids, right?
What has this got to do with anything, Tina? I am standing in front of her porch,
jingling my keys nervously, unaware that this signals Barney to start whining in the car.
I just—what will I do if Harold goes? I’ll never find someone else!
Do you want someone else? I ask her.
What kind of question is that? It’s disrespectful.
I don’t mean it that way, I tell her.
Maybe you better take that walk, she says, pulling her dirty-white cardigan around
her middle section.
Are you mad? You’re the one talking about Harold—
Just go see him and don’t tell him anything.
What—tell him what?
Anything about what we just said.
I wasn’t aware we said anything, I tell her.
She smiles again. This time I can almost see the charm she must have had about
fifty years ago. Dullness, depression and years and years of living with The Frog had
worn down the life force, but there was still a tiny bit of it left, a spark, not a flame and
maybe with the right—
Sure, I say. Are you going to be there?
Yes and Joe and the kids and Maddy said she’s coming tonight.
Maddy?
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Madeleine--from Rhode Island. She teaches there. Rhode Island School of Design.
Barney whines again, more insistently. Gotta go, I tell Tina and jump into the car. We
peel out. I look over at Barney who is sticking his nose out the window and purposefully
ignoring me. Hungry for the smells of something bigger than our immediate vicinity and
our backyard, Barney is on a mission and I am the man to help him fulfill it.
After the Mall, Barney is hyperactive. I take him home and give him a bone hoping
it’ll tranquilize his nerves. I don’t go to the hospital and visit Harold The Frog, and I
don’t check up on Andrea—I feel a strong urge to get working on the book because this
time I am pretty sure I can finish it. Writing, working and thinking at the dining table, I
munch on Dorritos, put away three glasses of wine, and before I know it, it’s eight
o’clock and I walk over to the couch and fall asleep watching CSI.

**************
It is well past midnight and someone told me to set my clocks forward because it’s
daylight savings three weeks early. I put in a call to Phil who’s left three messages on my
voice mail. One: I’m taking a leave of absence. Wanna go to Hawaii with me? Two: I can
only get two weeks off. Wanna go to Montreal? Three: A rehab center just sued Courtney
Love for an unpaid bill. Think she took the money to buy more drugs? Speaking of
drugs—can you, do you know anybody—can you score me something? The Venlafaxine
ain’t doing shit. I—the beeper goes off at this point. Andrea set the phone so no one can
leave more than a 45-second message. This discourages people (like my friends) from
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tying up the line when she’s on call, but she’s got her cell and her beeper, so what the
hell? I dial Phil.
Phil?
Yeah.
Are you drunk?
No.
I got your messages.
Yeah.
Are you depressed?
Not any more, my doctor switched my medication.
It takes effect that quick?
When do you fucking listen to your phone messages? I left that shit four days ago!
I’ve been busy. Who do you know in Montreal?
My Uncle Gus lives there. He was married to my mother’s dead sister.
He married her before she died or after?
What?
Just a joke.
I’m not in the mood.
I thought the anti-depressants were working.
They don’t make you happy. They just keep you from being suicidal. What the
fuck time is it?
Time to set your clocks forward.
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I did that already.
So tell me, Mr. Insider, how come we’re going into Daylight Savings three weeks
early this year?
Ah—that was one of those little bills that slipped through congress in 2005—to cut
energy consumption, but hell, I know the inside story is it’s really a ploy to get more
money for merchants—if it stays light longer more people will go out shopping longer.
You know.
Oh—it’s for our so-called “common good,” right?
Right.
So—what time is it?
Well—it’s 12:15 but it’s now 1:15 a.m.
Andrea hasn’t come home yet.
Oh.
I should call her, don’t you think?
Sure. Call her beeper or something.
Maybe she fell asleep—she had a crazy day with two surgeries.
All her days are crazy.
She always comes home, Phil. Do you think—
Forget it. Not her.
Maybe she has some guy—some doctor.
Forget it.
All right. So you wanna play cards tomorrow? Morris is coming over.
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All right. How’s the book coming?
You know better than to ask me that, Phil, for God’s sake—I never answer
questions like that—it might jinx the whole fucking project!
All right—sorry. Don’t get testy. Call Andrea Saul—she calms you down.
Yeah.
I don’t have Margo to calm me down anymore. She’s moving to Austin.
Austin? Could she get any farther away?
Yeah, Montana.
I’m gonna call Andrea.
Goodnight.
I hang up and call Andrea’s beeper. I leave our number and press #1 for urgent. I
call the office. No answer. I tell the voice mail to call me. I dial the Neurology
department.
Cammy?
No Cammy went home at six. This is Janet.
Janet—this is Saul Lerner, Andrea’s husband.
Oh yes.
Is she around?
I saw her about an hour ago.
She’s usually home by now.
I know. She had the day from hell. I’ll let her tell you about it. But—
Is she--?
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She’s probably on her way home right now. Don’t worry.
OK.
I hang up and breathe a sigh of relief. I can’t live, I can’t eat, I can’t write—where
is she?
I decide to trudge upstairs to bed and wait for her to come in. Barney’s asleep in
the kitchen. Upstairs the bed looks warm and comforting and I need it. I undress, flop in
under the sheets and duvet and sink into dreamless sleep. I forget to reset the bedroom
clock.
*************
I wake with a start. The red dial of the clock says 4 a.m. and then I realize it is
actually 5 a.m. The bed feels cold and stale and stiff, and Andrea’s side is empty. I look
toward the chair thinking to see her asleep there but it’s empty as well. I get out of the
bed, take a piss and stumble downstairs. The living room silence has a chilling feeling to
it, Barney’s having a dream on the kitchen floor—his legs are moving like crazy—I open
the front door, turn on the porch light and don’t see her car on the street.
Where is she?
I call her beeper. I press #1 six times and hang up.
Maybe it’s time to call the police, I am thinking. She had an accident, she’s been
kidnapped, the—the—I run out of ideas, words, sentences; thoughts. I am alone with fear
and that is not a good place to be. I think about calling Marissa but I know this would not
be wise. Waking her and David up at 4 a.m. with the kids—not a good plan. My
apprehension is well documented—everyone knows I am neurotic with my worries, I
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always go overboard, I think the worst can happen, I am a dread-collector—a future
monger and the future always looks dim, and invariably everything turns out—well,
Barbara died, I wasn’t paying attention to that, and little Benji, but—I grab the phone and
dial 911.
I want to report a missing person, I tell the police officer.
Who is missing, sir?
My wife.
How long has she been missing?
Well—she went to work this morning, and she hasn’t come home yet.
I hear some noises at the front door.
Oh thank God! I tell the phone, I think she’s here now!
She’s getting home kinda late, she says.
Yeah, she’s a doctor. She works double shifts at the hospital.
OK. Sir. Would you like me to stay on the line while you go see?
No, no, that won’t be necessary. Everything’s all right. Thanks. Thanks. Everything
will be fine.
All right sir. Well, call us if anything occurs.
You bet. Thanks.
I go to the front door and open it, fully expecting to hold this woman of my dreams
so tight she’ll never get away. As I sweep open the door, I feel a sudden breeze and I look
down. At my feet is a dead bird. A bird has flown into our door and killed itself. I can see
the twisted head and beak and spots of whitish yellow stuff and blood. A little gray
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warbler, probably one of the songbirds that awakens me from my bedroom window at 6
a.m. The bird is dead. I go inside and grab a newspaper and a piece of wood from the
fireplace and I push the bird with the wood, (I am afraid to touch the bird with my hands),
I notice he has a little lighter colored underbelly with a white eye-ring. I plop him into the
newspaper, wrap it tight and take it out to the trash bins sitting at the end of our drive.
Dumping the bird into the trash I hear the distant sound of an owl and then I know.
Andrea’s not coming home.

******************

Day 2:

Waking up at nine a.m. after a night that feels as if it didn’t happen—a dream. The
clock tells me eight--I know it’s wrong. It’s Saturday so I know I can call Phil or Morris
or one of the kids—but what will they do? They can do nothing for me, because nothing
has actually happened, there’s nothing to be done! I go into the kitchen but experience
nausea, there’s no appetite for breakfast but coffee might work. I force myself to make a
pot; my hands are shaking. Andrea has never spent a night away from me and if she had
to why didn’t she call? I get the coffee started and reach for the phone. This time I
decided to demand that she come to the phone and talk to me. I call her beeper, again the
voice mail: Where the hell are you? You didn’t come home last night! What the hell’s
happening? Call me within one hour or I’m calling the police! I leave this message, my
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voice laced with panic, anger, alarm, anxiety, distress—the adjectives explode inside of
me exponentially. I want to call the Neurology department but something tells me
nothing new will be unearthed. In the middle of all this the phone rings and I think—oh
God, it must be her—she’s—
Hello? Saul?
Yes?
It’s Michael. Dr. Birkin?
Michael, I’m in the middle of something now, could I call you back?
It’s OK, Saul, I understand.
You understand? You understand what?
I understand you need to work on some stuff.
Oh, go to hell Michael. I hear some muffled sounds in the background and Sabrina
takes the phone.
Michael?
What is it Sabrina?
Let’s get together today—later on. I’ve got some ideas about your situation.
What do you mean, my situation, Sabrina?
I think we can write our way through this.
Through what?
Can’t you conceive of giving the two of us a scene—a scene on our own?
Absolutely not! I explode, and if you don’t get off the phone—! Fucking forget it—
I’m hanging up! I’ve got enough on my mind not to have to deal with you cockamamie
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idiots! I push the off button and throw the phone across the kitchen into the stainless steel
Target Trash Can Andrea bought four years ago. It rings. I ignore it. I decide to let it go
to voice mail but on the last ring I pick it up, just in case it’s Andrea.
Andrea? Andrea?
Saul? It sounds like Andrea’s voice.
Where are you? I ask her.
I can’t talk now, and the line goes dead. I throw the phone back into the trash can. I
am not able to carry on with this and in response I grab a bottle of the 2003 Oregon Pinot
Noir from the pantry. I am going to drink the entire bottle until I grow comatose or close
to it, and if that doesn’t work I’ve got a 2002 Echelon California Merlot to do the trick.
The phone rings from inside the Trash Can. I desire to ignore it but I know I do so at my
own peril. I open the lid of the can, fish out the phone and look at the caller ID: Magon,
Alabama. Where the hell is that?
Hello, hello, Saul? It’s Michael’s voice. I put the phone to my ear but refuse to talk.
I know you’re there Saul.
So what?
I just want to say—I’m sorry.
Where the hell are you?
Falls Church, he says.
The phone says Magon, Alabama.
That’s a mistake, he says.
What kind of mistake? I ask him. Sorry for what?
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Sorry we upset you. We didn’t mean to. Really.
I can’t reassure you with forgiveness now, Michael, if that’s what you want.
I just want your peace and wellbeing.
That’s so kind, I say, the phone in my left hand and the wine opener in my right. I
get the bottle open, get a wineglass from the cupboard above the sink and pour out my
first of many glasses. I’m not meeting the two of you guys later on today, so fucking
forget it, I tell him as I take a gulp from the wine, feeling the acidic taste go down my
throat into my stomach. I’ll need about three more glasses to stop my hands from shaking
and my body from twitching, I say out loud, unintentionally.
You’re drinking Saul?
What’s it to ya?
I just asked. No shame, no blame.
Shut up, I tell him. I need to hang up and keep this line clear for—
We’ll get off. Maybe it might be better if we stop by later.
Don’t!
It won’t be harmful! he says, in fact it might—Sabrina grabs the phone from him.
Saul, it’s Sabrina. Just relax. We’ll be over later. It’s not as complicated as you
might think.
What? I shout into the phone.
A couple of scenes! A few lousy scenes! What’s so hard? she asks.
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I can’t stand either one of you! I scream into the phone and push the off button once
more. I vow not to answer the phone again, unless I can see from the Caller ID that it’s
Andrea.
***********

It’s now past eleven a.m. and I have opened another bottle of Pinot Noir and I made
myself some scrambled eggs so I don’t pass out. The phone has remained dead silent
thank God. I’ve made a decision to go over to the hospital and find her. I locate Barney in
the back hallway knawing on his bone. I rub his head, tell him we’re leaving and grab the
leash hanging on the hook next to the kitchen window. I take my ratty navy blue
Missoula, Montana sweatshirt from the back of a chair and head out the door to the car.
My cell phone’s in my pocket and it rings. And there’s Morris coming up the street,
walking with his little 3-pronged walker. Shit!
Morris!
I thought we had cards today.
Yeah—
Isn’t Phil coming?
Later. I’ve got some errands to run.
I’ll go with you, he says as he reaches the car. Help me in.
I put Barney in the back seat, (he expresses even more disdain than usual about
this) and help Morris into the front, folding up his handy little walker like an umbrella,
which he puts on his lap. Where we going? he asks.
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Hospital.
What about the dog?
The dog’ll be fine.
Well, I don’t want to wait alone in the car with him, Morris tells me, his white hair
standing up in endearing little tufts on the top of his head, the quizzical, thick white
eyebrows raised. I have to remind myself that Morris has a PhD in Russian Literature,
retired from forty years of teaching at Tufts and Rutgers. He was a star player at Rutgers
in the Russian department and his book On Slavonik Philology was the definitive work on
Russian linguistics. Added to that that he spoke both Polish and Czech fluently—the man
had been a language genius! And, I remind myself, at eighty-seven he is doing a lot better
than I am at this moment. The dear man never married but rumor has it he fathered nine
children from five different women. Now he lives alone with his cat, Pip, and his
housekeeper Adoria, who is, herself, seventy-something. The two of them avoid each
other. She cooks his food, cleans the place as best she can (she has a bad leg from a fall
or something) and several of Morris’s children check up on him weekly. Adoria lived
with her stepdaughter until Morris let her move into his place and have a room of her
own. It’s an arrangement old people make when they have no other choice.
Are we playing Texas Hold’em? he asks.
Not now, I say and pull out of the street onto Porter. I have to get to the hospital.
Stop at my house and I’ll get my handicapped parking sign.
What for?
Because I’m handicapped.
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You’re waiting in the car.
Maybe, he tells me, but you’ll be sorry if you don’t.
We drive by Morris’s little house he’s had for twenty-eight years and I run to the
door, where Adoria answers in a housecoat that looks as if it saw the Russian Revolution.
Morris what? she asks.
His handicapped parking thing, I tell her.
Estos idiotas me conducen estupido! she mutters as she goes into the house, coming
back with the laminated piece of paper. Here. She shoves the paper at me and slams the
door.
At the car I put the sign hanging from the rearview mirror.
She’s rude, I say as we pull out.
No ruder than usual, Morris tells me.
I think she called me stupid.
She calls everyone stupid. What did she say?
Something in Spanish.
Yes, but what?
I don’t know! I don’t know Spanish!
Try to remember. You’re a professor. Spanish was one of your languages! Didn’t
you do a dissertation on that Nicaraguan writer?
All right! She said: Estos idiotas me conducen estupido!
H-mm, as I thought. She is saying you drive her stupid.
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Good. George Washington is on 23rd and things are a mess on Pennsylvania
Avenue. I take a series of one-way side streets until we come up from behind past Foggy
Bottom Metro. The parking lot is full.
See? What did I tell you?
I look back at Barney, who is scrunched up on the back seat with his bone between
his two front paws. He is clearly miffed about this whole excursion, but what the hell?
His feelings cannot be number one all the time.
You can whip into that handicapped space, Morris tells me, and because of our sign
I find a space right next to the automatic double doors in front of the main lobby.
Wait here, both of you.
I don’t feel comfortable alone with him.
Whaddaya think he’s gonna do, rape you?
Ha Ha. That isn’t even funny, Morris says.
All right. I won’t be long. I can’t take him in and you’re not up to the running
around I have to do. I reach into the glove compartment. Here’s some water, I tell Morris
and hand him a small bottle of Deer Valley.
Thanks. But what if I have to go to the bathroom?
I’ll leave the keys. All right? I’ll leave the keys. You just lock the car, take the
keys, go inside and come back. Got it?
Got it.
Jesus. I get out, leaving the keys in the ignition.
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Looking back at Barney I warn him: don’t go anywhere with Morris, all right? I
want him intact when I get back.
Barney looks at me and I swear I hear him say: look the old man gives me the
creeps, but I’ll leave him alone. However, you better not be longer than 20 minutes. I
swear. I look around to see if anyone else has heard it, but it doesn’t appear so. Morris is
taking a swig from his water.
I gotta protein bar in the side pocket there, Morris, I tell him. He pulls out a
strawberry protein bar Andrea probably left from her workout last week. Ok? Everything
A-OK? They both look at me with exactly the same expression: How could you do this to
us? Hurry up. An old man and a dog are worse than children.

************
The first thing I do inside the hospital is go to Neurology. Cammy is off for the
weekend and Dr. Uzma Chaudhry is on duty there. We’ve done several dinner parties
with Uzma and her husband Vernon, a lovely, lively, bright couple.
Uzma!
Hey, Saul, how’s it going?
Fine. I’m here to see Andrea.
Oh my god—she has been so busy.
So everyone says.
Didn’t she call you?
She did—she did—I think—
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Well, I think if you do down that corridor over there you’ll see her—she’s visiting
one of her patients. Uzma checks a clipboard hanging on the wall. She’s with—it’s room
418c. Down there.
Thanks!
Good luck, she says. I have no idea what she means, but I know she’s sincere about
it. As I come down the corridor to room 418 I see what looks like the back of Andrea
running down the hall the other way.
Andrea! Andrea! I call out. She looks hastily behind her and keeps running.
Suddenly doctors appear out of nowhere, somebody’s pushing a huge cart and a machine
and it looks like some kind of problem. Code Blue, I hear a voice sounding like Andrea’s
call out. Everyone has gathered outside 415. I can’t go in. I peek around the hulk of an
orderly and think I see Andrea before someone pulls the curtain shut around the patient’s
bed. I walk back to Uzma.
It looks as if—
We’ve got an emergency, Saul, I’m so sorry. Do you want to leave her a note?
She didn’t come home last night.
I understand. The life of a medical spouse—it’s almost like being a widower or
something, isn’t it?
No, it’s not that. Not that at all. For one thing, she’s never not come home, never!
I understand, Uzma says as she picks up the ringing phone. Neurology. She winks at me
as if to say, thanks and goodbye Saul and good luck. I have to leave. I am dejected as
hell. And baffled. Suddenly I see Andrea walk by the desk. I run over to her and just as I
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do she takes off down the corridor the other way—as if she is running away from me!
Andrea! Andrea! I call her but she pushes out the exit doors and I follow her—she’s
flying down the stairs with me after her. What the hell’s going on? Why is she racing
away from me? She gets to the bottom, we’re on the 2nd floor, she pushes into the
hallway from the stairs, I follow close behind, close enough to grab her arm and then
suddenly, there I am—in the middle of the hallway on the 2nd floor with no one there, no
one in front of me, no one behind me, nothing. Was this a hallucination--some kind of
mirage? With all that’s happened—the God Damn characters coming alive, am I losing
my mind? Memory and mirage, I think, something to write about. Is there some definite
knowledge of past events or am I creating them as I go along? Perhaps it is time for me to
psychologically free myself from all observable outside phenomenon, seemingly
physically enacted events. Am I creating my reality or is my reality creating me? And
really, (ha, I use the word ironically) am I real? Is this reality? Am I in search of lost
time, and will I find it? I am intense and the world is brutal and incomprehensible, but it
is the world nonetheless, is it not?
Abruptly my thoughts crack—the medium of experience is simply not going to stop
me from the immediacy of what I am doing, where I am standing, how I am reacting, the
unpleasant, far-fetched title page of a book not yet written. I fasten on Morris and Barney.
I’ve left them alone in the car and I better get back. In the strangest of transitions, I feel a
sense of safety about going back to the car. The hospital gives me the creeps and with all
this chasing around, I am beginning to feel as if I stumbled onto a private episode of The
Twilight Zone. I am better off with Morris and Barney at home. Let Andrea take care of
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herself, I think, what the hell? If she doesn’t care enough about me to even—I can’t
complete the sentence because I am suddenly crying in the middle of the 2nd floor hall. I
duck into a men’s room before anyone sees me, grab a wad of paper towel to wipe my
face and leave. The 2nd floor winds around to the lobby and from there I find the car. I
look inside and see no one. The doors are locked. The keys are in the ignition. Morris has
taken the dog out and locked the keys in the car.
I knock on the window. I don’t know why.
As I look around the parking lot I see Morris and Barney underneath a tree.
Morris! I scream. He looks up and waves. Walking over to them, I am past caring what
will happen now because everything has already gone to hell in a hand basket.
Did you do what you need to do?
Yes. No. Morris. You locked the keys in the car.
I did?
Yes. Now I’ll have to call a locksmith. It’ll cost a good hundred and fifty dollars.
No you don’t. I can do this job with a credit card, he says. Barney finishes pissing
and we walk back to the car. Morris pulls out his American Express and after a few
minutes of fumbling with the card he looks at me.
I can’t do it. It’s a different kind of lock.
I didn’t think so, I tell him. Looking in the window I see my cell phone is on the
seat. And my cell phone’s in there too, I say to no one in particular, but Barney appears to
react.
Well, we’ll just have to go inside the lobby and ask for help.
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Fine Morris, but we can’t bring the dog, so you sit down on that bench outside the
doors, and I’ll go in.
An hour later someone from Keyway 24/7 Locksmith pulls into the parking lot in
his 2007 Chevy Colorado, slate gray, a beauty, steps out and in two seconds he has the
door open. I give him my Visa card and he charges me $250.
$250 for two minutes’ work. Not bad.
It’s a Saturday, he tells me, and we’re damn busy for some reason. Everybody
decided to lock their keys in their cars today.
He hands me my receipt and smiles.
Anytime you need us, just call.
Thanks. I wave as he whips the truck around in a circle and drives off.
Morris gets into the car after folding up his walker and Barney climbs into the back
seat where he left his bone.
You didn’t forget your walker Morris.
No, I never forget that, he says.
Back home I let everybody into the house and see the phone blinking with
messages.
I can’t make cards today, Margo called and wants to talk. Maybe this is a new
break for us, Saulie, so—the beep goes off. Phil’s hopefulness upsets me. Morris sits in
his favorite chair in the living room.
Morris, Phil can’t make it and I’m tired.
That’s OK. I’ll just sit here and watch some TV.
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I hand him the remote and decide to go upstairs and lie down.
Are you all right if I lie down for a minute?
Sure. I’m fine, he says. Before I go I bring him a glass of ice water and a plate of
leftover Macaroons from Passover.
Here, I say.
Thanks.
Barney has gone to the back door. I let him out so he can tell the poodles all about
what a rotten day he’s had and I go upstairs. I am asleep before my head even hits the
pillow. Sleep is better than life. When a man is asleep, he has in a circle round him the
chain of the hours, the sequence of the years, the order of the heavenly host. Proust had it
right, I think, as my being moves into the metaphysical waves, the dynamic process, my
basal forebrain and hypothalamus doing a dance my conscious body has no knowledge
of.

Day 3: Life is Circular:
4 a.m.
I wake up. Where am I? There seems to be no space or time, up or down, I’ve been
floating somewhere, I reckon—I’ve done this before. I look instinctively to my right and
reach my arm out for my wife—who is not there. The bed is flat, cold and forbidding. I
can’t take this anymore! Extrapolating back from the present to the formation of the
nucleus of this whole gestalt is impossible. Where was the big bang in this present state
of affairs? When did things change? At what point did it all unravel and start to go
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wrong? I lie in the bed and think. The bedroom window is open; I hear the sound of a
light rain and a breeze. Barney comes into the bedroom, (I hear the click-clack of his
toenails on the floor), heaves himself onto the end of the bed; sighs and snorts himself
back to sleep. He must sense I am feeling more miserably alone than I have ever felt in
my life. OK. Phil has marriage problems; even Harold and Tina have had their ups and
downs, (The Frog, inexplicably, was attractive to many young girls in the Frog
Department—how do you kiss a Frog?) but not me! Barbara died! All right, the marriage
was filled with pain, but I stuck it out! To the bitter end and she died right here, in this
bed, in my arms, while I read to her from her favorite book The Sun Also Rises: The arc
light shown through the leaves in the trees. I vividly remember reading her this and she
sighing inside of her nightgown, both breasts gone, the cancer eating away at her insides
like a fucking rat inside of her body, and the girls were all in the bedroom with us, nestled
up next to Aaron—(Nancy was in the kitchen making endless pots of soup), he held them
tight while I held Barbara. But where is my memory? Barbara started bleeding from the
rectum, we take her to the hospital; she dies in the hospital. As I think of this I am aware
that the past is always present. Oh, so the philosophers say; but now I am understanding
it-- comprehending it—experiencing the flavor of watching the past become the living
present and me awake inside of it. So I’ve even embellished and revised my memory.
Well, that’s the luxury of memory. You can change it. I did read to her. In this bed.
Holding her, but she couldn’t die here, she even told me it wouldn’t be right and I agreed.
But why? What was wrong about dying here? What was wrong was when the bleeding
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started it was all over the sheets—I threw them out, afterwards, and Aaron told me in his
quiet way, Saul, you’ve got to take her to the hospital and I did.
But my marriage to Andrea—well, it was bound to dip a little, but our dips are
other people’s highs for God’s sake!
I lie in bed and think. Things started to really go wrong at Passover, there’s no
denying that. Little Alan went to the door to open it for Elijah and in walked Sabrina and
Michael Birkin. So that’s it! This whole thing is Elijah’s fault. Blame it on Elijah. But
where can I go with that? I don’t believe in Elijah, not really, well, he was a prophet, OK,
maybe I ought to go see The Frog on this—Harold is some kind of Biblical Jew as I
recall, even if Tina is an Episcopalian and her father was a—God, I don’t know what her
father was and I don’t really care. My problems are a lot more critical right now, but
maybe The Frog could give me some kind of exorcism and get rid of all this stuff? This
is what is called stupid, middle of the night thinking and it gets me nowhere, and here I
am, still in bed alone and I realize—maybe Andrea is leaving me. Maybe, this is it. She’s
just going to let me down easy by not showing up at all. I think it’s a rotten way to end a
marriage—but I’ve heard of worse, I suppose. But what worse? I smell from the window
a faint hint of wisteria, a deeper smell of roses, magnolia from somewhere and the
plaintive Owl that caressed my ears yesterday when I found the dead bird at my door is
now filling out the sounds of night, along with the wail of a distant train. I have never felt
so abandoned, so bitter, so savage, so forlorn, so completely lacking in any kind of higher
wisdom. My chimera has become reality, and like Macbeth, my musing and my reverie,
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the figments of my imagination, have all murdered sleep. I am not going to greet the sun
as it also rises, I vow, but of course, in this, I am wrong.
Morris! The consciousness of the old man finally makes a dent on my thinking. Oy.
Creeping down the stairs I see him asleep in the chair, with QVC muted on the TV. I turn
off the television, find the afghan on the back of the couch and cover Morris. He looks
comfortable—I don’t want to disturb him. I can make sure he gets home in the morning.
He’s snoring and it sounds a little like the Metropolitan Opera or Willy the Whale.

*************

Creeping through my window like the birth of the dreaded (to me) Universe,
fingers of sun reach from the window across my bed. The crystal wind chime hanging in
the window reflects colors of green, pink, purple, yellow and orange across the off white
bedspread Andrea picked up in that shop in Sligo. Andrea. I sit up like a rod of
lightening just struck my spine and realize the obvious—she’s not here, I am alone, sleep
has done nothing to erase this.
I stumble down stairs to find that my coffee has been made for me. Morris is gone.
The blanket is rumpled on the chair where he slept and I see he had a glass of wine. I
figure he must have walked himself home. It is Sunday, I remind myself and Andrea
always makes the coffee on Sundays, before she pulls in the Times, the Post and sets up
the TV tables in front of the TV so I can have my coffee, my bagel, read the papers and
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watch Meet the Press. I turn on the TV; it must be 11 a.m. because there’s Tim Russert
and Ted Koppel. Everyone stops when Koppel talks and I hear him tell the viewers that
the war our country is engaged in is “an existential war.” So now we are openly calling
war “existential,” and of course, I agree. Andrea. I wander the house like a ghost,
looking for Andrea and not finding her. Something has made the coffee, someone has
brought in the papers—it can’t be the dog, can it? Andrea.
Barney pads into the den where I am looking at the television with eyes glazed eyes
from lack of sleep for two days. I am wondering whether I ought to call the police again
and report Andrea missing, or call Phil with my panic which has now moved from my
legs and knees and thighs into my stomach, kidneys and heart. Ted Koppel is saying
language means something, this existential war is sure as hell real for that guy who got
his face blown off at age twenty-two, I am thinking. As my thoughts wander around in
this soup, I sip the coffee I’ve poured out for myself, and I think that if I just keep
thinking I’ll stop feeling and all this nightmare will go away. Andrea. But it’s not going
away. Our children’s children’s war, says Koppel and I am devastated by the realization
that we’ve made a nightmare for three generations and where is Andrea? I need to talk to
her about all this!
Beckett said drama could dispense with conventional plot and the unity of time and
place, so did he understand something I don’t? That life is chaos and why should Art be
otherwise? Maybe it’s time for the anti-novel, the anti-Art movement! As I think this I
also have this itching desire to walk over to the computer and dive back into my book. I
take my coffee cup and the mess of newspaper I’ve taken apart to find the book sections
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over to the dining table. I lift the lid of the computer, prepare to sit and start the day’s
journey when I am stopped. Andrea. I can’t do this without her. Nothing makes any
sense without her. She is, as corny as it sounds, the guiding light of my life, I am simply
an adjunct to her--what? To her—what?
I want to pick up the phone and start dialing the hospital numbers again but
something tells me it is perfectly futile. Nothing will change. I realize now, that whatever
reality gestalt I am involved in, it does not include Andrea anymore. Andrea. I now
realize, she’s dead. In some form or another she is dead, the marriage is over, there is no
logical inconsistency here, but maybe my puny brain just can’t wrap itself around the
possibility that I have traveled to another dimension.
As I think this Barney comes over to me at the table and sidles up to my left leg.
His collar is twisted--I turn it around straight so the tags hang down over his neck, his
soft, furry neck, which I am rubbing.
You’re onto something there, he tells me.
What? I ask.
You are, in a sense, in another dimension.
Wait a minute, I say. Are you talking?
You just noticed?
Don’t! Don’t! I shout, I’ve had enough for the last two days!
You could be in a 4-dimensional Causal Loop—you know, where the causes are
earlier than the effects? It doesn’t violate the laws of logic, you know.
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Maybe. But it violates the laws of nature. Just as talking to a dog. Who is not
talking. This is all a figment of my imagination.
Yes, he tells me. Look, let’s out on the porch and discuss this. It’s such a grand
day.
I follow him out to the porch where I sit on the top step and he sits next to me. I can
hear the sound of a lawnmower and smell fresh grass. Daisies have sprouted up in our
front garden. I am reveling in the colors of spring: gold and green and muted yellow,
scarlet, and even the deep blue sea of the sky anoints my senses.
Look, I have a lot of information to tell you and not much time to give it, so listen
up.
I’m having a hard time with this.
I know. But you handled Michael and Sabrina well.
They drive me crazy.
They’re nudges I grant you. By the way, you were very nice to Tina the other day.
The Frog didn’t make it.
Huh?
The surgery didn’t go well—he died on the operating table yesterday morning.
I was there—at the hospital. I should’ve gone to see him.
Never mind that now, you got your own problems.
I look at Barney. He looks back at me. Why I never noticed is beyond me—
obviously the dog is a genius with uncommon intelligence. Barney nods his head.
You read minds too?
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It ain’t all a bed of roses, he says. As he talks his jaws flap—the tongue goes in and
out, if it weren’t ridiculous it would be grotesque.
You think I’m ugly? he asks.
No, for Christ’s sake! I’ve loved you unconditionally for 11 years. Stop
complaining.
Ditto, he says.
Brecht asked that he be buried with a stiletto placed in his heart.
That’s not going to happen to you, Barney tells me, you’re kids wouldn’t put up
with it. Anyway, in a sense, you’re living the causal loop right now because you both
exist and don’t exist at the same time.
How’s that? I am sitting here on my front porch discussing logical contradictions
with a dog.
Although I must admit that Hawkins has shot that theory all to pieces—for you
guys here in 3-dimensional time, that is. Logical contradictions just can’t happen,
Hawkins says, so nothing can “allow” them to occur.
That’s like making your point to make your point.
Exactement, Barney says. I’ve been working on my French. The Poodles, he offers
by way of explanation.
Is Morris OK? I find myself using Barney as an oracle all of a sudden. It seems as
if his view is more 360 than my own, but it’s a human trait to make everybody out to be
an expert except yourself.
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Morris is fine. He’ll be here till he’s ninety. He got himself home all right, Barney
says, looking at me and winking. I’ve never seen a dog wink, I tell him.
Well, strictly speaking—oh, never mind. First things first.
What?
Andrea. I imagine you want to know.
Yes.
She’s OK. She’s just fine. In her dimension she’s fine. She misses you. Terribly.
Very, very much. You know. But she’s going to get on with her life. And this has brought
her much closer to your children. Who also miss you, by the way.
Miss me? Where am I?
Well, I thought you knew. We all did. We figured you were just having fun with
the creation of imaginary gestalt in the ordering parameter that we define as physical and
mental process. I mean, apparently you got caught up in the personal time gestalt and
kind of ignored the external time and eternal time gestalt. But no matter. I’m here to set
you straight. Pull the plug, so to speak. But you didn’t die before you were born like
some other cockamamie weirdo I’m working with thinks he did. The semblance of an
image is not always the image itself, you understand. I mean, I’ve observed that in your
own way, you’ve been toying with the whole non-formal reality and appearance concept.
I like sharp outlines; I hate misty vagueness. What are you getting at?
The response of an organism to a given stimulus is very often dependent upon the
past history of the organism. Russell said that in his Analysis of Mind,
Yeah. So what?
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I’ve been watching you for a long time.
Longer than 11 years?
Way longer. And the last thing I wanted was to take away your sense of fun. Your
past history has shown that a sense of play is vital to your wellbeing. And, we all enjoyed
watching you play in the paddling pool! Of course, but to him for whom the passing bell
tolls…Donne informs us—we ought to listen, pay attention to that, take heed and so forth.
I’ll undo the world by dying, because love dies too, he says. Oh, I don’t completely agree
with that, however—romantic love maybe, but the enduring love—and anyway, there’s
soul love, isn’t there and that lasts forever! You and Andrea, for instance.
I don’t understand a fucking thing you’re talking about.
No. I don’t suppose you do. Barney is silent for some moments. Are you hungry?
he asks.
No.
All right. Neither am I.
Sitting next to Barney, my dog, a dog it seems of uncommon talent, I hear the trees
crack as if they are just waking from the winter slumbers. Birds have died a million years
before and have resurrected themselves to sing once again. I find myself feeling a sudden
sense of peace. I think about the dead bird, all the things happening to me, that have
happened, that may have happened, that didn’t happen.
Are you calmed down now? he asks.
Yes.
Ok. Because what I am about to say is not going to make you happy.
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Say it.
You’re dead.
I knew it.
You did not.
I suspected something.
Maybe.
I still don’t believe it. Really. I just think I am having lateral amnesia or something.
That could be.
Yeah?
But it’s not.
So—what about the house, the neighborhood, the newspapers, Morris, the hospital,
my kids, the trees, spring, the park, Andrea’s hair, my bed, the coffee, my body—
Passover!
The characters walking in the door, calling you on the phone, Andrea disappearing,
your dog talking? Anything wrong with this picture?
My book!
This is where I thought you might get upset.
Upset! Whaddya talking about! I’m ecstatic to learn I’ve done jack shit and my life
has no meaning!
You’ve done so much.
What about the book?
Depends on how much of the book we’re talking about.
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The whole thing.
Depends on how you want to deal with the time factor here—you know—when you
left, so to speak, checked out, made your transition, had the blessed event—oh no, that’s
the pregnancy euphemism—sorry, I’m just getting the hang of all this language thing.
When did I die?
Two days before Passover, Saul.
So what about the book?
Well, you got about fifty pages or so.
That’s fucking nothing dude! No one’s going to publish fifty pages of nothing!
I said you’d be upset about this.
This is all a bunch of horseshit. I’ll buy that I’m nuts or I have a brain tumor or
whatever, but I know if I wait around long enough Andrea’ll come home—she’s gotta get
her stuff!
Barney looks at me with a strong glance of pity on his mug.
Don’t pity me.
I can’t help it.
So—what about all that shit I wrote? You telling me it doesn’t exist? Fineberg?
Andrea? The Kid? The Hospital?
You have a fine imagination, he tells me.
That doesn’t cut it.
What can I say? It’s a beautiful irony, that you title your book, Saul’s Last Book.
I don’t see anything beautiful about it. It’s fucking pathetic.
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Some might think so.
I’m a total loser.
Depends on how you define it.
Define what?
Loser.
Fucking forget it. I’m having a conversation with a dog.
I can help you solve that dilemma.
Don’t do me any favors. I sit in consternation for a minute and a sudden thought
pops into my head. You’re not Bessie are you?
Lord no, he says.
She didn’t send you to torture me, did she?
Would you forget Bessie already? She’s moved way on.
Are you saying everything I experienced since two days before Passover is a
figment of my imagination?
Imagination is a powerful tool, my friend. It built the Universe.
What about Saul Sub-Zero and all that stuff? I had a feeling I was “channeling” that
shit anyway and I don’t believe in channeling.
You experienced that, my friend.
Don’t call me your friend. What’s the point of fucking writing a book if no one
ever gets to read it?
What am I, your worst enemy?
Are you gonna shut up or what? I am mad now!
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Writing the book is about process, my friend.
I said don’t call me-It’s not my fault you died before you finished it! I had nothing to do with that
decision!
Who did? I want to talk to them.
Exactly. Exactly. You want to talk to them.
Don’t repeat everything I say.
You need me here.
For what?
For information-- to negotiate the transaction.
How in hell did I experience Saul Sub Zero?
He’s been promoted.
Yeah, I know. Mr. Zero. Which is exactly what I feel like right now—a great big,
fat fucking zero, spending my whole life, practically, trying to produce a decent book—
You produced three beautiful children. You produced two wonderful marriages; the
second was stellar. Your loyalty was commendable in the first.
Yeah, all right.
You’ve been a good kind man to all your friends. Your brother—
My brother! Is he still alive?
Very much so.
Did they sit shiva like they were supposed to?
Yes, yes, they sat shiva. Honestly, you people with your meaningless rituals.
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Rituals are important—they enable us to grieve or experience joy openly.
You can do all that without a ritual.
Ritual makes it sacred, or fun or—
I begin to cry and Barney looks over at me, putting a paw on my leg. I bury my
head in his fur and cry.
It’s OK to cry—we all do, he says.
Explain to me--I say after some minutes, snot dripping from my nose and eyes.
Get a Kleenex first.
I go into the house and grab box of Kleenex from the bathroom. While there I grab
the rest of the 2002 Echelon California Merlot I didn’t finish the previous day and bring it
out onto the porch.
Can I have some? the dog asks.
Your punim isn’t designed for alcoholic consumption. Barney laughs.
It’s fine—I have no need to medicate. Help yourself.
So explain this to me—I wrote the Sub Zero stuff about Fineberg—not me!
We have always adored your imagination.
So—
Look, Saul—we’re not going to be able to answer all this until you talk to the head
guy first. You know what I mean?
So, who’re you?
I’m just the transitional guide. Look, here’s a deal for you. Just walk to the end of
the street. That’s it.
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Walk to the end of the street.
Yeah.
I need a sip of wine first. (I take the wine and chug a good bit of it straight from the
bottle). OK. Now what’s going to happen when I walk to the end of the street? And what
about Fineberg and Sub Zero and all that?
I’m not at liberty to answer all those questions--the information is not available to
me now.
Oh that’s fucking great.
Just do what I’m telling you—walk to the end of the street.
And then what?
Can you just trust me now?
A talking dog? Are you kidding?
Believe me, you couldn’t handle what I really look like.
What are you—Satan?
You don’t believe in Satan.
I was just kidding.
No, I’m not Satan. Saul—please. I really care about you—and in the interests of all
I’ve meant to you in the dog state, please, walk to the end of the street!
All right. If I do this and—
If you don’t like it you can come back.
I can come back?
Yes. I’ll arrange it—I’ll work it out—you can come back.
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Fine.
Leaving the bottle of wine next to Barney I get off the porch and look down the
street. As I do I hear, coming from the sky, I swear, Bach’s St. John Passion—the swell
of voices in the choir coming from leaves on trees, blades of grass—the leaves are
singing! Intense, dramatic, swelling, moving and vivid, Christ’s trial and death told by
soloists acting as participants in the event but also meditating upon it in reflective arias,
the choir’s role alters from rowdy mob screaming for a crucifixion to that of a
congregation singing out a plaintive wail of shared grief—redemptive chorales
accompany me as I walk from my house to the end of my street! My crucifixion! I think,
and with all that musical accompaniment, how hard is it to be dramatic about it all? And
then I think, I am already dead. The drama is over. What happened?
Life the movie, I consider, and I am the star of my own demise walking slowly
down 35th Street to the end where I will find—
--a nice man walking toward me of indeterminate age, or ageless as they say. He
doesn’t look like Plato or Aristotle—he wearing Khakis and a golf shirt. He looks like he
just came off playing eighteen and he’s taking a break. Is he a Golf Angel? I wonder, a
Golf Fairy Angel?
Hi Saul. He extends a hand. I’m Francis.
So you’re Francis. I wondered where I got you from.
Me and a few others have been working with you for some time now. St. Germaine
but he’s kinda busy right now. I do most of the legwork.
So—
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So this isn’t hard. All you have to do is just keep on walking. Follow me. To the
end of the street.
‘Spose I don’t want to? Barney said I could go back.
You can go back.
I’m not ready.
That’s understandable.
So—I’m going back. OK?
OK.
So, what’re you gonna do?
I’ve got plenty to do, don’t worry.
So—if I decide to walk out here again—
Just let me know, I’ll arrange to be here.
You’re patient.
That’s the name of the game.
OK. Thanks Francis—nice to meet you. I’m walking back.
I turn and walk back to the house and everything is exactly the same. Barney is out
on the porch, the wine bottle is sitting there, I hear the lawnmowers, the birds and the
leaves—nothing’s out of order! What’s the big deal? I have baseless confidence in
science, and in religion? None whatsoever.
Hi, Barney says.
You still talking?
Yeah.
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I’m going inside. I’m sure Andrea’ll be back later and all this stuff will sort itself
out. I’m dreaming or—
You had a cerebrovascular accident—just before you and me went down the stairs.
That’s what made you fall—not the leash. You were dead before Andrea got home.
I shaved my beard—I remember that vividly.
Yeah—you shaved your beard and you died.
I thought that might happen, but I didn’t really believe it.
Your shaving had nothing to do with it—not directly anyway.
The shock of seeing my own face?
No. Just coincidence. You had a sudden loss of neuronal function due to
disturbance in cerebral perfusion.
I’m going in the house. Francis said I could come back.
That’s fine. Some people came over while you were walking down to the end of the
street.
Some people? Came here? I wasn’t gone that long!
Time is elastic now, Saul.
All right.
I go inside the house. Everything looks normal, just as I left it. I go to my office
and things look in order. I walk to the kitchen, and there sit Sabrina and Michael.
You two?
Hi Saul. Got a minute?
What for?
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Well, we figured since you came back that meant you wanted to work with us.
Are you fucking kidding me?
Saul, Sabrina says, the magic liquid honey of her voice oozing all over me, I am
sure in time you’ll begin to see things our way. We are such interesting characters and
we’ve been floating around in your head for some time now! I represent the Anima, the
Feminine Archetype in you, yearning to be free.
And I am the Hero Archetype, says Michael.
You are not my Hero, I tell him, not by a long shot.
I heal people! he says.
I don’t care.
Sit down. Don’t be upset, she tells me. Look—I’ve got the pages from your
manuscript—
Where did you get those?
I printed them out from your laptop.
In your office, Michael adds.
Who told you guys you could just come here and make yourselves at home?
You should be more familiar with your subconscious Saul—we’re just trying to
help you in that direction.
I don’t need your help.
Maybe he needs anti-depressants, Michael whispers to Sabrina.
I heard that, I tell him.
Sit down. I’ll make you a drink, she says.
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This is my house. I’ll make my own drink.

I look at these two—I hesitate to say it, “people”--and realize that wherever they
come from, my subconscious, my imagination, whatever, they stink. I’m not spending
another minute with them. I walk back to the front porch where Barney is reading the
sports section of the Washington Post.
The Gators took the SEC title, he tells me.
I don’t care.
You look glum.
Those assholes are in my kitchen.
Yeah. He keeps reading.
And don’t you think that’s kinda rude? I ask him.
Well—that’s sort of what I’ve been telling you. You see, you got a choice here.
You can stay and deal with me and Sabrina and Michael or you can walk again back
down to the end of the street and go with Francis. Your choice, my friend, your choice.
How could anyone in their right mind conceive of such a scheme? I have a choice
between the bad, the ghastly awful and the horrific. How long is this going to go on?
How long can you stand it?
You know, there’s an old saying Barney—or whatever your name is: Trust in God,
but tie up your camel.
Wise, charming, but limited.
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And so, in the end, it’s really quite simple. I take another slug from the wine bottle
to prepare for eternity and start walking down to the end of my street. Before I get there
Francis is coming toward me, his hand extended, and it appears as if there is some kind of
crowd behind him.
I’m glad you came, he tells me. We’ll have plenty of time to answer all your
questions.
I feel good about this, but questions are the furthest from my mind. I follow Francis
to the end of the street and disappear.

Coda:
Marissa
October 2007
Andrea insisted we follow the whole sitting shiva routine to the letter. I wasn’t for
it—no one was religious, least of all Dad, but she said we needed it, she needed it and so
we did it. Morris was there the whole time, along with Uncle Aaron and Aunt Nancy,
Andrea’s parents came, her sister, (whom I’ve only met twice) Abby and Natalie. Abby
broke up with Rex and so she was mourning the loss of both men in her life. David and
the kids came for a few days, then they went home and I stayed on. I felt I should—but
really, I wanted to. The more I stayed, I felt, the more I could prolong the time when I
had to let go of Dad. Cause I just didn’t want to let go. I felt his presence everywhere.
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During that week I would sit in his office, looking up at the ceiling at the poster of The
Tree of Life he put there, (how did he get it there I wondered) running my hands along
the desk and the spines of his books. Sometimes I could feel him inside of a book, like his
energy was parked there or something. I’d look at the pictures of Dad and Mom, and Dad
and Andrea, and Dad and us as kids, and even the old pictures of Dad and Grandma and
Grandpa—all that history. It feels so good to know it’s there, even if I don’t use it for
anything.
We called a Rabbi from Temple Sinai on Military Road. I know Dad and Andrea
went there on High Holy days and other occasions, and Morris is a regular there. They
have 3 Rabbis, 2 of them female, and they are all three wonderful. The Kaddish made me
cry and Morris got upset and only came for the Kaddish and we had to take him home,
well actually, his housekeeper, Doria came to get him every night. There was so much
food around there it was insane. Andrea slept all the time. She says she might sell the
house but she also says that if we want it we can keep it in the family or something, but
nobody lives in DC so we don’t know. It’s her house—she should do what she wants
with it. She took a leave of absence from the hospital. I hope she’s going to pull out of
this. Before I left I went upstairs to their bathroom and when I saw Dad’s shaving things
on the side of the sink I burst into tears. Andrea and I hugged. Abby, Natalie and I slept
together in the same bed. Three sisters without a father.
When I got home I felt all the color had gone out of the world. The University
made a huge deal of it, and there was a memoriam and everything. One of his colleagues
asked me if I was going to carry on the Lerner writing tradition, and I asked what
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tradition? Uncle Phil came over with Margo, but they’re breaking up and he went to
Hawaii to recover. He was really broken up about Dad—they were best friends.
I realize now I am an adult orphan. Andrea brought out the measly fifty pages Dad
had for his latest novel. There was a lot of stuff on his hard drive—Natalie and I are
sorting it out now, but the book he started was pretty good, for a beginning. Andrea told
me to take it home with me, so I did.
Everyday I get up with Alan and Caroline and get Alan off to nursery school and
Caroline and I go to the park and then we go home and have lunch and she has a nap. I
have a couple of videos of Dad and the kids and Andrea and I played them when I first
got home, but now I can’t stand it. I don’t think even Dad would want me to be that
sad—he was always happy and playful. He had a sense of adventure about every day of
life.
A few weeks after I got home I pulled the book out again. I was sitting in David’s
office and Caroline was on the floor playing with the Little Touch Leap Pad Learning
System I just bought her. I sat at the computer and wondered where Dad was going with
this book and what he wanted to say. I had a steaming cup of spiced Ruby Chai tea at my
left elbow--I took a sip—I don’t know whether it was the tea, or the day or spring in Ann
Arbor but I felt something like a—like a breeze—well, not exactly a breeze but, a presence
enter the room. It was very nice. Quite pleasant--not scary, but once that presence crossed
the threshold of the office I opened up Word and started typing—it was as if magic made
my fingers fly—I knew exactly what I wanted to write--the writing came through me or to
me from somewhere else. David had his favorite sign Sleep Less Think More on the wall in
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front of my desk next to a splendid picture of Dad and Andrea in Portugal standing in front
of the ocean. I looked up at that picture for a second-- Dad still had his beard, he was
smiling wide and I could almost hear him say: write the book, Marissa. And so I did. It
took me all summer. I wrote the book. I hope he’s happy with it.

The End
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